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1 Introduction

1.0. Introduction

In this chapter, we give a general introduction to this thesis. Section 1.1
contains a short introduction to the Frisian language and its main

dialects. Its sole purpose is to give as much background information as is
required for a proper understanding of the parts where dialectal

differences are explicitly mentioned. An overview of the theoretical
framework within which the description and the analyses are couched

and a justification of the particular choices that have been made is given
in § 1.2. Section 1.3 is devoted to the structure of the Frisian sound

system. The sounds of Frisian are divided into natural classes and the
proper characterisation of individual sounds and sound groups is

provided. The main objectives of this thesis are unfolded in § 1.4.
Finally, chapters 2-6 are summarised in § 1.5.

1.1. Frisian1

Frisian is spoken by about 450,000 of the 600,000 inhabitants of Fryslân,
a province in the northwest of the Netherlands. The national language of

 We restrict the discussion in this thesis to Frisian as spoken in the Dutch province1

of Fryslân. On the German Wadden islands along the shores of Schleswig-Holstein and on
the mainland there, some 10,000 people speak a North Frisian dialect, whereas near
Oldenburg in the northwest of Germany there are some 1,000 speakers of East Frisian (see
map 2). Seen in this light, Frisian in the Netherlands should be called West Frisian (which
in Germany, in fact, it is). For the sake of brevity, however, we will use 'Frisian'. Tiersma
(1985) and Hoekstra & Tiersma (1994) give an overview of the three main Frisian dialects,
although they devote by far most space to West Frisian. Since this section is only
introductory, we will refrain from referring to the extensive literature on Frisian dialects.
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the Netherlands is standard Dutch, which is, therefore, the dominant

language in the public domain (politics, culture, education, economics).
This means that all speakers of Frisian are at least bilingual, i.e. they

speak both Frisian and Dutch. There is a certain division of labour
between the two languages in this respect. Due to the functional

dominance of Dutch, Frisian mainly functions as a spoken language in
the countryside.

From the 19  century onwards the Frisian language movement hasth

made constant efforts to further the use of Frisian in the public domain,

notably politics, education, church, the media, cultural life (literature and
music), and science (Frisian linguistics and local history). These efforts

have certainly not been without result. Frisian has been acknowledged as
the second official language of the Netherlands, as a result of which it

has acquired certain rights in government at the provincial and municipal
level. In education, too, it now has certain rights at both the level of
primary and secondary education and the university level (one can
graduate in Frisian linguistics and literature). The bible has been trans-
lated twice (in 1943 and 1978) and the use of Frisian in religious
services is no longer uncommon. Radio and televison programmes in

Frisian are broadcast every day. There are quite a few Frisian periodicals
and journals, whereas there is a lively literary climate and a steady
literary production. There are also a lot of Frisian (folk) rock groups and
gospel choirs which sing in Frisian in whole or in part. All this would

have been unthinkable without the efforts of the Frisian language
movement. Nevertheless, the supremacy of Dutch is counterbalanced to

no more than a small extent.

Frisian is a West Germanic, to be precise, a North Sea Germanic
language. Of the continental Old Germanic dialects, it is Old Frisian that
is most closely related to Old English (see Nielsen (1981)). There are
still remnants of this close historical affinity between Frisian and

English, though these are mainly lexical. Dutch, however, has exerted a
profound and ever increasing influence on Frisian for some centuries, so

Frisian bears a much greater resemblance to Dutch than it does to
English, both lexically and structurally.

As stated above, Frisian is spoken in the Dutch province of Fryslân.
Three clarifications are in order (see also map 1). In the first place, it is
also spoken in a small part of the neighbouring province of Groningen

(the Westerkwartier). In the second place, there are parts of Fryslân
where a Dutch dialect prevails, though Frisian is spoken there as well.
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map 1: The West Frisian dialects

These are It Bilt (Dutch: Het Bildt) in the north, De Stellingwerven in

the south, and parts of the rural district of Kollumerlân (Dutch:
Kollumerland) in the northeast. Besides, a mixed dialect, called

Stedsfrysk (i.e. town or city Frisian) is spoken in the towns/cities of
Ljouwert (Dutch: Leeuwarden), Snits (Sneek), Dokkum (Dokkum),
Frjentsjer (Franeker), Boalsert (Bolsward), Starum (Staveren), and It
Hearrenfean (Heerenveen). In the third place, there are varieties which

differ from ordinary Frisian to an extent that they must be considered as
separate, but all the same Frisian, dialects. These are spoken in the city

of Hylpen (Dutch: Hindelopen) and on the islands of Skiermûntseach
(Schiermonnikoog) and Skylge (Terschelling), the latter in two variants,

viz. Westers (western) and Aasters (eastern). These dialects all have a
more or less conservative character, since they have not undergone
certain innovations which ordinary Frisian has.

As indicated on map 1, four different Frisian dialects must be dis-

tinguished: Klaaifrysk (lit.: clay Frisian) in the (north)west, Wâldfrysk
(lit.: forest Frisian) in the east, Súdwesthoeksk (lit.: the language of the

southwestern quarter) in the south(west), and Noardeasthoeksk (lit.: the
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language of the northeast quarter) in the northeast. Klaaifrysk and

Wâldfrysk are the main dialects. The differences between them are
primarily phonological, as becomes clear from the following overview

(cf. Hoekstra & Tiersma (1994:508)):

(1) a. the digraph <ei> is pronounced as the falling diphthong [ej]
in Wâldfrysk and as the falling diphthong [aj] (or []j]) in

Klaaifrysk;2

b. when preceding a velar consonant, the digraph <ea> is

pronounced as the centralising diphthong [I.c] in Klaaifrysk
and as the long monophthong [e:] in Wâldfrysk, so the noun

speak 'spoke' is pronounced as either [spI.ck] or [spe:k];
c. the sequence -/un/- in Klaaifrysk corresponds with -/o(:)n/-

in Wâldfrysk, e.g. the Klaaifrysk prefixes ûn- /un/- and ûnt-
/unt/- correspond with Wâldfrysk on- /on/- and ont- /ont/-,
the Klaaifrysk nouns tûne /tunc/ 'cask, barrel' and gûne
/lunc/ '(Dutch) guilder' correspond with Wâldfrysk tonne
/tonc/ and gone /lo:nc/, the Klaaifrysk past participles bûn
/bun/ 'bound' and fûn /fun/ 'found' correspond with

Wâldfrysk boon /bo:n/ and foon /fo:n/;3

d. the sequence -/om/- in Klaaifrysk corresponds with -/um/-
in Wâldfrysk, the Klaaifrysk noun tomme /tomc/ 'thumb'
and the adjective krom /krom/ 'bent, crooked', for instance,

correspond with Wâldfrysk tûme /tumc/ and krûm /krum/;4

e. the personal pronouns dy 'you (object)', hy 'he', my 'me', sy

'she; they', wy 'we', and the preposition by 'at, by' are
realised with [ej] in Klaaifrysk, with [i] in Wâldfrysk.5

  Súdwesthoeksk resembles Klaaifrysk more than it does Wâldfrysk.     
map 2: The Frisian speaking regions

 The actual pronunciation in Klaaifrysk is predominantly [a:j] (or []:j]), hence as2

a sequence of long vowel + glide.

 <gone>, <boon>, and <foon> fall outside the scope of regular orthography.3

 This correspondence is a tendency rather than an exceptionless regularity. The4

verb komm(e) 'to come', the nouns tromme 'drum' and blom 'flower', the adjective stom
'dumb; stupid', and the preposition om '(a)round, about', for instance, are realised with [o]
in both dialects.

 In  Klaaifrysk,  the  pronouns  in  question are only pronounced with  [ej] when 5

stressed; when unstressed they are realised with [i] (see also § 3.2.1).
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As regards the five points of difference in (1) above, it goes with

Klaaifrysk. It differs, however, in three respects from both Klaai- and
Wâldfrysk. First, it has no 'broken' variants of the centralising
diphthongs <oa> /oc/ and <oe> /uc/ (see § 1.3.1.2 below for more on
MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING). So, whereas doar /docr/ 'door' and

foet /fuct/ 'foot' have the plural forms doarren [dwarn1 ] and fuotten
[fwotn1 ], with the rising diphthongs [wa] and [wo], in Klaai- and

Wâldfrysk, Súdwesthoeksk has [d�rn1 ] and [fötn1 ].  Second, it has /y(:)/6

where Klaai- and Wâldfrysk have /u(:)/. The noun hûs 'house', for

instance, is realised as [hu:s] in Klaai- and Wâldfrysk, but as [hys] is
Súdwesthoeksk. Third, the complex word-initial sequences /((C)(C))Cj/-
are quite regularly simplified through deletion of -j-. The words ljocht
'light, shine', frjemd 'foreign; strange', and strjitte 'street', for instance,

are pronounced as [lj]xt], [frjempt], and [strjItc] in Klaai- and
Wâldfrysk, but as [l]xt], [frempt], and [strötc] in Súdwesthoeksk.

Noardeasthoeksk is more like Wâldfrysk than Klaaifrysk in that it
goes with the former as regards the first four of the five points of

difference in (1) above.

The dialect boundaries are admittedly fuzzy. Moreover, more often
than not the basis for a dialectal distinction is not an exceptionless

 The broken variants of the centralising diphthongs <ea> /Ic/ and <ie> /ic/, [je] and6

[jI], respectively, do occur in Súdwesthoeksk.
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regularity but rather a tendency, so that quite a few words do not bear

out the distinction. This, of course, does not mean that the division in
four dialects is unfounded. What it does mean is that, in order to get a

clearer picture of the whole array of differences, much more comparative
dialectal investigation must be carried out.

Since the differences between the dialects are small, their mutual
intelligibility goes without saying. This, in its turn, explains why it has

proven possible to develop a Frisian standard language, which is used in
writing, in official documents, in broadcasting, in religious services, and

in education. Though Klaaifrysk is the basis of standard Frisian, forms
from other dialects are by no means prohibited. Rather than by dialect

selection, standard Frisian is characterised by distancing from Dutch (see
Breuker (1993)). Dutch is the dominant language in the Frisian bilingual

situation and as such its influence on Frisian is unrelenting. So,
distancing is an obvious reaction.

In this thesis, we will base ourselves on standard Frisian, unless
indicated otherwise. As to general issues like syllabification, diphthong
formation, the role of schwa, and sonantisation no major dialectal
differences are to be expected.

1.2. The theoretical framework

The general organisational model of the grammar known as LEXICAL
PHONOLOGY is our point of departure.  This means that we adhere to7

the LEXICALIST HYPOTHESIS, according to which word formation is
carried out in the lexicon.

One of the basic claims of LEXICAL PHONOLOGY is that pho-
nology and morphology interact in a specific way or, put differently, that
phonological and morphological rules apply in tandem. Before a form is
ready for lexical insertion, it may, thus, have passed through several

cycles of rule application. Within LEXICAL PHONOLOGY, the
following three levels of phonological representation are distinguished:

 See Kaisse & Hargus  (1993),  Booij  (1994),  and Mohanan  (1995)  for  recent7

overviews of the model and for discussion of controversial issues.
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(2) levels of phonological representation

a. underlying representation

b. lexical representation
c. phonetic representation

The level of underlying representation (2)a pertains to the deepest part of

the lexicon, which consists of a list of the morphemes of a language. In
our view, the underlying forms can be operated upon by phonological

rules and they serve as input to morphological operation (word formation
rules). It is through the latter that phonology and morphology come to

interact. Morphology and (lexical) phonology result in the intermediate
level of lexical representation (2)b, which is also called the word level.

The forms at this level deviate from the underlying form in so far as they
been affected by 1) phonological rules which only add structure, such as
the rules of syllabification and stress assignment, 2) structure-changing
phonological rules triggered by morphological operation. At this level, a
word, be it simplex or complex, can again undergo phonological rules,
whereas it can no longer be operated upon morphologically. The result is

the phonetic-phonological form a word has in isolation. Through lexical
insertion a form can end up in a phrasal context which again conditions
phonological rules. When a form, for whatever reason, can no longer be
affected by phonological rules or when, the other way round, there are

no longer phonological rules which might affect it, the level of phonetic
representation (2)c has been reached.  The model of LEXICAL8

PHONOLOGY is depicted in the following scheme:

 The characteristics of the phonological rules which mediate between the various8

levels will be dealt with below.
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(3) 

We, thus, follow Booij & Rubach (1987) in assuming that the lexicon
comprises two levels of phonological representation and two subsequent
levels of phonological operation. The first one is the underlying level,
followed by an operational level where phonology and morphology can

interact; the second one is the lexical level/word level, which is followed
by an operational level of pure phonology.

In most interpretations of this general model, the level where
phonology and morphology interact is divided into differtent strata, i.e.

blocks of intertwined phonology and morphology, to which particular
phonological and morphological rules are assigned. We have not indi-
cated strata in (3). The division of the lexicon into strata is not
fundamental to the theory (Booij (1994:541)). Besides, the exact stratal

division must be determined on a language-particular basis, but the
lexical phonology of Frisian is not the main concern of this thesis, so we

haven't looked for arguments justifying a lexical stratification.
The model of LEXICAL PHONOLOGY in (3) represents a de-

rivational approach to phonology: the phonetic form derives from the
underlying form through the mediation of a sequence of phonological
operations, which implies a sequence of intermediate forms. It, thus, is
an instance of "sequential modularity", as Mohanan (1995) puts it.

Though it is certainly possible to conceive of the various levels of
representation as being simultaneously present, we will take up a

sequential view on phonology in this thesis. One trivial reason is that we
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are most familiar with this approach. Another, less trivial, one is that the

derivational approach, as embodied in (3), has had the opportunity to
prove its usefulness as a descriptive tool, whereas non-derivational

approaches are still in a state of rapid and ongoing change. A third
reason is that, as a rule, the results obtained within a derivational

approach can be easily restated in terms of a non-derivational framework
without loss of insight.

Each application of a morphological rule to a word may create a
domain for phonological rule application, so that, as noted above, a word

may have to pass through several cycles of rule application. That is why
the phonological rules that interact with morphological rules are called

'cyclic rules'. Unless it is structure-adding, a cyclic phonological rule,
thus, operates in a 'derived phonological environment', i.e. an

environment which arises through the operation of a morphological or
another cyclic phonological rule. The phonological rules which operate
upon lexical representations are called 'post-cyclic lexical rules', whereas
those operating after lexical insertion are called 'post-lexical rules'.

These three kinds of phonological rules have different characteristics,
whereas, the other way round, a given characteristic is a diagnostic for

determining what kind of rule one is dealing with. In the literature, the
following characteristics are mentioned (see especially Kaisse & Hargus
(1993:16-17)):

(4) characteristics of phonological rules

a. cyclic rules
- are word-bounded

- have only access to and are triggered by word-internal
structure

- precede post-cyclic lexical and post-lexical rules
- may apply cyclically

- are disjunctively ordered with respect to cyclic and post-
cyclic lexical rules

- are restricted to a derived environment, i.e. are subject to
strict cyclicity

- are structure-preserving
- are obligatory
- apply to lexical categories only
- may be sensitive to diacritics

- may have arbitrary or morphologically defined exceptions
- are not transferable to a second language

- have an output which is subject to lexical diffusion
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- apply categorically

b. post-cyclic lexical rules

- are word-bounded
- do not have access to and are not triggered by word-

internal structure
- follow cyclic and precede post-lexical rules

- apply once
- apply across the board, i.e. to both derived and non-derived

structure
- are not necessarily structure-preserving

- are obligatory
- apply to all categories

- are not sensitive to diacritics
- do not have exceptions
- may or may not be transferable to a second language
- may have an output which is subject to lexical diffusion
- may have a gradient output

c. post-lexical rules
- are not word-bounded
- have only access to phrase structure
- follow cyclic and post-cyclic lexical rules

- apply once
- are conjunctively ordered with respect to cyclic and post-

cyclic lexical rules
- apply across the board

- are not necessarily structure-preserving
- may be variable or optional
- apply to all categories
- are not sensitive to diacritics

- do not have exceptions
- are transferable to a second language

- have an output which is not subject to lexical diffusion
- may have a gradient output

As can readily be seen, cyclic and post-lexical rules stand in sharp
contrast. Post-cyclic lexical rules share characteristics with both rule
types, though they are definitely more like the purely phonological

post-lexical rules.
There is virtually no characteristic that has remained undisputed (see

Kaisse & Hargus (1993:16), Mohanan (1995:58-63)). This, however,
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need not force us to conclude that LEXICAL PHONOLOGY is on the

wrong track. As Kaisse & Hargus (1993:16) note, "it is striking that
many lexical and postlexical rules do have at least some of the

characteristics" in (4) above, whereas it is noticed in Lombardi (1996:2)
that "the standard diagnostics are extremely strong tendencies for which

we must have an explanation". Kaisse & Hargus suggest that the
characteristics are not "rigidly associated with particular components",

but determine rule ordering in a more general sense, in that a rule with a
lexical characteristic always precedes one with the opposite

characteristic. Alternatively, the above list might constitute the
unmarked situation, leaving room for (language-specific) deviations.

The model in (3) allows for two interpretations of the relation between
the levels of phonological operation and phonological rules. In the first

place, each level may be conceived of as being associated with a given
number of phonological rules. This interpretation is suggested by the
terminology in (4) above, where characteristics are given of different
types of phonological rules. In the second place, however, we may
interpret the levels as domains of phonological rule application. In
principle, a phonological rule can apply at each level, albeit under the

conditions pertaining to the level in question. The characteristics in (4)
above, then, relate to different types of phonological rule application and
not to the rules themselves. At the cyclic level, for instance, a
(structure-changing) phonological rule must apply such that it meets the

general demands of STRICT CYCLICITY, i.e. it must not operate in a
non-derived environment, and of STRUCTURE PRESERVATION, i.e.

it must not derive a segment which need not be assumed underlyingly or,
put differently, it must not derive an allophone. We will assume this

second interpretation of the model. For the sake of convenience,
however, we will talk about types of phonological rule, while strictly
speaking types of phonological rule application are meant.

Further theoretical assumptions are:

- we adopt the fundamental idea of non-linear phonology that a
phonological representation does not consist of a row of feature

matrices and boundary symbols, but that properties which play
an independent role in phonology are represented as separate
tiers, the various tiers being associated to each other by means of
association lines;

- we adopt a particular version of the theory of feature geometry,
in which view the phonological features making up a segment do

not constitute an unordered list, but rather display a hierarchical
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structure (see § 6.8.3 for a concrete proposal);

- since the theory of underspecification meets with many serious
problems (see Mohanan (1991)), we follow Calabrese (1995) in

assuming that at the underlying level a segment is fully specified
for all feature values; its phonological complexity is expressed

by marking statements, which, on the basis of articulatory and
acoustic considerations, stipulate that a given feature specifi-

cation in the context of another feature specification results in
phonological complexity;

- we adopt a constraints and repair approach to phonology, which
means that there are static constraints/filters on the basis of

which a given constellation is marked as ill- or well-formed and
dynamic rules which do away with violations of the con-

straints/filters (one way or the other);
- the prosodic entities that figure most prominently are the syllable

ó ùand the phonological word, indicated as (...)  and (...) , re-

Fspectively; the intermediate foot level, indicated as (...) , only
plays a role in the analysis of the rhythmic constellations in
which syllables headed by sonorant consonants can occur

(§ 6.6.3);
- we adopt Levin's (1985) approach to syllabification, so we also

adopt a skeletal tier, consisting of X-positions rather than C- or
V-positions (see § 2.2.3).9

The implications of the theoretical choices made here will be made clear

when we discuss analytical problems.

1.3. The structure of the Frisian sound system

In this section, we will give an overview of the Frisian sound system.

We proceed along the lines of the broad phonological division of sounds
into vocoids (vowels) and contoids (consonants), i.e. of [+voc] and

[-voc] segments. Their proper characterisation is dealt with in           

 See § 1.3.1.1 below for the consequences this approach has for the treatment of9

vocalic length, and § 1.3.3 below and chapter 6 for the consequences for the interpretation
of the feature [syllabic]. We do not assume moras to play a role; see Broselow (1995) for
a comparison between the skeletal and the moraic approach.
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§ 1.3.1 and § 1.3.2, respectively, whereas § 1.3.3 is devoted to the

glides.10

1.3.1. The vocoids

The vocoids divide into three classes, which will be reviewed in turn: 1)

(long and short) monophthongs (§ 1.3.1.1), 2) (falling, centralising, and
rising) diphthongs (§ 1.3.1.2), 3) schwa (§ 1.3.1.3).

1.3.1.1. Monophthongs

Frisian has a large amount of monophthongs, which we classify along
the following traditional dimensions (taken from Cohen et al. (1959:
108-112)):

(5) classificational dimensions for monophthongs11

a. according to the degree of opening of the vocal tract: open,
half open, half closed, or closed;12

b. according to the state of the lips: rounded or spread;
c. according to the position of the tongue: front or back;

d. according to quantity: long or short

The classification is depicted in the following scheme (cf. Cohen et al.
(1959:112)):

 The Frisian sounds are regularly produced by exhalation. Sipma (1913:18,§ 83)10

notes that some sounds can also be produced by inhalation, albeit only in the exclamations
ja /ia:/ 'yes' and nee /ne:/ 'no' and in some interjections. Since the difference between
exhalation and inhalation has no phonological meaning, we will pay no attention to the
latter.

 Cohen et al. (1959) make use of the dimension 'articulated' vs. 'non-articulated'11

to distinguish (non-articulated) schwa from the (articulated) other vocoids. Since schwa will
be separately dealt with in § 1.3.1.3 below, this dimension is left out in (5).

 In § 2.2.4,  the degree of  opening of  the vocal tract will be represented by the 12

n-ary feature [open], which enables one to compute a segment's relative sonority in an
insightful way. In this introductory chapter, we will use the more traditional terms.
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(6) long short

closed i: i spread

y: u: y u round

half closed e: I spread

ö: o: ö o round

half open e: e spread

]: ] round

open a: a

front back front back

As becomes clear from (6), four vowel heights must be distinguished.

Like most Germanic languages, Frisian has round front vocoids, viz.
/ö(:)/ and /y(:)/, but it lacks spread back vocoids, hence back vocoids are
predictably round. The open vocoid /a(:)/ is central, though it is slightly
to the back.

Frisian has nine short vocoids which all have a long counterpart.
Cohen et al. (1959:108-109) wonder whether this distinction could not

be expressed by invoking the features tense and lax, as they do with
respect to the Dutch vocoids.  They, however, give preference to a13

classification along the short-long dimension "since the vowels give that
impression in hearing and are also shorter and longer when measured
instrumentally" [translated from Dutch].  Besides, it is noted that14

 Sipma  (1913:9,§ 2)  makes the following general remarks on the tenseness re-13

lations within the Frisian vowel system: "Closed vowels are generally more tense than open
ones, long vowels generally more than short ones, front vowels more than back ones,
stressed vowels more than half-stressed and unstressed [ones]." As appears from the
overview in De Graaf (1985:25-26), long and short monophthongs slightly differ in their

1 2formant frequencies (F  and F ).

 As appears from phonetic measurements, reported on in  De Graaf  (1985), the 14

long vowels are generally over 250 milliseconds in length, whereas the short ones are
mostly under 150 milliseconds (see also Tiersma (1985:15, note)). Boersma & Van der
Woude (1972:49), on the other hand, assert that measurements have revealed that the
quantitative difference between long and short monophthongs is negligible; regrettably, they
do not give the source on which they base this assertion.
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several short vowels can occur in an open syllable, whereas the com-

parable Dutch lax vowels cannot (see also § 2.2.3 and § 2.7.3). This
analysis, the seeds of which are already present in Fokkema (1938),

whereas the same line of reasoning can be found in Fokkema
(1940:142), has generally been accepted among Frisian phonologists.15

Within the theoretical framework adopted, a pivotal part of a phono-
logical representation is the skeletal tier, consisting of X-positions. This

means that a segment's phonological length (and phonetic duration) is
not expressed by means of a feature, say [±long], but that it is a function

of the number of skeletal positions the segment is associated to, hence
that it is a representational property. We, thus, represent the Frisian short

and long monophthongs as follows:

(7)

As already noted in Fokkema (1938:40), it is not easy to find minimal

pairs which are only distinguished by the presence of a short vs. a long
monophthong. This may be partly due to the large number of monoph-

thongs in the first place (Fokkema (1940:140)). Besides, fricatives by
and large display a complementary distribution in that the voiceless ones

only follow short vocoids, whereas the voiced ones greatly prefer to
follow long vocalic sequences (see (45) below). This means that minimal
pairs with fricatives only occur in exceptional cases, viz. when one
member of the pair contains a short monophthong followed by a voiced

fricative.  There is, moreover, a great deal of dialectal variation, which16

 See Sipma (1948), Chatman (1953), Tiersma (1979), Riemersma (1979), and15

Tiersma (1985). The feature [±tense] is used by Riemersma (1979) to distinguish schwa
from the other vocoids, though he admits that this is more or less a last resource.

 There are pairs of  words which only differ in the presence of a short monoph-16

thong followed by a voiceless fricative vs. a long monophthong followed by a voiced
fricative (cf. (10) below). Having the same meaning, they constitute dialectal variants.
Below, we list some examples:

(i) grys /lris/ - griis /lri:z/ 'grey'
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reduces the number of potential minimal pairs. In our dialect, for

instance, dûk(e) /duk/ 'to dive' and doek /duk/ 'cloth' do not constitute a
minimal pair, but there are dialects where doek has a long vowel, in

which case they do: dûk /duk/ vs. doek /du:k/. Below, we list minimal
pairs for each vocoid pair:

(8) a. /a/ - /a:/

smak /smak/ 'smack' - smaak /sma:k/ 'taste'
bar /bar/ 'turn' - baar /ba:r/ 'billow'

lam /lam/ 'paralysed' - laam /la:m/ 'lamb'

b. /e/ - /e:/
wer /ver/ 'again' - wêr /ve:r/ 'where'

tred /tred/ 'thirdly' - trêd /tre:d/ 'pace'17

c. /]/ - /]:/
ban /b]n/ 'ban' - bân /b]:n/ 'tyre'
sot /s]t/ 'crazy, mad' - sâlt /s]:t/ 'salt'
stal /st]l/ 'shape' - stâl /st]:l/ 'stable, shed'

kat /k]t/ 'cat' - kâlt /k]:t/ 'conversation'
grot /lr]t/ 'cave' - grôt /lr]:t/ 'pearl barley'

d. /I/ - /e:/

skil /skIl/ 'shell grit' - skeel /ske:l/ 'dispute'
lid /lId/ 'member' - leed /le:d/ 'sorrow'

prik /prIk/ 'pricker' - preek /pre:k/ 'sermon'
rip /rIp/ 'rack' - reep /re:p/ 'strip'

witt(e) /vIt/ 'to know' - weet /ve:t/ 'wheat'

bebisel(je) /bcbiscl/ - bebizel(je) /bcbi:zcl/
'do all kinds of things
while restlessly pacing to and fro'

fisel /fiscl/ - fizel /fi:zcl/ 'mortar'
tûfe /tufc/ - tûve /tu:vc/ 'crest, tuft'
twifel /tuifcl/ - twivel /tui:vcl/ 'doubt'
snaffel /snafcl/ - snavel /sna:vcl/ 'bill,

rostrum'

Though these are not minimal pairs, the systematic differences they display exemplify the
phonological relevance of the short-long distinction in the classification of the Frisian
monophthongs.

 This is only a minimal pair in the dialects where tred has a short monophthong.17
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e. /ö/ - /ö:/

nuk /nök/ 'mood, quirk' - neuk(e) /nö:k/ 'to fuck'
nul /nöl/ 'zero' - neul(e) /nö:l/ 'to tarry'

rukk(e) /rök/ 'to manage' - reuk /rö:k/ 'smell'
nut /nöt/ 'use, value' - neut /nö:t/ 'corbel'18

f. /o/ - /o:/

lok /lok/ 'bliss, joy' - look /lo:k/ 'kind of wooden
connecting piece'

doch /doã/ 'to do - dog(e) /do:ã/ 'to be good'
(present tense stem)'

bom /bom/ 'bomb' - boom /bo:m/ 'bottom'

g. /i/ - /i:/
tyk /tik/ 'tick' - tiik /ti:k/ 'ticking'
krych /kriã/ 'to get - kriich /kri:ã/ 'pith, zip'

(preterite stem)'
syk(je) /sik/ 'to look for' - siik /si:k/ 'ill'19

h. /y/ - /y:/
tút /tyt/ 'kiss' - tút /ty:t/ 'spout'20

i. /u/ - /u:/

bûk /buk/ 'belly' - boek /bu:k/ 'beech'
poep /pup/ 'crap, shit' - poep /pu:p/ 'kraut, Hun'

hoes /huz/ 'cover(ing)' - hûs /hu:z/ 'house'
soes /suz/ 'choux - sûs /su:z/ 'drowse, doze'

pastry (case)'
kroes /kruz/ 'mug' - kroes /kru:z/ 'frizzy'

 The words with the long monophthong, as nearly all words with  /ö:/,  are loans18

from Dutch.

 This is only a minimal pair in some dialects. In other dialects, syk(je) has a long19

monophthong (siik(je)) and siik a short one (syk). Isel /iscl/ 'name of a Dutch river' vs. izel
/i:zcl/ 'black ice' and fyf /fif/ 'lively, energetic' vs. fiif /fi:v/ 'five' constitute near-minimal
pairs (cf. footnote 16 above and (10) below). The latter also holds for wyt /vit/ 'white' vs.
wiid /vi:d/ 'wide', though this has often been put forward as a minimal pair in the literature.

 The pair túch /tyx/ 'weed(s); dust; rubbish; riffraff' vs. túch /ty:ã/ 'gear; harness;20

rigging; tackle', often presented as a genuine minimal pair in the literature, is a
near-minimal pair.
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dûk(e) /duk/ 'to dive' - doek /du:k/ 'to dive

(preterite stem)'21

The observed length differences in monophthongs are exploited to dis-
tinguish lexical morphemes. We, therefore, consider these differences to

reflect genuine phonological opposition. This means that the resulting
vowel system is symmetrical, as can be readily seen in (6) above.

There are also pairs of words which only differ in the presence of one
of the (half) closed long monophthongs /e:/, /i:/, /u:/, or /ö:/ vs. one of

the 'corresponding' centralising diphthongs /Ic/, /ic/, /uc/, or /öc/.
Examples are dialectal word pairs like tiis /ti:z/ vs. ties /ticz/ 'tangle' and

sjees /sie:z/ vs. sjeas /siIcz/ 'gig', which are distinguished by /i:/ vs. /ic/
and /e:/ vs. /Ic/.  Long monophthongs and centralising diphthongs can22

be followed by maximally one non-coronal consonant in the syllable
rhyme (see § 2.5.1), whereas short monophthongs can be followed by
maximally two (see § 2.5.3). This means that the existence of the
minimal pairs in (9) below is evidence for the phonological length of the
monophthongs in question.

The difference here consists of the presence of vocalic length vs. the

presence of schwa, hence the examples in (9) below are not minimal
pairs in a strict sense, since more than one aspect is involved. Since
schwa is a minimally specified vocoid (see § 1.3.1.3 below) and since
the difference in question does have distinctive value, we consider these

cases as genuine minimal pairs.

(9) a. /e:/ - /Ic/
leed /le:d/ 'sorrow' - lead /lIcd/ 'lead'

reed /re:d/ 'skate' - read /rIcd/ 'red'
reef /re:v/ 'reef' - reaf /rIcv/ 'skein, hank'

 The words hoes and soes are (recent) loans from Dutch. Some strong verbs have21

a present tense stem with /u/ and a past tense stem with /u:/; dûke, for instance, has dûk
/duk/ and doek /du:k/. This is also found with the verbs glûpe (gloep) 'to steal, to sneak',
krûpe (kroep) 'to creep', lûke (loek) 'to pull', and rûke (roek) 'to smell'. It is questionable
whether these constitute minimal pairs in a strict sense, because the past tense stem might
be conceived of as consisting of the present tense stem + an abstract past tense morpheme,
hence as a complex word. Nowadays, the past tense of these verbs is commonly formed by
attaching the (weak) inflectional suffix -te (-/tc/) to the present tense stem.

 There is also dialectal variation between  /]:/ and /oc/,  as in pôt /p]:t/ vs. poat 22

/poct/ 'pot', grôt /lr]:t/ vs. groat /lroct/ 'pearl barley', and nôt /n]:t/ vs. noat /noct/ 'grain;
corn' (see Sytstra & Hof (1925:20-21)). Note that the half open vocoid /]:/ does not vary
with /]c/, but with /oc/, which is the centralising diphthong with the half closed vocoid
nearest to /]/, i.e. /o/.
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reek /re:k/ 'smoke' - reak /rIck/ 'rick'

heel /he:l/ 'whole' - heal /hIcl/ 'half'
reep /re:p/ 'strip' - reap /rIcp/ 'rope'

sleet /sle:t/ 'sale' - sleat /slIct/ 'ditch'

b. /i:/ - /ic/
iis /i:z/ 'ice' - ies /icz/ 'bait'

bliid /bli:d/ 'glad' - blied(e) /blicd/ 'to bleed'
riid /ri:d/ 'trench' - ried /ricd/ 'council'

(wiid en) siid /si:d/ - sied /sicd/ 'seed'
'far and wide'

striid /stri:d/ 'struggle' - stried /stricd/ 'to struggle 
(preterite stem)'23

c. /u:/ - /uc/
hûd /hu:d/ 'skin' - hoed /hucd/ 'hat'
bûd /bu:d/ 'bump' - boerd /bucd/ 'board'
gûz(je) /lu:z/ 'to cry' - goes /lucz/ 'goose'

d. /ö:/ - /öc/
dreun /drö:n/ 'drone' - dreaun /dröcn/ 'to drift; 

to drive (past participle)'

The pairs /o:/ - /oc/, and /y:/ - /yc/ do not figure in minimal pairs. /y:/ is
a rather infrequent vocoid, so its non-occurrence is to be expected.

The vocoids /o:/ and /oc/ stand in a complementary distribution, /oc/
preceding coronal (dental-alveolar) consonants, /o:/ the other ones. This

seems to imply that [o.c] is a combinatorial variant of /o:/ (see Fokkema
(1938:41)).  Fokkema (1940:144), however, assigns /oc/ phonemic24

value because it figures in MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING (see (15)
below). Moreover, in the southern part of the Wâldfrysk dialect quarter,

the sequence -/un/ is realised as -/o(:)n/ (see (1)c above); this entails that
soan /socn/ 'son' vs. soon /so:n/ 'healthy, sound' (sûn /sun/ elsewhere) is

 stried /stricd/ is the preterite stem of the strong verb strid(e) /stri:d/. It is, there-23

fore, questionable whether, strictly speaking, strid(e) vs. stried is a minimal pair, which also
holds for rid(e) /ri:d/ 'to drive, to ride' vs. ried /ricd/ 'to drive, to ride (preterite stem)' (cf.
footnote 21 above). The pairs wiid /vi:d/ 'wide' vs. wiet /vict/ 'wet' and swiid /sui:d/ 'grand,
splendid, magnificent' vs. swiet /suict/ 'sweet' are near-minimal pairs, though they have
often been treated as genuine minimal pairs in the literature.

 The first part of a centralising diphthong has a somewhat longer duration than the24

corresponding short monophthong (see also § 3.2.2).
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a minimal pair there (Feitsma (1958:87)). And, as Hoekema (1958:39)

notes, the adjective fol /fol/ 'full' has the southern variant fool /fo:l/, in
which case there is the minimal pair fool vs. foal /focl/ 'with young,

bearing (of mare, ewe, sow, rabbit, hare)'.
The distribution at hand has several systematic and non-systematic

exceptions. First, there is the irregular preterite stem of the verb hâld(e)
'to hold', viz. hold /ho:d/, and the contracted adverb moolk (< mo:lck <

mooã+(c)lck) 'possibly'). Second, there are the incidental dialectal forms
tolef /to:lcv/ and toolve /to:lvc/ 'twelve', next to which tolv and tolve

(with /o/) occur. Third, in the northwest part of the Wâldfrysk dialect
area, Standard Frisian /]:/ is systematically realised as [o:], yielding

pronunciations like [bo:lc] for bôle /b]:lc/ 'loaf; bread' and [ko:t] for
kâld /k]:d/ 'cold'. Fourth, as noted above, in the southern part of the

Wâldfrysk dialect quarter, Standard Frisian /u(:)/ preceding /n/ is
systematically realised as [o:], as in [lro:n] for grûn /lrun/ 'ground;
bottom' and [fõ:s] (< /fo:ns/) for fûns [fé:s] < /fu:ns/) 'fund'.

It should be noted that the distribution of /o:/ and /oc/ only pertains to
the underlying level. When a verb stem ending in -/o:/, like triuw /trio:/
'to push', is inflected with the second/third singular person inflectional

suffix -st/-t, these complex words are invariably realised with [o:]
([trjo:st]/ [trjo:t]) and not with [o.c] (*[trjo.cst]/[trjo.ct]). Likewise, a
diminutive like kadootsje /kado:+tsic/ '(little) present, gift' is never
realised as *[kado.ctsjc], but always as [kado:tsjc]. When, on the other

hand, a form like skoan /skocn/ 'very good, very well' precedes a word
beginning with /b/-, as in hy kin it skoan betelje 'he can afford it very

well', skoan betelje is realised as [sko.cm bcteljc], whereas -/ocm/ does
not occur underlyingly.

To end this section, some comment on the realisation of the monoph-
thongs is in order. In the first place, as becomes clear from (6), the half
closed, spread, short front vocoid /I/ has the long counterpart /e:/, which

is slightly more open than /I/ (Tiersma (1985:12)).  The affinity be-25

tween /I/ and /e:/ can be illustrated with cases of shortening (from /e:/ to

/I/), lengthening (from /I/ to /e:/), and dialectal variation (between /e:/
and /I/). Since shortening is very common in Frisian, we begin with the

shortening cases.
First, the following pairs of morphologically related words show that

 Sipma  (1913:9,§ 8;10,§ 10) and Cohen et al. (1959:108) contended that /e:/ is 25

more closed than /I/. From the vowel triangle in De Graaf & Meinsma (1980:78), which is

1 2based on the F  and F  values of the monophthongs, it appears that [I] and [e:] are equally
closed.
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/e:/ and /I/ are members of the same natural class: heech /he:ã/ 'high' -

hichte (< /he:ã+tc/) /hIxtc/ 'height', leech /le:ã/ 'low' - lichte (< /le:ã+tc/)
/lIxtc/ 'lowness; hollow', reek /re:k/ 'smoke' - rik(je) /rIk/ 'to smoke'.26

The noun beest /be:st/ 'beast; animal' has the dialectal variant bist /bIst/.
Tiersma (1993:111) maintains that the latter, with unetymological /I/,

has developed from the plural bisten (< /be:st+cn/).
Second, secondarily stressed long vowels in loan words regularly

shorten. When this happens to /e:/, the result is /I/, witness the following
examples: risseltaat [rIs1lta:t] (from and alongside resultaat /re:sölta:t/)

'result', oer 't ginneraal [lIncra:l] (from and alongside generaal
/le:ncra:l/) 'generally', tillefoan [tIlcfo.cn] (from and alongside telefoan

[te:lcfo.cn]) 'telephone'.
Regular vowel lengthening in Frisian only occurred in the context of

nasalisation, when the sequence short vowel + /n/ was followed by /s/ or
/st/. Thus, attaching the nominalising suffix -st to the verbal stem win
/vIn/ 'to win' yielded winst /ve:nst/ [veÞ :st] 'profit', attaching the super-
lative suffix -st to the adjective min /mIn/ 'bad' yielded minst /me:nst/
[meÞ :st] 'worst'.27

There are also less widespread instances of vowel lengthening. In the

verb stems lizz(e) /lIz/ 'to lay (down); to lie' and sizz(e) /sIz/ 'to say' as
well as in the pronoun dizze /dIzc/ 'this; these', a short monophthong
precedes /z/, which is phonotactically exceptional (see § 1.3.2.4 below).
In some dialects, including our own, this situation has been remedied by

lengthening the vowel /I/, which has become /e:/: lizz(e) /le:z/, sizz(e)
/se:z/, and dizze /de:zc/ (Boersma & Van der Woude (1972:72), Tiersma

(1985:25)).28

Incidentally, the verbs skel(e) /ske:l/ and skill(e) /skIl/ 'to make a dif-

ference; to matter, to concern' show dialectal variation, as do ferskel(e)
/fcrske:l/ and ferskill(e) /fcrskIl/ 'to differ' and the deverbal adjectives
ferskelend/ferskillend and ferskelich/ferskillich 'different'.

There are near-minimal pairs which only differ in the presence of /I/

 It should be noted that lichte and rikje have the less common variants leechte and26

reekje. When leech has the meaning 'empty' the only corresponding noun form is leechte
'emptiness'. According to WFT, vol. 12, s.v. leechlân, leech occurs as lich, with /I/, in
lichlân (< /le:ã#l]:n/) [lIãl]:n] 'low-lying land, mainly meadows', as it does in lichlâner
'who lives in the leechlân', and lichlânsk 'from, in the leechlân'. The forms in question,
however, normally have leech as their first member.

 Vowel lengthening has become opaque. In Visser (1985), it is argued that words27

like winst and minst have a long vowel underlyingly (see also Tiersma (1985:16)).

 In some other dialects, dizze has been turned into disse /dIsc/.28
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followed by a voiceless fricative vs. /e:/ followed by a voiced fricative

(cf. footnote 16 above):

(10) a. with meaning difference
wif /vIf/ 'unsteady' - wev(e) /ve:v/ 'to weave'

klif /klIf/ 'cliff' - klev(e) /kle:v/ 'to stick'
kich /kIx/ 'cough' - keech /ke:ã/ 'high land

outside the dike(s)'
richel /rIxcl/ 'ledge' - regel /re:ãcl/ 'rule'

pis /pIs/ 'piss' - pees /pe:z/ 'tendon'
wis /vIs/ 'certain' - wees /ve:z/ 'orphan'

fris /frIs/ 'fresh' - frees /fre:z/ 'fear'

b. with the same meaning
rif /rIf/ - reef /re:v/ 'reef'
tichel /tIxcl/ - tegel /te:ãcl/ 'tile'

These cases once more show that /I/ and /e:/ match.
It is only in the context of nasalisation and only when preceded by the

glide [j] that long /I/ shows up as [ª:].  Thus, attaching the nominalising29

suffix -st to the verbal stem tsjin /tsiIn/ 'to serve' yielded tsjinst /tsie:nst/
'service', which is realised as [tsjª:st]; attaching the nominalising suffix
-sel (-/scl/) to the verbal stem begjin /bcliIn/ 'to begin' yielded begjinsel

/bclie:nscl/ 'principle', realised as [bcljª:s1l]; attaching the adjectivising
suffix -sum (-/scm/) to the broken form of the numeral ien /icn/ 'one',

viz. /iIn/, yielded iensum /ie:nscm/ [jª:sm1 ] 'lonely'. This reflects a
phonotactic pattern, witness the place name Jirnsum /ie:nscm/ [jª:sm1 ].

No doubt, co-articulation with the glide [j], underlyingly the vocoid /i/,
is responsible for this combinatorial variance.

In the second place, it is observed by Sipma (1913:9,§ 4) that there is a

tendency for the long monophthongs "to become slightly diphthongized"
(see also Fokkema (1940:142), Sipma (1948:50), Boersma & Van der

Woude (1972:48-49), and Riemersma (1979:19-20)). The long monoph-

 Sipma (1913:9, footnote 3) notes the following: "[e:] followed by [r] is a lowered29

variety of [e:], and has exactly the quality of lengthened [I]". Since /r/ has a centralising
influence on preceding vowels, however, it cannot be preceded by a pure long
monophthong.

According to Feitsma (1958:38), [ª:] is also met with in the second singular person
present tense form winst (/vIn+st/) '(you) win' (see also Hoekema (1958:41)) and in minske
'man, human; woman', though not everywhere. We, for instance, have never heard these
pronunciations.
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thongs, thus, tend to be realised with an off-glide. The half closed long

vocoids /ö:/, /o:/, and /e:/ are commonly realised as [ö.y], [o.w], and
[e.j], the half open long vocoids /]:/ and /e:/ as [].c] and /e.c/. The open

vocoid /a:/ can be realised as [a.c], though Boersma & Van der Woude
consider this as exceptional, as does Riemersma. According to Sipma,

the closed long vocoids /i:/ and /u:/ can be realised as [i.j] and [u.w] (he
does not mention /y:/); according to Riemersma, these vocoids can only

be realised like this when preceding /s/ or /t/, whereas Boersma & Van
der Woude consider the closed vocoids to be realised as homogeneous

long sounds in every context. It is clear that the half closed and half open
long vocoids are most prone to diphthongisation in their final phase,

especially when they occur word- finally.
We consider this diphthongisation as desonorisation, resulting from

phonetic implementation: one fails to interpret the phonological structure
of a long monophthong in a consistent way, i.e. at a steady sonority
level. Sonority slightly decreases towards the end; this dis-
homogenisation of the long monophthong is perceived as a kind of
diphthongisation. When viewed as dishomogenisation, the quality of the
off-glide element is predictable from the quality of the monophthong.30

The phonological structure, however, remains unaffected, so the ob-
served qualitative differences cannot be distinctive, which they indeed
never are. It is for this reason that we represent long monophthongs as
purely monophthongal throughout.31

 The classificational dimension 'degree of opening of the vocal tract' ((5)a) also30

functions as a sonority dimension: going from open to closed, a vowel's inherent sonority
decreases (see also § 2.2.4). The closed vowels, thus, are the least sonorous ones (whereas
schwa is least sonorous of all). As in the centralising diphthongs, schwa functions as an
off-glide element here, a point we will return to at the end of the following section.

 Boersma & van der Woude (1972:49) contended that the quantitative difference31

between long and short monophthongs is very small (see footnote 14 above), so that the
above desonorisation, which results in a qualitative difference, now constitutes the basis for
the distinction. They, however, still recognise long monophthongs.

Riemersma (1979:19-20) proposed to consider all non-short vowels as phonological
diphthongs, i.e. as sequences of a short vowel + a glide, and to consider a monophthongal
realisation as the result of a kind of 'assimilatory process' between the vowel and the glide.
Within this proposal there is, thus, no phonological difference between long monophthongs
and centralising diphthongs. Riemersma has to acknowledge that they are involved in
different kinds of shortening: a monophthong in purely quantitative shortening, a diphthong
in breaking. In order to account for this difference, Riemersma has recourse to the vague
notion of degree of 'diphthong-likeness'. Besides, as shown in (9) above, the difference
between long monopthongs and centralising diphthongs is distinctive. We, therefore, will
not follow Riemersma in this.
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In the third place, quite a few younger speakers realise the high vowels

/i:/ and /u:/ as [i.c] and [u.c], especially when these precede a coronal
(dental-alveolar) consonant. They, thus, realise tiid 'time' and hûs 'house'

as [ti.ct] and [hu.cs] instead of as [ti:t] and [hu:s] (see De Graaf
(1985:27)).  This means that for these speakers the distinction between32

/i:/ and /ic/ and /u:/ and /uc/ is on the verge of disappearing. Boersma &
Van der Woude (1972:49) considered the very existence of this dis-

tinction to be the reason why the closed long monophthongs remained
homogeneous (see above). De Graaf noted that the decrease in the length

distinction in the closed monophthongs with younger speakers of Frisian
may lead the latter "to substitute the opposition long-short for these

vowels by an opposition diphthong-short vowel". So, in order to keep a
symmetric vowel system in which each short monophthong has a non-

short counterpart, the distinction between /i:/ and /ic/ and /u:/ and /uc/ is
given up. It should be noted that the pattern of distinction between short
and long monophthongs has been better systematised in Frisian than has
the pattern of long monophthongs vs. centralising diphthongs, see (8) as
compared to (9). The merging of /i:/ and /ic/ and /u:/ and /uc/, though,
leads to a change in the pattern: the purely quantitative opposition short

vs. long is partly replaced by a qualitative one, viz. monophthong vs.
centralising diphthong.

1.3.1.2. Diphthongs

Frisian has falling, centralising, and rising diphthongs:33

(11) Frisian diphthongs

a. falling
/ai/ [aj], /ei/ [ej], /�y/ [�y], /]u/ []w], /oi/ [oj];

b. centralising

/ic/ [i.c], /yc/ [y.c], /uc/ [u.c], /Ic/ [I.c], /öc/ [ö.c], /oc/
[o.c];

 Because of its low frequency, /y:/ is left out of consideration.32

 Though we use the term 'diphthong' here throughout, it will be made clear in33

chapter 3 that diphthongs derive from a sequence of two adjacent (short) vocoids, so they
are not present at the underlying level. Sequences of more than two vocoids, which are
called 'triphthongs' in most literature on Frisian, will be separately dealt with in § 3.3.3.
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c. rising

/ia/ [ja], /ie/ [je], /i]/ [j]], /iI/ [jI], /iö/ [jö], /io/ [jo], /iy/ [jy],
/iu/ [ju], /ua/ [wa], /ue/ [we], /uI/ [wI], /uö/ [wö], /uo/ [wo],

/ui/ [wi]

The system of long and short monophthongs is symmetrical. We, then,
expect the system of diphthongs to be symmetrical as well. There is a

symmetrical division between the falling and centralising diphthongs in
that the former have an open or half open vocoid and the latter a half

closed or closed vocoid as their first component.  The rising diphthongs34

consist of the closed vocoids /i/ and /u/, realised as the glides [j] and [w],

respectively, and a short monophthong. Every short monophthong is
appropriate as the second member of a rising diphthong (but see § 1.3.3

below). We will now review the various sets of diphthongs.

The only problem for a symmetrical division between the falling and
centralising diphthongs is the falling diphthong /oi/, which has a half
closed vocoid as its first component. This diphthong occurs in the
following words:

(12) words with /oi/

foi 'ugh!, pooh!'

fuoi 'idem'
hoi 'hi!, hello!'

boi 'boy; shower; call for a foal'
buoi 'shower'

(Simke)muoi 'aunt (Simke)'
muoi(e) 'to regret'
bemuoi(e) 'to have to do with'
muoike 'aunt'

floit(e) 'flute, pipe'

The first three of the above words are interjections, which are renowned
for deviant phonological behaviour. The fourth one, boi, which also

 The digraph <ei> is pronounced as either [ej] or [aj],  according to dialect (see 34

(1)a above). In a large part of the [aj] dialect area, it is realised as []j]. For many (younger)
speakers, the distinction between /{a/]}i/ and /{a/]}:i/ has disappeared in favour of the long
variant (see Tiersma (1979:160-161;1985:17)). This means that a word like dei 'day', which
had the vocoid sequence /{a/]}i/, is nowadays pronounced as [d{a/]}:j], which renders it
indistinguishable from daai /d{a/]}:i/ [d{a/]}:j] 'dough'.
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functions as an interjection, is a shortened variant of boai /bo:i/. The

fifth one, buoi, is restricted to southern Klaaifrysk and northern Súdwest-
hoeksk, the use of (Simke)muoi is restricted to Wâldfrysk, whereas

floit(e) is restricted to small parts of the Klaaifrysk dialect quarter. It
should be noted that buoi, floit, fuoi and bemuoi(e) are bui /b�y/, fluit(e)

/fl�yt(c)/, foei /fu:i/ or fij /fei/, and bemoei(e) /bcmu:i/ elsewhere.  The35

following, too, nicely illustrates the marked status of /oi/. As noticed in

(1)a above, the digraph <ei>, as in heit 'father', is pronounced as [ej] in
Wâldfrysk and as [aj] in Klaaifrysk. In the northwest part of the

Klaaifrysk dialect quarter, the pronunciation has become []:j], but it is
never [o:j]. The diphthong /oi/, thus, has no strong position in the Frisian

lexicon. That is why we consider the Frisian diphthong system as
basically symmetrical.

According to Kenstowicz and Rubach (1987:476), diphthongs seem to
arise, among other things, from "a centrifugal force, projecting a feature
from a core to create a glide element". One, therefore, expects the nature
of the off-glide to be predictable from the nature of the first component.
With respect to the falling diphthongs this means: /i/ as off-glide of a
spread front vowel, /y/ of a round front vowel, and /u/ of a (round) back

vowel. This expectation is confirmed as to /ei/, /�y/, and /]u/. Note that
the diphthong /oi/ is deviant in this respect too.

We expect /a/, the central short vocoid, to have both /i/ and /u/ as an
off-glide. The diphthong /ai/ occurs. The diphthong /au/ has existed in

earlier stages of the language, which is reflected in the spelling <au>
(alongside <ou>) for []w]. Sytstra & Hof (1925:31) assert that rau 'raw,

uncooked' and rou 'rough', for instance, are pronounced alike by most
speakers. It is only in the southern part of Fryslân that some difference is

to be heard: the first element of <au> is /a/-like there. Nevertheless, we

 (Simke)muoi, fuoi and bemuoi(e) are the broken variants of moei /mu:i/, foei /fu:i/35

and bemoei(e) /bcmu:i/, whereas muoike is the broken diminutive of moeie (see (15) below
for an illustration of breaking). The latter forms, however, do not contain the centralising
diphthong /uc/. Phonetically, /u:/ must have been co-articulated with following /i/ to such
an extent that it was perceived as [u.c], paving the way for breaking. This also happened
to roei(e) /ru:i/ 'to row', next to which the iterative form ruoik(je) /ruoik/ 'to row softly'
occurs. Breaking in boaiem /bua:icm/ (< /bo:icm/) 'bottom' and in the comparative and
superlative form of moai /mo:i/ 'beautiful', viz. moaier [mwa:jcr] and moaist [mwa:jst],
must be explained along the same lines.

In Noardeasthoeksk, there are some forms with /uo/ which have /u/ elsewhere, e.g.
buotter [bwotr1] 'butter' (bûter /butcr/ elsewhere) and buosse [bwosc] 'pocket' (bûse /busc/
elsewhere). It is likely that /u/ first centralised to [u.c] in these words.
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assume one diphthong, i.e. /]u/, in present-day Frisian.36

A problem concerning /�y/ is that /�/ does not belong to the under-
lying phoneme inventory. Two things should be noted. First, most words

containing /�y/ are loans from Dutch, e.g. duit /d�yt/ 'penny, cent', lui
/l�y/ 'lazy' (next to which there is loai /lo:i/), bui /b�y/ 'shower' (next to

which there are boai /bo:i/ and buoi /buoi/), ruil(je) /r�yl/ 'to (ex)change'
(next to which there is roal(je) /rocl/). Second, /�y/ is often pronounced

with a first component which is more closed than /�/, approximately as
[öy]. In fact, /öi/ is the representation assigned to this diphthong in

Fokkema (1940:144), where it is explicitly stated that /ö/ takes part in
the formation of both the falling diphthong /öi/ and the centralising

diphthong /öc/ (see also Fokkema (1948:26) and Cohen et al.
(1959:114)). It should be noted that the verbs ruilje and kuierje 'to go for

a stroll, walk' are also pronounced with [ö(.c)], as [röljc] and [kö.crjc],
respectively. All this shows that the diphthong /�y/ is something deviant
in Frisian. Nevertheless, we will represent it as /�y/, arguments for
which will be given below.

If the falling diphthongs in (11)a could be shown to derive from a long
monophthong, their underlying representation, hence the vowel system

as a whole, could be considerably simplified. Such an analysis, however,
is beset with several problems. In the first place, there is no regular alter-
nation between long monophthongs and falling diphthongs (see § 3.2.1),
so the only motivation for this approach would be one of system-internal

elegance. Besides, it leads us to posit numerous underlying forms which
never reach the surface. In the second place, due to the lack of

alternation, it is unclear what the underlying source of the diphthongs in
question should be. [ej], [�y], and []w] could be derived from the half

open monophthongs /e:/, /�:/, and /]:/ through raising of the second half,
but also from /i:/, /y:/, and /u:/ by lowering of the first half. The former
procedure would be in line with Kenstowicz & Rubach's above remark
on the nature of diphthongisation. At the same time, however, it would

force us to assume underlying /�:/, which, as noted above, does not
belong to the underlying phoneme inventory. The latter procedure would

pose no problem in this respect. But what about [aj] (leaving deviant [oj]
aside)? Moreover, there are pairs of words which are distinguished by

the presence of a falling diphthong vs. the 'corresponding' long
monophthong, as exemplified below:

(13) a. /y:/ - /�y/

 See Fokkema (1940:144). The sound [aw] only occurs in the interjection au!36

'ough' and possibly in the verb miauw(e) 'to  miaow'.
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ús /y:z/ 'us; our' - uis /�yz/ 'eye (e.g. in a

 canvas)'

b. /u:/ - /]u/
doek /du:k/ 'cloth' - douk /d]uk/ 'spigot'

smûs /smu:z/ 'withered - smous /sm]uz/ 'sheeny,
potato'  Yid'

kroes /kru:z/ 'frizzy' - de wiete krous /kr]uz/
'the wet clothes'

c. /]:/ - /]u/

pôk /p]:k/ 'the waters - pauk /p]uk/ 'kettledrum'
(of animal)'

rôze /r]:z/ 'pink' - rauz(e) /r]uz/ 'to scorch'

As to the pairs /ei/ vs. /i:/ and /ei/ vs. /e:/, there are no relevant word
pairs in Klaaifrysk; due to the occurrence of /ai/ (/]i/), /ei/ has a very
limited distribution there (see § 2.5.1). In Wâldfrysk, which lacks /ai/,
/ei/ has a much wider distribution, witness the following pairs:37

(14) a. /i:/ - /ei/
rid(e) /ri:d/ 'to drive, - reid /reid/ 'reed'

to ride'

riz(e) /ri:z/ 'to rise' - reis /reiz/ 'journey'
siis /si:z/ 'siskin' - seis /seiz/ 'six'

b. /e:/ - /ei/

rêd /re:d/ 'wheel; quick' - reid /reid/ 'reed'
gers /le:z/ 'grass' - geiz(en) /leiz(cn)/

'yellowish pale (of
complexion)'

The pairs of words in (13) and (14) show that the falling diphthongs

belong to the underlying inventory.

 /ei/ has two etymological sources, reflected in the orthographic representations37

<ei> and <ij>. There is, however, one synchronic phoneme /ei/, as appears from the fact
that in the northern part of the Wâldfrysk dialect quarter it is pronounced as [e:] in many
words, regardless of their etymology, e.g. in rein [re:n] 'rain' and bakkerij [bakcre:] 'bakery;
baking' which are pronounced as [rejn] or [rajn] and [bakcrej] elsewhere (see Vries (1993)
for an overview of the words which are affected this way and the spatial restriction of this
phenomenon).
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The centralising diphthongs in simplex words may alternate with rising

diphthongs in complex words, notably plurals, diminutives, and com-
pounds. This alternation is known as MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING

(Tiersma (1985:20-24)). We list some examples in (15):

(15) tried /tricd/ 'thread' 
triedden /triId+cn/ [trjIdn1 ] 'threads'

triedsje /triId+tsic/ [trjItsjc] 'small thread'
triedzje /triId+ic/ [trjIdzjc] 'to string (beans)'

sluer(e) /slycr/ 'to slide'
sljurkje /slyör+k+ic/ [slyörkjc] 'to slide softly'

flues /flycz/ 'fleece'
fluezen /flyöz+cn/ [flyözn1 ] 'fleeces'

flueske /flyöz+kc/ [flyöskc] 'small fleece'38

foet /fuct/ 'foot'
fuotten /fuot+cn/ [fwotn1 ] 'feet'
fuotsje /fuot+tsic/ [fwotsjc] 'small foot'
fuotbal /fuot#b]l/ [fwodb]l] 'soccer'

boer /bucr/ 'farmer'

buorkje /buor+k+ic/ [bworkjc] 'to run a farm'
beam /bIcm/ 'tree'

beammen /biem+cn/ [bjemm1 ] 'trees'
beamke /biem+kc/ [bjempkc] 'little tree'

beammich /biem+cã/ [bjemcx] 'with many trees'
beamwikel /biem#vikcl/ [bjemvikl1] 'hobby'

weak /vIck/ 'soft, pulpy; weak, softhearted'
weakje /viek+ic/ [vjekjc] 'to soak, to steep'

soan /socn/ 'son'
soannen /suan+cn/ [swann1 ] 'sons'

doaze /doczc/ 'box'
doaske /duaz+kc/ [dwaskc] 'small box'

Tiersma (1979;1980) has shown that, from the phonological view point,

breaking is an opaque phenomenon, that is to say, it cannot be dealt with
in purely phonological terms. In acquiring Frisian, children simply must

learn which words show it and which don't, and also in which morpho-

 The customary transcription in Frisian grammars is [sljörkjc], [fljözn1 ], and38

[fljöskc]. According to us, they have the round glide [y] rather than spread [j].
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logical environment.  The words in question, therefore, have to be listed39

in the lexicon with both the unbroken (centralising) and the broken
(rising) diphthong, together with some distributional statement.

There is, however, phonetic evidence which seems to indicate that the
centralising and corresponding rising diphthongs must be assigned one

and the same abstract underlying form, from which both phonetic
variants are concrete manifestations. This is the position taken by Van

der Meer (1985). He assigns the word stien 'stone', for instance, the
underlying form /stiIn/, from which both the singular [sti.cn] and the

plural [stjInn1 ] derive.  In the first place, De Graaf (1985:32) remarks40

that "the unbroken diphthong /ic/ already contains the sound /I/ in its

second part. Owing to the masking by the more energetic /i/ at the
beginning of the diphthong this part is perceived as /c/. When the initial

part of the diphthong /ic/ is reduced, the broken diphthong /jI/ is heard at
a certain moment" (cf. De Graaf & Tiersma (1980:118) and De Graaf &
Meinsma (1980)). In the second place, a scheme in De Graaf and
Meinsma (1980:79) shows that in its final stage a centralising diphthong

1 2does not have the F  and F  values of schwa, but the ones that approx-
imate those of the vowel that is one degree more open than the

diphthong's first component.  Yet, in speaking and hearing one thinks to41

pronounce and hear schwa as the second component of these diphthongs
(see also the quote from De Graaf (1985: 32) above). De Graaf and
Meinsma (1980:81-82) suggest that awareness of articulation and

auditive perception might stand in each other's way here. However this
may be, there seem to be phonetic reasons to represent the alternating

pairs [i.c]/[jI], [y.c]/[yö], [u.c]/[wo], [I.c]/[je], and [o.c]/[wa] as /iI/,

 There are some tendencies as to the occurrence of the broken diphthong. One is39

that when the plural shows breaking, the diminutive will do so as well. Another is that
breaking hardly occurs before a (voiced) fricative (never before /ã/, hardly before /z/ and
/v/) and, if it does, more often in the diminutive than in the plural. According to De Graaf
& Tiersma (1980:119), this difference is to be ascribed to the fact that the fricative remains
voiced in the plural, but devoices in the diminutive, hence the vocalic sequence is likely to
remain long, i.e. not to show breaking, in the plural (see § 1.3.2.4 below).

 Note that the pair [o.c] - [wa], /o]/ underlyingly, would no longer be an argument40

for assuming /oc/ (see the previous section).

 De  Graaf  &  Meinsma  (1978:88)  gave  a  scheme  which  shows  that after a 41

1 2transition point the F  and F  values are more or less the same for each centralising diph-
thong; one does not expect this when these diphthongs have a second vowel component
which is one degree more open than the first one.
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/yö/, /uo/, /Ie/, and /o]/ at the underlying level.42

We will not adopt the above kind of underlying form, but will instead
assume the alternating centralising and rising diphthongs both to be

present at the underlying level. If breaking were a genuine, productive
phonological process, the above-mentioned abstract underlying forms

would make sense, since both MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING and
VOWEL SHORTENING could then be viewed and formalised as

NUCLEUS CONTRACTION (see § 3.3.3.1). As noted above, however,
Tiersma has convincingly shown that breaking is an opaque phenom-

enon and that the words which take part in it must be learned. Alter-
nation of centralising with rising diphthongs, therefore, is a matter of

stem allomorphy, hence one of storing both stems in the lexicon. There
are two independent pieces of evidence for this.

In the first place, the centralising diphthong /öc/ has no rising
alternant [y�]. This might be pure coincidence. A principled explanation
is possible, however. The half open, round, front vowel /�/ is no
phoneme of Frisian (see (6) above). This means that the underlying
representation /ö�/, from which the centralising diphthong [ö.c] and the
rising diphthong [y�] would have to be derived, is impossible.  If both43

alternants of a breaking pair must be stored in the lexicon, as is the case
with forms showing stem allomorphy in general, it is explained why /öc/
occurs, whereas /y�/ does not.

In the second place, Hoekema (1961:20-21;1962) points out that there

are pairs of words which are only distinguished by the presence of the
centralising vs. the corresponding rising diphthong. We list some

examples below:

(16) a. /ic/ vs. /iI/
liere /licrc/ 'lyre' - ljirre /liIrc/

'smoke-dried beef'
liep /licp/ 'cunning' - ljip /liIp/ 'lapwing'

b. /uc/ vs. /uo/

foet /fuct/ 'foot' - fuort /fuot/ 'immediately'
goed /lucd/ 'good' - guod /luod/ 'stuff, things'

 The  broken form of /o]/ is [wa] and not, as one would expect, [w]]. Hoekstra 42

(1988) posits the phonotactic filter *[w]] for Frisian; this implies that []] must be lowered
one degree for *[w]] to attain phonotactic well-formedness.

 [�] regularly occurs in Súdwesthoeksk only. Note that we do assume the falling43

diphthong /�y/ (see above). But, whereas /�y/ is essentially a loan phoneme, breaking is
firmly entrenched in Frisian morphophonemics.
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c. /Ic/ vs. /ie/

earn /Icn/ 'eagle' - jern /ien/ 'yarn'
weak /vIck/ 'pulpy' - wjek /viek/ 'ice-hole'

d. /oc/ vs. /ua/

koarts /kocts/ 'fever' - koarts /kuats/ 'recently'
toan /tocn/ 'tone' - toarn /tuan/ 'thorn'

Hoekema (1986) notes that there are pairs of male and female proper

nouns which are distinguished in the same way. We give his list below
(ordered as in (16)):

(17) male proper noun female proper noun

Nies /nicz/ - Njis /niIz/
Riem /ricm/ - Rjim /riIm/
Ruerd /rycd/ - Rjurd /riöd/
Doed /ducd/ - Duod /duod/
Oeds /ucts/ - Uods /uots/

Roel /rucl/ - Ruol /ruol/
Sjoerd /siucd/ - Sjurd /siöd/44

Beart /bIct/ - Bjert /biet/
Geart /lIct/ - Gjert /liet/45

If the centralising diphthongs and the corresponding rising diphthongs

are derived from the same underlying form, they must stand in comple-
mentary distribution. The pairs of words in (16) and (17) show that this

is not the case, hence that both are underlying.

 This pair of names illustrates that the breaking product of /uc/ is [ö] in case the44

glide [j] precedes; the same holds for /oc/, witness tsjoar /tsiocr/ 'tether' and the derived
verb tsjurje [tsjörjc] 'to tether'; cf. also /ic/ when preceded by the glide [w], as in swierder
(< /suicr+cr/) [swIdr1] 'heavier' (see § 3.3.4.1 for a possible explanation).

 Interestingly, Hoekema notes that the two following pairs of proper nouns are dis-45

tinguished by /a:/ vs. /a/:

(i) male proper noun female proper noun

Jaap /ia:p/ - Jap /iap/
Klaas /kla:z/ - Klas /klas/

The forms in (i) and (17) illustrate the functional equivalence of vowel shortening and
breaking (see also § 3.3.3.1).
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This leads us to the third reason for not adopting the abstract

underlying form above. Abstraction is only useful if it results in a
simpler lexicon. For instance, the underlying form /stiIn/ obviates the

need to assume both /ic/, as in stien [sti.cn] 'stone', and /iI/, as in
stiennen [stjInn1 ] 'stones'. There are, however, forms containing [i.c]

which do not alternate with forms containing [jI] and vice versa, like
hiem [hi.cm] 'property, premises' and bjirk [bjIrk] 'birch'. This means

that /ic/ and /iI/ must belong to the underlying inventory in any case.
Taken together, we see enough reason to assign different underlying

forms to the alternating centralising and rising diphthongs.
We take the centralising diphthongs to have schwa as their second

component, both underlyingly and phonetically. Chatman (1953), how-
ever, considers /h/ as the second component, so that these diphthongs

end in a semi-consonant instead of a semi-vowel. He refers to investi-
gations of English which "have shown the phonetic similarity and com-
plimentary [read: complementary] distribution, hence the phonemic
identity of the consonant /h-/ and the centering off-glide [schwa]".46

Riemersma (1979:18-19) follows Chatman in this respect, because in
this way /h/ can be treated on a par with the other semi-sounds (semi-

vowels and semi-consonants) [j] and [w], which are characterised as
[-cons, -syll].47

As will be noted in § 1.3.3 below, within the framework of non-linear
phonology the inherent feature [syllabic] can be dispensed with, en-

abling us to have a segment's interpretation as either [+syllabic] or
[-syllabic] to emanate from its position in syllable structure. The vocoid

/i/, for example, is interpreted as the vowel [i] if constituting the syllable
head, as the glide [j] if not. At the underlying level, there is only /i/.

The same might hold for the relation between [c] and [h]: there is one
phoneme /c/, which is interpreted as the vowel [c] if it occupies the
syllable nucleus, as the glide [h] if it does not. But, /h/ is a consonant,
albeit the weakest of all (see § 1.3.2.1 below). In chapter 3, it will be

shown that diphthong formation in Frisian takes place at the level of

 Van Oostendorp (1995:102-103) observes that if a segment's root node consists46

of only the feature [+sonorant] instead of both the feature [consonantal] and [sonorant], the
existence of exactly two completely empty segments is predicted, viz. schwa ([+son]) and
the glottal stop ([-son]). In footnote 5, he notes that /h/, which is a consonant without
supralaryngeal specification, "could be seen either as the continuant version or as a sonorant
version of /?/ (i.e. maybe even the glide of c)". In footnote 26 on page 55, he states about
/h/: "If it is a glide at all, it is the glide variant of schwa."

 According to both Chatman and Riemersma, the second component of the47

centralising diphthongs is [c] phonetically.
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initial syllabification, whereas consonants can only occupy the syllable

nucleus at the post-cyclic level (see chapter 6). Therefore, we will take
schwa to be the second component of a centralising diphthong at all

stages.

1.3.1.3. Schwa48

Schwa completely stands on its own within the vocalic system. Riemer-

sma (1979:22-23) makes the following insightful remarks on schwa's
special status: "one could (...) say that /c/ is the minimal vowel the only

task of which it is to enable the consonants to be articulated. It is
dropped when it is superfluous and it is inserted when it is needed"

[translated from Frisian].
We mention three salient properties of schwa. First, it has unclear

phonetic qualities. In Sipma (1913:10,§ 14), it is called "a very indistinct
vowel, most often half-open mixed lax unrounded". In Cohen et al.
(1959:109), it is set apart as the only vowel which is 'not articulated', by
which is meant 'not articulated in the vocal tract'. The scheme in De

Graaf and Meinsma (1980:79) shows that acoustically schwa constitutes

1 2a rather wide circle of F  and F  values rather than a more or less fixed
point in the spectrum, as is the case with the full vowels.  Second, the49

distinction long-short does not play a role; schwa is realised as one of

the shortest vowels (see De Graaf (1985:26)). Third, it is the product of
vowel reduction, whereas it is also involved in both vowel epenthesis

(see § 4.2) and vowel deletion (see § 6.4.3). In case of reduction and
epenthesis schwa is not underlying. The following pairs of words, how-

ever, make clear that schwa does belong to the underlying inventory:50

(18) de /dc/ 'the' - dy /di/ 'that; those'
doe /du/ 'then'

dû /du/ 'you (subject)'

 Schwa's behaviour in initial syllabification and vowel epenthesis is the topic of48

chapter 4. More on schwa's distribution and phonotactic behaviour (with regard to the
derivation of syllabic sonorant consonants) can be found in § 6.2.1.1 and § 6.2.1.3.

 Schwa's indistinctness is the reason why it can be preceded by neither /h/ (see §49

1.3.2.1 below) nor /§5/ (see § 1.3.2.2 below) and why it cannot trigger homorganic glide
insertion (see (37)b below).

 In  § 4.1.1,  it  will be shown that  noun-final schwa is involved in determining 50

grammatical gender, which also means that it is present at the underlying level.
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it /ct/ 'the' - at /]t/ 'if'

út /yt/ 'out (of)'
it(e) /it/ 'to eat'

in /cn/ 'a(n)' - en /en/ 'and'
yn /in/ 'in(to)'

men /mcn/ 'one, you' - man /m]n/ 'man'
myn /min/ 'my'

min /mIn/ 'bad'

All above-mentioned properties of schwa can be traced back to one
central property, i.e. of being a minimally specified or, put differently, a

virtually empty, defective vocoid.
What does it mean for schwa to be minimally specified? We know of

two options from the literature: 1) schwa is only a prosodic position
(without melodic element); 2) schwa is only a melodic element (without
prosodic position).

The first option is put forward in Booij (1988:11), where schwa is
analysed as a nucleus without melodic content at the underlying level:51

(19) N
 

X

Representation (19) acquires melodic content by means of the following

default rule (Booij (1988:21)):

(20) N
 

X

 

c

Rule (20) must operate relatively 'late' in the derivation, probably at the
end of the cyclic component. Schwa has to be present at the post-lexical
level, since there is a good deal of evidence that syllabic sonorant            

 Booij (1988:12) hints at the possibility of representing schwa as a melodic51

element without prosodic position.
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consonants, which only occur post-lexically, derive from the sequence

schwa + sonorant consonant (see § 6.2.1).
An objection to this analysis is that though schwa is the least specified

member of the class of vocoids, it is the only vocoid that is
systematically prespecified, i.e. prelinked to a nucleus, at the underlying

level, all other vocoids being nucleated by rule. Lexical prelinking to a
nucleus only serves as a diacritic in this case, whereas it should be

reserved to express lexical contrasts (see § 3.3.2).
As to Dutch schwa, the second option is defended in Kager

(1989:215), a study written within a moraic framework. Schwa is
analysed as a weightless, i.e. mora-less, melodic element:

(21) c

Being a floating melody prevents schwa from participating in the rules
of (initial) syllabification at level 1, for which a segment must be linked
to a mora. At a later level, representation (21) is assigned a mora and a
syllable by default (Kager (1989:218)).

In the spirit of Kager, Van Oostendorp (1995:102) represents schwa as

a root node, only specified for the Major Class Features [±cons] and
[±son]. Stated within our framework, schwa must be represented as
follows:52

(22) X
 

     +voc

  �  +son  �

Schwa, thus, shares the root node and the link to an X-slot with the other
vocoids, but it lacks all further features. Van Oostendorp does not

assume a default rule which complements schwa with the latter. Rather,
he assumes that schwa's defective nature explains its phonological

behaviour, notably why it can only head a limited type of syllable.
In this thesis, we will basically adopt Van Oostendorp's analysis of

schwa, representing it as in (22), since this does not meet with the
objections that can be raised to the analysis embodied in (19).

This analysis enables us to formalise what is going on with schwa.

 We may wonder whether just  [+voc]  is not sufficient to represent schwa. Van52

Oostendorp (1995:102), following Clements and McCarthy, assumes that the Major Class
Features cannot be underspecified, in which respect we will follow him.
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First, reduction of a full vowel can be understood as reduction to a root

node. Second, the strengthening of schwa to a full vowel and the
subsequent attraction of stress, as in grou'w[e:]lich (from 'grouw[c]lich

/lr]ucl+cã/) 'horrible, terrible' and Fer'w[e]rderadiel (from 'Ferw[c]r-
deradiel /fervcd+cra#dicl/) 'name of a rural district (the principal place

of which is Ferwert)', can be understood as resulting from the addition of
an articulator. The latter is the unmarked articulator COR in the above

cases, but another articulator is not excluded in principle. Take the loan
word enoarm 'enormous', which can be realised as either [e:nwarm],

[inwarm], [onwarm], or [unwarm] (WFT, volume 4, s.v. enoarm).
Unstressed initial [e:]- must have reduced, though this led to a violation

of the constraint prohibiting a phonological word to begin with schwa.
This violation, then, was repaired by supplying schwa's bare root node

with an articulator (or two), and not only unmarked COR.
Trommelen (1984:18-21) adduces mainly phonotactic evidence that

Dutch schwa behaves as a long vocalic sequence, for which reason she
represents it as bipositional. The difference with a plain long monoph-
thong/falling diphthong is, that schwa's first position is segmentally
empty. In a word-final syllable, therefore, schwa can be followed by at

most one non-coronal consonant, as is the case with a long monoph-
thong/falling diphthong. In Kager (1989:209-220), schwa is assumed to
have no mora at the underlying level, hence to be weightless. As a con-
sequence, it cannot be syllabified at the level of initial syllabification, so

it cannot bind complex codas either. The sequence schwa + consonant
can only be followed by extrasyllabic segments, viz. coronal obstruents.

We assume that schwa's minimal phonological specification allows it
to head a syllable with no more than a limited onset and coda, viz. of

only one segment. As to the coda, the latter is preferably, though not ex-
clusively, a sonorant. Since the sequence schwa + consonant fills the
rhyme completely, it can only be followed by extrasyllabic segments
(see also § 6.2.1.3).

One point must be clarified. If schwa is represented as in (22), it
cannot be singled out in the formulation of generalisations, rules and/or

constraints, since [+voc,+son] pertains to all vocoids/vowels. Therefore,
in the spirit of Booij (1995:20), we will represent schwa as follows

(where 'u' denotes the diacritic feature [unstressable]):
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(23) X

  

      +voc

u    � +son  �  

1.3.2. The consonants

In this section, the natural class of the Frisian consonants will be
discussed.

Frisian has only single consonants and no geminates. Between a full
vowel and schwa a consonant may become ambisyllabic, in which case it

has a longer duration than when occurring word-initially or word-finally.
We consider this to be a matter of phonetic implementation (but see §
6.8.4.1 with respect to the velar nasal). Sipma (1913:14,§ 50) notes that
a consonant may become lengthened when the word it is part of is
emphasised. This again is a matter of phonetic implementation.

We classify the consonants along the following traditional dimen-

sions:

(24) classificational dimensions for consonants

a. according to sonority: sonorant (specified as [+son]) vs.
obstruent (specified as [-son]);

b. according to voice: voiced (specified as [+voice]) vs.
voiceless (specified as [-voice]);

c. according to the degree of closure: plosive (specified as
[-cont]) vs. fricative (specified as [+cont]);

d. according to the place of closure (articulation):53

1. labial (including labiodental)

2. coronal (apical/dental-alveolar)
3. dorsal (velar)

A subdivision along the dimension of sonority is as follows:54

 This division pertains to the supralaryngeal level (see § 6.8.3).53

 In § 2.2.4, the supplementary feature [approximant] will be introduced, dividing54

the segments into two broad classes, viz. 1) vowels and liquids, and 2) nasals and
obstruents, which turn out to be important sonority classes.
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(25) a. sonorants:

1. liquids: /l/, /r/
2. nasals: /m/, /n/, /õ/

b. obstruents:

/h/, /§5/ , /b/, /p/, /d/, /t/, /l/, /k/, /v/, /f/, /z/, /s/, /ã/, /x/55

The sonorants are predictably voiced, so it is only within the class of
the obstruents that the feature [voice] is distinctive. This leads to the

following subdivision:

(26) a. voiced:
/b/, /v/, /d/, /z/, /l/, /ã/

b. voiceless:
/p/, /f/, /t/, /s/, /k/, /x/

Within the class of sonorants the feature [cont] is not distinctive. The
nasals are predictably [-cont], and though the liquid /r/ is [+cont], the

[±cont] status of /l/ is unclear (see § 2.3.2.1). This means that it is only
within the class of obstruents that plosives must be distinguished from
fricatives, resulting in the following subdivision:56

(27) a. plosives:
/b/, /p/, /d/, /t/, /l/, /k/

b. fricatives:

/v/, /f/, /z/, /s/, /ã/, /x/

Since all consonants must be specified for place of articulation, the
sonorants and obstruents are cross-classified along this dimension, which

yields the following subdivision:

(28) a. labial consonants:
/m/, /b/, /v/, /p/, /f/

 Though the glottal stop has no phonemic status, it is included here for the sake55

of completeness.

 We assume the feature [±cont] to be located under the place node (see § 6.8.3);56

this implies that the glottal consonants /h/ and /§5/, which lack place features, must be
distinguished in terms of the laryngeal feature [±spread glottis].
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b. coronal consonants:

/n/, /l/, /r/, /d/, /t/, /z/, /s/

c. dorsal consonants:
/õ/, /l/, /ã/, /k/, /x/

All subsets of consonants resulting from the classification along these

dimensions play a role in phonology, be it in phonotactics or in phono-
logical rules.

1.3.2.1. /h/

In earlier stages of Frisian, /h/ could precede consonants, as appears
from Old Frisian written forms such as hlakia 'to laugh', hlapa 'to leap',
hnekka 'neck', hropa 'to call', hwa 'who', and hwat 'what' (though they
also occur without <h>-). Sipma (1913:33,§ 131) notes that /h/ "is
reduced to a slight aspiration or has completely dropped" in these words,
but that it is only slightly reduced when preceding a rising diphthong.

So, words like hjir 'here', hjit 'hot', hoanne 'cock, rooster', huodsje 'little
hat', hjerst 'autumn', and hearre 'to hear' still begin with a perceptible
[h]. Sytstra & Hof (1925:57) are of the same opinion, whereas Fokkema
(1948:34) makes mention of no more than a slight aspiration.

/h/, thus, has become the weakest consonant. Cohen et al. (1959:37)
call it an unarticulated segment, as they do schwa. The latter must be re-

presented as a minimally specified, virtually empty vocoid (see § 1.3.1.3
above). Likewise, /h/ is represented as a minimally specified consonant,

i.e. it is only specified for the laryngeal (glottal) features [+spread
glottis] and [-voice]. However, all segments must be specified for place
of articulation. Both schwa and /h/, therefore, cannot but batten upon an
adjacent segment in this respect. Since in present-day Frisian, /h/ can

only occur before the syllable head or the head of a diphthong, it is to be
seen as essentially the consonantal version of a following vowel, with

which it shares the supralaryngeal features (notably the place features).57

This means that the first two segments of   

 This explains why /h/ cannot precede schwa and why a full vowel cannot reduce57

to schwa when following /h/; schwa has no supralaryngeal features to offer. The impossi-
bility of the sequence *[hc], thus, derives from independently motivated properties of both
/h/ and /c/, which obviates the need of a separate statement to this effect.
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the word hûs /hu:z/ 'house' must be represented as follows (see § 6.8.3

for the feature geometry assumed):

(29)

As depicted in (29), /h/ has its own root and laryngeal node, whereas it

shares the place node with the vowel it precedes.
As a result of this feature sharing, /h/ is endowed with many vocalic

properties. There are two clear cases of phonological processes with
respect to which /h/-initial words behave like vowel-initial words. In the

first place, whereas nasalisation occurs when the tautosyllabic sequence
vowel + /n/ precedes a [+cont] consonant, words beginning with /h/ do

not trigger it, witness the following examples:

(30) myn lân /min l]:n/ [m«l]:n] *[minl]:n] 'my land' vs.
myn hân /min h]:n/ [minh]:n] *[m«h]:n] 'my hand'

sa'n flage /san fla:ãc/ [sãfla:ãc] *[sanfla:ãc] 'such a flag' vs.

sa'n hage /san ha:ãc/ [sanha:ãc] *[sãha:ãc] 'such a hedge'

In the second place, /r/ deletes quite easily when preceding a consonant.
In the prefix fer- (/fcr/-), deletion is virtually obligatory. There is,

however, no deletion when /r/ precedes /h/:

(31) ferbrekk(e) /fcrbrek/ [fcbrekc] *[fcrbrekc] 'to break (up/
off)'

ferdrag(e) /fcrdra:ã/ [fcdra:ãc] *[fcrdra:ãc] 'to bear, to
stand'

ferfal /fcrf]l/ [fcf]l] *[fcrf]l] 'decline, decay' vs.
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ferhel(je) /fcrhel/ [fcrheljc] *[fcheljc] 'to tell; to recover,

to recoup'
ferheeg(je) /fcrhe:ã/ [fcrhe:ãjc] *[fche:ãjc] 'to raise, to

heighten'
ferhoop /fcrho:p/ [fcrho:p] *[fcho:p] 'hope'58

Would it not make sense, then, to consider /h/ as the voiceless counter-

part of a vocoid instead of as a consonant? As far as we can see, there
are several objections to this view.

In the first place, all vocoids in Frisian are predictably voiced, which
renders the voiceless vocoid /h/ anomalous. On the other hand, con-

sonants, at least the obstruents, can be either voiced or voiceless, hence
/h/ more easily fits in with the consonants than with the vocoids in this

respect.
In the second place, /h/ figures in minimal pairs:

(32) hâld(e) /h]:d/ 'to hold' - wâld /v]:d/ 'wood'
heel /he:l/ 'whole' - keel /ke:l/ 'throat'
heal /hIcl/ 'half' - feal /fIcl/ 'pale'

hiel /hicl/ 'whole' - miel /micl/ 'meal'
hok /h]k/ 'shed' - sok /s]k/ 'sock'
hiem /hicm/ 'premises' - liem /licm/ 'loam'

This means that /h/ has phonemic value.
One might, however, argue that the examples in (32) are only

apparent minimal pairs, real minimal pairs being constituted by
examples like the following:

(33) hea /I c/ 'hay' - ea /Ic/ 'ever'h

hier /i cr/ 'hair' - ier /icr/ 'vein'h

hein /a in/ 'close, near' - ein /ain/ 'duck'h

hoer /u cr/ 'whore' - oer /ucr/ 'over'h

The vocalic sequences in the left-hand column of (33) differ from those
in the right-hand column in having a [-voice] first component (indicated

with a superior /h/). For these examples to be real minimal pairs, we
must assume voiceless vocoids to be present as early as at the under-       

lying level, which, as noted above, is unlikely. Moreover, the pairs of

 Though both are starred, the cases in which [r] does not delete before a consonant58

sound better than the cases in which [r] deletes before [h].
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words in (34) cannot be dealt with:

(34) a. h/a:/d 'head' - /a:/d 'trough'

h/a:/i(e) 'to make hay' - /a:/i 'egg'
h/]:/ld(e) 'to hold' - /]:/ld 'old'

h/e:/vel(je) 'to siphon' - /e:/vel 'evil'

b. h/a/rk(je) 'to listen' - /a/rk 'tools'
h/e/cht 'solid' - /e/cht 'real'

h/I/k 'hiccup(s)' - /I/k 'I'
h/i/t 'hot' - /i/t(e) 'to eat'

h/]/l 'hollow' - /]/l 'already'

The words in (34)a contain a long monophthong (see (7) above); such a
vocoid cannot be split, so [-voice] cannot be encoded into just the first
part of it. The words in (34)b contain a short monophthong, into which
partial voicelessness cannot be encoded either; such a vocoid as a whole
is or is not specified for a specific feature.  This means that we only59

consider the examples in (32) to constitute minimal pairs.

In the third place, in regressive voicing assimilation, which affects
fricatives, /h/ patterns with voiceless consonants in not triggering the
process. See the following examples:

(35) in krea[z m]antsje 'a nice and tidy chap' vs.
in krea[s p]antsje 'a nice saucer'

in krea[s h]antsje 'a fine handwriting'

ik wol tsii[z i]te 'I want to eat cheese' vs.
ik wol tsii[s s]lite 'I want to sell cheese'
dat mei gjin tsii[s h]ite 'is that what you call cheese?'

it is no[ã i.c]r 'it is still early' vs.
it is no[x f]ier 'it is still far'

hy hat no[x h]ier 'he still has hair'

Regressive voicing assimilation focuses on the laryngeal feature
[+voice], whereas /h/ is [-voice]. On the strength of the above dis-
cussion, we consider /h/ to be a consonant.

The cases of vowel-like behaviour in (30) and (31) above remain. The

 When adjacent to voiceless consonants, vowels can very well be partly voiceless59

at the phonetic level. We are, however, dealing with the phonological level here.
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fact that /h/ does not trigger nasalisation might be ascribed to the fact

that it inherits the place node, notably the feature [+cont], from the
following vowel, so that it does not stand on its own in this respect. The

variable process of /r/-deletion seems to require a fully-fledged con-
sonant, i.e. one with place features, as a trigger, which /h/ is only in a

secondary sense.
 If /h/ shares its supralaryngeal specifications with a following vowel,

doesn't it share them with a preceding vowel as well? It is noted in
§ 1.3.1.1 above that in phonetic implementation long monophthongs,

which have a considerable duration in Frisian, tend to desonorise/dis-
homogenise toward the end, especially word-finally. This may be per-

ceived as a slight diphthongisation of the monophthong, but also as the
latter ending in some breathy noise, which is equated with [h].60

Since schwa is minimally specified, it is prone to insertion and de-
letion, both constituting minimal steps. The same one expects to hold of
/h/. This expectation is borne out, though /h/'s insertion and deletion are
predictably more incidental than are schwa's, since, first, /h/ has a more
limited distribution than schwa, and, second, schwa is inserted to break
up heterorganic consonant clusters, whereas complex vocalic sequences

within words are broken up by glide insertion, not by inserting /h/. The
function of inserting /h/ can be considered a means to decrease the
number of vowel-initial words (though there is no absolute ban on
these). In the following pairs of words, either original /h/ is left out

((36)a) or /h/ is inserted in a vowel-initial word ((36)b), both giving rise
to dialectal variation and/or doublets:61

(36) a. hawar - awar 'well, so, still'

harrejakkes - arrejakkes 'ugh!'
harre(barre) - arre(barre) 'idem'
harreba - arreba 'idem'
haloazje - aloazje 'watch'

hoera - oera 'hurray, hooray; excited'
hokkerdeis - okkerdeis 'the other day'

hokkerjiers - okkerjiers 'some years ago'

b. ala - hala 'all right (then)'

 According to Van Oostendorp (1996:206), Dutch words ending in a vowel, which60

are recorded on tape, are perceived as beginning with [h] when the tape is played backward;
the other way round, all words which begin with /h/ are perceived as ending in a vowel.

 These examples have been taken from Sytstra & Hof (1925:56) and from a list61

compiled by Jarich Hoekstra.
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alún - halún 'alum'

anys - hanys 'anise'
aksebile - haksebile '(broad)axe'

arkeniel - harkeniel 'dormer (window)'
averij - haverij 'damage, average'

aboes - haboes 'here's to you'
ovaalsk - hovaalsk 'oval, ovate'

orkaan - horkaan 'hurricane'

It can hardly be coincidental that /h/ is mainly deleted and inserted
before /a/. This open vocoid is pronounced with a vocal tract con-

figuration such that the air can freely flow. Realising word-initial /a/
always goes together with some aspiration. On the one hand, this state of

affairs may lead to the reinterpretation of word-initial /h/ before /a/ as
mere aspiration; since aspiration is never distinctive, this reinter-
pretation, in its turn, may lead to the removal of /h/ from the underlying
form, although the result is a vowel-initial word. On the other hand, the
initial aspiration in /a/-initial words may be interpreted as a weak /h/,
which, in its turn, may lead to incorporating the latter into the underlying

form, the more so since this turns a vowel-initial into a consonant- initial
word.

1.3.2.2. [§5]

The glottal stop is also minimally specified, i.e. only for the laryngeal
(glottal) features [-spread glottis] and [-voice]. Just like /h/, [§5] only

occurs before a vowel (which cannot be schwa). However, it primarily
occurs before a stressed, word-initial vowel, as in amer /a:mcr/ [§5a:mcr]
'bucket', ien /icn/ [§5i.cn] 'one', oanmeitsje! /ocn#maits/ [§5o.cmajtsjc] 'to
manufacture; to hurry up (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)',

providing these words with an onset. Sipma (1913:15,§ 59) notes that the
word in question must be "used separately", whereas Boersma & Van

der Woude (1972:37) observe that it must be used affectively, for
instance in exclamations. Other contexts for the occurrence of the glottal

stop are:

(37) a. at the beginning of a word following the particle ta (/ta/), as
in ta-eigenje /ta#aiãcn/ [ta§5ajãcÞ jc] 'to appropriate; to

dedicate (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)'
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b. at the beginning of a word following the prefix be- (/bc/-),

as in beëagje /bc+Icã/ [bc§5I.cãjc] 'to descry; to aim at (all
plural persons present tense; infinitive)';

c. in between two [a]'s, as in the biblical name Isaäk [iza§5ak].

These are contexts of vocalic hiatus, which is regularly resolved by
homorganic glide insertion. The latter, however, is impossible here, due

to /a(:)/'s centralness (see (6) above) and schwa's lack of a place specific-
ation (see § 1.3.1.3 above); so the glottal stop acts as a natural hiatus

breaker in these contexts.
Since the occurrence of [§5] in the above contexts is optional, [§5]

cannot be distinctive, so it cannot be a phoneme of Frisian either. It is
said in Fokkema (1948:32, footnote) that [§5] has no phonological

meaning, whereas Boersma & Van der Woude (1972:73) call it a speech
sound which does not stand on its own.

1.3.2.3. /õ/

The dorsal nasal has the most limited distribution of all sonorants. In free
morphemes, it only follows a short vocoid.  In the Dutch phonological62

literature, there was a debate concerning the underlying form of this
nasal (see chapter 5 of Trommelen (1984) for a nice overview of the

discussion and the arguments pro and contra). Some phonologists argued
that Dutch [õ] derives from the underlying cluster /nG/ (where 'G'

denotes some dorsal obstruent), since this underlying form nicely ex-
plains [õ]'s distribution.  This reasoning might hold for Frisian as well.63

First, [õ] cannot occur in the syllable onset, because /nG/- violates the
SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (SSP), which states that the
onset must display a rising sonority profile (see § 2.2.4).

Second, [õ] cannot follow a sequence of short monophthong +

sonorant consonant or a long vocalic sequence, since this yields a four-
positional word-final rhyme, viz. -/V{V/C}nG/, whereas a word-final

 The suffix -ing (-/cõ/) is the only instance of /õ/ following schwa (see also §62

5.1.1). Two things should be noted. First, suffixes need not meet the demands on the
phonological structure of free morphemes. Second, -/cõ/ is the underlying form in
Wâldfrysk only, it being -/Iõ/ in Klaaifrysk and Súdwesthoeksk.

 Trommelen (1984:177) calls these distributional facts "the cluster-properties of63

õ".
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rhyme can be occupied by three segments at most (see § 2.7.2).64

There are, however, several objections to the cluster analysis. In the
first place, this kind of abstract analysis always implies extrinsic rule

ordering: the coronal nasal must assimilate in place to the dorsal ob-
struent, after which the latter must delete, since it never reaches the

surface. This adds to the grammar's complexity.65

In the second place, the exact nature of the dorsal obstruent in

question is unclear. It is not likely to be a fricative, i.e. /ã/ or /x/, since
there is a very strong cross-linguistic tendency for nasal consonants to

assimilate to plosives, but not to fricatives (see Padgett (1994)).  This66

leaves the dorsal plosives /l/ and /k/. The former only occurs in

syllable-initial position (see § 1.3.2.5 below), so it can be excluded right
away. The latter occurs in the cluster -/õk/ (see the following paragraph).

This implies that a cluster analysis would force us to assume stems
ending in both /õk/ and /nk/. After assimilation of /n/ to /k/, both stems
end in the same sequence, i.e. -/õk/. As noted above, /k/ in /õk/ derived
from /nk/ must delete after assimilation. This means either that
/k/-deletion must be assigned the power to look back into the derivation
in order to see whether or not preceding /õ/ derives from /n/ or that stems

ending in /nk/ must be explicitly marked for undergoing /k/-deletion.
Both options are undesirable.

In the third place, the cluster analysis does not result in a simpler
lexicon, i.e. it does not enable us to restrict the underlying inventory of

nasals in Frisian to just two, viz. the labial nasal /m/ and the coronal
nasal /n/. The vocoid /]/ meets with the restriction that it can co-occur

with neither /m/ nor /õ/. The same restriction holds when /m/ and /õ/ are
the first member of a (homorganic) nasal + obstruent cluster (-/m{p/b}/

and -/õk/), whereas /]/ is freely allowed to combine with /p/ and /k/, see
kop /k]p/ 'head' and lok /l]k/ 'lock, tress', for instance. This leads us to
posit the following Morpheme Structure Constraint:

 The only exception we know of is the word eang /Icõ/ 'frightened; frightening;64

rough (of teeth)', cf. eangst /Icõ+st/ 'fear'. It may not be without significance that eang has
the variants ang /aõ/ and ing /Iõ/. It should be noted that at the surface [õ] can freely follow
a long vocalic sequence when it is the assimilatory product of /n/, as in oangean /ocn#lIcn/
[o.cõlI.cn] 'to go (towards); to call in; to take on; to concern' and oankomme /ocn#komc/
[o.cõkomc] 'to arrive' (cf. footnotes 67, 72, and 75 below).

 As to Dutch, it is observed in Trommelen (1984) that the assimilation of /n/ and65

the subsequent deletion of /G/ precede all other rules of morphology and phonology. The
only function of the dorsal obstruent, thus, is to provide /n/ with the dorsal place of
articulation, which renders this analysis suspect. The same holds for Frisian.

 The same point is made with respect to Dutch in Trommelen (1984:175-177).66
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(38) /]/ + NASAL CONSTRAINT

* /]           -voc             /67

              +son
               LAB

        �   9 DORS  A �
Constraint (38) implies that /m/ and /õ/ must be present as such at the
underlying level, hence that, in view of lexical economy, there is nothing

to be gained by deriving -[õ] from -/nk/.
In the fourth place, like all coronal (dental-alveolar) consonants in

Frisian, /n/ cannot be preceded by /a/, whereas it can by /]/. This means
that the cluster analysis forces us to derive the surface sequence -[aõ]

from -/]nk/, necessitating obligatory lowering (and unrounding) of /]/ to
[a]. This change lacks independent phonological motivation. Moreover,
the cluster analysis does not result in a simpler lexicon, since /a/ is a
phoneme for independent reasons.

All evidence taken together, we will assume the dorsal nasal to be an
underlying segment in Frisian.68

Yet, we must account for the 'cluster-properties of õ' (see footnote 63
above). As to Dutch, Trommelen (1984:178) proposes two filters, ban-
ning /õ/ from both the onset and the third rhyme position (cf. Booij

 Braces and angled brackets, the use of which is no standard device any longer,67

appear in filters and statements for the sake of convenience only.
{LAB/DORS} is equivalent to -COR. The latter is more economical than the

former. Lombardi (1996), however, claims that place features are privative and that their
negative values are only available at the post-lexical level.

At the surface, the sequences []m] and []õ] do occur, due to assimilation of /n/, as
in fan boppen /f]n bopcn/ [f]m bopm1 ] 'from the top, from above' and dat ik de man ken
/m]n kIn/ [m]õ kIn] 'that I know the man' (cf. footnote 64 above and footnotes 72 and 75
below).

 See the following examples of word pairs, the left-hand members of which are68

a converted noun and adjective whereas the right-hand members are diminutives:

(i) ringje /rIõ+ic/ [rIõjc] 'to ring (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)' vs. rinkje
/rIõ+ic/ [rIõkjc] 'little ring'
jongje /joõ+ic/ [joõjc] 'to drop young (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)'
vs. jonkje /joõ+ic/ [joõkjc] 'rummer of young gin'

It appears, that when a noun ending in -/õ/ is diminuated, /k/ is inserted between the stem
and the suffix -je (-/ic/). Now, assuming [õ] to be /nk/ underlyingly would render
/k/-insertion superfluous. However, /k/-deletion would still be necessary, witness the
converted nouns. Due to this, combined with the objections to deriving [õ] from /nk/ raised
in the text, the diminuation facts above do not lead us to adopt the cluster analysis.
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(1995:36) and (1995:44), respectively). For Frisian, we propose the

following statement, which exactly describes where /õ/ is to occur:

(39) DORSAL NASAL STATEMENT

iif: X
 

õ

i N'then: (X X )

 

õ

Between a full vowel and schwa, /õ/ is realised ambisyllabically (see §
6.8.4.1).

1.3.2.4. The distribution of fricatives

The voiced fricatives, /v/, /z/, and /ã/, and the voiceless fricative /x/
cannot occupy the syllable onset position, only the voiceless fricatives /f/

and /s/ are allowed there (we will return to /v/ in § 1.3.2.6 below). This
distribution is also manifested in the adaptation of loan words. When [v]-

and [z]-initial, they are invariably realised with [f]- and [s]-, when
beginning with [x] they have [l]-.  This means that the following69

FRICATIVE ONSET FILTER, which bans all voiced fricatives and
voiceless /x/ from the onset, is a surface filter:

(40)

 It is pointed out in Tiersma  (1979:157)  that some interjections may begin with69

[x], e.g. God [x]t] 'God!', gut [xöt] 'gosh!', gat [xat] 'idem', and godferdomme [x]tfcrdomc]
'goddamned!'. God and godferdomme are also realised with initial [l], whereas gut and gat,
which clearly are loans from Dutch, are not.
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In initial syllabification, the fricatives display the following comple-
mentary distribution in the syllable rhyme:

(41) a. a voiced fricative occurs:
1) after a long sequence (long vowel, falling or centralising
diphthong, short vowel + liquid) at the end of a word;70

2) within a word after a long sequence at the beginning of a
syllable containing schwa71

b. a voiceless fricative occurs:
1) after a short vowel or a rising diphthong at the end of a
word;

2) within a word after a short vowel or a rising diphthong at
the beginning of a syllable containing schwa

It will be shown in § 4.1.2.1 that the proper understanding of schwa's

behaviour in initial syllabification enables us to formulate the more

 Fricatives are not likely to follow the sequence short vowel + nasal consonant,70

due to the cross-linguistic tendency that nasal consonants only assimilate to plosives (see
also the previous section). See, however, the words rimfel, (sk)romfel, (sk)ronfel, ka(a)mfer,
and ka(a)nfer in (44) below.

 We confine ourselves to native simplex words, leaving aside complex words like71

hartoginne /hart]ã+Inc/ [hart]ãInc] 'duchess', and loan words like pagina [pa:ãina] 'page',
regiseur [re:ãisö.cr] 'director, producer', and psychologysk [psixo:lo:ãis(k)] 'psychological',
where [ã] precedes a full vowel. Three things should be noted. First, [ã] is not voiced here
in the same degree as when preceding schwa, though it cannot be equated with [x] either.
Second, pronunciations with [l] are also possible. Third, in the loan words, [ã] precedes an
unstressed or secondarily stressed vowel; when in related forms the vowel is stressed, [l]
shows up, as in psychology [psixo:lo:'li] 'psychology'. The above points to [ã]'s oddity in
this context.
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insightful distributional statements in (42) below :72

(42) a. a voiced fricative occupies the third rhyme position

b. a voiceless fricative occupies the second rhyme position

The statements in (42) do not express exceptionless generalisations,
though the voiced and voiceless fricatives behave quite asymmetrically.

On the one hand, there are a fair number of native words in which a
voiced fricative occupies the second rhyme position, witness the follow-

ing examples:

(43) mich /mIã/ 'midge' slach /slaã/ 'blow, stroke'
bedrach /bcdraã/ 'amount' oarloch /ocrl]ã/ 'war'

doch /doã/ 'to do fluch /flöã/ 'fast, quick'
(present tense stem')

hazze /hazc/ 'hare' lizz(e) /lIz/ 'to lie; to
lay (down)'

sizz(e) /sIz/ 'to say' dizze /dIzc/ 'this; these'
patrys /patriz/ 'partridge' haww(e) /hav/ 'to have'73

On the other hand, there are hardly any native words in which a voice-
less fricative follows a long vocalic sequence; the following examples
are the only ones we have been able to find:

(44) goochem /lo:xcm/ 'smart'

sjofel /sio:fcl/ 'shabby'
tafel /ta:fcl/ 'table

rimfel /rImfcl/ 'wrinkle'
(sk)romfel /(sk)romfcl/ 'idem'
(sk)ronfel /(sk)ronfcl/ 'idem'
ka(a)mfer /ka(:)mfcr/ 'camphor'

 Due  to  the  phonological  processes  of syllable-final obstruent devoicing and 72

regressive voice assimilation, voiceless fricatives show up in the third and voiced ones in
the second rhyme position, as in hy mei graach tsiis [tsi:s] (< /tsi:z/) 'he likes cheese' and
hy mei dat geblaf net [lcblav net] (< /lcblaf net/) lije 'he doesn't like all this barking' (cf.
footnotes 64 and 67 above and footnote 75 below).

 Whereas /hav/ is the only native stem in which /v/ follows a short vowel, there73

are quite a few loan words ending in -/iv/ (-<yf>), for instance:

(i) argyf /arliv/ 'archives'
taryf /tariv/ 'tariff'
fakultatyf /faköltativ/ 'optional, elective'
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ka(a)nfer /ka(:)nfcr/ 'idem'

It should be noted that, since it precedes schwa, the voiceless fricative

does not end up in word-final position here.74

We propose the following statement, which describes where the

voiced and voiceless fricatives are to occur in the syllable rhyme in
initial syllabification:

(45)

 This does occur with /f/ in loan words ending in -<(gr)aaf> and -<oof>, like74

paragraaf 'paragraph; section', oktaaf 'octave', and filosoof 'philosopher'. It is not un-
common for the plurals paragrafen, oktafen, and filosofen to be pronounced as [paralra:-
vcn], []kta:vcn], and [filo:so:vcn]; there seems to be a tendency to replace final -/f/ by -/v/,
that is, to bring these forms in line with Frisian phonotactics. Loan words ending in
-<looch>, like biolooch 'biologist' and filolooch 'philologist', end in -/ã/. /s/ follows a long
monophthong in the non-native suffixes -aasje -/a:sic/ '-ation', -eesje -/e:sic/ '-etion', and
-oasje /ocsic/ '-otion'.
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1.3.2.5. The dorsal obstruents

The dorsal obstruents, viz. /k/, /l/, /x/, and /ã/, display a complementary

distribution. On the one hand, /ã/ and /x/ cannot occur in the syllable
onset (see (40)), whereas they have their own separate place in the

syllable rhyme (see (45)). On the other hand, /l/ cannot but occur in the
onset, as expressed by the following statement:

(46) /l/-STATEMENT75

i ó iif: X then: (X

     

       -voc          -voc
       -son          -son
       -cont          -cont
       +voice          +voice

  �  DORSAL  �     � DORSAL   �
It is only /k/ which can occur in all syllable positions, and thus stands in
opposition to all other dorsals:

(47) a. /k/ - /x/

kik /kIk/ 'whimper' - kich /kIx/ 'cough'
rak /rak/ 'reach, leg' - rach(e) /rax/ 'to rant

and rave'
ikel /ikcl/ 'acorn' - ychel /ixcl/ 'bright girl'

gûk(je) /luk/ 'to look' - gûch /lux/ 'scorn'

b. /k/ - /l/
kear /kIcr/ 'time; turn' - gear /lIcr/ 'done, cooked'

komm(e) /kom/ 'to come' - gom /lom/ 'gum'
kâns /k]:ns/ 'chance' - gâns /l]:ns/ 'a lot'

kat /k]t/ 'cat' - gat /l]t/ 'hole'
kêst /ke:st/ 'clause' - gêst /le:st/ 'yeast'

klei(e) /klai/ - glei /llai/ 'inflamed,
'to complain'  angry'

 This statement holds at the level of initial syllabification. Due to regressive voice75

assimilation, [l] does show up in the syllable rhyme, as in gek dwaan /lek dua:n/ [lel
dwa:n] 'to act silly' and in aak bouwe /a:k b]u+c/ [a:l b]wwc] 'to build a barge' (cf.
footnotes 64, 67, and 72 above).
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kriem(e) /kricm/ - griem(e) /lricm/

'to turn (around)' 'to make a mess (of)'

c. /k/ - /ã/
reak /rIck/ 'rick' - reach /rIcã/ 'cobweb(s)'

weak /vIck/ - weach /vIcã/ 'wave'
'soft(hearted)'

slak /slak/ 'snail, slug' - slach /slaã/ 'blow, stroke'
boek /bu:k/ 'beech' - bûg(e) /bu:ã/ 'to bend;

to bow'
alk /]lk/ 'auk' - alch /]lã/ 'alga'

wurk /vörk/ 'work' - wurch /vörã/ 'tired'
slûk /sluk/ 'straight' - slûch /sluã/ 'sleepy'

draak /dra:k/ 'kite' - drag(e) /dra:ã/ 'to bear'
ik /Ik/ 'I' - ich /Iã/ 'edge'
rikel /rikcl/ - rigel /riãcl/ 'line'

'(he-)dog'
Murk /mörk/ 'proper - murch /mörã/ '(bone)

noun' marrow'

As /l/, /x/, and /ã/ stand in complementary distribution, they are not
distinctive with respect to each other.  That is why it is proposed in76

Cohen et al. (1959:117) to subsume them under a single archiphoneme

that has three combinatorial variants. This phoneme only represents a
dorsal constriction, but it is unspecified for voice and continuancy. The

concept of archiphoneme has never been worked out properly, so it is
difficult to evaluate this proposal.

Besides, the existence of the word pairs in (47) cannot be denied. The

 As noted in all Frisian grammars, nouns ending in -/ã/ display a systematic oppo-76

sition between [ã] and [x], when they function either as a verb (of the second weak

Nconjugational class) or as a diminutive, both containing the suffix -je (-/(ic) /) (all plural
persons present tense and infinitive; diminutive). This difference is also reflected in the
spelling. Below, we give some examples:

(i) eagje [I.cãjc] - eachje [I.cxjc]
'to look nice; to gaze' 'little eye'
bargje [barãjc] - barchje [barxjc]
'to make a mess (of)' 'little pig'
swolgje [swolãjc] - swolchje [swolxjc]
'to guzzle, to gobble' 'little pull'

Since the words in (i) are morphologically complex, they have no bearing on the issue at
hand, viz. the phonemic status of the dorsal obstruents.
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examples in (47)a and (47)b constitute genuine minimal pairs, since /k/

and /x/ and /k/ and /l/ differ in one feature, viz. [±cont] and [±voice].
This means that /x/ and /l/ have phonemic value. The cases in (47)c are

near-minimal pairs, since /k/ and /ã/ differ as to both [±cont] and
[±voice]. So, the phonemic status of /ã/ is less clear than is /x/'s and /l/'s.

We might, therefore, assume that [ã] derives from /x/ or /l/. Since
voiceless fricatives are restricted to the second position of the rhyme (see

(45)), whereas voiced plosives can very well follow a long vocalic
sequence, it is plausible that we take the voiced plosive /l/ to underlie

the voiced fricative [ã]. In becoming [ã], /l/'s underlying specification
[-cont] must turn into [+cont]. Since fricative is a weaker consonant type

than plosive, this change must be understood as an instance of consonant
weakening, either rhyme-finally or intervocalically (to be precise,

between a full vowel and schwa). We state the following, linear rule:

(48) /l/-WEAKENING

         -voc

N'         -son     --)

         -cont v [+cont] /
         +voice      9   V -- c
  �  DORSAL �

In the non-weakening contexts, /l/ shows up as [l].  The fact that77

consonant weakening is a phonological process of considerable

generality lends an inherent plausibility to this analysis.
But, however attractive this analysis may seem, there are several ob-

jections to it. First, the distributional statement concerning the fricatives
in (45) is deprived of its generality, since it does not pertain to /ã/.
Second, since [ã] does not belong to the underlying inventory, rule (48)
is non-structure preserving, which implies that it must apply in the post-

cyclic lexical component (see (3) above). This is also the component in
which SYLLABLE-FINAL OBSTRUENT DEVOICING (SFOD) ap-

plies. Rule (48) must precede SFOD, as appears from the realisation of
uninflected nominal, verbal and adjectival stems, like reach 'cobweb(s)',

(ik) draach '(I) bear', and (it is) dreech '(it is) difficult', which are
realised as [rI.cx], [dra:x], and [dre:x], respectively, but not as *[rI.ck],
*[dra:k], and *[dre:k]. The rules at hand must be extrinsically ordered,

 Since the prefix ge- (/lc/-) is always word-initial, it cannot undergo weakening,77

hence it is invariably realised as [lc]. In complex words and loans, /l/ can weaken between
two full vowels (see footnote 71 above).
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which is a drawback.  This leads us to another objection to the analysis78

outlined above, for, third, it leads to arguably wrong predictions. The
Structural Description of /l/-weakening is met in an uninflected verbal

stem and in a verbal stem inflected with -e(n) (-/c(n)/), as in ik draach
/dra:ã/ (< /dra:l/) 'I bear', wy drage /dra:ã+c/ (< /dra:l+c/) 'we bear', and

te dragen /dra:ã+c+n/ (< /dra:l+c+n/) 'bearing (gerund)'. The same
holds for an adjectival stem, as in it is dreech /dre:ã/ (< /dre:l/) 'it is

difficult', it is in drege /dre:ã+c/ (< /dre:l+c/) put wurk 'it's a tough job',
and it is in dregen /dre:ã+cn/ (< /dre:l+cn/) ien 'it's a tough customer'.

However, these stems can also be inflected with -t (-/t/) or -st (-/st/), as
in hy draacht /dra:l+t/ 'he bears', do draachst /dra:l+st/ 'you bear', and

dreechst /dre:l+st/ 'most difficult'. These forms do not meet the
Structural Description of /l/-weakening. Since the members of an

obstruents sequence must have the same voice specification, the
phonetic forms *[dra:kt], *[dra:kst], and *[dre:kst] are expected to arise.
As indicated, these are ill-formed, the correct forms being [dra:xt],
[dra:xst], and [dre:xst].  The latter regularly derive when the stems79

under consideration end in -/ã/. In sum, despite its limited distribution,
we will consider /ã/ a phoneme of Frisian.

1.3.2.6. The labial fricatives

Frisian has two labial (labio-dental) fricatives, voiced /v/ and voiceless
/f/. Voiced and voiceless fricatives have their own separate place in the

syllable rhyme (see (45)), so they cannot be distinctive there.80

/v/ is special among the voiced fricatives in that it can occupy the

syllable onset position, in which constellation it contrasts with /f/, as

 The  ordering of these rules does not follow from the universal  ELSEWHERE 78

CONDITION, since 1) they do not relate to each other as a specific and a general rule, and
2) the ELSEWHERE CONDITION orders two rules disjunctively, whereas the rules at
hand apply conjunctively.

 The phonetic forms [draakst] and [dre:kst] do occur,  however, due to a rule of 79

fricative dissimilation which converts [x] into [k] when preceding [s] (but not [t]!) (see
Tiersma (1985:37)).

 The only exception is the following pair:80

(i) heff(e) /hef/ - heww(e) /hev/
'to lift; to levy' 'to have'

The form heww(e), with /e/, is confined to western Klaaifrysk and northern Súdwesthoeksk.
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appears from the minimal pairs below:

(49) fier /ficr/ 'far' - wier /vicr/ 'true'

fiif /fi:v/ 'five' - wiif /vi:v/ 'wife'
fyn /fin/ 'fine' - wyn /vin/ 'wind; wine'

fâd /f]:d/ 'guardian' - wâld /v]:d/ 'wood'
faai /fa:i/ 'fateful' - waai(e) /va:i/ 'to blow'

fang(e) /faõ/ 'to catch' - wang /vaõ/ 'cheek'
fek /fek/ 'compartment' - wek /vek/ 'ice-hole'

fol /fol/ 'full' - wol /vol/ 'wool'
frak /frak/ 'rank, - wrak /vrak/ 'wreck;

 over-fertile' rickety, ramshackle'
freed /fre:d/ 'friday' - wreed /vre:d/ 'cruel'

This syllable-initial occurrence of /v/, however, contradicts the
FRICATIVE ONSET FILTER (40), if /v/ reaches the surface unchanged
(see also Tiersma (1975:19)). That is why the phonetic realisation of /v/
in this position deserves some comment. Sipma (1913: 16,§67) makes a
distinction between [v] on the one hand and [õ] on the other. The former,

a "voiced labiodental fricative", occurs intervocalically and when
preceded by /r/ and followed by schwa or [j], as in iver [i:vcr]
'diligence', erve [ervc] 'to inherit (all plural persons present tense;
infinitive)', and fervje /fervjc/ 'to paint (all plural persons present tense;

infinitive)'. The latter is called a "voiced labiodental, slightly fricative";
it only occurs word-initially, followed by a vowel or [r], as in wyn /vin/

[õin] 'wind; wine' and wrak /vrak/ [õrak] 'wreck; rickety, ramshackle'. In
the Introduction to Practical Phonetics (1983 ) of the Summer Institute4

of Linguistics, [õ] is termed a labio-dental frictionless continuant (p. 40):
"This is a sound whose production is between [v] and [w]. There is not
so much tension or friction as in [v], whilst the tongue back is not raised
as high as in [w]". Sipma (1913:16,§ 68) also notes that [õ] is

intermediate between [w] and [v].  This combinatorial variance, thus, is81

an instance of consonant weakening, i.e. of a less consonant-like

realisation. The latter, however, is not easily explained on general
phonological grounds. As a matter of fact, there is a general tendency for

consonants in the syllable onset to undergo strengthening, i.e. to be
realised more consonant-like. Weakening of syllable-initial /v/ may be

 It should be noted in this respect that, diachronically speaking, word-initial /v/81

originates from the bilabial glide [w], of which the realisation [õ] might be considered an
echo (see Van Coetsem (1951:86-87), Fokkema (1966), Tiersma (1975;1985:25)). How-
ever, diachronic considerations cannot be decisive for a synchronic analysis.
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explicable, however, on the basis of the FRICATIVE ONSET FILTER

(40), with which the realisation [õ] is more in line.
Another way to reconcile syllable-initial /v/ with (40) is strenghten-

ing, as a result of which /v/ is realised more plosive-like, plosive being
the strongest consonant type. This realisation does occur. It is noted in

Cohen et al. (1959:119) that when /v/ precedes a vowel the upper teeth
contact the lower lip, however short it may be, so that one may think of a

plosive realisation, which impression is said to have been confirmed
upon closer scrutiny. Boersma & Van der Woude (1972:76) state that

word-initial /v/ is intermediate between a fricative and a plosive. We will
indicate this plosive-like /v/ as [v'].

The upshot of this is that the phoneme /v/ has the word-initial allo-
phones [õ] and [v'].  As noted in § 1.3.2.4 above, [v]-initial loan words,82

in which /v/ has no phonemic status, are realised with initial [f], in
accordance with (40).

In our dialect, [v'] causes voicing of a preceding voiceless stop, as in
the following examples:

(50) wiet waar /vict va:r/ [v'i.cd v'a:r] 'wet, rainy weather'

opwine /opvinc/ [obv'inc] 'to wind (up); to excite'
do koest wol gek wêze /lek ve:zc/ [lel v'e:zc] 'have you
gone out of your mind?'

It is only voiced stops that can induce regressive voice assimilation of a
voiceless plosive (see Riemersma (1979:69), Tiersma (1985:27)). In

(50), [v'], thus, behaves as a voiced plosive or, put differently, as a
strengthened fricative.

On the other hand, there is the productive process of nasalisation,
taking place when the tautosyllabic sequence vowel + /n/ is followed by
a [+cont] consonant. As becomes clear from the examples in (51) below,
nasalisation is also triggered by [v']:

(51) min waar /mIn va:r/ [mªv'a:r] 'bad weather'

sa'n wiete /san victc/ [sãv'i.ctc] brot 'all these soaked
things'

syn wûndere /sin vundcrc/ [s«v'undcrc] ferhalen 'his
wondrous stories'

It, thus, appears that in our dialect the syllable-initial (word-initial)

allophone of /v/ is both plosive- and fricative-like, whereas in other

 In this thesis, we will write /v/ throughout, also in phonetic representations.82
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dialects it is only fricative-like, though with diminished frication. This

might reflect different strategies to bring syllable-initial /v/ and filter
(40) in line with each other. The allophones are neither downright at

odds nor fully in accordance with (40), hence they escape from being
filtered out.

1.3.3. The glides

We have not included the glides [j], [w], and [y] in our classification of
the Frisian vocoids or consonants. This is not without reason. In early

generative phonology, glides were characterised as [-cons, -syll] seg-
ments. The phonological framework chosen, i.e. that of non-linear phon-

ology, enables us to do away with the feature [syllabic], which only
leaves room for the characterisation of segments as either vocoid
([+voc]) or consonant ([-voc]).

Now, the existence of glides cannot be denied. Whether or not a
vocoid is interpreted as such, however, is no longer a matter of inherent
feature make-up, but one of syllable structure.

Cohen et al. (1959:120) noted that the glides form the transition
between vowels and consonants, which is also manifested by the
distributional fact that they are always adjacent to a vowel. The frame-
work of non-linear phonology allows us to give substance to this duality

by considering the glides as the closed vocoids /i/, /u/, and /y/ which are
not realised as the syllable head or as the head of a diphthong. The

realisation of the closed vocoids as a vowel or as a glide, thus, depends
on the position in the syllable, not on inherent feature specification.83

Since the closed vocoids have the smallest amount of inherent
sonority, which means that they are the most consonant-like members of
the class of the vocoids, it is no coincidence that they can act as a glide.84

In languages where there is a regular alternation between vowels and

glides, half closed and half open vocoids become closed when
functioning as a glide, see Harris (1985) as to Spanish and Booij (1989:

326-327) as to Icelandic. According to Harris (1985:39), glides are

 Because it is considerably less frequent then [j] and [w], [y] will play no role in83

what follows.

 As it is not coincidental that, the other way round, only the sonorant consonants84

can act as syllable head (see chapter 6).
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closed in the unmarked case.  It is, thus, only as the syllable head or as85

the head of a diphthong that a vocoid can fully display its inherent
sonority; when not in the head position, there is an automatic decrease in

sonority (as well as in duration).86

This analysis of glides has a number of advantages over considering

them as a separate segment type. In the first place, it simplifies the
underlying segment inventory.

In the second place, from the OBLIGATORY CONTOUR PRIN-
CIPLE (OCP), according to which identical adjacent elements on the

melodic tier are prohibited in the unmarked case, it follows that [j]/[w]
can neither precede nor follow [i(:)]/[u(:)] (see Booij (1989:322, footnote

7)). This is confirmed by the facts. In older stages of Frisian, [j] could
precede /i:/ and /ic/, see the old spellings tsjiis and tsjien, which are

without [j] nowadays: tsiis 'cheese' and tsien 'ten'. We have only heard
[ji]- in the word jier 'year', which, however, is generally pronounced as
[i.cr]. Some loan words from Dutch contain [I], like Chinees [Iine:s]
'Chinese' and machine [maIinc] 'machine'. The sound [I] was reinter-
preted as [sj], which resulted in the disfavourite sequence [ji].  Through87

deletion of [j], the common pronunciation of the above words has

become [sine:s] and [masine]/[mcsinc]. If the glides [j]/[w] and the
vowels [i]/[u] represent different segments, a general principle like the
OCP cannot play a role in explaining the above patterning.

In the third place, the underlying sequences /ic/ and /uc/ are joined

into a centralising diphthong at the level of initial syllabification (see
chapter 3). This means that [wc] and [jc] cannot but arise in post-cyclic,

non- structure preserving phonology. [jc] only occurs in the proper
nouns Jehannes [jch]ncs] 'John', Jehova [jcho:va] 'Jehovah', Jeruzalim

[jcryzalIm] 'Jerusalem', and Jeropa [jcro:pa] 'Europe', in the nouns

 It was observed in Fokkema (1940:143) that [j] has a more vowel-like realisation85

when it is preceded by a consonant whereas it has a certain amount of frication when in
word-initial position; [w] is also likely to be realised with some frication there. Cohen et
al. (1959:125) claimed that [w] has a rather open realisation when it is preceded by labial
consonants and a more closed one when following coronals and dorsals. We take these
differences in realisation to result from phonetic implementation.

 Recall from § 1.3.1 above that the long half open and half closed monophthongs86

tend to 'diphthongise', in particular when occurring in word-final position. The
desonorisation of /ö:/, /o:/, and /e:/ in their final phase yields [ö.y], [o.w], and [e.j]. The
off-glide, thus, is closed, whereas the vowel it derives from is half closed.

 Feitsma (1958b:87) observes that Frisian has no [I]-sound; sjong(e) 'to sing', for87

instance, begins with a sequence of sounds that equals that of French sien, not that of
French chien.
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jenever [jcne:vcr] '(Dutch) gin', jewiel [jcvi.cl] 'jewel', jestaal [jcsta:l]

'sample', skoarstien [skwas(t)jcn] 'chimney', and jerappel [jcrapcl]
'potato', in the numeral -tjin -[tjcn] (trettjin [tretjcn] 'thirteen', fjirtjin

[fjItjcn] 'fourteen', etc.), in the pronoun je [jc] 'you (polite); your
(polite); you (indefinite)', and in the suffix -je (-[jc]). Except for

skoarstien, jerappel, -tjin and -je, schwa derives from a full unstressed
vowel here.  In jestaal (< French estale) and Jeropa (< [c]- < [ö]- <88

[ö.cro:pa]), [j] is unoriginal; apparently, it was inserted in order to repair
a violation of the constraint against word-initial schwa. Both [jc] and

[wc] result on a large scale from homorganic glide insertion, as in seeën
[se:jcn] (< /se:icn/ < /se:+cn/) 'seas' and skowe [sko:wc] (< /sko:uc/ <

/sko:+c/) 'to push; to slide (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)',
in which case they clearly are not underlying. This patterning of [jc] and

[wc] is again easily accounted for when a glide is viewed as an
underlying vocoid.

In the literature on Frisian, it is observed that [w] when preceded by
coronal and dorsal consonants, notably [t], [d], [s], or [k], may acquire
some frication, to the extent that it is realised as the fricative [v] (see

Van Coetsem (1951:86-87, especially footnote 14), Fokkema (1966:
250), Van der Meer (1970), Boersma & Van der Woude (1972:76),
Tiersma (1979:155-156;1985:26)).  This fricative pronunciation is far89

from general. As a matter of fact, older speakers prefer [w], whereas

there is also dialectal variation (Tiersma (1979)).
Viewed phonotactically, all this is quite puzzling, since it leads to a

cluster of two obstruents, hence to a violation of the SONORITY
SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (see § 2.2.4).  Tiersma (1979) suggests90

that Dutch influence is at stake here, but he does not indicate how.

N Phonologically, the suffix -je consists of the prelinked rising diphthong /(ic) /,88

which is realised as either -[jc] or -[i], according to dialect (see Visser (1992b)). skoarstien,

Njerappel, and -tjin might also contain /(ic) /, though they show no dialectal variation
between the realisations -[jc]- and -[i]-.

 As to his own pronunciation of words like dwars 'crosswise; cross-grained',89

doasfol 'as much as a box can contain', toar 'barren; withered', and twaris 'twice', Hof
(1952:112) observes that the second segment is either a bilabial glide, as in [dwas], or a
labiodental consonant (fricative), as in [dvas]. In the latter case, though, the upper teeth do
not touch the lower lip as firmly as when the labiodental is word-initial.

 Fokkema (1948:33, point 4) maintains that when following /d/, /t/, /s/, and /k/, /v/90

is realised with both lips, to the extent that it approaches the semi-vowel [w]. He, thus,
assumes the underlying obstruent sequences /dv/-, /tv/-, /sv/-, and /kv/- for all words
concerned. We reject this analysis, since the change from /v/ to [w] in the onset is unlikely.
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According to Booij (1995:8), Dutch word-initial <w>-, as in water

'water' and wreed 'cruel', represents the labio-dental approximant /õ/,
hence a consonant with the strength of a liquid.  Frisian-speakers are91

likely to identify Dutch [õ]- with Frisian /v/-, the more so since many of
them realise the latter as [õ] syllable-initially (see the previous section).

The first step leading to the attested pronunciation must have been that
the glide [w], underlyingly the vocoid /u/, underwent a change from

[+voc] to [-voc]. The result is [õ], a segment which shares all further
features with [w]. Due to the above-mentioned identification by

Frisian-speakers of Dutch [õ]- with Frisian /v/-, [õ]-, in its turn, was
replaced by /v/-, i.e. it changed from [+son] to [-son]. Being a

[-voc,-son] segment, /v/ can only occupy an onset position.
The fact that this change did not occur when a labial consonant pre-

cedes, points to a prohibition on a complex onset occupied by two
labials (cf. Booij (1995:37) as to Dutch). We, therefore, state the follow-
ing filter:

(52)

The sequence labial consonant + [w] is also of some further interest. In

Wâldfrysk, especially in the southeast quarter of this dialect area, words
like boarst 'breast', buorren 'town centre', woarst 'sausage', and muorre

'wall' are pronounced as [bjast], [bjorn1 ], [vjast], and [mjorc] (see Hof
(1933:10), Hof (1949b,c), Boelens (1958), Cohen et al. (1959:126),
Boersma & Van der Woude (1972:84), Tiersma (1985:26)). The
common pronunciation is [bwast], [bworn1 ], [vwast], and [mworc]. So,

 Booij (1995:38) notes that the onset cluster /õr/-, as in wreed, is often realised as91

[vr]-, hence in conformity with the SSP.
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[w] is replaced by [j] in this sequence. Boersma & Van der Woude

consider this change as the result of assimilation: the back glide [w]
becomes the front glide [j], due to the preceding labial consonant. In this

analysis, it remains unclear why a coronal consonant does not induce the
same change. Since [w] is a labio-velar glide, we had better consider this

change as an instance of dissimilation (see also Van Coetsem (1951:92)).
Tiersma thinks that this particular change in this particular dialect area

"might be related to a large influx of peat diggers to this area from [the
neighbouring province of] Drente, who had to learn Frisian and could

not easily pronounce [w] in this position".  They, then, could not but92

substitute [w] by [j], since labial consonants cannot precede [v].

The glides can be preceded by all types of consonants and consonant

clusters (see § 3.3.3.1). So, the sequence [vw] occurs, as in woartel
/vuatcl/ [vwat1l] 'root; carrot' and woarst /vuast/ [vwast] 'sausage'.

As noted in § 1.3.2.1 above, /h/ only occurs before the syllable head
or the head of a diphthong. This means that it cannot precede a(n on-)
glide. So, when a simplex word containing a centralising diphthong and
beginning with /h/ displays breaking in derived forms, /h/ does not show

up in the latter. A plural like huodden 'hats' and a diminutive like
huodsje 'little hat' (cf. the singular hoed /hucd/ 'hat') and a plural like
hoazzen 'stockings' (cf. the singular hoas /hocz/ 'stocking') are pro-
nounced without initial [h].  We assume there to be two stem allo-93

morphs here, viz. one with /h/ followed by a centralising diphthong and
one with just a rising diphthong, instead of /h/ to be deleted by rule.

The pronunciation of the initial part of words like hoazzen, woartel,
and hoanne 'cock, rooster' deserves some comment. It is [vw]-, [w]-, or

something in between. Van Coetsem (1951:90) perceives "a kind of
more or less lengthened bilabial initial w, or perhaps more properly: a w
with a more or less vocalic 'grace note' w" [translated from Dutch]. Thisu

is taken up in Cohen et al. (1959:125), where the sounds in question are

transcribed as [w:] or [uw], though it is noted that they merit further
phonetic inquiry.

We should assume these words to begin with the sequence /vuV/:

 Tiersma,  no doubt,  goes back to Hof  (1933:10), Hof  (1949b,c), and Boelens 92

(1958) in this respect. Hof thought that the change might also result from the perseverance
of imperfect language learning. Boelens observed (in footnote 2 on page 154) that when
Dutch-speaking children read Frisian aloud they tended to pronounce boartsje /buat+ic/ 'to
play (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)' as [bjatsjc] instead of as [bwatsjc].

 According to Hof (1949a), [h] was still generally pronounced in this context at93

the end of the 19  century, but has rapidly disappeared since.th
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hoazzen /vua:z+cn/, woartel /vuatcl/, and hoanne /vuanc/; Van Coetsem

also assumes lenghtened w or w to be vw phonologically. There is au

clear indication for this. In Wâldfrysk, where, as we saw above, [w]-

turns into [j]- when following a labial consonant, the above words are
pronounced as [vjat1l], [vja:zn1 ], and [vjanc].

The realisation of /vu/- is subject to variation. The expected pronun-
ciation of hoazzen /vua:z+cn/, woartel /vuatcl/, and hoanne /vuanc/ is

[vwat1l], [vwa:zn1 ], and [vwanc], but [v]- may be hardly distinguishable
as such. The latter is not that strange, since [v] is a labial fricative and

[w] a labio-velar glide.
Another question is why and how huodden, hoazzen and hoanne have

acquired initial /v/-. Breaking in words beginning with /h{uc/oc}/-
resulted in the sequence /hu{o/a}/- ([hw{o/a}]-), which, through

/h/-deletion, became /u{o/a}/- ([w{o/a}]-). There is nothing wrong with
a word-initial glide, witness the large number of words which begin with
[j]-.  There is, however, a difference between [j]- and [w]- in this94

respect. Recall from footnote 81 above that, diachronically, the word-
initial bilabial glide [w]- (/u/-) has turned into the labiodental fricative
/v/-, as a consequence of which the newly arisen word-initial [w]- was

likely to be felt deviant among the word-initial sounds. As noted in
footnote 85 above, word-initial [w]-, like [j]-, is likely to be realised with
some frication. Now, because of [w]-'s exceptionality, this phonetic
frication was easily reinterpreted phonologically as a consonantal

feature. The fact that the reinterpretation of [w]- resulted in /v/- comes as
no surprise because, as noted above, [v] and [w] have much in common.

Van Coetsem (1951:91) also takes the view that the word- initial
sequence w was equated with vw through reinterpretation, oru

readaptation, after the existing phoneme group labiodental consonant +
[w], as in woartel 'root; carrot' (and boart(sje) 'to play' and fuotten 'feet').
He considers this as a compensation for the loss of /h/. However,
breaking in words beginning with /h{ic/Ic}/- ultimately resulted in the

sequence [j{I/e}]-, as in the plural hierren [jIrn1 ] 'hairs' and the
diminutive hierke [jIrkc] 'little hair' (cf. the singular hier [hi.cr] 'hair')

and in the compound healwei [jelwi] 'halfway' (cf. the simplex heal
[hI.cl] 'half'), in which case the loss of /h/ was not compensated for. Van

Coetsem, thus, interprets both cases, which are the same in all respects,
in different ways. We, therefore, stick to the above explanation, which
relates the different behaviour of the word-intial glides [w]- and [j]- in
this respect to an independent difference between them.

 A glide-initial word begins with a vowel at the underlying level; this constellation94

is frequently met with in Frisian, though universally it is a marked option (see also § 2.1).
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In this and the previous section, we have made a sharp distinction be-

tween the labial fricative /v/ on the one and the bilabial glide [w] (/u/) on
the other hand. In the literature on Frisian phonology, these have been

analysed as realisations of one phoneme /w/ by Fokkema (1938:37) and
Cohen et al. (1959:119-120,125). This leads to the confusing proposal to

represent [vw]- as /ww/- phonologically: woartel /wwatcl/. As noted
above, this representation can be excluded on principled grounds within

the framework of non-linear phonology.
Our analysis, the seeds of which can be found in Van Coetsem (1951),

has also been put forward by Feitsma (1958b:86-87), who makes a
distinction between the labial phonemes w (= /v/) and ß (= [w]).95

Clearly, we follow her in this respect.

1.4. The main objectives of this thesis

This thesis aims at providing insight into the syllable and syllabification
in Frisian by giving a detailed treatment. As such, it is intended to be a
contribution to the study of the phonology of Frisian. At the same time,

it aims at placing a great many (new) data at the disposal of the inter-
national phonological community.

The thesis is primarily descriptive, which, of course, is not to deny the
role linguistic theory plays in linguistic description. As Kaye,

Lowenstamm & Vergnaud (1990:203) put it: "It is naive to expect that
languages carry syllable structure on their sleeves. Analytic work is in-

dispensable." Collecting phonological data without the guidance of a
general theory of phonology, or language in general for that matter, is

blind. But phonological speculations without taking the phonological
data into consideration are empty. On the one hand, an in-depth phono-
logical analysis of one language "can keep us from too hasty generali-
zations and theoretical conclusions based on the analysis of just a few

phenomena" (Booij (1995:v)). On the other hand, it gives us a good
opportunity to judge (parts of) existing phonological theories on their

merits.
The analysis is carried out within the general grammatical model of

LEXICAL PHONOLOGY and within the framework of non-linear
generative phonology in particular. As noted in § 1.2 above, these have
been chosen deliberately, because they have had the opportunity to

 She claims hoart [wat] 'while, time' vs. wart [vat] 'wart, verruca' to constitute a95

minimal pair. Within our analysis, the underlying forms are hoart /vuat/ and wart /vat/,
hence there is no minimal pair here.
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prove their usefulness as descriptive tools over the years. Besides, the

results thus obtained easily allow for restatement in a different frame-
work.

This thesis is not intended as a survey of the phonological system of
Frisian as a whole. Many phonological regularities of Frisian are taken

into account, but only insofar as they shed light on the issues at hand.
So, still many are left untouched.

Parts of this thesis have been published as separate articles, though
not in English. An earlier, sketchy version of chapter 2 has appeared as

Visser 1992a. Chapter 3, under the title of "Twilûdfoarming yn it Frysk",
has been published in Tydskrift foar Fryske Taalkunde 10 (1995), pp.

29-58. Parts of § 4.1 have appeared as Visser 1994. Finally, a small part
of the subject matter of chapter 6 has been presented in a lecture, entitled

"Syllabisearring yn it Frysk", given at the 13  Frisian Philologicalth

Congress, organised by the Fryske Akademy in Ljouwert/ Leeuwarden,
on October 20  1993. For this thesis, these contributions have been theth

subject of thorough rethinking, revision, rewriting, and extension, so that
they are superseded in all respects, to the extent that they seem no more
than a foreshadowing of what appears here.

1.5. Summary of each chapter

Chapter 2 deals with the syllabification of native, simplex, monosyllabic
words in Frisian. This has never been the subject of a separate study,

which implies that a lot of background information must be given. The
null hypothesis is that the initial syllabification, which is executed at the

deepest lexical level, has simplex words as its domain. In the first two
introductory subsections, a choice is made out of the various views on
the syllable and syllabification in phonological theory. After that, the
syllable onset and rhyme (nucleus and coda) are examined, with special

attention being paid to extrasyllabicity. Separate subsections are devoted
to complex segments and pansyllabic constraints. Finally, a SYLLABLE

STRUCTURE ALGORITHM (SSA) for Frisian is given.

Since Frisian has falling, centralising, and rising diphthongs, the forma-
tion of these complex nuclei is discussed in chapter 3. It is shown that
falling and centralising diphthongs do not derive from long monoph-
thongs through a diphthongisation rule, but that they, instead, result from

syllabification (notably N-PROJECTION) of an underlying sequence of
two adjacent short vocoids. Rising diphthongs are derived, by means of a

repair operation, from constellations which initially are assigned the
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syllabic structure of a falling/centralising diphthong, but which lack the

appropriate segmental filling. In this way, a relatively simple procedure
for diphthong formation is arrived at, which makes maximal use of

universal phonological principles and the independently motivated SSA.
Since neither glides nor syllable structure are present underlyingly, some

space is devoted to constraints on underlying vocoid sequences, which,
expressing generalisations over the melodic make-up of Frisian simplex

words, are needed anyway. It is shown in chapter 2 that a nucleus can
contain two structural positions at most; with this in mind, a new

analysis of what have been called 'triphthongs' is put forward.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the behaviour of the vocoid schwa in relation to
syllabification. It is shown that word-final schwa (or schwa plus con-

sonant) acts as a word boundary in initial syllabification. On the one
hand, schwa appears to be unable to participate in initial syllabification
(notably N-PROJECTION), a property which derives from its minimal
phonological specification. Since, on the other hand, schwa's help is
often called for to split a heterorganic tautosyllabic consonant cluster,
schwa-epenthesis is also investigated. The fact that it is only schwa that

can act as the epenthetic vowel is also attributed to its minimal specifi-
cation. The ill-formedness of epenthesis in partial geminates is explained
by invoking two constraints, the NO-CROSSING CONSTRAINT and an
adjacency condition on linking, pertaining to suprafeatural and

feature-geometrical structure, respectively. Epenthesis also appears to
shed light on the non-structure preserving application of the rule of

N-PROJECTION.

Since initial syllabification only pertains to simplex words, chapter 5
examines how complex words are syllabified. It is shown that the
ultimate syllabification of these words cannot be wholly executed by a
regular application of the SSA for Frisian, so that a slight reformulation

of some syllable-building rules is called for. The constraints on initial
syllabification need not hold at the lexical level, so the ultimate syllabi-

fication must only be in accordance with universal phonological
principles. This chapter also contains an overview of the different kinds

of affixes in Frisian, with a view to the syllabification of the complex
words they are part of.

Chapter 6 offers an in-depth analysis of sonantisation, i.e. the formation

of syllabic sonorant consonants. Since it forces us to do away with the
inherent feature [syllabic], the framework of non-linear phonology en-

ables us to gain a deeper insight into what, phonologically speaking, a
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syllabic consonant is and what this means for its phonological behaviour.

Several arguments are adduced that a syllabic sonorant consonant
derives from the sequence schwa + non-syllabic sonorant consonant.

Deriving a syllabic consonant is argued not to result from phonetic
implementation, but to interact with other phonological phenomena. It is

claimed to be a side-effect of the operation of a less restrictive variant of
N-PROJECTION at the post-lexical level. A separate subsection is de-

voted to evidence for the derivation in question and its proper formu-
lation. Further topics are the stage in the derivation at which sonanti-

sation takes place, further constraints on it, the rise of syllabic ob-
struents, and, finally, the assimilatory behaviour of the syllabic coronal

nasal. The detailed description unravels many facts, constraints, and
tendencies as to syllabic sonorant consonants in Frisian which have not

been noticed before.



2 The syllabification
of simplex words

2.0. Introduction

The syllable in Frisian has, to the best of our knowledge, never been the
subject of a separate study. The situation is quite different in Standard

Dutch, for which some good studies are available, viz. Trommelen
(1984), Van der Hulst (1984), parts of Kager (1989), and Booij (1995).

Although the two languages share a lot of structural properties, we will
nevertheless study the syllable in Frisian 'in its own right'.

The only available description of the syllable in Frisian is the one in
the part on Frisian in Cohen et al. (1959), written by the Frisian pho-

nologist Fokkema, one of the co-authors, though this is not explicitly
mentioned.  In conformity with the structuralist framework within which1

he is working, Fokkema is primarily concerned with the distribution of
the Frisian phonemes, and not so much with the syllable (constituents)

and syllabification per se. As a point of departure he takes monosyllabic
words, making only a few remarks on the phoneme groups in

polysyllabic words.
Initial syllabification is executed at the deepest lexical level, where it

operates upon simplex words or, put differently, upon free morphemes
(stems). In this chapter, a syllabification algorithm for free morphemes is

proposed.2

 Van Coetsem (1960:44, footnote 5) notices that Fokkema (1960) is equal almost1

word for word to the corresponding parts on Frisian in Cohen et al. (1959). Cf. also Van
Coetsem (1969:XII).

 The concatenation of stems and affixes may yield sequences of segments never2

attested in simplex words, as in grutskst /lrötsk+st/ 'proudest' and haaiïng /ha:i+Iõ/ 'hay
harvest', to mention two clear examples. The syllabification of complex words will be dealt
with in chapter 5.
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The chapter is organised as follows. The topic of § 2.1 is the syllable

in phonological theory. Some general issues concerning syllabification,
e.g. the template-matching vs. the rule-based approach and the role of

sonority, will be dealt with in § 2.2. The syllable onset, including
extrasyllabicity, will be examined in § 2.3, the functioning and formation

of complex segments in § 2.4, the syllable rhyme in § 2.5, and
pansyllabic constraints in § 2.6. A SYLLABLE STRUCTURE

ALGORITHM (SSA) for Frisian will be given in § 2.7, followed by
some concluding remarks in § 2.8.

2.1. The syllable in phonological theory

It is widely assumed that the syllable plays an important role in the
phonological structuring of language. That a good definition of the
syllable is (still) lacking does not alter this fact. The concept 'syllable'
shows its relevance in several ways: in the formulation of phonological
rules, in the formulation of phonotactic restrictions, and in the treatment
of suprasegmentals, like stress and tone.

In almost every language, a string of segments can be divided into
syllables, establishing a first reason for the syllable to figure prominently
in universal phonological theory.  Many universal aspects regarding its3

internal structure and the sequencing of segments it may contain have

been discovered.
The internal structure of the syllable is the subject of an ongoing

debate. Since the emergence of non-linear phonology, the syllable is
assumed to have a hierarchical internal structure, as in pre-SPE phonol-

ogy. This structure has been thought of for quite some time as follows:

(1)

 A speaker has intuitions about the correct syllabification  patterns  in his native3

language. We will be concerned with initial syllabification, the outcome of which may
deviate to a greater or smaller extent from the surface syllabification. The syllable had no
explicit theoretical status in early linear generative phonology (SPE), neither has it such
status in Government Phonology (see Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud (1990), especially
pp. 200-201).
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In (1), it is expressed that the nucleus and the coda together act more like

a phonological unit than the onset and the nucleus. This should be
reflected in more collocational restrictions between nucleus and coda

segments than between onset and nucleus segments. This is the case in
Frisian, as will become clear when we proceed.

Not all constituents of (1) are obligatory in every instantiation of the
syllable. It is only the nucleus that must always be present: without

nucleus there is no syllable. We will see in § 2.2.3 below how this can be
expressed formally.

What is stated in the above paragraph implies that syllables come in
different types. This calls for a syllable typology which "must be able to

account for the wide range of syllable types that we find, and for aspects
of syllable structure which remain constant across languages" (Blevins

(1995:216)). There is, for instance, one universal syllable type, viz. the
CV syllable, whereas regarding clusters the universal holds that the
existence of complex syllabic entities in a language implies the existence
of simplex ones (cf. Kaye & Lowenstamm (1981)).

The differences between languages concerning the occurring syllable
types can be analysed in terms of differences in parameter setting.

Blevins (1995:218) assumes six binary-valued syllable parameters,
defined over the syllabic domains nucleus, onset, and coda:

(2) a. COMPLEX NUCLEUS PARAMETER

a complex nucleus is not allowed (on/off)
b. OBLIGATORY ONSET PARAMETER

the onset is obligatory (on/off)4

c. COMPLEX ONSET PARAMETER

in the onset no more than one segment is allowed (on/off)
d. CODA PARAMETER

only open syllables are allowed (on/off)

 We deviate from Blevins in this respect, who asserts that "the unmarked case is4

that onsets are not obligatory". She takes her stand on the fact that "in the early stages of
language development (early babbling), children appear to produce syllables in which
onsets are not obligatory" (Blevins (1985:218)). This is contradicted by Fikkert
(1994:56-58), who found that in the first stage of the acquisition of prosodic structure by
children learning Dutch onsets are obligatory, to such an extent that when the adult target
word has no onset, the repair strategy 'add an onset' is put to use. These facts can be
explained if it is assumed that parameter (2)b has the unmarked/default value 'on'.
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e. COMPLEX CODA PARAMETER

in the coda no more than one segment is allowed (on/off)5

f. EDGE EFFECT PARAMETER

a consonant at the edges which violates the SONORITY
SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE or constraints on homorgan-

icity cannot be extrasyllabic (on/off (initial/final))6

(the unmarked/default value is italicised)

The sequence of consonant + vocoid has a special syllabification

status, shown by the fact that a sequence VCV is virtually always

ó ósylabified as (V) (CV) . Itô (1989:223), therefore, proposes the follow-

ing ONSET PRINCIPLE:

(3) ONSET PRINCIPLE

óAvoid (V

The ONSET PRINCIPLE expresses the fact that syllables without onset
are avoided if possible.7

The above parameters not only describe generalisations about syllable

structure, they also interpret syllable types in terms of markedness. The
unmarked syllable has a simplex nucleus, a simplex onset, and no coda,
so that no segment need be marked as extrasyllabic. The universal CV
syllable, thus, emerges as the unmarked syllable type. Frisian will turn

out to allow for all marked options (and, by implication, for all un-
marked options as well).

 Parameter  (2)e  depends on parameter  (2)d:  if the latter has the value 'on',  the5

former cannot be set.

 This parameter deals with "exceptional syllable types at the edge of the syllabi-6

fication domain" (Blevins (1985:218)). For the most part, we borrow the content of this
parameter from the EXTRASYLLABICITY PARAMETER in Fikkert (1994:118). The
SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE will be introduced in § 2.2.4 below.

 In some languages the ONSET PRINCIPLE may be strengthened to the STRICT7

ONSET PRINCIPLE:

(i) STRICT ONSET PRINCIPLE
onsetless syllables are impossible

The STRICT ONSET PRINCIPLE equals the unmarked value of the OBLIGATORY
ONSET PARAMETER (2)b, so we will not assume it as a separate principle.
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2.2. Syllabification

In this subsection, we will review several aspects of syllabification. In

§ 2.2.1, the question is addressed of where syllables come from, i.e.
whether they are present as such in underlying representations or

whether they are somehow derived. Two different views on syllabifi-
cation, viz. the template-matching and the rule-based approach, are dis-

cussed in § 2.2.2. We choose for one particular rule-based approach, to
wit the one of Levin (1985), which is introduced in § 2.2.3. Finally, the

role sonority plays in syllabification is clarified in § 2.2.4.

2.2.1. Where do syllables come from?

Two general answers to the above question are feasible. The first
possible answer is that they are as such part of underlying representation.
The second possibility is that they are built on top of the segmental
string.

In Kaye & Lowenstamm (1981:298), syllable structure is explicitly

assumed to "make up part of the lexical representation of a form". They
feel forced to do this, because the functioning of their marking
conventions crucially depends on syllable structure. Moreover, they
contend that "all syllable constraints are defined at the level of lexical

representation" (Kaye & Lowenstamm (1981:300)).
According to us, these are not convincing arguments for taking

syllable structure to be part of the underlying form. As to the first point,
within the framework of LEXICAL PHONOLOGY, syllabification is a

structure-building rule, which implies that it may also operate upon
simplex words (see § 1.2). No doubt, it is one of the earliest phono-
logical operations, because it determines other operations, for instance
lexical stress assignment. But it is unrevealing to complicate underlying

forms with otherwise regular syllable structure. Besides, it deprives us of
the possibility to use prelinking as a means to mark off exceptional

syllabification. As to the second point, it simply is not true that all
syllable constraints pertain to the level of lexical representation, see

ó§ 2.6 below for an absolute ban on the sequence (rcr) , also in complex
words and in combinations of host word plus enclitic.

It should be noted that Kaye & Lowenstamm (1981) devote their 6th

and 7  section to "the question of how syllable structure is assigned", i.e.th

to the parsing strategies employed, since "phonological representations
are not randomly associated with prosodic structure" (Kaye &

Lowenstamm (1981:305)). The latter, however, is an expected possibil-
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ity if syllable structure is part of underlying representation, since the

underlying level is also the level at which random and unruly ex-
ceptionality is encoded.

Blevins (1995:221-222) mentions three observations which also argue
against the presence of syllable structure in underlying representation.

First, as a rule, syllable structure is not distinctive, i.e. words cannot be
distinguished from each other on the basis of differences in

syllabification alone. Second, in many languages one and the same seg-
ment is predictably syllabic or non-syllabic, depending on syllabifi-

cation, hence this distinction need not be encoded into underlying
representation. Third, the number of segments individual morphemes

consist of is often larger than can be accommodated by the possible
syllables of a language. This means that underlyingly present syllable

structure cannot always cover morphemes as a whole, so that additional
machinery is called for. This third point leads us to formulate a fourth
objection. The concatenation of morphemes often brings syllabic re-
arrangement in its wake. If syllable structure is present in underlying
representation, syllabic rearrangement must be executed by independent
formal devices. If, on the other hand, syllable structure is generated as

part of the phonological derivation, syllable generation and syllabic
rearrangement can be executed by the same formal devices, which is to
be preferred from the conceptual point of view. Moreover, this also
explains why both aim at the same, viz. syllable optimisation. All this

means that we will assume the formation of syllable structure to be part
of the phonological derivation.

2.2.2. Template-matching versus rule-based syllabification8

There are two general points of view as regards the way syllables come
into existence. These are the template-matching and the rule-based

approach.
In the template-matching approach, it is assumed that for any lan-

guage X there is a syllable template, the function of which is "to encode
the gross characteristics of syllable structure: (i) the composition of the

syllable in terms of segment types identified by the major class features
[±syllabic],  [±sonorant], [±consonantal], (ii) the order of these segment9

types within the syllable, (iii) the structural relations between the seg-

 We borrow these terms from Blevins (1995:222).8

 Within our analysis, [syllabic] is not an inherent feature (see § 1.3.3).9
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ment types (defined in IC terms), and (iv) the optionality of segments or

groups of segments (=constituents) within the syllable" (Selkirk (1982:
344-345)). At the same time, the template functions as a well-formed-

ness filter: "A necessary condition for the well-formedness of a re-
presentation is that, within a syntactic domain specified for the language,

the syllabic structure of the representation be non-distinct from the
template" (Selkirk (1982:345)). Since the template is necessarily quite

abstract, it is likely to overgenerate, i.e. to characterise more sequences
than actually do occur. Therefore, supplementary (negative and positive)

filters must be formulated, which designate some well- defined
sequences as ill-formed or call for some others.

In this view, syllabification proceeds as follows. The segmental string
is scanned from left to right or from right to left. Which direction is

chosen, depends on the setting of the DIRECTIONALITY PARAM-
ETER (Itô (1989:219-220). The segments are associated to the end
nodes of the template, which is termed 'mapping'. Mapping is triggered
by the principle of PROSODIC LICENSING, which requires all phono-
logical entities to be licensed prosodically, i.e. to be incorporated into
higher prosodic structure (Itô (1989:220)). As many segments as

possible are mapped onto the template, in line with the principle of
MAXIMALITY, which requires prosodic units to be of maximal size, as
long as no constraints are violated (Itô (1989:219)). Segments that
cannot be mapped, are deleted or marked as extrasyllabic, depending on

how the EDGE EFFECT PARAMETER (2)f is set. Proponents of this
templatic view are, among others, Selkirk (1982), Itô (1986, 1989), and,

as to Dutch, Trommelen (1984).
In the rule-based approach, it is assumed that syllabification consists

of the step by step joining of segments into syllables by structure-
building rules. DIRECTIONALITY does not necessarily play a role, but
MAXIMALITY, PROSODIC LICENSING, and the EDGE EFFECT
PARAMETER do. Proponents of this view are, among others, Kahn

(1976), Steriade (1982), Dell & Elmedlaoui (1985), and Levin (1985).
These views share many assumptions. In both, it is assumed that a

form is unspecified as to syllabification at the underlying level. In both,
the various intermediate steps in the syllabification procedure (mapping

segments onto the template or erecting a syllable) do not yield in-
dependent stages of derivation, which phonological rules may refer to.
Rather, the only independent representations are the input segmental
string and the output syllabified string. In both, resyllabification may

take place after a phonological or morphological operation. In the
template-matching approach by means of a new mapping onto the

template, in the rule- based approach by means of a reapplication of (part
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of) the structure- building rules. In both, supplementary filters are called

for.
The only difference between the two approaches seems to be that

within the template-matching approach (abstract) syllable structure is
already 'present', whereas within the rule-based approach it is construed

time and again. But this difference provides no basis for choosing the
one over the other.

According to Blevins (1995:222), there may be empirical differences,
in that "two aspects of syllabification are most simply handled in

rule-based syllabification algorithms: (1) in some languages rules of
syllabification have been argued to apply in an ordered fashion to

potential syllabic nuclei, from most sonorous to least sonorous; (2) in
some languages, there is evidence that structure-building rules of

syllabification must be intrinsically ordered". Itô (1989:241-254), on the
other hand, claims that directional template-mapping makes the right
predictions as to the different epenthesis sites in various Arabic dialects,
whereas directional statements must be explicitly built into the Structural
Description of the epenthesis rules if the latter are conceived of as
inserting an empty X-slot. Moreover, the template-matching approach

enables one to set up a typology of epenthesis strategies.
We see one conceptual reason for choosing the rule-based approach.

In this approach, there is a universal core, which can be supplemented by
language-specific 'extras'. There is a clear division of labour in this

respect, which is reflected directly in the order of the procedural steps. In
a template, both the universal and the language-specific aspects of a

given syllable structure are simultaneously present; so, what is universal
and what is not, is not directly encoded into the template, but has to be

stated explicitly. For this reason, one cannot simply disqualify the
template-matching approach, but we consider it sufficient for regarding
the rule-based approach more elegant. In what follows, we will indicate
in which specific instances the latter approach proves itself favourable

and in which it does not.

2.2.3. The rule-based approach of Levin (1985)

We will adopt the syllabification approach of Levin (1985). She has
syllabification performed by means of a SYLLABLE STRUCTURE
ALGORITHM (SSA), consisting of a collection of ordered instructions

for erecting a syllable on top of the segmental string. The SSA as a
whole constitutes an anywhere rule.

Within this approach, a syllable is viewed as the maximal projection
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(N'') of the head N(ucleus). This means that the obligatoriness of the

nucleus can be derived from X-bar theory and need not be stipulated
separately. Note that the obligatoriness of the nucleus is also pre-

supposed in the COMPLEX NUCLEUS PARAMETER (2)a, as com-
pared with the OBLIGATORY ONSET PARAMETER (2)b and the

CODA PARAMETER (2)d.10

At the underlying level, a form consists of a string of segments, which

we assume to be associated to the skeletal or structural tier, consisting of
abstract structural (timing) units (Xs). The syllabification algorithm

operates upon the Xs of the skeleton. It is for one rule that reference has
to be made to the melody, viz. the one which associates a [+voc]

segment to N.
Levin assumes the following two rules to be universal:

(4)

(5)

Since only the nucleus is obligatorily associated to a melody, the onset X
has been been put in parentheses. Rule (5) expresses the fact that a

 That is to say there is only a COMPLEX NUCLEUS PARAMETER, but not a10

preparatory OBLIGATORY NUCLEUS PARAMETER:

(i) OBLIGATORY NUCLEUS PARAMETER: the nucleus is obligatory
(on/off)
(the unmarked/default value is italicised)
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consonant and a following vocoid should always be interpreted as

tautosyllabic.
As noted in § 1.0 above, initial syllabification is executed at the

deepest lexical level, hence only simplex words (free morphemes/stems)
are available to be operated upon, rendering an explicit domain

restriction redundant.11

Rules (4) and (5) derive the universal CV-syllable. According to

Levin, it may incorporate a coda by means of the language-specific
CODA-RULE:

(6)

Rule (6) only operates when there is something to operate upon, hence

the coda X is not in parentheses.
In Piotrowski, Roca & Spencer (1992:36-37), it is proposed to replace

N-PLACEMENT (4) by N-PROJECTION:

(7)

They are forced to take this step because of their analysis of Polish yer

 See also § 5.1.4. Laeufer (1995) contends that in English, German, and Dutch,11

which Frisian is likely to join, the domain of initial syllabification is the free morpheme.
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(/e/) "as the reflex of a lexical syllabic consonant". A yer is, thus,

considered as the result of epenthesis which is enforced by a consonant
lexically prelinked to N. This lexical nucleus does not necessarily license

syllable structure, which only a vocoid does. This is captured formally
by letting a vocoid project into X  (= N''). The same rule ofmax

N-PROJECTION is found in Kenstowicz (1994:254), who does not
make clear why he deviates from Levin (1985) in this respect. We will

adopt rule (7) for two reasons. First, it gives direct expression to the
generalisation that the presence of a vocoid implies the presence of a

syllable. Second, it enables us to formulate the CV-RULE and the
CODA-RULE in a simpler way, as exemplified below:

(8)

(9)

The ordering (7) - (8) - (9) links up with the ONSET PRINCIPLE (3),
which states that onsetless syllables are avoided if possible.

According to Kager (1989:199), the syllable in Dutch is subjected to

the constraint that it minimally be of the form [VX].  In order to make12

 This is called the MINIMAL RHYME CONSTRAINT in Booij (1995:31).12
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sure that a VCV sequence is syllabified in accordance with this con-

straint, i.e. as VC.V, the coda must be created before the onset. Since,
due to the ONSET PRINCIPLE, an onsetless syllable is disfavoured, the

second syllable in the sequence VC.V is not likely to remain without
onset. As a consequence, a single intervocalic consonant following a

short monophthong must be assumed to be ambisyllabic (see, among
others, Van der Hulst (1985) and Booij (1995:32)).

We have no evidence that the syllable in Frisian is subjected to a
[VX]-minimum. Rather, there is a word-internal [VX]-maximum (cf.

also § 2.7.4 below). This means that in Frisian the language-specific
CODA-RULE (9) need not operate before the universal CV-RULE (8).

Hence, we will assume Levin's universal ordering to be valid for Frisian.
Thus, our tentative SSA is as in (10):

(10) SSA for Frisian (tentative)

a. N-PROJECTION (7)
b. CV-RULE (8)
c. CODA-RULE (9)

We assume rule application to proceed according to the following
general RULE APPLICATION PRINCIPLE (cf. Booij (1994:526)):

(11) RULE APPLICATION PRINCIPLE
Apply a rule when possible

On the strength of this principle, the SSA operates as early as possible,

viz. at the deepest lexical level. General (prosodic) principles, e.g. that
of MAXIMALITY, in tandem with universal and language-specific
filters, will check the outcome. We, thus, assume filters and principles to
have an output-checking function. Their function might also be con-

ceived of as a process-constraining one, in which case the operation of
the SSA would be blocked whenever a filter or principle would be

violated by its going on. Although, in the end, the net result is the same,
we opt for the output-checking view, since it is in this way that the SSA

can operate as freely as possible.13

Our tentative SSA (10) maximally yields the syllable depicted in (12),

 The operation of the SSA at the deepest lexical level yields a correct outcome in13

the great majority of cases, due to the fact that many free morphemes are, as it were,
prepared for regular syllabification. This means that their initial syllabification is
predictable to a great extent.
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which displays both universal and language-specific aspects of syllable

structure:

(12)

A general remark is in order here. Since in our approach to syllable

structure, the syllable is an X-bar projection of N, the terms 'onset',
'coda', and 'rhyme' have no independent theoretical status, cf. Blevins
(1995:216), who asserts that there is no positive evidence for the
constituents onset and coda.  This does not mean that sonority con-14

straints holding within pre- and post-nuclear consonant clusters cannot
be defined with reference to the syllable as a whole. The specifier of the

head (the onset) consists of the segment(s) which is (are) dominated
immediately by the node(s) N'', the complement of the head (the coda) of
those dominated immediately by N'. The head together with its
complement (the rhyme) consist of all segments dominated by N', be it

immediately or not. For the sake of convenience, however, we will stick
to the more traditional terms onset, coda, and rhyme.

2.2.4. Sonority and its role in syllabification

Though it lacks a clear definition, the concept of sonority plays an im-
portant role in syllabification. As is well-known, consonants are not

allowed to precede or follow the (vocalic) nucleus in any arbitrary order.
It is an old observation that towards the nucleus, which by definition

constitutes the most sonorous element of the syllable, the inherent
sonority of the segments must increase. This has become known as the

SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (SSP):

 According to Fikkert (1994:183), her account of the acquisition of rhymes14

"clearly supports the existence of the subsyllabic constituents rhyme, nucleus, and coda".
They enable her to give an adequate description of the consecutive developmental stages.
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(13) SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE:15

Between any member of a syllable and the syllable peak,
only sounds of higher sonority rank are permitted (Clements

(1990:285))

The SSP implies that there must be a certain sonority distance or, put
differently, a certain sonority contrast between two adjacent tautosyl-

labic segments. This is in line with the OBLIGATORY CONTOUR
PRINCIPLE (OCP). This principle, originally proposed to explain the

absence of lexical sequences of identical tones, has found a broader
application nowadays. In McCarthy (1986), it is stated as a filter prohib-

iting tautomorphemic adjacent identical elements on the melodic tier,
thus forcing a long monophthong to be represented as one melody linked

to two skeletal slots (see § 1.3.1.1). Were it to consist of a sequence of
two short monophthongs, each linked to an identical melody, the result
would be an OCP violation (and a violation of the SSP as well). In an
OCP-governed representation, a long monophthong consists of one
melodic element, to which only one sonority rank can be assigned, hence
no violation of the SSP arises.

Because the sonority of sounds has to decrease towards the edges of
the syllable, initial and final consonant clusters are often each other's
mirror image.  We will adopt the following SONORITY SCALE:16 17

(14) SONORITY SCALE
voiceless plosive < voiced plosive < voiceless fricative <

voiced fricative < nasal < liquid < closed vocoid < half

 This principle might also be conceived of as a SONORITY FILTER:15

(i) SONORITY FILTER

ó* (...X X...)
        
      .   .
[sonority rank n] [sonority rank n]

Due to (i), adjacent segments belonging to one and the same sonority class are not allowed
to be members of a tautosyllabic cluster. Most phonologists assume a principle as in (13).
For ease of reference, we will follow them in this respect.

 As is well-known, (13) may be abundantly violated at the outer edges of a word,16

a point we will return to in some detail in § 2.3.4 and § 2.5.4 below.

 As to consonants, (14) might also be called a strength scale, going from strong17

to weak (consonant types).
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closed vocoid < half open vocoid < open vocoid

('<' means: has a smaller inherent sonority than)

The concept of sonority plays such an important role in characterising
possible and impossible, favourite and disfavourite consonant sequences,

that it is legitimate to ask whether the sonority value of a segment is to
be regarded as a phonological primitive, or as derivable from other

properties of the segment.
Selkirk (1984) proposes to replace the Major Category Features

(MCFs) by one n-ary feature [sonority]. This may not be so bad a move
as far as syllabification is concerned, but we wonder whether there is

much to be gained in stating and characterising phonological processes
in this way.

More promising seems to us the approach advocated in Clements
(1990), within which the relative sonority of a segment is considered to
be definable in terms of independently motivated features, being the
positive values of the three binary MCFs [vocoid], [approximant],  and18

[sonorant], supplemented, as to vocoids, by the positive value of
[n-open], the degree of opening of the vocal tract (cf. § 1.3.1.1). Since

Frisian has four vocoid heights, the following picture emerges (cf.
Clements (1989:24)):

(15) O N L I E Ó A

1- - - + open

2- - + + open

3- + + + open

- - - + + + + vocoid
- - + + + + + approximant
- + + + + + + sonorant

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 relative sonority

(O=obstruent, N=nasal, L=liquid, I=closed vocoid, E=half
closed vocoid, Ó=half open vocoid, A=open vocoid)

The feature [open] can provide as many tiers as is appropriate with
respect to the vocoid height distinctions in a particular language. In this

way, the vocoids are subdivided into natural sonority classes. /i/ and /u/

 Clements (1990:293) characterises an approximant as "any sound produced with18

an oral tract stricture open enough so that airflow through it is turbulent only if it is
voiceless". See Van der Hulst & Van Lit (1987:73-74) for criticism of the unclearness of
this characterisation.
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now belong to one sonority class, just like, e.g., /d/ and /l/, as opposed

to, e.g., /I/ and /a/. This proposal is also revealing about the role vocoid
height plays in syllabification. In many languages, the nuclear status of a

closed vocoid, the least sonorous member of the vocoids, depends on
whether or not it is surrounded by other vocoids. When preceding or

following another vocoid it becomes a glide, but it is the syllable head
when being the only vocoid. There is no such relation between, say,

[back] and appropriateness for nucleushood. We will see in § 3.3 how
this works out with respect to Frisian.19

It has been proposed to assign segments an absolute (language-
specific) sonority value, in the form of integers, and to operationalise

sonority distance requirements by the same means (Steriade (1982), Van
der Hulst (1984)). We think we can very well employ the relative

sonority scale of (15) to this end, the more so since it is available any-
way.

Obviously, the rules of syllabification and syllabification-checking
filters must have access to the sonority rank of the individual segments.
The computation of a segment's sonority rank is executed by a redun-
dancy rule, that is, before the real phonological operations, hence also

before a form can enter into the syllabification procedure. It is in this
way that we can maintain the view that [sonority] is not a primitive
phonological feature, while at the same time enabling it to play its
important role in syllabification. This implies that a segment must be

underlyingly specified for all features which constitute the basis for the
computation of the relative sonority value, in line with what is assumed

by Calabrese (1995).

2.3. The onset

The syllable preferably has a sonority profile that "rises maximally to-

ward the peak and falls minimally towards the end, proceeding from left
to right" (Clements (1990:301)). In other words, there must be a maxi-

mal sonority contrast between the members of the onset and between the

 One might ask whether the obstruents should be subdivided into sonority classes19

as well, along the features [voiced] and [continuant], which are never distinctive in vowels,
just like [open] is never in consonants. This has been implemented in the SONORITY
SCALE (14). However, the direct relevance of this subdivision for syllabification in Frisian
is limited, since the syllabification rules seem to treat obstruents as one sonority class (see
also Clements (1990:295-296)). The subdivision plays a role in consonantal strengthening
and weakening processes. Because these will not concern us here, we will stick to the less
fine-grained subdivision in (15).
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onset as a whole and the nucleus, whereas the opposite holds for the

rhyme (i.e. for the relation between the members of the coda and be-
tween the nucleus and the coda as a whole). This constitutes a funda-

mental onset-coda asymmetry.
The above means that the onset is preferably filled, an empty onset

implying that there is no sonority contrast, neither between the onset
members nor between onset and nucleus. Now, the OBLIGATORY

ONSET PARAMETER (2)b has been set to the marked value in Frisian,
which means that empty onsets are possible, as exemplified by the

following words:

(16) âld /]:d/ 'old' ea /Ic/ 'ever'
eker /e:kcr/ 'acre' ies /icz/ 'bait'

iis /i:z/ 'ice' oan /ocn/ 'on'
om /om/ '(a)round, about' ûle /ulc/ 'owl'
út /yt/ 'out (of)'
aai /a:i/ 'egg; stroke, caress'

As noted in § 2.1 above, to allow for a marked option implies to allow

for the unmarked option, hence Frisian does have onsets. Moreover,
since the COMPLEX ONSET PARAMETER (2)c has been set to the
marked value, it has both complex and simplex onsets.

The preferred simplex onset consists of an obstruent, which yields a

maximal sonority contrast between the onset and the nucleus. As will
become clear in § 2.3.1 below, the onset in Frisian can also be occupied

by sonorant consonants. A complex onset preferably consists of the
sequence O + L, yielding a maximal sonority contrast between its

members (though the contrast between the right-most member of the
onset and the nucleus is relatively small).

The null hypothesis as to the onset can be formulated as the following
ONSET FILTER (which pertains to the sonority classes in (15) above):

(17) ONSET FILTER

In the onset segments may not belong to adjacent sonority
classes

A language is expected to be in conformity with (17) in the unmarked
case. Put differently, (17) might be rephrased as a parameter, which need
not be stated as such in the grammar of Frisian (see also Clements

(1990:317-319)):

(18) COMPLEX ONSET SONORITY PARAMETER
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In the onset segments may not belong to adjacent sonority

classes (on/off)
(the unmarked/default value is italicised)

An onset cluster consisting of segments which belong to adjacent

sonority classes constitutes the marked case. Obviously, (18) cannot be
explained by the SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13). It

should be kept in mind that the SSP is motivated phonetically, whereas
(18) can be justified phonologically.20

If parameter (18) has been set to the unmarked value, clusters of O +
N and N + L are excluded from the onset, the cluster O + L being the

only permitted one.21

When the Frisian consonants are placed in rows before the vocalic

nucleus, ordered according to their relative sonority rank and taking into
account the restrictions mentioned in § 1.3.2, we arrive at (19):

(19) p/b
t/d

9 k/l  A
{n/m} {l/r} h V

f/v
9 s    A

 3   2   1 0

In this subsection, we will examine the onset of the native, simplex,
monosyllabic words in Frisian. The mono-, bi-, and triconsonantal onsets

will be dealt with in § 2.3.1, § 2.3.2, and § 2.3.3, respectively, whereas §
2.3.4 is devoted to extrasyllabicity.

 See also Cairns (1988:217-218) on this matter. The COMPLEX ONSET20

PARAMETER (2)c is a 'formal' parameter, whereas the COMPLEX ONSET SONORITY
PARAMETER (18) is a 'substantive' one. That is to say, the former pertains to the shape
of the onset, the latter to what classes of segments may occupy its positions. See Kaye &
Lowenstamm (1981:290) for the distinction between formal and substantive conditions
concerning syllable markedness.

 There is, thus, no need to explicitly restrict the second position in a complex onset21

to a liquid, as is done in Trommelen (1984) with respect to Dutch.
Onset clusters of O + N are universally more marked than those of O + L. Green-

berg (1978:264) states in his 37  (implicational) universal: "In initial systems the existenceth

of at least one cluster consisting of obstruent + nasal implies the existence of at least one
cluster consisting of obstruent + liquid". This is in line with (18).
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2.3.1. Monoconsonantal onsets

All segments of rows 3, 2, and 1 (including /h/) of (19) can constitute the

onset of a syllable. We assume that they, in principle, may precede a
short monophthong, a long monophthong, and a falling, centralising, and

rising diphthong. Co-occurrence restrictions obtaining between segments
of onset and rhyme are not likely to exist, since onset and rhyme are

different subconstituents of the syllable. If the combination of some
onset consonant with some vocoid (type) is not attested, this is con-

sidered to be an accidental gap. There is one notable exception: for in-
dependent reasons, /h/ may not precede schwa (see § 1.3.2.1, especially

footnote 57).

2.3.2. Biconsonantal onsets

Since in Frisian the COMPLEX ONSET PARAMETER (2)c has been
set to the marked and the COMPLEX ONSET SONORITY PARAM-
ETER (18) to the unmarked value, only the elements of row 3 and 1 of

(19), viz. the obstruents and liquids, are allowed to form onset clusters.
Therefore, we will first review the O + L onsets (§ 2.3.2.1) and after that
the O + N onsets (§ 2.3.2.2).

2.3.2.1. O + L clusters

The unmarked setting of parameter (18) is almost completely matched

by the facts, witness the following examples:

(20) prom /prom 'plum' plak /plak/ 'place, spot'
brea /brIc/ 'rye bread' blom /blom/ 'flower'

trang /traõ/ 'rancid'
drip /drIp/ 'drip, drop'

krop /kr]p/ 'crop, maw' klam /klam/ 'clammy'
grûn /lrun/ 'ground' glei /llai/ 'randy; rank'

frett(e) /fret/ 'to gorge' flym /flim/ 'lancet'
wrak /vrak/ 'wreck'
slak /slak/ 'snail, slug'

The clusters /tl/-, /dl/-, /vl/-, and /sr/- do not occur, counter to ex-
pectation. In order to exclude /tl/- and /dl/-, we propose the following

filter:
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(21)

Filter (22) rules out /vl/-:

(22)

The ill-formedness of these clusters,  hence filters (21) and (22), cannot22

be explained on the basis of the SONORITY SEQUENCING PRIN-
CIPLE (13) unless we wish to make ad hoc stipulations. In many

languages, however, these clusters are ruled out. The question is: why?
In many languages, /tr/- and /dr/- are possible onsets, whereas /tl/- and

/dl/- are not. Universally, sequences of segments with the same
specification for the feature [continuant] are less favoured than those in

which the segments have opposite specifications, see Clements (1990:
316), who bases himself on work by Greenberg.23

We would have an explanation for the impossibility of /tl/- and /dl/-,
then, if we could make plausible that /l/ is [-continuant]. Sagey (1986:

185-186) remarks that "laterals in many languages function as [-cont]".
According to her, "For /l/ to act as [-cont] with respect to some phono-
logical processes is entirely natural, given its articulation in which the
center of the front of the tongue touches the roof of the mouth -- i.e. is

articulated to the degree [-cont]". Van de Weijer (1995) also reaches the
general conclusion that /l/ is [-cont], whereas /r/ is [+cont].

As to Frisian, however, this is an unlikely assumption. There is a fully
productive and transparant phonological process of vowel nasalisation,

affecting the tautosyllabic sequence vowel + /n/ when followed by a

 /sr/- (and /sl/-!) will be dealt with in § 2.3.4.3 below.22

 The fact that many languages do allow for long vowels and geminate consonants23

may be understood as another indication that a representation of these in conformity with
the OCP, viz. one melody linked to two skeletal slots, is on the right track.
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member of a set of segments, among which /l/, which are [+cont] (see

also Van de Weijer (1994:85-86)).
As to the continuancy specification of /l/, it is observed in Harris

(1994:180) that "there is hardly a murkier issue in distinctive feature
theory"; Kenstowicz (1994:36) makes mention of "the inconsistent

behavior of the lateral", which "leaves the [±continuant] status of [l] un-
resolved". According to Clements (1990:293), /l/ is "both a stop and an

approximant, and may function as such in one and the same language".
In Frisian, /l/ appears to act as [-cont] with respect to syllabification, and

as [+cont] with respect to nasalisation.
In § 1.3.2.6, we have shown that the obstruent /v/ is a fricative, hence

a [+cont] segment. First, it triggers nasalisation. Second, in the rhyme it
patterns with the voiced fricatives /z/ and /ã/ in that it preferably occurs

after a long vocoid, falling diphthong, or short vocoid plus liquid. The
fact that /v/ is [+cont], whereas /l/ may also act as such, might explain
filter (22). Since the dislike for sequences of segments with the same
continuancy specification is a tendency, we take it that both filter (21)
and (22) have to be explicitly stated in the grammar of Frisian. It should
be noted in this respect that /f/ and /s/ are also [+cont], but that the on-

sets /fl/- and /sl/- are fine (see (20) above).
In fast speech, one encounters the initial clusters [tl]- and [dl]- in

ó ócomplex words, e.g. wrantlich /vr]ntcl+cã/ (vr]n) (tlcx)  'resentful;

ó ópeevish', handler /h]ndcl+cr/ (h]n) (dlcr)  'trader, dealer', and noedlik

ó ó/nucd+lck/ (nu.c) (dlck)  'hazardous, risky, perilous'. The syllabification
based on the morphological make-up of these forms would be

ó ó ó ó ó ó(vr]nt) (lcx) , (h]nd) (lcr) , and (nu.cd) (lck) .  The motivation behind24

the actual syllabification might be the intersyllabic SYLLABLE

CONTACT LAW, according to which a syllable contact is more pre-
ferred to the extent that the first syllable ends more sonorously and the
second one begins less sonorously (Murray & Vennemann (1983),

ó ó ó óClements (1990:319-320)). In (vr]nt) (lcx) , (h]nd) (lcr) , and

ó ó(nu.cd) (lck) , the first syllable ends in -[t] or -[d], while the second one
begins with [l]-, hence they display a bad syllable contact. In

ó ó ó ó ó ó(vr]n) (tlcx) , (h]n) (dlcr) , and (nu.c) (dlck) , on the other hand, the
first syllable is open or ends in a sonorant, while the second one begins

with [t]- or [d]-, providing for a much better syllable contact. We assume
filters like (21) to pertain to the level of initial syllabification, but not
necessarily to the later levels (see § 5.1.5 for more on this).

 As indicated, wrantlich and handler have undergone schwa-deletion, cf. the verbs24

wrantel(je) /vr]ntcl/ 'to harbour a grudge' and handel(je) /h]ndcl/ 'to trade, to deal', from
which these adjectives are derived.
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2.3.2.2. O + N clusters

The only onset clusters of segments from row 3 and 2 of (19) which

occur with some frequency are /sn/-, /sm/-, /kn/-, /ln/-, and /fn/-, as
exemplified in (23):

(23) /sn/-: e.g. snyl /snil/ 'ligulate leaf (especially of the ree

mace)', snoad /snocd/ 'bright, clever', snaffel
/snafcl/ 'bill, rostrum'

/sm/-: e.g. smak /smak/ 'crash, smack', smei(e) /smai/ 'to
forge, to smith', smjunt /smiönt/ 'wigeon; skunk,

rascal'
/kn/-: e.g. knars(e) /knas/ 'to crunch, to grind', kneppel /knepcl/

'club, cudgel', in knoarre (jild) /knuarc/ 'a lot (of
money)'

/ln/-: e.g. gnau /ln]u/ 'bite, chew', gnodze /lnodzc/ 'gnarl,
knur(r)', gnúsk(je) /lnysk/ 'to do all kinds of odd
jobs, chores'25

/fn/-: fnask(je) /fn]sk/ 'to chew (especially fruit,

carrots, turnips)', fnasseltsje /fn]scl+tsic/ -
fni(s)seltsje /fn{I/i}scl+tsic/ - fnitteltsje
/fnItcl+tsic/ 'tiny piece', fniez(e) /fnicz/ 'to
sneeze', fn(j)it (hawwe mei) /fn(i)It/ '(to be)

pleased (with)', fnittel(je) /fnItcl/ 'to trifle, to
dawdle' (an exhaustive list)

With the exception of /sn/-, these clusters are all heterorganic. The im-

possibility of /kõ/- and /lõ/- links up with the impossibility of the velar
nasal to occupy an onset position (see § 1.3.2.3). Out of necessity, then,
the unmarked, coronal nasal takes its place. This is based on the tacit
assumption that these forms minus /k/- must be (phonologically) possible

forms in Frisian (see § 2.3.4 below for an explicit general assumption to
this effect in connection with extrasyllabicity). The forms beginning

with the cluster /sn/- are revealing in this respect. It can be shown that /s/
is something 'extra' before any consonant (see § 2.3.4.3 below). Now,

/sõ/- is just as impossible as /kõ/- and /lõ/- are. The labio- dental
fricative /f/ clusters with neither bilabial /m/ nor labio-dental /�/, but

 Most forms with  /ln/- have a variant with /kn/-,  so there are pairs like gnap - 25

knap 'pretty, good-looking', gnypsk - knypsk 'sneaky, sly', gnúsk(je) - knúsk(je) 'to do all
kinds of odd jobs, chores'. The form gnút(sje) 'to go about (of rumours)' is a variant of
grút(sje).
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only with /n/. In § 1.3.3, we formulated the DOUBLE LABIAL

FILTER, which excludes a complex onset occupied by two labial con-
sonants. The case at hand lends further support to this filter. One might

still argue that the labio-dental nasal /�/ is not 'available', being only an
allophone of /m/, but /m/ is a regular phoneme of Frisian.

There are also some more marginal cases. /pn/- occurs in loan words,
like pneumatysk 'pneumatical', and Biblical names, like Pniël, only.

[pm]- may occur in a shortened form of pûnsmiet /pu:n+s#miIt/
[pé:zmjit] 'name of a certain square measure (3600 square meters)', pro-

nounced as [pmjIt], with a so-called closed transition between [p] and
[m]. Otherwise, the onset cluster /pm/- is impossible.

/tn/- and /dn/- do not occur at the beginning of a word either, but may
do so at the beginning of an unstressed syllable in the word, be it

ó ócomplex or simplex, e.g. widner /vId+ncr/ (vI) (dncr)  'widower',

ó ómoardner /muad+ncr/ (mwa) (dncr)  'murderer', byltnis /bild+nIs/

ó ó ó ó(bil) (tnIs)  'portrait, likeness', partner (pa:) (tncr)  'partner'. These
clusters, thus, have a very limited distribution. The problems concerning

ó ówidner and partner are twofold. If the syllabification is (vId) (ncr)  and

ó ó óó(pa:t) (ncr) , there is a bad syllable contact: the constellation ...t/d) (n...

óóis much less favoured than ...n) (t/d... is (see the previous section). If the

ó ó ó ósyllabification is (vI) (dncr)  and (pa:) (tncr) , there is no disfavoured
syllable contact nor is there any violation of the SONORITY
SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13). In that case, the problem is that [dn]-

and [tn]- are sequences of segments with the same specification for
continuancy, which, as we saw in the previous section, is disfavoured.

Yet, all clusters dealt with in this section are prohibited if the
COMPLEX ONSET SONORITY PARAMETER (18) has the unmarked

value, as we assume it has in Frisian. In § 2.3.4 below, we will discuss
how they are to be analysed.

2.3.3. Triconsonantal onsets

Frisian has onset clusters of three consonants, which are all of the form:
/s/ + voiceless plosive + liquid:

(24) /skr/-, e.g. skreef /skre:v/ 'crack, chink', skriem(e)
/skricm/ 'to weep, to cry', skrok /skr]k/ 'cold
and arid (of the weather)'

/spr/-, e.g. sprantel /spr]ntcl/ 'side branch', spried(e)
/spricd/ 'to spread', spreau /sprio:/ 'thrush,

aphtha'
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/str/-, e.g. stro /stro:/ 'pancake', strân /str]:n/ 'beach',

stront /stront/ 'shit, crap'
/skl/- skleroaze /skleroczc/ 'sclerosis' (only

example)
/spl/-, e.g. split(e) /split/ 'to split', splinter /splIntcr/

'splinter', splis (stean) /splIs/ '(to be) just
under water (of land)'

Only skleroaze is a loan word, /skl/- does not occur in native words.

According to the principle of RESOLVABILITY, "the presence of a
tautosyllabic cluster ABC implies the independent occurrence of tauto-

syllabic AB and BC" (Clements (1990:309), see also Greenberg (1978:
250)). As such, it is a specific instantiation of the universal that the

existence of complex clusters in a language implies the existence of
simplex clusters (see § 2.1 above).

The above clusters (ABC) are in accordance with this principle in two
respects. First, they can be split as AB + BC, hence into /s/ + voiceless
plosive and voiceless plosive + liquid, both of which are occurring clus-
ters, e.g. /str/- can be split into /st/- and /tr/-. Second, they can be split

either as A + BC, since they consist of /s/ + a regular O + L cluster (e.g.
/skr/- --> /s/- + /kr/-) or as AB + C, since they consist of a regular /s/ + O
cluster + L (e.g. /spl/- --> /sp/- + /l/-) as well.

Due to resolvability, triconsonantal onsets cannot occur at random.

The subpart O + L must be consistent with the unmarked value of (18)
(see § 2.3 above), the subpart /s/ + plosive must fit in with independently

motivated constraints on obstruent clusters (see § 2.3.4.1 below),
whereas both /s/ and L must be able to occur as independent onsets.

From a typological point of view, Frisian, thus, obtains quite complex
onsets.

2.3.4. Extrasyllabicity

There is one general constraint on (tautosyllabic) consonant clusters: that
there be a (minimal) sonority distance between its members (see the

SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13) and the COMPLEX
ONSET SONORITY PARAMETER (18)). Over and above this, clusters
are often subjected to more specific constraints: 1) that its members be
homorganic, 2) that its members differ as regards their continuancy

specification.
Both kinds of constraint are often violated at the edges of the

syllabification domain, where they seem to be relaxed (or to hold no
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longer). As a consequence, it is there that exceptional clusters may

occur. Which exceptional clusters eventually arise in a particular lan-
guage depends on how the EDGE EFFECT PARAMETER (2)f has been

set. In Frisian it has been set to the marked value, for both initial and
final clusters (see this section and § 2.5.4 below).

As to the onset in Frisian, this kind of exceptionality pertains to three
cases. First of all, there are clusters of two obstruents, which is in

accordance with neither (13) nor the unmarked value of parameter (18).
In the second place, there are the O + N clusters in (23) above, which are

at odds with the unmarked value of (18); moreover, save /sn/-, they are
also heterorganic. Third, /s/ is something 'extra' before any consonant;

this can only partly be accounted for by (13) and the unmarked value of
(18), but it can be made plausible on other grounds.

These 'extra' consonants cannot be syllabified in the regular way. So,
they remain unsyllabified or 'extrasyllabic' after initial syllabification.
There are two views on how to treat them. In the first view, these
segments are explicitly marked as 'extrasyllabic'. According to Itô
(1986), this constitutes a way of prosodic licensing. These segments,
thus, have a prosodically separate status within the phonological word,

constituting an 'appendix' to the following or preceding syllable (Halle &
Vergnaud (1982)). This status saves them from undergoing the fate of
STRAY ERASURE. In the second view, it is assumed that these
segments simply remain unsyllabified after initial syllabification, which

means that they need not be explicitly marked for extrasyllabicity, see
Kager (1989:215). This view entails that STRAY ERASURE does not

automatically apply to these segments.
All this presupposes that a word minus its extrasyllabic segments must

be (syllabically) well-formed. This is in line with the very idea of
extrasyllabicity: extrasyllabicity presupposes regular syllabification, on
which it actually is defined.

The extrasyllabic segments are integrated into regular prosodic

structure at the level of lexical representation, where conditions on
underlying structure may be violated (see § 1.2). Within the former

view, this means that these segments are somehow 'demarked' for extra-
syllabicity. Since this is not necessary within the latter view, we will

adopt the assumption that segments can remain unprosodified in the
cyclic component, where, thus, the effects of the principles of PRO-
SODIC LICENSING and MAXIMALITY coincide (see § 2.2.2. above).
How the integration of extrasyllabic segments into prosodic structure

proceeds will be dealt with in § 2.3.4.4 below. We will now have a look
at each of the afore-mentioned three cases of extrasyllabicity.
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2.3.4.1. Obstruent + obstruent

Obstruent clusters in general must meet two requirements, both per-

taining to the two manner features which are distinctive within the class
of obstruents. They preferably do not agree in continuancy, whereas they

must agree in voice.
The former requirement entails that a cluster of two plosives or two

fricatives should be less likely to occur than a plosive + fricative or
fricative + plosive cluster. So, if the obstruents could cluster at random,

the initial clusters in (25)a would be less likely to occur than those in
(25)b:

(25) a. /bd/-, /bl/-, /db/-, /dl/-, /lb/-, /ld/-, /pt/-, /pk/-, /tp/-,

/tk/-, /kp/-, /kt/-, /fs/-, /sf/-
b. /pf/-, /ps/-, /tf/-, /ts/-, /kf/-, /ks/-, /fp/-, /ft/-, /fk/-, /sp/-,

/st/-, /sk/-, /bv/-, /dv/-, /lv/-

This expectation is confirmed by the facts.26

The latter requirement implies that an obstruent cluster cannot but

consist of either two voiced or two voiceless members, which is true as
well.

Onset clusters of two plosives or fricatives do not occur, except for
the exceptional cluster /sf/-, which only occurs in loan words like sfear

'(atmo)sphere' and sfinks 'Sphinx'. In this respect, there is a marked
difference between the onset and the coda, where such clusters do occur,

albeit mainly in complex words (see § 2.5.4.1 below). The latter is in
line with Kaye & Lowenstamm (1981:295), who assert that the rhyme

has a more fundamental role in determining syllable markedness than the
onset, in the sense that for a given language "the presence of an onset of
a given degree of markedness implies the presence of a rime of an equal
degree of markedness".

The onset can be occupied by plosive + fricative and fricative +
plosive clusters only. Due to the fact that the left-most obstruent is

almost invariably a coronal, viz. /s/ or /t/, only a small subset of the
logically possible initial obstruent clusters is actually attested. The two

onset clusters whose left-hand member is a non-coronal plosive are /ps/-
and /ks/-, which only occur in loan words like psalm 'psalm', psyche

 We have left out the (logically possible) clusters of obstruent + /{x/ã/z}/-, since26

the latter cannot occupy the onset (see § 1.3.2.4). This means that the non-occurrence of a
cluster like /dz/- need not be explicitly stated. The same holds for clusters consisting of two
identical obstruents, these being prohibited by the OCP.
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'psyche', ksenon 'xenon', and ksylofoan 'xylophone'. It cannot be

coincidental that /s/ is the second member of these clusters. It points to
the constraint that a cluster of two obstruents must contain at least one

coronal segment (see also § 2.5.4.2 below).
The following initial obstruent clusters, thus, should be able to occur

in native words: /tf/-, /ts/-, /sp/-, /st/-, and /sk/-. Of these, the clusters
beginning with /s/ are quite common, witness the following examples:

(26) /sk/-, e.g. skek /skek/ 'gliding stride (skating)', skeaf /skIcv/

'sheaf', skonk /skoõk/ 'leg'
/sp/-, e.g. spine /spinc/ 'pantry, larder', spek /spek/ 'bacon;

pork', spjocht /spioxt/ 'woodpecker'
/st/-, e.g. stam /stam/ 'trunk; stem; tribe', stile /stilc/ 'post,

stanchion', stûke /stukc/ 'shock, stook'

/t/, as first segment of an obstruent cluster, shows the distributional
peculiarity that it can only combine with /s/, and only when /s/ im-
mediately precedes the vocoid /i/, viz. /i/, /i:/, /ic/, or [j] (which is /i/
underlyingly), witness the following examples:

(27) tsiis /tsi:z/ 'cheese'
tsien /tsicn/ 'ten'
tsjerke /tsierkc/ 'church'

tsjil /tsiIl/ 'wheel'
tsjen /tsien/ 'to set forth, to proceed'

tsjûg(je) /tsiu:ã/ 'to testify (to)'
tsjêf /tsie:v/ 'chaff'

tsjoar /tsiocr/ 'tether'
tsjea /tsiIc/ 'thigh'
tsjeak /tsiIck/ 'jaw'
tsjeaf /tsiIcv/ 'thief'27

It seems, thus, that /ts/- is involved in a positive onset-nucleus constraint.

As noted in § 2.1 above, such constraints are not likely to exist. We,
therefore, prefer the following positive MORPHEME STRUCTURE

STATEMENT (in which 'M' denotes 'morpheme'):

 tsif(je) /tsIf/ 'to wrangle, to quarrel' is the only exception, but note that it has27

derived from tsjif(je) /tsiIf/. The words tsjea, tsjeak, and tsjeaf are obsolete.
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(28) /ts/-STATEMENT

Mif: (ts

Mthen: (tsi

The above statement is the synchronic reflex of a diachronic palatali-

sation and affrication process which affected [k] and [t] when they pre-
ceded a front vowel. The resulting initial cluster /ts/- once functioned as

an affricate (see § 2.4.2 below).
The final cluster -/ts/ does not have this kind of limitation, as appears

from the following examples:

(29) bats /b]ts/ '(garden) shovel'
pleats /plIcts/ 'farm'
klets /klets/ 'slap, smack'
koets /kuts/ 'rowantree; rowanberry'
smots /smots/ 'pulp'
luts /löts/ 'loop; braid(ing)'

maits /maits/ 'maggot, grub(worm)'

The distribution of /ts/-, as exemplified in (27) above, is indicative of
two things. First, it constitutes evidence for the claim that a prevocalic

glide in Frisian does not belong to the onset, but to the nucleus, since
/jV(V)/ and /V(V)/ pattern alike (see § 3.3.3.1). Second, it is a further

indication that /s/ is extrasyllabic before any consonant. Clusters like
/tsm/- and /tsl/- do not occur, whereas /ts/-, /sm/-, and /sl/- do. This non-

occurrence is explained by the PERIPHERALITY CONDITION, which
states that extrasyllabicity is restricted to the periphery of the syllabifi-
cation domain, by the same token prohibiting two adjacent extrasyllabic
segments, viz. both /t/ and /s/.

The cluster /tf/- cannot be excluded on general grounds, but it does
not occur. We have no explanation to offer as to why this is the case.

We may wonder whether it should be indicated somehow that it is
mainly coronals that occur as extrasyllabic segments in Frisian. This

does not seem to be necessary. At the edges of the syllable, and at those
of the phonological word as well, one expects to find obstruents, being
the least sonorous segments, see (13) and (15) above. One, then, expects
to find coronals in the first place, since the coronal place of articulation

is universally regarded as the unmarked one. Besides, one expects to find
voiceless segments, because the unmarked obstruent is voiceless. /s/ and

/t/ have all three of these properties.
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There are, however, more extrasyllabic segments in the onset than just

these, to wit /k/, /l/, /f/, and /p/, although the latter have fewer com-
binatorial possibilities: /k/, /l/, and /f/ only precede the coronal nasal /n/

(see § 2.3.2.2 above for an explanation), whereas /k/ and /p/ precede /s/
in loan words only (see above).

As noted in the previous section, the obstruents in question cannot be
syllabified in a regular way and remain extrasyllabic after initial syllabi-

fication. As to the words spek and tsiis, this renders the intermediate

ó ù ó ùrepresentations (s(pek) )  and (t(si:z) ) .

2.3.4.2. Obstruent + nasal

The unmarked value of the COMPLEX ONSET SONORITY PARAM-
ETER (18) forces the obstruent in an O + N onset cluster to remain
extrasyllabic. This is confirmed by how these sequences are syllabified
in polysyllabic words. They appear not to constitute the onset of a
word-internal syllable:

ó ó(30) prisma /prIsma/ (prIs) (ma)  'prism'

ó óplasma /pl]sma/ (pl]s) (ma)  'plasma'

ó óHosni (Mubarak) /h]sni/ (h]s) (ni)  'proper noun'

ó óHofni /h]fni/ (h]f) (ni)  'proper noun'

ó óaknee /akne:/ (ak) (ne:)  'acne'

ó ó óhypnoaze /hipnoczc/ (hip) (no.c) (zc)  'hypnosis'28

Word-internal sequences of obstruent + liquid, on the other hand, do

constitute the onset in polysyllabic forms:

ó(31) tablet /tablet/ (ta) (blet)ó 'tablet'

ó óHebron /he:bron/ (he:) (bron)  'place name'

ó ósigret /silret/ (si) (lret)  'cigarette'

ó ópatrys /patriz/ (pa) (tris)  'partridge'

ó ósekreet /sIkre:t/ (sc) (kre:t)  'secretion'

The syllabification of a form like prisma, though, is much more am-
biguous than that of a form like kaptaal /kapta:l/ 'fortune; capital'. The
latter shows a clear, unambiguous syllable break between /p/ and /t/,

ó ó The possible syllabifications of words like widner and partner, viz. (vI) (dncr)28

ó óand (pa:) (tncr) , with the onsets [dn]- and [tn]-, are left out of consideration here (see §
2.3.2.2 above).
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ó ó ó ówhereas the former may be syllabified as (prIs) (ma) , (prIs) (sma) , or

ó ó(prI) (sma) . There may be a threefold reason for this difference. First, a
cluster like [sm]- actually does occur at the beginning of the syllabifi-

cation domain, whereas one like [pt]- never does so in Frisian. Second,
[sm]- is at odds with the unmarked value of (18), but not with (13),

whereas [pt]- contradicts both. Third, /p/ and /t/ have the same value for
the feature [continuant], whereas /s/ and /m/ have opposite values. How-

ó óever, the fact remains that (prIs) (ma)  is a correct syllabification of

ó óprisma, but *(pat) (ris)  is not of patrys.

2.3.4.3. /s/ + liquid

The cases of extrasyllabicity in the previous two sections are explained
with the aid of the SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13) and
the unmarked value of the COMPLEX ONSET SONORITY PARAM-
ETER (18). In the case under consideration, these are of no use, since
the sequence /s/ + liquid conforms to both of them. That /s/ in /sl/- is
extrasyllabic becomes clear from the syllabification of this sequence in

polysyllabic words:

ó ó(32) Oslo /]slo:/ (]s) (lo:)  'place name'

ó óislam /Isla:m/ (Is) (la:m)  'Islam'

Besides, in § 2.4.4 below, we will see that assuming an extrasyllabic /s/

provides us with the opportunity to straightforwardly explain the im-
possibility of the cluster /tsl/-.

Whereas [sl]- shows up as a word-initial onset, [sr]- never does so.
Historically, /sr/ was split up by -/t/- during the transition from Indo-
European to (proto) Germanic. But when in subsequent stages of the
Germanic languages [sr]- resulted from phonological processes, it was

'repaired' by the insertion of -/t/- (see Hoekstra (1987) as to Frisian and
Zonneveld (1983) as to Dutch). This means that there are no words be-

ginning with /sr/-.  It should be noted in this connection that /sr/- is a29

universally disfavoured cluster, its members having the same specifi-

cation for the feature [continuant].

 In a 'loan name' like Sri lanka, we find /sr/- at the beginning of a word. There are29

Dutch dialects where the initial cluster /sxr/- has been simplified to /sr/-, so that a word like
/sxr/ijven 'to write' has become /sr/ijven.
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We assume the following general /s/ + LIQUID FILTER for the level

of initial syllabification:

(33)

Free application of the SSA to words like slak /slak/ 'snail; slug', slûch

ó/sluã/ 'sleepy, drowsy', and Oslo yields the initial syllabifications (slak) ,

ó ó ó(sluã) , and (]) (slo:) , which are in conformity with both (13) and the
unmarked value of parameter (18). They are, however, ruled out on the
strength of filter (33). This means that only the initial syllabifications

ó ù ó ù ó ó ù(s(lak) ) , (s(luã) ) , and ((]s) (lo:) )  are well-formed; /s/ remains
extrasyllabic in the first two cases, whereas it is syllabified as the coda

of the left-hand syllable in the third case.

2.3.4.4. Resolving extrasyllabicity

At the level of lexical representation, words are assigned the pho-

netic-phonological form they have in isolation (see § 1.2). The onset seg-
ments which remain extrasyllabic in initial syllabification, viz. /s/, /t/,

/k/, /f/, /l/, and /p/, do belong to this form, so they must be integrated
into prosodic structure. That is, they must lose their unsyllabified status
in order to satisfy the requirement of PROSODIC LICENSING. For
reasons to be made clear below, we take them to be adjoined to the

syllable by means of the following EXTRASYLLABICITY REMOVAL
RULE (an instance of STRAY ADJUNCTION):
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(34)

Rule (34) is non-structure preserving, since it creates onsets which are

not in conformity with the SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE
(13), the unmarked value of the COMPLEX ONSET SONORITY
PARAMETER (18), or both.

We assume (34) to be part of the SSA, so let us clarify the relation
between these complex onsets and the SSA first. At the level of initial
syllabification, only O + L onsets are created, in conformity with (13)

and the unmarked value of (18). Segments which cannot be incorporated
into a complex onset remain extrasyllabic.

At the level of lexical representation, which is post-cyclic, the
SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13) and the COMPLEX ON-

SET SONORITY PARAMETER (18) no longer hold, so that the
principle of PROSODIC LICENSING fully comes into effect. It is there,

then, that (34) is allowed to adjoin extrasyllabic segments to the syllable,
as long as the resulting clusters do not violate a universal principle like

the OCP.
There is, thus, one SSA, operating according to the general RULE

APPLICATION PRINCIPLE (11). At the cyclic level, it is subjected to
principle (13) and the unmarked value of parameter (18), which it no

longer is at the later levels. So, one and the same syllabification algo-
rithm applies continuously throughout the phonology, operating under

different conditions and, thus, yielding different outcomes.
Above, we asserted that extrasyllabic segments must be adjoined to

the syllable in order to satisfy the general requirement of PROSODIC
LICENSING. This requirement, however, could be satisfied by adjunc-
tion to the phonological word as well. In Rubach & Booij (1990a:447), a
rule of INITIAL ADJUNCTION is posited for Polish, which adjoins a

word-initial extrasyllabic consonant to the phonological word. It is
assumed that some segments belong to neither of two neighbouring syl-

lables, since 1) they are invisible for prosodically conditioned phono-
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logical rules, and 2) there is, even intra-individual, variation in the

assignment of the segment in question to the preceding or the following
syllable (Rubach & Booij (1990a:438,458)).

Since there is no evidence for this kind of segment in Frisian, we will
assume extrasyllabic segments to adjoin to the syllable. This enables us

to maintain the STRICT LAYER HYPOTHESIS in its strongest form,
according to which each prosodic domain can exhaustively be divided

into one or more domains of the next lower level or, the other way
round, prosodic structure is built by taking together all prosodic

constituents of a certain level into constituents of the next higher level
(see Nespor & Vogel (1986)).30

Dell & Elmedlaoui (1985:111) claim that the output of syllabification
in Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber "must not violate various well-formedness

conditions on syllable structure". One of these is the following, which
we dub the PRINCIPLE OF EXHAUSTIVE SYLLABIFICATION:

(35) PRINCIPLE OF EXHAUSTIVE SYLLABIFICATION
Every segment must be associated to an S node
(S = Syllable)

Principle (35) prohibits any remaining unsyllabified surface segment.
However, it need not be explicitly stated; in other words, it is not a
primitive of phonological theory. What is expressed by it is the joint

result of the principle of PROSODIC LICENSING and the STRICT
LAYER HYPOTHESIS (in its strongest form). So, there is no need to

assume an independent principle of exhaustive syllabification, as there is
no need to assume one of exhaustive footing, exhaustive intonational

phrasing, etc.31

 It is contended in Booij (1995:144) that this principle may have to be weakened30

for some languages in that one level may be skipped. In the case of Polish, however, two
levels are skipped, i.e. the syllable and the foot.

 The n of Polish piosnka 'song' cannot be syllabified by the SSA for Polish and is,31

moreover, transparent to certain phonological processes. Therefore, it is assumed to be
directly linked to the phonological word (Rubach & Booij (1990a:438)). Despite this state
of affairs, it is noticed "that in terms of pronunciation [italics ours] the n must go with one
of the syllables, because Polish has no syllabic consonants". This seems to imply that a
phonologically motivated constellation and the STRICT LAYER HYPOTHESIS do not
match well in this case, or that competence and performance must be sharply distinguished
here.
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2.4. Complex segments32

Whereas most consonantal segments of Frisian are simplex, there are in-

dications that all combinations of /s/ and a voiceless plosive, in which-
ever order, behave as one (complex) segment. It, thus, concerns the

clusters -/sp/-, -/st/-, -/sk/-, -/ps/-, -/ts/-, and -/ks/-. These are 'ideal' ob-
struent clusters in two respects, because, first, the segments have oppo-

site specifications for the feature [continuant], whereas, second, they
agree as to the feature [voice] (see § 2.3.4.1 above).

This subsection is organised as follows. In § 2.4.1, we will examine
what characterises a complex segment in general. We then consider the

synchronic phonological status of -/ts/-, which will be argued to be a
(two-rooted) /s/ + plosive complex segment rather than a (single-rooted)

affricate (§ 2.4.2). The nature of /s/ + plosive complex segments is
subsequently examined, which we will argue to display two-rootedness
rather than (single-rooted) multiple stricture (§ 2.4.3). Finally, we inves-
tigate the formation of these complex segments, which will be shown to
result from a synchronic process of 'compression' (§ 2.4.4).

2.4.1. Characteristics of complex segments

According to Van de Weijer (1994:49-50), complex segments, such as

palatalised consonants, affricates, and prenasalised plosives, have some
characteristics in common: 1) their internal phonetic structure is non-

homogeneous, i.e. they consist of two different parts; 2) they may violate
certain phonological principles, such as the SONORITY SEQUENCING

PRINCIPLE (13), e.g. in a prenasalised plosive.
Van de Weijer (1994:51) proposes that "all complexity in segmental

phonology is the result of branching", which "is formally defined as the
presence of more than one entity under the same node." Branching can

occur at different levels. First, it can occur at the timing tier, in case one
timing unit is linked to two root nodes, which is termed 'two-rootedness'

by Van de Weijer. Second, it is possible for a segment to contain two
place specifications, which Van de Weijer calls 'colour mixing'. Third, a

segment can contain two manner features, which is dubbed 'multiple
stricture'.

Although Van de Weijer's framework is somewhat different from
ours, his basic insights provide us with a good background for analysing

complex segments in Frisian.

 We take this term from Ewen (1982), see also Van de Weijer (1994).32
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2.4.2. Is -/ts/- an affricate?

In Frisian, -/ts/- can occur both word-initially and word-finally, as

appears from the examples in (27) and (29) above. In Fokkema (1948:
32), [tsj]- is called a palatal sound, the phonemic make-up of which is

likely to be /ts/ + /j/. If so, /ts/ is considered a (monosegmental) affricate,
although Fokkema is not explicit about it. Chatman (1953:32, note 8)

analyses "the phone combination [ts]", as in tsien 'ten', as one phoneme
(which he represents as /c/). In Cohen et al. (1959:126), it is observed

that -/ts/- has the (articulatory and acoustic) characteristics of an
affricate. It is, however, analysed as a sequence of two phonemes, since

each consonant can be replaced or left out, as in the following pairs of
words:

(36) tsien /tsicn/ 'ten' - trien /tricn/ 'tear'
tsien - tien /ticn/ 'osier (rod), withe'
fits /fIts/ 'snappish' - fiks /fIks/ 'sturdy; firm'
fyts /fits/ 'bicycle' - fyt /fit/ 'felon; trick'

In the second edition of Fokkema (1948), from 1967, [tsj]- is still called
a palatal sound, but now the phonemic make-up is said to presumably be
/t/ + /s/ + /j/ (page 31).

In Van de Weijer (1994:120), an affricate is assigned the following

structure ('C' denotes the root node):

(37)

It is clear that Van de Weijer regards an affricate as a single (one-

rooted) segment. Evidence for this view is provided from a number of
languages in which affricates act monosegmentally (Van de Weijer

(1994:125-126)).
By linking the place features to the manner feature [cont] it is ex-

pressed that [cont] is the head of the affricate. This is in line with the
claim that there is a tendency for fricatives and affricates to occur at the

same places of articulation in languages which have both segment types
(Van de Weijer (1994:129)). Moreover, there is an (implicational) uni-

versal to the effect that "the existence of affricates presupposes the
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existence of fricatives", see Fikkert (1994:117), who ascribes this

universal to Jakobson.33

The manner features [stop] and [cont], being monovalent, appear on

different autosegmental tiers, so they are unordered underlyingly. This is
motivated by so-called anti-edge effects, i.e. an affricate can act both as

a fricative and as a plosive with respect to phonological rules which are
sensitive either to its left or to its right edge. Cases have been reported,

though, in which an affricate acts as a plosive on its left and as a
fricative on its right edge. These edge effects are predicted to occur at a

late stage in the derivation, after [stop] and [cont] have been linearised
(Van de Weijer (1994:131)).

We will now examine whether -/ts/- in Frisian fits into the above-
mentioned pattern. There are four pieces of evidence which seem to

point in that direction.
In the first place, the diachronic fact that -/ts/- has often arisen from

-/k/- seems to be a firm indication that it must be regarded as a single
segment.  Some examples are given below:34

(38) tsjettel /tsietcl/ (< kettel) 'kettle'

tsjêf /tsie:v/ (< kef) 'chaff'
lyts /lits/ (< litik) 'little, small'
maits  /maits/ (< madik) 'maggot, grub(worm)'

In the second place, there are pairs of related forms which only differ
in the presence of -/ts(i)/- vs. -/k/-, the dialectal distribution of which, if

any, is unknown to us. See the following examples:

(39) elts - elk /el{ts/k}/ 'each, every; everyone'
folts  - folk /fol{ts/k}/ 'people'
lilts - lilk /lIl{ts/k}/ 'ugly; angry'
triltsjer - trilker /trIl{tsi/k}cr/ 'barge-pole'

We have the impression that the forms with -/ts(i)/- are becoming ob-

solete and are being felt as old-fashioned nowadays (see also Tamminga
(1987)). On no account is there a productive pattern of alternation.

In the third place, there is the following small set of verbs, all with a

 We will return to this below.33

 It is observed in Cohen et al. (1959:126) that -/ts/- has not always developed from34

a single segment, though this observation is not exemplified. /ts/- has also arisen from /t/-,
as in tsien (< tian) 'ten', but in what follows we restrict ourselves to cases in which the
source is -/k/-.
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stem ending in -/a(:)its/, -/o:its/, or -/aits/:35

(40) la(a)its(je) 'to laugh'

koaits(je) 'to cook, to boil'
loaits(je) 'to look'

ploaits(je) 'to pick, to pluck'
meits(je) 'to make'

reits(je) 'to hit'
smeits(je) 'to taste'

weits(je) 'to watch'

These verbs display an alternation between [k] and [ts]: [ts] occurs in the
infinitive, the singular first person present tense and all plural persons

Npresent tense, the cases in which the inflectional suffix is -je (-/(ic) /),
whereas [k] occurs in all other inflectional forms. So, we have the
singular first person present tense forms la(a)its+je [la(:)jtsjc], koaits+je
[ko:jtsjc], meits+je [majtsjc], next to the singular second person present
tense forms lak+est [la:kcst], kôk+est [k]:kcst], makk+est [makcst] and
the past participle forms lak+e [la:kc], kôk+e [k]:kc], makk+e [makc].

Tiersma (1979:112-115) wondered whether synchronically we should
assume an underlying stem-final -/k/ for these verbs, which is turned into
[ts] by a rule of palatalisation when preceding the suffix -je (which he
assumes to begin with /i/ underlyingly). He gave several arguments why

this is not a viable option. First, the rule would not express a valid
phonological generalisation, because it would only apply to an arbitrary

subset of the possible input forms. The verbs rik(je) /rIk/ 'to smoke',
sak(je) /sak/ 'to drop, to fall; to fail', and syk(je) /sik/ 'to look for, to

seek', for instance, never undergo palatalisation (though technically it
would be possible to exclude them by complicating the Structural
Description of the palatalisation rule). Second, the rule is extremely
unlikely ever to increase its scope. Third, in some dialects, some of the

above verbs have undergone leveling in that /k/ has been generalised to
all forms, so that laakje, kôkje, lôkje, plôkje, and wekje have replaced the

Nolder forms with -/ts(ic) /. This is an improbable course of events for a
synchronic pattern of alternation. Fourth, Tiersma shows that for

synchronic palatalisation to work properly, not only the palatalisation
rule itself is needed, but also one or more rules to adjust the vocoids
preceding underlying -/k/ (see the examples above). Moreover, these

 These verbs had infinitives ending in -<e> (-/c/) as well, but these have become35

obsolete in the course of time. Note that leveling resulted in verbs with an infinitive ending
in -je only (see below).
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rules must be ordered in different ways for different verbs. All this led

him to conclude that the alternation at hand is the relic of a formerly
productive palatalisation process (it no doubt reflects certain

phonological tendencies). Therefore, he assumes the verbs in question to
have a disjunctive lexical representation - /{maits/mak}/ for meits(je),

for instance - while a distribution rule accounts for the surface forms.
In the fourth place, there are the strong/irregular verbs with a stem

ending in -/ek/, which we list below:36

(41) dekk(e) 'to cover' rekk(e) 'to stretch'
brekk(e) 'to break' sprekk(e) 'to speak'

strekk(e) 'to stretch'
stekk(e) 'to stab, to sting'

trekk(e) 'to make an extract (from)'

These verbs have a past participle ending in -<utsen> (-/ötscn/). Dia-
chronically, -/ötscn/ has developed from -/ukin/, but analysing this alter-
nation as an instance of synchronic palatalisation would meet with the
same problems as in the previous case.

So, in neither of the above cases are there reasons to assume a syn-
chronic palatalisation rule. Diachronically, however, palatalisation is
involved in the transition from -/k/- to -/ts/-, which can be inferred from
the fact that -/ts/- was always preceded or followed by a front vowel.

The first stage of this process must have been that -/k/- was fronted
gradually, while at the same time a [j]-sound developed after or before it.

The fronting must have proceeded so far, that at a point in time (original)
-/k/- became virtually indistinguishable from -[t]-, after which it was

reinterpreted as such. After that, -/t/- was affricated (assibilation).
The synchronic facts, however, point to a re-analysis of the affricate

-/ts/- in the course of time, for which there are three pieces of evidence.
In the first place, as mentioned above, it is claimed that there is a ten-

dency for fricatives and affricates to occur at the same places of artic-
ulation in languages which have both segment types. Even stronger, that

the existence of affricates presupposes the existence of fricatives. Now,
Frisian has labi(odent)al, coronal, and dorsal fricatives, whereas -/ts/-

would be the only affricate.
The universality of the above claim about the relation between

affricates and fricatives, however, is questionable. Rubach (1994) shows
that in Polish affricates function together with stops. Rice (1994) points

out that in the Athapaskan languages stops and affricates are one class of

 The verb strik(e) /strik/ 'to iron; to stroke' has joined this class.36
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segments underlyingly.  However, the assumption that affricates are37

basically stops is not decisive either. Frisian has labial, coronal, and
dorsal plosives, whereas -/ts/- would be the only affricate.

The asymmetrical division between fricatives/plosives and affricates
in Frisian does not mean that -/ts/- could not be analysed as an affricate.

What it does mean is that, from a typological point of view, there are no
compelling reasons to do so. The very fact that the fricatives/plosives

outnumbered the affricates may very well have been one of the driving
forces behind the re-analysis in question in the first place.38

In the second place, the manner features [stop] and [cont] in (37),
appearing on different autosegmental tiers, are unordered underlyingly,

in line with Lombardi (1990). This reflects an analysis of affricates
according to the UNORDERED COMPONENT HYPOTHESIS, as

Rubach (1994) calls it. In Frisian, the /t/- and /s/-portion of -/ts/- are
ordered as such from the very beginning.  There are pairs of words39

which only differ in the linear order in which /t/ and /s/ occur, which
seems to us a strong argument for a fixed underlying ordering of these
segments:

(42) tsien 'ten' - stien 'stone'
tsjitter(je) 'to twitter' - stjitter(je) 'to stutter'
tsjoer 'tether' - stjoer 'steering wheel'
guts 'gouge' - gust 'barren, unserved'

taats 'round-headed nail' - taast 'touch; fingermark'
lyts 'little' - lyst 'list; frame'

rits 'zipper; scratch awl' - rist 'string'

 Steriade (1993:401-402) subsumes both stops and affricates under plosives. Both37

are assumed to consist of a closure phase (with total absence of oral airflow), followed by
a release phase of a maximal degree of oral aperture in consonants (in case of a plain
released stop) or of a degree of oral aperture sufficient to produce a turbulent airstream (in
case of an affricate). Since an aperture phase is "rather similar to the feature-geometric
notion of root node", Steriade assumes two-rootedness for an affricate, it being a stop
followed by a fricative.

 Coronals are universally more frequent or, put differently, less marked than non-38

coronals, which is also true for affricates. This, however, cannot wholly explain the
asymmetrical division between the fricatives/plosives and the putative affricate /ts/ in
Frisian.

 With respect to nasalisation, words in /ts/- consistently act as non-triggers, which39

means that at their left edge only /t/ is visible and /s/ is not. Because nasalisation is a
post-lexical rule, this fact has no bearing on the underlying status of -/ts/- and the
(non-)ordering of its components.
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So, if -/ts/- is an affricate in Frisian, the above facts are only compatible

with either an analysis along the lines of the ORDERED COMPONENT
HYPOTHESIS (Sagey (1986)) or an analysis of affricates as basically

plosives.40

We will choose neither of these options. For, in the third place, /s/ +

plosive clusters can be shown to behave as two-rooted complex seg-
ments in Frisian (see the next section). When -/ts/- is not analysed as a

(single-rooted) affricate, but as a two-rooted complex segment as well,
Frisian has one homogeneous system of complex segments, which is to

be preferred.
We conclude that, although -/ts/- is likely to once have functioned as

an affricate, there are no convincing arguments that it still does at
present. As noted in § 2.3.4.1 above, the initial cluster /ts/- has the dis-

tributional peculiarity that it must precede the vocoid /i/, which led us to
formulate the /ts/-STATEMENT (28). The latter reflects the affricate-
properties of -/ts/-.  As such, it is the price we have to pay for the41

decision not to analyse -/ts/- as an affricate.

2.4.3. /s/ + plosive clusters

It has long been noted in the literature, that /s/ + plosive clusters show
special phonological behaviour, i.e. that they act as single units. Van de

Weijer (1994:165) assigns this kind of cluster the following structure:

(43)

The only difference between an /s/ + plosive cluster and an affricate (37)

is that in the former [stop] is the head, whereas in the latter [cont] is. It
should be noted here that Van de Weijer (1994:177-178) assumes these

 They might also be taken to indicate that Frisian does not have two unary features40

[stop] and [cont], but one binary feature [±cont]. However, since we will show in the next
section that -/ts/- is best analysed as a two-rooted complex segment, the facts at hand have
no bearing on this issue.

 Just as the DORSAL NASAL STATEMENT from § 1.3.2.3 reflects the41

cluster-properties of /õ/.
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features not to be ordered underlyingly, just as with an affricate, though

no anti-edge effects concerning these clusters are known to him.
Van de Weijer (1994:168,176,178) has to admit that an alternative

analysis of /s/ + plosive clusters is feasible, because they may show
varying behaviour within one and the same language. So, the "phonetic

signal [st], for instance, may be phonologically analysed as either a
complex segment or as a true cluster" (Van de Weijer (1994:178)).42

In this section, we will try to show that /s/ + plosive clusters in Frisian
are best analysed as two-rooted complex segments. Van de Weijer

(1994:183) hypothesises that this kind of complex segment "can be
formed diachronically by 'compressing' two segments under separate

x-slots into one, retaining all their specifications". Compression is
depicted in (44):

(44)

In the next section, we will propose that compression is a synchronic

rule of Frisian.
Let us first consider two pieces of synchronic evidence that /s/ +

plosive clusters act as single units. In the first place, it is observed in
Hoekstra (1985:70-71) that the rule of consonant degemination which is

operative in the phonology of Frisian not only affects double consonants,
but also double /s/ + plosive clusters, both in compounds and phrases (cf.

(46) below):

(45) list#stik [st] 'piece of a frame'
fisk#skaal [sk] 'fish dish'
de gasp spanne [sp] 'to tighten the buckle'
op 'e kast stean [st] 'to stand on the cupboard'

de wask skjin [sk] 'the laundry clean'
Geps psalmboek [ps] 'Gep's psalmbook'

oer de nije fyts tsiere [ts] 'to quarrel about the new bicycle'
is dat faaks ksenon [ks] 'does this happen to be xenon?'

In order to keep the degemination rule as simple as possible, these
clusters must have the status of a single unit at some level of represen-

 It is argued in Suzuki (1991) that -/sp/-, -/st/-, -/sk/-, and -/sk /- (-[sk ]-) in Old42 u w

Germanic count as consonant clusters ("Lautverbindungen") and not as monosegmental
complex segments ("Monophoneme").
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tation.43

In the second place, /s/ + plosive clusters cannot be split by schwa-
epenthesis. A word like trien /tricn/ 'tear' can be pronounced as [tcri.cn],

but tsien /tsicn/ 'ten' or stien /sticn/ 'stone' not as *[tcsi.cn] or *[scti.cn].
If they are single units, this impossibility can be ascribed to the

independently motivated, general prohibition on crossing association
lines (see § 4.2.3).

2.4.4. The formation of /s/ + plosive complex segments

In this section, we intend to show that /s/ + plosive complex segments in
Frisian are not present as such at the underlying level, but that they,

instead, are derived by a synchronic rule of compression (see (44)
above).

There are several reasons for this. In the first place, if /s/ + plosive
complex segments are derived by rule, the phoneme inventory of Frisian
can be kept much simpler than when they are assigned the status of
underlying complex segments. It would be suspicious that complex

segments solely consist of segments that are also independent phonemes
of the language (cf. Van de Weijer (1994:185) as regards the analysis of
clicks).

In the second place, it can be shown that /s/ + plosive complex

segments arise in morphologically complex structures, which are not
present at the underlying level.  There are three cases at hand. The44

suffix -s (-/s/) can be attached to a proper name ending in -/p/, -/t/, or -/k/
to form a genitive, as in Geps /lep+s/ 'Gep's', Juks /iök+s/ 'Juk's', and

Reits /rait+s/ 'Reit's'. When the proper name ends in -/d/, the latter is
converted into [t], as in Tseards /tsIcd+s/ [tsI.cts] 'Tseard's'. The suffix
-s (-/s/) can be attached to an adjective ending in -/p/, -/t/, or -/k/ to form
a partitive genitive, as in wat knaps /knap+s/ 'something smart', wat wyts

/vit+s/ 'something white', and, wat bryks /brik+s/ 'something crooked'.
When the adjective ends in -/d/, the latter is converted into [t], as in wat

reads /rIcd+s/ [rI.cts] 'something red'. The third person singular present

 The formalisation of the degemination rule is a matter that will not concern us43

here.

 A similar approach is defended in Rowicka (1994) as regards the clusters [œæ]-44

in Polish ([œ] denotes a prepalatal fricative, [æ] a prepalatal affricate). These clusters arise
in the morphologically complex sequence /s+æ/-, in which /s/- is a prefix and /æ/- a
root-initial affricate. Rowicka (1994:216) argues that this cluster is structured as a
two-rooted complex segment.
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tense verbal suffix -t (-/t/) can be attached to a verbal stem (of the first

weak or strong/irregular class) ending in -/s/, as in hy/hja past /p]s+t/
[p]st] hjir 'he/she belongs here'. When the verbal stem ends in -/z/, the

latter is converted into [s], as in hy/hja gniist /lni:z+t/ [lni:st] 'he/she
smirks/sneers'. These /s/ + plosive or plosive + /s/ sequences show the

behaviour of complex segments, i.e. they act as single units. First, they
can participate in degemination, as in the examples below (cf. (45)

above):

(46) Geps psalmboek [ps] 'Gep's psalmbook'

ik kaam wat wyts tsjin [ts]
'I came across something white'

oer wat reads tsiere [ts]
'to quarrel about something red'

dat past stilistysk [st] net
'that does not fit stylistically'

hy blaast stevich [st] 'he blows firmly'45

Second, they cannot be split by epenthesis: Geps *[lepcs], wat wyts

*[vitcs], wat reads *[rI.ctcs], hy/hja past *[p]sct], hy/hja blaast
*[bla:zct]. All this points to the fact that the /s/ + plosive or plosive + /s/

complex segments under consideration are formed at a certain point in
the phonological derivation. We attain a generalised analysis if we

assume that all /s/ + plosive complex segments are formed in the same

 The second person singular verbal suffix -st (-/st/) can be attached to a verbal45

stem (of the first weak or strong/irregular class) ending is -/st/, as in do rêst /re:st+st/ [re:st]
'you rest' and do prúst /pryst+st/ [pryst] 'you sneeze'. The superlative ending -st (-/st/) can
be attached to an adjective ending in -/st/, as in fêst /fe:st+st/ [fe:st] 'firmest, tightest' and
tryst /trist+st/ [trist] 'saddest' (although the superlative is more likely to be circumscribed
here). The realisation -[st] cannot be wholly accounted for by the degemination rule,
although this is assumed to be the case in Tiersma (1985:31). The verbal stem ending -/st/
cannot have been turned into a complex segment, since it does not occur at the outer edge

ùof (...)  (see below). This means that it cannot as a whole be affected by degemination. The
derivation, therefore, proceeds as follows: stem-final -/t/ is deleted before the suffix -st
(-/st/), due to a common morpholexical rule of Frisian (see Hoekstra (1985)). Note that the
very application of this rule to stem-final -/t/ is a further indication that stem-final -/st/ is
not a complex segment at the underlying level. The result is the intermediate forms /re:sst/,
/prysst/, /fe:sst/, and /trisst/, which surface as [re:st], [pryst], [fe:st], and [trist] through
degemination.
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way (and at the same point in the derivation).

In the third place, diminutive formation provides us with evidence that
noun-final -/st/ consists of a sequence of two separate segments at the

underlying level. Following Hoekstra (1986), we assume that the initial
stage of diminutive formation consists of attaching an abstract suffix, say

DIM, to a noun. This suffix induces phonological modification of a
specific kind of noun. It is only after that that the 'concrete' diminutive

allomorph is selected on the basis of the noun-final segment. The
phonological modification alluded to above is the following. Nouns

ending in -/ft/ and -/st/, like skoft /skoft/ 'while, time' and kast /k]st/

N'cupboard', have two diminutive forms, viz. skoftsje /skoft+ts(ic) /

N[skoftsjc] and kastje /k]st+ts(ic) / [k]sjc], and skoftke /skof+kc/
[skofkc] and kastke /k]s+kc/ [k]skc]. The forms ending in -[jc] are used

in the eastern, those ending in -[kc] in the western part of Fryslân. The
forms skoftke and kastke are derived as follows: extrasyllabic -/t/ is
deleted before DIM, after which the diminutive allomorph -ke (-/kc/) is
selected on the basis of noun-final -/f/ (cf. slof /slof/ 'slipper, mule' -->
slofke [slofkc] 'little slipper, mule') or -/s/ (cf. tas /t]s/ 'bag' --> taske
[t]skc] 'little bag'). These deletion facts speak in favour of an analysis in

which the (surface) /s/ + plosive complex segment -[st]- consists of a
sequence of two separate segments, each associated to its own X, at the
underlying level, which is 'compressed' onto one X later on in the
derivation. Apart from the objections to underlying complex segments

raised above, in this particular case they would force us to two deletion

Xrules, one for -/(st) / and one for -/ft/, which would unnecessarily

complicate the grammar.
In the fourth place, if /s/ + plosive complex segments arise from a

sequence of separate /s/ + a separate plosive, in whichever order, the
easiest way to derive them is by means of compression, which boils
down to a simple rearrangement of (suprafeatural) phonological struc-
ture. If, on the other hand, these two separate segments would have to be

turned into a single-rooted complex segment, a much more cumbersome
derivational procedure would have to be invoked. Thus, simplicity

considerations also lend support to two-rootedness.

/s/ + plosive complex segments are made up of two obstruents, hence
extrasyllabicity is involved in their intitial stage. This means that they
can occur both syllable-initially and syllable-finally with the obstruents
appearing either in the same linear order or mirrorwise. All possibilities

are exemplified below:

(47) a. syllable-initially and syllable-finally with the obstruents
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appearing in the same linear order:

spier 'muscle' - wesp 'wasp'

stiel 'steel' - least 'last; footmark'
skaal 'plate; scale' - lask 'weld(ing)'

psalm 'psalm' - kyps 'type of women's hat'
tsiis 'cheese' - lyts 'little'

ksenon 'xenon' - mjoks 'dung, manure'

b. syllable-initially and syllable-finally with the obstruents
appearing mirrorwise

spier - kyps

stiel - lyts
skaal - mjoks
psalm - wesp
tsiis - least
ksenon - lask

In § 2.3.4.4 above, we proposed that extrasyllabic segments lose their
unsyllabified status at the level of lexical representation by means of rule
(34), repeated here as (48) for convenience:

(48)

Rule (48) does not derive a two-rooted /s/ + plosive complex segment,
since the adjoined extrasyllabic segment remains associated to its own
X-position. A complex segment is derived by compression, instantiated
by the following rule of COMPLEX SEGMENT FORMATION ('&'

denotes mirror image rule):
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(49)

Rule (49), a double mirror image rule, has the following four in-

stantiations:

(50) a.

b.
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c.

d.

Rule (49) operates from the outside inwards, i.e. it dissociates the

segment at the outer edge of ù from its X and (re)associates it to the
inner X.

Both rule (48) and (49) are post-cyclic. The former is a non-structure
preserving SSA-application, as argued for in § 2.3.4.4 above. The latter

is a structure-changing rule: /s/ is dissociated from its X and reassociated
to the X of the plosive or the other way round. Now we must ask
ourselves how they are ordered with respect to each other or, to put it
differently, which one will apply to a representation which satisfies the

Structural Description of both. Note that (49) is the more specific rule by
comparison with (48), since the set of representations to which the

former applies is a subset of that to which the latter applies. On the
strength of the universal ELSEWHERE PRINCIPLE, priority is given to

the more specific rule, which blocks application of the more general one.
Due to extrasyllabicity, the application of (49) is restricted to the outer

ùedges of (...) , the syllabification domain.  This is confirmed by the46

following observation: when a suffix of the form schwa + sonorant

consonant is attached to a stem ending in /s/ + plosive or plosive + /s/, as

 To be modified in § 5.1.5.46
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in the plurals gaspen /l]sp+cn/ 'buckles, clasps', fisken /fIsk+cn/ 'fishes',

gutsen /löts+cn/ 'gouges', and meepsen /me:ps+cn/ 'wasps', these can be

ó ó ó ó ó ó ó órealised as as (l]s) (pm1 ) , (fIs) (kôý ) , (löt) (sn1 ) , and (me:p) (sn1 ) . The

possibility of a syllabic nasal provides us with an indication that /p/, /k/,
and /s/ are in the onset of the final syllable, since a syllable headed by a

consonant must have an onset (see § 6.6.1). This implies that the
sequences -/sp/, -/sk/, -/ts/, and -/ps/ in gasp, fisk, guts, and meeps cannot

be complex segments at the underlying level, but must be clusters there.
The right-most obstruent, which remains unsyllabified in initial

syllabification, loses its extrasyllabic status in the complex words
gaspen, fisken, gutsen, and meepsen by being syllabified as onset of the

suffixal syllable. This bleeds rule (49), as it does (48).
When the formation of complex segments is viewed as the joining of

two separate segments onto one timing unit, we are able to give a prin-
cipled account of why restrictions on /{s/t}/ + O + L sequences parallel
those on /{s/t}/ + O and O + L sequences (cf. Ewen (1982:49)). As
pointed out § 2.3.3, all permissable onset sequences of a voiceless
plosive + liquid can be preceded by /s/: /s+pr/-, /s+kr/-, /s+tr/-, /s+pl/-,
/s+kl/-. /s/ and the plosive become a complex segment, as appears from

the fact that a verb stem like splyt /split/ 'to split' may be pronounced as
[spclit], but not as *[scplit]. Since /tl/- is not a possible onset, /stl/- is
neither. The fact that /sfr/- and /sfl/- are impossible, though /fr/- and /fl/-
are possible onsets, may be tied up with the tendency that clusters of

segments with the same specification for continuancy are disfavoured
(recall from § 2.3.4.1 that the initial cluster /sf/- only occurs in loan

words). All this boils down to saying that neither /stl/-, /sfr/- nor /sfl/- are
in accordance with the principle of RESOLVABILITY (see § 2.3.3).

The absence of other imaginable clusters cannot be explained along
these lines. Take, for instance, the non-occurring clusters /t+sl/-, /t+sr/-,
/t+sm/-, /t+sn/-, and /s+kn/-.  Since /s/ is extrasyllabic before any47

consonant and /k/ before /n/, they all are excluded by the PERIPHER-

ALITY CONDITION, which prohibits two adjacent extrasyllabic seg-
ments. Moreover, the first four of these clusters are not in conformity

with the /ts/-STATEMENT (28), whereas /t+sr/- is also excluded by
filter (33). The impossible clusters /t+sp/-, /t+st/-, /t+sk/- and /s+ts/- all

violate the PERIPHERALITY CONDITION, whereas the first three of   

 The only word initiating in /skn/- we have come across is sknikel#blêden 'ground47

ivy' (Franke & v.d. Ploeg (1984:105)), no doubt a reduction from skarnikel#blêden. With
thanks to Jarich Hoekstra, who pointed this example out to us.
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them violate (28) as well. So, all non-occurring clusters can be excluded

on independent grounds.
Selkirk (1982:347)), who adheres to a template-based approach to

syllabification, assumes an auxiliary template for /s/ + plosive clusters in
English:

(51)

Though (51) calls for a duplication of the features [+cons,-son,-syll], it
enables her to express directly that these clusters behave as one ob-
struent in occupying template slots.  However, the insight that the48

various restrictions on the subparts of these trisegmental clusters link up
only finds a 'natural' expression within a rule-based, step by step
approach to syllabification: if the subpart cannot be construed (i.e. is
filtered out), the cluster as a whole cannot either. This approach, thus,

fares better in this respect.49

 See Zonneveld (1993:88-89) for the view that Dutch clusters like -/ts/- and -/ks/-48

function as "true (exceptionally bi-consonantal) onsets" and must also be represented as
such.

 There is a final point concerning the phonological timing of /s/ + plosive complex49

segments. The X-slots on the skeletal tier determine the phonological timing and, albeit
indirectly, the phonetic duration. It is, then, to be expected that a word containing an /s/ +
plosive complex segment has a shorter duration than a word consisting of the same number
of segments without a complex segment, e.g. stien and tsien are expected to have a shorter
phonetic duration than trien. As this has, to our knowledge, never been measured for
Frisian, we do not know whether this expectation is confirmed by the phonetic facts. It
should, however, be kept in mind, that the term 'timing unit' refers to phonological timing
and that actual phonetic duration is determined by a concurrence of factors, so that in the
end both may be remotely connected. Nevertheless, there seems to us to be an interesting
field of phonetic inquiry here.
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2.5. The rhyme

The rhyme, the N'-projection of the nucleus, consists of a vocoid part

(the nucleus) and a consonantal part (the coda). In this subsection, we
will take a look at the nucleus (§ 2.5.1), at the coda in general (§ 2.5.2),

at the various biconsonantal coda clusters (§ 2.5.3), at extrasyllabicity in
the coda (§ 2.5.4), and, finally, at the rhyme as a whole (§ 2.5.5).

2.5.1. The nucleus

Following Levin (1985), we view the syllable as an X-bar projection of
the nucleus (see § 2.2.3 above). Because the nucleus is the head, it must

always be present, that is to say structurally and segmentally, as is also
expressed by N-PROJECTION (7). It is the vocalic domain par
excellence; to put it differently, it is only in the nucleus that vocoids can
be realised as vowels.

In § 1.3.1 we saw that Frisian has a vocalic system of (long and short)
monophthongs, (falling, centralising, and rising) diphthongs, and schwa.

Next to these, it has the following vocalic sequences (see also § 3.3.4):
1) a long monophthong plus a high vocoid (surfacing as a glide), 2) a
high vocoid (surfacing as a glide) followed by a long monophthong or a
falling/centralising diphthong, and 3) a high vocoid (surfacing as a glide)

followed by a long monophthong followed by a high vocoid (surfacing
as a glide). Clearly, the COMPLEX NUCLEUS PARAMETER (2)a has

been set to the marked value.
It has been claimed, that universally the nucleus may consist of

maximally two X-positions (Kenstowicz & Rubach (1987:476)). There-
fore, we will examine (for simplex words) which kind of segments and
segment sequences may follow falling and centralising diphthongs and
long vocoid + glide sequences. The former occupy two X-positions, the

latter three. The attested possibilities, thus, shed light on two things:
first, whether Frisian conforms to the above-mentioned universal claim

concerning the nucleus and, second, of how many X-positions at most a
regular rhyme in Frisian may consist. We now present the survey:

(52) survey of segments and segment sequences following:

a. falling diphthongs

ei: -#: rij 'ruler', nij 'new', frij 'free'

-c: trije 'three' (only example)
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-cm: Hijum 'place name' (only example)50

�y: -#: brui 'things, matters', jui 'fuddle'
-cl: skuiel(je) 'to swing, to sway' (only example)

-l: struil 'squirt, spout', skuil(e) 'to slide'
-z: uis 'eye (e.g. in a canvas)', buis 'tube'

-st: duist 'soft, woolly hairs of a pig' (only example)
]u: -#: hou 'gash', bou 'structure; cultivation', sjou 'grind,

sweat'
-c: dauwe 'dew', mouwe 'sleeve', souwe 'sieve, riddle',

Douwe 'proper name'
-cl: ouwel 'wafer', grouwel 'horror, abhorrence', touwel

'bunch of hard, old reed stems and roots'
-cn: lauwen 'vapid, dull' (only example)

-cr: ouwer 'shore', fjouwer 'four', touwer 'thunderstorm'
-t: hout 'wood', bout '(screw) bolt', smout 'sheltered;

cosy, snug'
-d: goud 'gold', moud 'mild (of the weather)'
-k: hauk 'hawk', douk 'spigot'
-s: paus 'pope', applaus 'applause' (loan words)

-z: smous 'sheeny, Yid', krous 'leftover(s)', kous 'wick',
saus 'sauce' (loan word)

ai: -#: bei 'berry', wei 'road; way', mei 'with'
-c: leie '(bridle) rein', homeie 'fence which marks the

edge of the farmyard'
-cl: fleiel 'flail' (only example)

-p: jeip 'cut, gash', leip 'rascal; slut, tart'
-t: geit 'goat', heit 'father; dad(dy)', pleit 'plea'

-d: reid 'reed', breid 'bride', arbeid 'labour, work'
-k: leik 'dredging brace', (giele) keik 'wild radish'
-s: skeis(en) 'coin, worth 5/8 cents' (only example)
-z: fleis 'meat', reis 'trip, journey', seis 'six'

-ã: steich 'lane, alley(way)', eig(en) 'own'
-l: neil 'nail', heil 'welfare, salvation', geil 'randy,

lecherous; over-fertile'
-n: ein 'end; duck', rein 'rain', snein 'sunday'

-m: deim 'fallow deer', (ge)heim 'secret'

 This very limited distribution of /ei/ pertains to Klaaifrysk only, which has, next50

to /ei/, also /ai/ (or /]i/). In Wâldfrysk, /ei/ has the distributional possibilities of /ei/ and /ai/
(or /]i/) in Klaaifrysk.
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-nt: bleint 'sandy ridge which is close to the surface',

feint 'servant; boyfriend; mate', kweint 'short stick
which is used in a certain game'

-nd: weind 'headland' (only example)
-ts: laits 'laugh', maits 'maggot, grub(worm)', skraits

'long-tailed skua; tall and scrawny person'
oi: -#: fuoi 'ugh!, phooey!', buoi 'shower'

-c: muoie 'aunt' (only example)
-k: muoik(e) 'aunt' (only example)51

b. centralising diphthongs

ic: -#: skrie 'black-tailed godwit', snie 'snow', mie 'mead'

-p: liep 'cunning', skiep 'sheep', sliep 'sleep'
-t: liet 'song', miet 'starting line', wiet 'wet'
-d: tried 'thread', sied 'seed', skied 'partition, boundary'
-k: kriek 'collection of reeds and other water plants

which have washed ashore'
-v: dief 'thief', brief 'letter, epistle'

-z: kies 'molar', ies 'bait', snies 'a quantity of twenty
(eggs)'

-l: miel 'meal', diel 'part', kiel 'throat'
-r: fier 'far', hier 'hair; hire, rent', mier 'dislike, aversion'

-m: fiem 'fathom', liem 'loam', hiem 'property, premises'
-n: trien 'tear', ien 'one', mien 'common, communal'

-nt: mient 'starting line' (only example)
-st: iest '(drying-)kiln' (only example)

-lk: skielk 'in the near future' (only example)
yc: -t: n(j)uet 'tame(d)' (only example)

-z: flues 'film, skin; fleece' (only example)
-r: kuer 'cure', ûnhuer 'coarse, rude; terribly'

-n: fluen(gers) 'certain sort of grass' (only example)
uc: -#: tsjoe 'call for chasing chickens' (only example)

-t: kloet 'punting pole', foet 'foot', groet 'greeting'
-d: bloed 'blood', goed 'good', hoed 'hat'

-s: koers /kucs/ 'course; price, quotation', parkoers
/parkucs/ 'track'

 Diachronically, muoike is the diminutive form of muoie. Like all diminutives, it51

has the s-plural, but unlike diminutives, however, it has the article de (and not it). The latter
property leads Hoekstra (1986) to analyse muoike as a proper noun, which, when used as
a noun, has the article de.
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-z: oes 'eye (e.g. in a canvas)', goes 'goose', moes

'(curly) kale'
-l: doel 'goal', koel 'cool', stoel 'chair; stool'

-r: toer 'tower', boer 'farmer', roer 'rudder'
-n: soen 'reconciliation', loen 'vapid, dull', spoen 'chip

(of wood)'
-ts: koerts /kucts/ 'course' (only example)

Ic: -#: dea 'dead; death', skea 'loss(es); damage', (n)ea
'(n)ever'

-p: reap 'rope', heap 'heap, pile', keap 'buy, sale; deal'
-t: keat 'pastern; link (of chain)', leat '(off)shoot', (n)eat

'(not) anything'
-d: lead 'lead', read 'red', dead 'dead; death'

-k: heak 'hook', reak 'rick', weak 'soft; weak'
-v: leaf 'dear', reaf 'skein, hank', skeaf 'sheaf'
-z: kreas 'neat, tidy; pretty, good-looking', heas 'hoarse',

sjeas 'gig'
-ã: each 'eye (part of the body)', reach 'cobweb(s)',

pleach 'plague'

-l: keal 'calf', feal 'pale', heal 'half'
-r: kear 'time; turn', near 'oppressive, sultry', sear 'sore,

painful'
-n: tean 'toe', hean 'slight, slender', fean 'peat'

-m: beam 'tree', kream 'stall, stand', pream 'pra(a)m,
flat(boat)'

-õ: eang 'frightened; frightening; rough (of teeth)' (only
example)

-nt: treant 'bumblebee' (only example)
-nd: eand 'with young, bearing (of ewe)' (only example)
-st: east 'east(erly)', geast 'mind, ghost, spirit', least 'last;

footmark'

-ts: pleats 'farm', keats(e) 'to play fives'
öc: -n: gleon 'glowing, red-hot', freon '(boy)friend', sneon

'saturday'
-r: fleur 'brightness, cheerfulness', kleur 'colour', seur(e)

'to nag, to harp'
-z: beurs /böcz/ 'purse; grant; exchange' (only example)

oc: -#: goa 'pagus', soa 'well (then), so'
-t: kloat 'testicle, ball; bastard', boat 'boat', poat 'paw'

-d: snoad 'bright, clever', soad 'heartburn, acidity of the
stomach', Joad 'Jew'

-z: moas 'moss', noas 'nose', hoas 'stocking'
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-l: moal 'flour', soal 'sole; channel, fairway', foal 'with

young, bearing (of sow, ewe, mare, etc.)'
-r: doar 'door', boar 'drill, brace', smoar 'grease, fat'

-n: soan 'son', oan 'on', toan 'tone'
-st: oast 'gnarl, knur(r)', froast 'frost', toarst /tocst/ 'thirst'

-ts: boats 'barrel', koarts /kocts/ 'fever'
-nt: oant 'till, until', goant 'gosh!'

c. long vocoid + glide sequences

a:i: -#: skaai 'race', raai '(corn-, grass-)stalk, ha(u)lm', draai

'turn, bend'
-c: Baaie 'proper noun', Haaie 'idem', Jaaie 'idem', maaie

'May'
-cl: flaaiel 'flail' (only example)
-cm: Baaium 'place name', boaiem /bua:icm/ 'bottom',

gaaiem/gajem 'rabble, riffraff', jaaiem 'blue ruin,
schnapps', maaiem 'drink, water'

-cn: glaaien 'suave, honeyed, sugary' (only example)

-k: maaik 'maggot, grub(worm)' (only example)
-ts: maaits 'idem', skraaits 'long-tailed skua; tall and

scrawny person'
o:i: -#: roai 'valuation, estimation', sloai 'ruin (w.r.t. prices)',

troai(e) 'to placate, to appease'
-c: oaie 'adult who acts like a child' (only example)

-cn: goaien 'gosh!' (only example)
-t: (n)oait '(n)ever' (only example)

-ts: boaits 'tub, barrel', loaits 'look (in one's eyes)',
ploaits(je) 'to pick, to pluck'

u:i: -#: boei 'buoy, marker; chain, handcuff', groei(e) 'to
grow', knoei 'blow, set-back'

-ts: tsjoeits 'call for chasing chickens' (only example)
i:u: -#: ieu 'century; age', kieu 'gill, branchia', mieu

'(sea-)gull', Sieu 'he who is from the Dutch province
of Zeeland'

-c: Lieuwe 'proper noun'

It appears that in simplex words, a falling diphthong cannot be followed
by a full vocoid, but only by schwa (or schwa + sonorant consonant),
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though there are not many instances of it.  Due to suffixation, this52

vocalic sequence is quite common in complex words, as in nije /nei+c/
'new (inflected)', beien /bai+cn/ 'berries', and bruier /br�y+cr/ 'loose

liver, debauchee'. Schwa always adds a syllable. In the actual realisation,
a homorganic glide is inserted between the diphthong and schwa (see §

4.1.3.2 for the technicalities).
A centralising diphthong cannot be followed by schwa. This is easily

explained as an OCP-effect, i.e. as resulting from a ban on an underlying
sequence of two adjacent schwas, which, thus, speaks in favour of taking

schwa to be the second component of a centralising diphthong (cf. §
1.3.1.2). A sequence of two adjacent schwas, however, often arises in

complex words, as in breaen /brIc+cn/ 'rye breads' and in strieën
/stric+cn/ hoed 'a straw hat'. In this case, the schwa-portion of the

diphthong deletes through degemination, after which a high (front)
vowel is inserted between the remaining diphthong vowel and schwa:

ó ó ó ó(brI.) (jcn)  and (stri.) (jcn) .
In a long vocoid + glide sequence, a long vocoid is followed by a high

vocoid. The latter does not add a syllable to the form as a whole; it is
never realised as a vowel, but always as a glide (see § 3.3.4.3 for an

explanation). In simplex words, this vocalic sequence can be followed
by schwa (or schwa + sonorant consonant), but not by a full vocoid,
which is an indication that the high vocoid belongs to the rhyme (see
footnote 52 above). Again, this is more common in complex words, as in

aaie /a:i+c/ 'to stroke, to caress (all plural persons present tense;
infinitive)', aaien /a:i+cn/ 'eggs', and aaierich /a:i+crcã/ 'fond of

stroking, caressing'. The glide is resyllabified into the onset of the
following syllable (see Cohen et al. (1959:114)). If the high vowel is

ó ó órealised as such, as in Aïda (a:) (§5i) (da) , it constitutes the nucleus of a
separate syllable.

All this seems to us a strong indication that Frisian indeed conforms to
the above-mentioned universal claim that the nucleus may consist of

maximally two X-positions.53

Although there are differences between the centralising and falling

diphthongs as to which kind of consonants and consonant sequences may
follow them, the differences between this group as a whole and the long

vocoid + glide sequences are quite clear, and quite spectacular as well. A

 In § 4.1, it will be shown that -/c(C)/ in simplex words behaves as a word52

boundary.

 The consequences this has for the nucleation of the above-mentioned sequences53

of three or four vocoids will be discussed in § 3.3.4.
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falling and centralising diphthong can be followed by all kinds of

(coronal and non-coronal) consonants. A long vocoid + glide sequence,
on the other hand, can only be followed by potentially extrasyllabic

(coronal) segments or segment combinations (with the exception of
maaik, which is a variant of maaits). So, next to the maximally two

nuclear slots, there is room for yet a regular third rhyme position (albeit
in right-peripheral syllables only, see § 2.7.4 below).

This means that there is a mutual negative implicational relationship
between the instantiation of the marked values of the COMPLEX

NUCLEUS PARAMETER (2)a and the COMPLEX CODA PARAM-
ETER (2)e: for a given word, the marked value of both parameters

cannot be instantiated at the same time. Only if the unmarked value of
the former parameter is instantiated, can the marked value of the latter be

instantiated, and the other way round. This constitutes evidence for the
rhyme as a syllabic constituent. We will return to this issue in § 2.7
below.

2.5.2. The coda

As noted in § 2.3 above, the syllable preferably has a rhyme with a
minimal sonority contrast between the nucleus and the coda as a whole,
and between the members of the coda. This implies that the coda is

preferably empty, in which case there is no sonority fall at all. So, the
preferred syllable is open.

As to languages which have set the CODA PARAMETER (2)d to the
marked value ('off'), hence which allow for consonants in the coda, it is

predicted that the unmarked single coda consonant is a sonorant (nasal or
liquid), since this yields the least sharp sonority fall (see Steriade
(1988:107) for explicitly stating this).

In Frisian, the COMPLEX CODA PARAMETER (2)e has been set to

the marked value, since coda clusters are allowed. Nothing need be
stated about an 'ideal' sonority distance between the members of these

clusters, i.e. there is no COMPLEX CODA SONORITY PARAMETER,
as there is the COMPLEX ONSET SONORITY PARAMETER (18).

Coda clusters only have to be in conformity with the SONORITY
SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13).

This implies that not every coda cluster has a mirror image onset
counterpart; L + N and N + O, for instance, displaying a minimal

sonority contrast, are fine in the coda, whereas N + L and O + N are out
in the onset, and for the same reason. It is, thus, no coincidence that the

onset is the domain of consonant strengthening and the coda of
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weakening. Recall from the previous section that the high vocoid in a

long vocoid + glide sequence occupies a coda position, since it con-
tributes to the complexity of the rhyme as a whole. In § 3.3.3.1, it will be

shown that a prevocalic glide does not contribute to the complexity of
the onset, but to that of the nucleus (hence also to that of the rhyme as a

whole).
When the consonants, ordered according to their relative sonority

rank, are placed in rows behind the vocalic nucleus, we arrive at (53), cf.
(19):54

(53)         p/b

        t/d
     9   k  A

V {l/r} {m/n/õ}
f/v
s/z

     9x/ã A

0   1       2  3

Segments from row 1 - 3 cannot constitute one triconsonantal cluster,
though the latter would be consistent with the SONORITY SEQUENC-
ING PRINCIPLE (13). This would yield a rhyme of more than three

positions, which is forbidden (save extrasyllabicity).
All segments of rows 1, 2, and 3 can constitute the coda of a syllable.

Not all can in principle follow a short monophthong, a long monoph-
thong, or a diphthong, due to the FRICATIVE RHYME STATEMENT

from § 1.3.2.4. In the following overview, we have put those forms in
parentheses which do not conform to this statement:

(54) /l/: al /]l/ mâl /m]:l/ moal /mocl/

'already' 'silly' 'flour'
/r/: mar /mar/ raar /ra:r/ rier /ricr/

'lake' 'odd, queer' 'heifer'
/m/: stom /stom/ loom /lo:m/ team /tIcm/

'dumb' 'languid' 'bridle, reins'
/n/: fan /f]n/ aan /a:n/ trien /tricn/

'of' 'awareness' 'tear'

 The voiced dorsal plosive /l/ is left out,  since it only occurs as an onset (see § 54

1.3.2.5).
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/õ/: sang /saõ/

'song, singing'
/p/: kop /k]p/ leep /le:p/ sliep /slicp/

'head' 'lapwing' 'sleep'
/b/: sib /sIb/ slaab /sla:b/

'closest' 'bib, feeder'
/t/: kat /k]t/ rôt /r]:t/ liet /lict/

'cat' 'rat' 'song'
/d/: lid /lId/ tiid /ti:d/ sied /sicd/

'member' 'time' 'seed'
/k/: pak /pak/ reek /re:k/ reak /rIck/

'parcel' 'smoke' 'rick'
/f/: wif /vIf/

'unstable'
/v/: (haw /hav/) geef /le:v/ skeaf /skIcv/

'to have' 'whole' 'sheaf'
/s/: tas /t]s/

'bag'
/z/: (hazze /haz/)  iis /i:z/ ies /icz/

'hare' 'ice' 'bait'
/x/: kich /kIx/

'cough'
/ã/: (mig /mIã/) miich /mi:ã/ reach /rIcã/

'gnat, midge' 'piss' 'cobweb(s)'

2.5.3. Biconsonantal codas

Counting from the nucleus, a coda of the form L + N or N + O is pre-
ferred over one of the form L + O, since the former display a smaller
sonority contrast than the latter. As to that, however, the picture is dis-
turbed by the fact that a homorganicity constraint is imposed on N + O

clusters, resulting in a lower frequency than would have been possible
were there no constraint. All cluster types will now be reviewed.

2.5.3.1. L + O clusters

The liquids cluster with the obstruents in the following way:

(55) -lp: skulp /skölp/ 'shell', gjalp /li]lp/ 'gush, spurt; cry,
shout', help /help/ 'help'

-lb: alb /]lb/ 'alb' (only example)
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-lt: alt /]lt/ 'alto', jelt /ielt/ 'handle, haft (of spade,

shovel, hoe, weeder)', bult /bölt/ 'hunch, hump; heap,
pile'

-ld: jild /iIld/ 'money', wyld /vild/ 'wild', geld /leld/
'infertile, barren; unfertilised'

-lk: wolk /volk/ 'cloud', skelk /skelk/ 'apron', pylk /pilk/
'arrow'

-lv: skelf /skelv/ 'warped, crooked', kalf /k]lv/ 'with
young, bearing (of cow)', wolf /volv/ 'wolf'

-lz: hals /h]lz/ 'neck', fels /felz/ 'bog ore', pols /polz/
'wrist; pulse; fenpole'

-lã: wylch /vilã/ 'willow', swolch /suolã/ 'draught, gulp',
felch /felã/ 'rim'

-rp: sjerp /sierp/ 'syrup', skerp /skerp/ 'sharp', doarp
/duarp/ 'village'

-rb: (not attested)
-rt: sport /sp]rt/ 'sport(s)', snert /snert/ 'pea soup', konsert

/konsert/ 'concert'
-rd: miljard /mIliard/ 'billion', bard /bard/ 'bard'

-rk: wurk /vörk/ 'work', ark /ark/ 'tools', perk /perk/
'court, pitch'

-rv: werf /verv/ 'shipyard', turf /törv/ 'peat', skurf /skörv/
'shabby, scruffy'

-rs: mars /mars/ 'march'
-rz: (not attested)

-rã: boarch /buarã/ 'surety, guarantee; security, guaranty',
murch /mörã/ '(bone) marrow; pith', wurch /vörã/

'tired'

These clusters can follow a short vocoid only, except for some non-
systematic exceptions (see section 2.5.5 below).

Because /r/ may not precede a coronal consonant in Frisian, one
expects -/rt/, -/rd/, -/rs/, and -/rz/ to be impossible. Clearly, the forms in

which -/rt/, -/rd/, and -/rs/ do occur, are loan words.55

 There is still a productive rule of /r/-deletion operative in the phonology of Frisian55

by which /r/ is deleted 1) before suffix-initial /t/ and /d/, e.g. hy keart /kIcr+t/ [kI.ct] 'he
turns', hy kearde /kIcr+dc/ [kI.cdc] 'he turned', 2) in some prefixes, when they attach to a
stem which begins with a consonant, e.g. ferdwaan /fcr+dua:n/ [fcdwa:n] 'to waste; to do
away with oneself', foardwaan /f{oc/ua}r+dua:n/ [fo.cdwa:n]/[fwadwa:n] 'to show; to put
on (infinitive)', 3) in compounds, e.g. hierknipper /hicr#knIp+cr/ [hi.cknIpr1] 'hair+cutter,
i.e. hairdresser', bierfleske /bicr#fles+kc/ [bi.cfleskc] 'beer bottle'. So, the rule deleting /r/
before all coronal consonants, which must have been productive once, has become cyclic
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The fact that -/rb/ does not occur no doubt has to do with the low

frequency of words ending in -/b/. There is just one word ending in -/lb/,
which is a loan word.

2.5.3.2. N + O clusters

The coronal nasal /n/ does not reach the surface when followed by a
fricative, but is, instead, dropped, at the same time nasalising the pre-

ceding vowel. This behaviour of /n/ preceding fricatives is in line with
Padgett (1994:469)), who says: "in language after language we find that,

far from assimilating blindly to both stops and fricatives, nasals typically
assimilate to stops". There is no assimilation to fricatives. Instead,

several strategies are chosen: 1) the nasal receives a default place
specification; 2) the nasal deletes; 3) the nasal does assimilate, but at the
same time the fricative hardens to a stop or an affricate (Padgett (1994:
470)). To this we can add: 4) the nasal deletes, carrying over its nasality
to the preceding vowel, as in Frisian. Padgett (1994:470-471) attributes
this pattern to the fact that nasalised fricatives ([+cons,+nas,+cont]) "are

at best extremely rare in the inventories of languages, arguably non-
existent underlyingly, and so we expect their creation by phonological
rule to be highly disfavored, an instance of structure preservation".

The nasals have the combinatorial property that they must be

homorganic with a following obstruent. With the above in mind, we can
state the generalisation that a nasal must be homorganic with an adjacent

plosive within one and the same syllable (cf. Tiersma (1979:173- 176)).56

We, therefore, formulate the following NASAL-OBSTRUENT FILTER

for the level of initial syllabification:

over time, since nowadays it is restricted to a (morphologically) derived environment. The
final cluster -/rs/, however, may occur in derived words, e.g. when an adjective ending in
-/r/ is suffixed by the the partitive genitive suffix -/s/. After a short vowel, -/rs/ is more
likely to occur than after a long vowel or a (falling or centralising) diphthong. Thus, wat
toars /tuar+s/ 'something withered' may be pronounced either as [twars] or as [twas], but,
according to us, wat swiers /suicr+s/ 'something heavy' only as [swi.cs]. A tendency
towards a rhyme of maximally three positions might be at play here. All in all, one cannot
just say that the loan words in -/rt/, -/rd/, and -/rs/ have not been integrated into the native
system, there being no longer a rule deleting /r/ morpheme-internally. Nevertheless, due to
the historical process alluded to above, there are no native words containing /r/ before a
coronal consonant, which, thus, constitutes a generalisation over that part of the lexicon.

 In  simplex  (monosyllabic)  words ending in  -/ns/ and -/nz/,  e.g. kâns /k]:ns/56

'chance' and ûns /u:nz/ 'hectogramme', /s/ and /z/ are extrasyllabic, because the monoph-
thong preceding /n/ is sytematically long (see also the end of § 2.5.5 below).
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(56)

On the basis of this filter, we only expect the coda clusters of (57) to be

well-formed:

(57) -/mp/ -/mb/
-/nt/ -/nd/
-/õk/

Not all of these are actually attested. The cluster -/mp/ is quite common,
as in damp /damp/ 'steam, vapour; mist, haze', glimp /llImp/ 'glimpse',
and stomp /stomp/ 'blunt'. The cluster -/mb/ does not occur, but words
ending in /b/ are rare anyway. The cluster -/nt/ is quite common, see kant

/k]nt/ 'edge, side; lace; shapely, well-proportioned', klint /klInt/
'campion, catchfly; hut, shack', and smjunt /smiönt/ 'wigeon; rascal,

scoundrel', for instance. The cluster -/nd/, on the other hand, only occurs
in the words eand /Icnd/ 'with young, bearing (of ewe)' and weind

/vaind/ 'headland', where /d/ is extrasyllabic, however, due to the (cen-
tralising/falling) diphthong preceding /n/. So, there is a strong tendency
against -/nd/ in native words.  It is unclear whether this cluster occurs in57

the underived loan words eland 'elk', trend 'trend', and stand 'stand'. In

the case of trend and stand, -/d/ never shows up at the surface (the plural
forms are trends [trents] and stands [stents]). The adjective trendy no

doubt is a loan word as a whole. We might, therefore, assume these
forms to have -/t/ at the underlying level. Witness the plural forms

elanden [e:l]ndn1 ], eland has underlying -/d/. The cluster -/õk/ is quite     

 The cluster  -/nd/-  may occur in a word when it is followed by schwa or schwa 57

plus consonant, as in skand-e /sk]ndc/ 'disgrace, shame', mand-e /m]ndc/ 'common
property', and blind-er /blIndcr/ 'damn!, the devil!'. See § 4.1.2.1 for the implication of
these words for the proper characterisation of the constraint barring -/nd/.
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common, as in drink(e) /drIõk/ 'to drink', bank /baõk/ 'bank; bench,

couch', skonk /skoõk/ 'leg', and fûnk /fuõk/ 'spark'.
With respect to N + O clusters, three cases of extrasyllabic obstruents

must be distinguished: 1) when the monophthong preceding /n/ is sys-
tematically long, as is the case with underived monosyllabic forms

ending in -/ns/ and -/nz/ (see footnote 56 above), 2) when the obstruent is
a plosive which is heterorganic with the preceding nasal, and 3) when

the obstruent is a fricative, whether or not it is heterorganic with the
preceding nasal. We will now review the latter two cases in turn.

The only heterorganic nasal + plosive clusters are -/mt/, -/md/, and
-/mk/. Of these, -/mt/ occurs in a small handful of words: amt /amt/

'office, duties', ra(a)mt /ra(:)mt/ 'casing, frame(work)', genamt /lcnamt/
'name-child' (note that /t/ is also extrasyllabic in raamt because of the

long monophthong which precedes /m/). The cluster -/md/ occurs in
frjemd /friemd/ 'foreign; strange' and himd /hImd/ 'vest, singlet' only, the
cluster -/mk/ only in jamk /iamk/ 'often, frequently; very, highly; per-
haps, possibly'.58

The only heterorganic nasal + fricative clusters are -/mz/ and -/mf/.
The former occurs in the nouns t(j)ems /t(i)emz/ 'sieve (for milk)', gems

/lemz/ 'chamois', lems /lemz/ 'blade', pljims /pliImz/ 'sheet (of paper);
quarter of a quire', prjims /priImz/ 'idem', lims /lImz/ 'blade', brims
/brImz/ 'horsefly, cleg; warble fly; hornet', and possibly in the adverb
soms 'sometimes' and the interjections boems 'bang, boom, bounce' and

ploems 'splash, plop'. The latter shows up in the loan words nimf
'nymph', triomf 'triumph', lymf(e) 'lymph', and in the native forms rimf(el)

/rImf(cl)/ 'wrinkle', romf(el) /romf(cl)/ 'idem', skromf(el) /skromf(cl)/
'idem', and ka(a)mf(er) /ka(:)mf(cr)/ 'camphor'.59

As expected, the most frequently occurring extrasyllabic obstruents
are coronals, viz. /t/, /d/, and /z/; there is one example with dorsal /k/,
whereas labial /f/ is restricted to loan words or to the position preceding
the word-final sequence -/cC/ (see § 4.1).

The labial nasal /m/ appears to be the only one which can be part of a

 It should be noted that jamk solely occurs in written language. It is likely to go58

back to evenlik /e:vcn+lck/ 'evenly'. This would mean that, diachronically speaking, it is
a complex word, which is reflected in non-coronal extrasyllabic -/k/. The verb glimk(je)
/llImk/ 'to smile; to glimmer', from which the noun glimk 'smile' derives, is an
iterative/diminutive form of the strong/irregular verb glimm(e) /llIm/ 'to shine, to gleam',
so it is a complex word.

 It is not without significance that romf(el), skromf(el), and ka(a)mf(er) have vari-59

ants with the unmarked coronal nasal: ronf(el) /ronf(cl)/, skronf(el) /skronf(cl)/, and
ka(a)nf(er) /ka(:)nf(cr)/. Due to nasalisation, /n/ does not reach the surface in these words.
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heterorganic cluster, few though the cases may be. The fact that /n/ never

acts like that is to be ascribed to its being the unmarked nasal (but see
footnote 59 above). However, the velar nasal /õ/ does not have this

property either. The assumption that it is the cluster /nk/ at the under-
lying level might provide an explanation for this. There are several ob-

jections against the cluster analysis of /õ/ (see § 1.3.2.3). This implies
that we have to regard this property of /õ/ as purely coincidental.

Because, in the unmarked case, the nasal in a homorganic nasal +
obstruent cluster has a predictable place of articulation, it might be re-

presented without place specification in underlying representation, con-
stituting a case of context-sensitive underspecification. In the marked

words with heterorganic clusters, like himd and jamk, the nasal would
have to be specified for place of articulation. This, then, would add to the

complexity of these words.
By spreading the place features of the obstruent to the left, the nasal

and the obstruent would acquire one and the same specification for place
of articulation, hence they would become partial geminates. It would be
predicted, then, that they could not be split by rules of epenthesis, which
is borne out by the facts (see § 4.2.4).

All this, however, is not as unproblematical as it may seem. As shown
in § 1.3.2.3, the vocoid /]/ can co-occur with neither /m/ nor /õ/, no
matter whether or not /m/ and /õ/ are followed by a homorganic ob-
struent, which led us to posit the /]/ + NASAL CONSTRAINT. The

latter implies that in Frisian /m/ and /õ/ must be present as such in a
homorganic nasal + obstruent cluster underlyingly. We, therefore, follow

Calabrese (1995) in assuming that a segment is fully specified for all
feature values at the underlying level, as is also expressed in (56), and

that marking statements designate a given feature specification as
(un)marked in the context of another feature specification.

All the same, the clusters in (57) have the structure of a partial gemi-
nate, since they resist vowel epenthesis. The identical place features of

two adjacent coda segments must fuse, formalised as the following
general rule of FUSION:
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(58)

FUSION is a non-structure preserving, hence post-cyclic rule.
In accordance with the RULE APPLICATION PRINCIPLE (11),

FUSION applies at the level of lexical representation. This implies that
N + O clusters with a fused place specification are indivisible at the level

where the rule of VOWEL EPENTHESIS applies, the latter being
optional, hence post-lexical (see § 4.2.5).

A heterorganic N + O cluster falls outside the scope of (56) and (58).
Yet, there is virtually no such cluster which reaches the surface un-
changed. It generally undergoes a repair, resulting in homorganicity.60

2.5.3.3. L + N clusters

Nasals and liquids can cluster. When they do, the sequence nasal + liquid

is impossible, which one would expect on the basis of the SONORITY
SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13) and the SONORITY SCALE (14).

Only the loan word zjenr(e) 'genre' is a possible (exceptional) example.
The sequence liquid + nasal is possible. The velar nasal /õ/ does not

combine with any liquid, because it only follows a short monophthong
(see § 1.3.2.3). The coronal nasal /n/ occurs after /l/ in the word jelne
/ielnc/ 'yard; yardstick' only. This nasal does not combine with /r/ in
native words, since /r/ was systematically deleted before coronals, due to

a historical phonological process. The sequence -/rn/, therefore, only
occurs in loan words, for instance urn(e) /örn(c)/ 'urn', yntern /intern/

'internal', ekstern /ekstern/ 'external', katern /katern/ 'quire', modern
/mo:dern/ 'modern', kazerne /kasernc/ 'barrack(s), station', luzerne

 The repair is generally achieved through so-called INTRUSIVE STOP FOR-60

MATION (ISF), i.e. the association of the place node of the nasal to that of the obstruent.
ISF not only affects heterorganic clusters which are present as such at the underlying level,
as in ramt [rampt], himd [hImpt], jamk [jampk], and nimf [nimpf], but also those which
result from inflection, as in the verbal forms hy komt /kom+t/ [kompt] 'he comes', do komst
/kom+st/ [kompst] 'you come', hy sjongt /sioõ+t/ [sjoõkt] 'he sings', and do sjongst /sioõ+st/
[sjoõkst] 'you sing'. ISF results in a linked structure, hence it bleeds vowel epenthesis.
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/lysernc/ 'alfalfa, lucerne', nokturne /n]ktörnc/ 'nocturn(e)'.

The only clusters which occur with a pretty high frequency are -/lm/
and -/rm/. Below, we give a list of the words we have been able to find:

(59) a. -/lm/:

skalm 'link' galm 'resonance'
kalm 'calm' palm 'palm'

salm 'salmon' psalm 'psalm'
walm 'thick smoke, smother'

wâlm 'idem' helm 'helmet'
skelm 'crook, villain; rogue, rascal'

selm 'self' (obsolete) dwelm(e) 'daze, stupor'
film 'film'

jolm 'collection of reeds and other water plants which have
washed ashore'
wjolm 'idem' kwolm(e) 'torment'
swolm(e) 'ulcer, boil'

b. -/rm/:

ala(a)rm 'alarm' waarm 'warm'
swa(a)rm 'swarm' barm 'shoulder, verge'
earm 'arm' harm 'name of (male) goat'
foarm 'form' loarm 'big lout'

sloarm 'good soul, good-natured fellow'
noarm 'norm'

enoarm 'enormous; tremendous'
stoarm 'gale, storm' woarm 'worm'

berm 'shoulder, verge'
germ 'kind of carp (which is not highly valued)'
skerm 'screen' term 'intestine; term'
swerm 'swarm' hoerm 'pet name of goat'

bjirm 'shoulder, verge' wjirm 'worm'
lorm 'big lout' sjarme 'charm'

erbarm(je) 'to have mercy (up)on'
doarm(je) 'to wander (about)'

ûntferm(je) 'to take pity (on)'
kerm(je) 'to moan'
hjirm(je) 'to bear, to sustain, to withstand (obsolete)'
kjirm(je) 'to moan'

t(s)jirm(je) 'to moan; to ail, to be sickly; to lament, to wail'

As expected, the majority of these words contain a short monophthong
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(foarm, loarm, sloarm, noarm, enoarm, stoarm, and woarm have a

(short) rising diphthong (/ua/ [wa])). There are a few words with a long
monophthong, viz. wâlm, alaarm, waarm, swaarm, earm, and hoerm.

Extrasyllabicity is not a likely approach to the word-final consonant
here, it being the sonorant consonant /m/. Of course, one can always con-

sider these forms as exceptions for having an overlong, four- positional
rhyme. But another approach may be feasible, at least for some speakers

and/or dialects. It is a well-known fact that these words are often
pronounced with a schwa between the liquid and the nasal. We might

assume them to contain schwa in their underlying representation, in
which case there would be no phonotactic problem. But this option, then,

might be feasible for all words in (59), which would result in a uniform
analysis.

There are three pieces of independent evidence for this analysis. In the
first place, from the diachronic point of view, Van der Meer (1985: 22)
asserts that forms such as wjirm and foarm may have acquired a rising
('broken') diphthong, /iI/ and /ua/ respectively, because of a disyllabic
pronunciation, since a centralising diphthong was likely to undergo
breaking when followed by another syllable within the same

phonological word (see § 1.3.1.2).
In the second place, there are morphological indications. To make our

point, we must first dwell on the Frisian verbs as regards their con-
jugational classes. Frisian has weak, strong, and irregular verbs. There

are two classes of weak verbs, one with the infinitive ending in -e (-/c/)

N(weak I) and one with the infinitive ending in -je (-/(ic) /) (weak II) (see

Tiersma (1985:68-71)). Weak II is the unmarked weak class. Denomina-
tive and deadjectival verbs typically belong to this class, witness forms

like grienje 'to grow green, to get green; to make green' (from grien
/lricn/ 'green') and dongje 'to manure (with dong); to shit (of animals)'
(from dong /doõ/ 'manure, dung'). The following phonological generali-
sation can be made concerning which conjugational class a simplex verb-

al stem belongs to:

(60) A simplex verbal stem ending in the sequence schwa +
sonorant consonant, viz. -/cl/, -/cm/, -/cn/, -/cr/, belongs to

the second weak conjugational class

This generalisation can be employed in the case at hand. The fact that
verbs like walmje 'to smoke, to smother' (from walm), skelmje 'to behave

like a villain; to play false' (from skelm), waarmje 'to warm (up)' (from
waarm), and foarmje 'to form, to shape' (from foarm) belong to the

second weak class comes as no surprise, they being denominative or de-
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adjectival. It is a striking fact, however, that the underived verbs from

(59)b, viz. erbarmje, doarmje, ûntfermje, kermje, hjirmje, kjirmje, and
t(s)jirmje, all belong to this class as well. This might be considered as

purely coincidental. However, one can attain a principled explanation by
assuming that all forms in (59) end in -/{l/r}cm/ underlyingly. This is

what we will do.
In the third place, pluralisation may give us an indication as to the

underlying form of these words. The plural suffix -s (-/s/) is chosen after
words ending in -/cm/, for instance biezems /biczcm+s/ 'brooms', where-

as -en (-/cn/) is chosen after words ending in -/m/, for example stammen
/stam+cn/ 'trunks; tribes' (see Tiersma (1985:55-59)). Now, the nouns in

(59) have two possibilities with respect to their plural form, which may
end in -s or -en, e.g. earms next to earmen. The distribution of these

variants is a dialectal matter, though it may be different for each separate
word, so we do not know which plural form belongs to which dialect.
We may assume, then, that in one dialect a given word ends in -/{l/r}cm/
underlyingly, whereas in the other it ends in -/{l/r}m/.

Yet, the above-mentioned simplex verbs all belong to the second weak
class, irrespective of the dialect, which points to underlying -/{l/r}cm/. It

should be noted that these verbs have no nominal cognate. There is, for
instance, no noun erbarm alongside the verb erbarmje. This means that
pluralisation of the nominal cognates cannot shed light on the underlying
form of these verbs. Apparently, in one and the same dialect, the simplex

verb stem of erbarmje can end in -/rcm/, induced by generalisation (60),
whereas the noun foarm can end in -/rm/, witness the plural foarmen. We

have the impression that in our dialect the -s-plural is winning ground in
nouns which end in -<{l/r}m>. This might be an indication that our

dialect is in a state of flux as to the underlying form of these words. We
consider it not 'unnatural' to assume that in Frisian as a whole there is a
tendency towards a reanalysis of these words, to the effect that
eventually they all end up with the same underlying form, viz. one

ending in -/{l/r}cm/. Future research will have to confirm or disconfirm
this assumption. At the moment, however, the stems ending in -<{l/r}m>

resist a uniform analysis.
The derivation of the phonetic form of a singular noun like berm

proceeds as follows. In a dialect with the underlying form /bercm/, the
pronunciation [bercm] is equal to the underlying form, [berm] results
from schwa-deletion and subsequent resyllabification of /m/, whereas
[berm1 ] results from schwa-deletion and subsequent projection of /m/ into

a syllable (see chapter 6 for the latter phenomenon). In a dialect with the
underlying form /berm/, the pronunciation [berm] equals the underlying

form, [bercm] results from schwa-epenthesis, while [berm1 ] cannot be
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derived, since schwa-epenthesis cannot be made undone by subsequent

schwa-deletion (probably because the derivation could go on infinitely).
It should be noted that both deletion and epenthesis of schwa must

follow pluralisation, since otherwise the pluralisation rule cannot dis-
criminate between /berm/ and /bercm/. Pluralisation is a lexical (inflec-

tional) rule. Schwa-insertion and schwa-deletion are optional, hence
post-lexical rules. This renders the above-mentioned ordering between

pluralisation and schwa-epenthesis and schwa-deletion unproblematical.
To end this section, we give sample derivations:

(61) sample derivations of berm

underlying form /bercm/ /bercm/ /bercm/ /berm/ /berm/

schwa-deletion --       i       i   n.a.   n.a.
schwa-insertion n.a.       n.a.       n.a.    --         c
nucleation  n.a.       --       m1   n.a.           n.a.
output   [bercm] [berm] [berm1 ] [berm] [bercm]

2.5.3.4. N clusters

The nasals are not expected to cluster, because an N + N cluster violates
the SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13). Only the loan word

hymne 'hymn' is a possible (exceptional) example.

2.5.3.5. L clusters

The liquids are not expected to cluster either. They, however, seem to do
so as -/rl/ in all and only the following words:

(62) wa(a)rl/wa(a)rle (next to: warrel) 'catch, (door, window)
fastener'

dwarl (next to: dwarrel) 'twist, coil (in hair, wood)'
kerl (next to: kerrel) 'granule, grain'

kjirl (next to: kear(d)el) '(big) fellow, (big) guy'
tsjerl 'idem'
tsjirl 'idem'
gurl(e) (next to: gurdel) 'belt'
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wilewarl (next to: wilewarrel) 'fickle, volatile person; cowl,

turn-cap'
skarlebarl(je) (cf. skarrelje) 'to stumble along (on skates)'

nirle (next to: niddel) 'needle'
hoarl(e) (next to: hoarrel) 'gust (of wind); disturbance,

(street) row'

We will examine whether -<rl> has any reality beyond the purely
orthographic.

Since it precedes the coronal liquid /l/, /r/ should have been deleted,
but it has not (Hoekema (1954:158)). This points to the fact that /r/ and

/l/ cannot have been adjacent at the time this historical phonological
process was operative, which is also suggested by the fact that virtually

all forms ending in -<rl> have a variant in -<rel> (-/rcl/).61

If the above forms do end in -/rl/, /l/ cannot be syllabified in a regular
way. Can /l/ remain unsyllabified after initial syllabification; in other
words, can it become extrasyllabic? Since it is a sonorant consonant, this
is not a likely option.

The simple assumption that all forms ending in -<rl> end in -/rcl/ at

the underlying level enables us to arrive at an insightful analysis. There
are three pieces of independent evidence for this particular underlying
form (cf. § 2.5.3.3 above).

In the first place, all verbs with a stem ending in -<rl>, viz.

skarlebarlje, hoarlje (next to hoarrelje) 'to gust', dwarlje/dwerlje/ dwirlje
(next to dwarrelje/dwerrelje/dwirrelje) 'to whirl, to swirl', wigewarlje/-

wilewarlje 'to sway, to wobble', guorlje (next to guorrelje) 'to gargle',
belong to the second weak class. This fact receives a principled

explanation when they are all assumed to end in -/rcl/ underlyingly (see
generalisation (60) above).

In the second place, -/l/ may be realised as [1l], which presupposes the
presence of schwa (see § 6.2.1). The latter might be inserted by rule, in

which case insertion is a last resort for the consonant /l/ to be syllabified.
This would be the only instance in Frisian we know of where insertion

has this function. Schwa-insertion in Frisian normally has the function of
optionally facilitating the realisation of a heterorganic consonant cluster

(see § 4.2). This renders the obligatory insertion in this       

 /r/ has been deleted for some speakers in the words waarl [va:l] and kerl [kel],61

though this might also be a dialectal matter. The point is that in underived native words /r/
was not systematically deleted when preceding /l/, as it was, for instance, when preceding
/s/.
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particular case highly suspect. Assuming schwa in the underlying forms

of the words at hand is, thus, a well-motivated alternative.
In the third place, pluralisation provides us with an indication con-

cerning the underlying form of these words. The plural ending -s (-/s/) is
chosen after words ending in -/cl/, for instance leppels /lepcl+s/ 'spoons',

whereas -en (-/cn/) is chosen after words ending in -/l/, for example
ballen /b]l+cn/ 'balls'. The nouns in (62) all choose the plural ending -s.

This, then, is an indication that they end in -/rcl/ at the underlying level.
For some speakers and/or dialects, /r/ never shows up in whatever

form of these words, hence it may be assumed to be absent altogether. In
the case of nouns, waarl /va:l/ and kerl /kel/ for instance, the expected

plural ending is -en, resulting in waarlen [va:ln1 ] and kerlen [keln1 ],
respectively. This expectation is borne out by the facts.

If waarl were pluralised as waarl+en [va:rlcn], -/rl/ would have to be
a (final) cluster, which is, however, at variance with the SONORITY
SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13). Therefore, a form having both -/rl/
and a plural in -en is predicted to be impossible. This prediction is con-
firmed by the facts.

2.5.4. Extrasyllabic final obstruents

The elements of row 3 of (53), the obstruents, are expected not to cluster.

If this does occur in the coda, only /s/, /t/, /p/, and /k/ (the latter two only
preceded by /s/) or the voiced counterparts of /s/ and /t/, viz. /z/ and /d/,

appear to be involved.  First, we give an overview of the cases at hand:62

(63) O + O coda clusters

a. with /d/ as final element:
e.g. deugd /dö:ãd/ 'virtue; quality, excellence', jeugd /iö:ãd/

'youth', betiisd /bcti:zd/ 'confused, muddled', beskaafd
/bcska:vd/ 'cultured; civilised'

b. with /z/ as final element:

e.g. blabs/blabze /blabz(c)/ 'ooze, sludge', flods/flodze
/flodz(c)/ 'gush; cunt, twat'

c. with /t/ as final element:

 See § 2.5.3.2 above for an overview of N + O clusters, in which the obstruents62

/t/, /d/, /k/, /z/, or /f/ can be extrasyllabic.
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e.g. krekt /krekt/ 'accurate, precise; exactly!, that's it!', heft

/heft/ 'handle, haft', krêft /kre:ft/ 'strength, power(s), force',
krypt /kript/ 'crypt', kast /k]st/ 'cupboard', nicht /nIxt/

'(female) cousin'

d. with /s/ as final element:
e.g. japs /iaps/ 'cut, gash; gush', fyts /fits/ 'bicycle', fiks /fIks/

'sturdy; firm; healthy', sachs /saxs/ 'easily, in any case, at
least'

e. with /s/ as first element:63

1. with /p/ as final element:
wesp /vesp/ 'wasp', gasp /l]sp/ 'buckle, clasp', rasp

/r]sp/ 'grater, shredder; rasp', esp /esp/ 'aspen', wisp
/vIsp/ 'wisp (of straw)', hysp /hisp/ 'pet name of
duck', húsp /hysp/ 'call for chasing ducks'

2. with /k/ as final element:
frysk /frisk/ 'Frisian', falsk /f]lsk/ 'false', winsk
/ve:nsk/ 'wish', bosk /bosk/ 'bundle; bent; wood(s)',

tersk /tesk/ 'act of threshing', rusk /rösk/ 'rush; string
(of berries)', lask /l]sk/ 'weld(ing)', wask /v]sk/
'wash(ing)', task /t]sk/ 'pile, heap (of stones)', eask
/Icsk/ 'demand, requirement', boask /buask/

'marriage', hoask /vuask/ 'courteous', poask /puask/
'ruff', froask /fruask/ 'frog', esk /esk/ 'ash', fisk /fIsk/

'fish'

In the following section, we will first review two general requirements
on obstruent clusters, to wit inequality as to the feature [continuant] and
equality as to the feature [voice], after which the plosive + plosive,
fricative + fricative, fricative + plosive, and plosive + fricative obstruent

clusters will be examined. Section 2.5.4.2 is devoted to the clusters -/sp/
and -/sk/. Finally, in § 2.5.4.3, it will be investigated how

extrasyllabicity is resolved in the coda and how complex segments are
formed there.

 Since it consists of two coronals, we will leave out the cluster -/st/, as in kast,63

here.
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2.5.4.1. Obstruent clusters in general

As noted in § 2.3.4.1 above, obstruent clusters in general must meet two

requirements: they preferably do not agree in continuancy, whereas they
must agree in voice.

The former requirement implies that a cluster of two plosives or two
fricatives is less likely to occur than a plosive + fricative or fricative +

plosive cluster. The latter implies that an obstruent cluster cannot but
consist of either two voiced or two voiceless members. This is not

always true for complex words, but at the surface this requirement is
always met, due to several assimilatory operations. So, if obstruents

could cluster at random otherwise, the following final clusters would be
expected to occur:

(64) -/bv/, -/bz/, -/bã/, -/dv/, -/dz/, -/dã/, -/lv/, -/lz/, -/lã/, -/vb/,
-/vd/, -/vl/, -/zb/, -/zd/, -/zl/, -/ãb/, -/ãd/, -/ãl/, -/pf/, -/ps/,
-/px/, -/tf/, -/ts/, -/tx/, -/kf/, -/ks/, -/kx/, -/fp/, -/ft/, -/fk/, -/sp/,
-/st/, -/sk/, -/xp/, -/xt/, -/xk/

Two things should be noted in advance. First, as in § 2.3.4.1 above, we
have left out the (logically possible) clusters consisting of two identical
obstruents, these being prohibited by the OCP. Second, there are several
other restrictions on obstruent clusters, so that in the end only a small

subset of the logically possible clusters actually occurs, as exemplified in
(63) above.

Within the phonological word, a cluster of two plosives is always

voiceless. This holds for the simplicia krekt and krypt, proper names like
Japk /iapk/ and Ypk /ipk/,  and inflected verbs of the first weak class64

with a stem ending in a voiceless plosive, like (hy) bakt /bak+t/ [bakt]
'(he) bakes', (hy) skopt /skop+t/ [skopt] '(he) kicks', and (he) slatt /sl]t+t/

[sl]t] '(he) ditches; (he) deepens (the ditch)' (in the latter case only one
[t] is realised, due to degemination).

There are some verbs of the first weak class which end in the voiced
plosive -/d/, like lad(e) /la:d/ 'to load' and wjudd(e) /viöd/ 'to weed'

(verbal stems of this class ending in -/b/ and -/l/ do not occur). When
they are inflected with the third singular person present tense suffix -t

 See Borowsky  (1989:153-154)  as to names and coda restrictions in English. It 64

should be kept in mind that, from a diachronic point of view, Germanic names are com-
pounds, so their, synchronically speaking, odd final obstruent clusters reflect their former
state.
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(-/t/), which results in /la:d+t/ and /viöd+t/, the cluster as a whole cannot

but become voiceless, after which one [t] remains: [la:t] and [vjöt].
A cluster of two voiced plosives arises when these verbs are inflected

with the preterite suffix(es) -de(n) (-/dc(n)/) or with the past participle
suffix -d (-/d/). This results in /la:d+dc(n)/ and /viöd+dc(n)/, and /la:d+d/

and /viöd+d/. In the former case, one [d] is realised. In the latter case, the
cluster is at the end of the (only) syllable, where it is unvaryingly

realised as voiceless. This can be ascribed to the rule of SYL-
LABLE-FINAL OBSTRUENT DEVOICING (SFOD), which renders

the syllable-final obstruent voiceless (see below). As a consequence, the
cluster as a whole becomes voiceless, after which one [t] remains.

The verbal iterative suffix (augment) -k- (-/k/-) also provides us with
'bizarre' plosive clusters, e.g. in antk(je) /]ntk/ 'to swell (of the udder and

the teats of a cow which is about to calve)' and grapk(je) /lrapk/ 'to jest,
to joke'.

Finally, cliticisation of a so-called /d/-function word, like the article
de /dc/ 'the' and the pronouns dy /di/ 'that; those' and dat /d]t/ 'that', to a
host word ending in a plosive results in a cluster of two voiceless
plosives, as in the following examples:

(65) ik pak de /pak dc/ [paktc] bal 'I take the ball'

dek dy /dek di/ [dekti] dan mar!

'be prepared for the worst!'

hy rôp dat /r]:p d]t/ [r]:pt]t] fierste lûd
'he shouted that out far too loudly'

hy hat dat /hat d]t/ [hat]t] àl dien
'he did do it'

All in all, it appears that the occurrence of a cluster of two plosives is
mainly restricted to complex words, which is only to be expected.

Clusters of two fricatives are scarce as well.  There are only two cases.65

In the first place, there is the voiceless final cluster -/xs/, which occurs in

 See Trommelen (1984:88-89) for (the absence of) these clusters in Dutch. She65

states a negative filter to the effect that a [+cont] appendix consonant is prohibited from
following a [+cont] (consonantal) segment.
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the following words:66

(66) dochs /d]ã+s/ 'nevertheless, all the same'

dôchs /d]:ã+s/ 'idem'
flaachs /fla:xs/ 'flax'

flachs /flaxs/ 'waterweed'
foaroarlochs /fuar+ocrl]ã+s/ 'prewar'

sachs /saxt+s/ 'easily, in any case, at least'
sechs /sexs/ 'six'

slachs (wêze mei) /slaã+s/ '(to be) occupied (with)'
waachs /va:xs/ 'wax'

wearlichs /vIcr+lcã+s/ 'damned, darn(ed)'

Several things should be noted. First, sachs, slachs, wearlichs,
d{o/ô}chs, and foaroarlochs are complex words, in which -[xs] has de-
rived from -/ã+s/ (except for sachs). The first four of these contain an
adverbial -s (-/s/), whereas the last one is a synthetic compound. Second,
sechs is an obsolete form. Third, the nouns flaachs, waachs, and flachs
have the alternants flaaks /fla:ks/, waaks /va:ks/, and flaks /flaks/,

whereas nouns ending in -/ks/, like seks /seks/ 'sex' and biks /bIks/ 'dried
pet food (for domestic animals, like horses, dogs, rabbits)' have no
alternant ending in -/xs/. Fourth, there is an optional rule by which the
cluster -[xs] is turned into -[ks], as in (do) lychst /li:ã+st/ '(you) lie',

heechst /he:ã+st/ 'highest', nachs /nax+s/ (< /naxt+s/) 'at night', and
dochs,  which may be realised as either [lixst], [he:xst], [naxs], and67

[d]xs] or as [likst], [he:kst], [naks], and [d]ks] (see Tiersma (1985:37)).
All this means that the final cluster -/xs/ is greatly disfavoured.68

In the second place, there is the voiced cluster -/zã/, which only occurs
at the end of verbal stems (of the second weak class). These verbs come
in two classes. They can be deliberate, stylistically reinforced variants of
verbs with a stem-final -/z/ (from both the first and the second weak

class), as in (67)a, or they can result from a 'natural' development, as in

 We base ourselves on Dykstra, Reitsma & Visser (1992).66

 In the Middle Frisian sources, the adverb dochs is often written as dogges, which67

may also point to a dislike of the final cluster -/xs/. It also indicates that dochs [d]xs] is
likely to have developed from /d]ã+s/, just like slachs [slaxs] has from /slaã+s/.

 Recall from § 2.3.4.1 above that the only fricative cluster in the onset, i.e. /sf/-,68

occurs in loan words only.
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(67)b. See the following examples:69

(67) a. bûnzg(je) /bu:nzã/ 'to bang, to boom' (cf. bûnz(je) /bu:nz/)

freezg(je) /fre:zã/ 'to fear, to dread' (cf. frez(e) and freez(je)
/fre:z/)

riizg(je) /ri:zã/ 'to rise (up)' (cf. riz(e) and riiz(je) /ri:z/)

b. binzg(je) /be:nzã/ 'to scrub (off)'
drinzg(je) /dre:nzã/ 'to drink; to water' (cf. drinz(e) and

drinz(je) /dre:nz/)
eazg(je) /Iczã/ 'to bail/bale (out); to pour down' (cf. eaz(e)

and eaz(je) /Icz/)
grânzg(je) /lr]:nzã/ 'to growl; to grumble' (cf. grânz(je)

/lr]:nz/)
peazg(je) /pIczã/ 'to slosh, to squelch (through ooze and
mud)' (cf. peaz(je) /pIcz/)
reizg(je) /raizã/ 'to travel, to journey' (from reis /raiz/ 'trip,
journey')

As indicated, most of these verbs have variants without -/ã/-, which
means that they can be interpreted as morphologically complex for-
mations.

As previously noted, only a small subset of the logically possible final
obstruent clusters is actually attested. This is due to the fact that extra-

syllabic segments are preferably coronal. As a consequence, a cluster of
two obstruents preferably contains at least one coronal segment. This

means that only the following clusters are likely to occur:

(68) -/bz/, -/dz/, -/lz/, -/vd/, -/zd/, -/ãd/, -/ps/, -/ts/, -/ks/, -/ft/,
-/st/, -/xt/

This expectation is not completely borne out by the facts. On the one

hand, -/sk/ and -/sp/ do occur, though it can hardly be coincidental that
the non-coronals /k/ and /p/ are preceded by the coronal /s/. On the other

hand, the cluster -/lz/ is impossible, because /l/ only occurs syllable-
initially (see § 1.3.2.5).

The obstruent clusters in (68) are always either voiceless or voiced.     

 Most of these verbs are used in the written language only. See Hoekstra (1993)69

for their origin and present-day usage.
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The voiceless clusters, viz. -/ps/, -/ts/, -/ks/, -/ft/, -/st/, and -/xt/, all occur

in simplicia, as exemplified in (63)c, (63)d, and (63)e above.
The occurring voiced clusters are -/bz/, -/dz/, -/vd/, -/zd/, and -/ãd/

(see (63)a and (63)b above). Two aspects are worth mentioning before-
hand. First, their occurrence is mainly restricted to complex words with a

fixed, more or less idiomatic meaning. Second, most forms containing
one of the clusters -/vd/, -/zd/, or -/ãd/ are borrowings from Dutch.

The cluster -/ãd/ occurs in the following words:70

(69) deugd /dö:ãd/ 'virtue; quality, excellence'
drompelmaagd /drompcl#ma:ãd/ '(female) sponger,

scrounger, lit.: threshold maid'
foogd /fo:ãd/ 'guardian; custodian'

freugde /frö:ãdc/ 'joy'
jeugd /iö:ãd/ 'youth'
smaragd /smaraãd/ 'emerald'
ûnbebûgd /un+bc+bu:ã+d/ 'uninflected; straight'
ûndoogd /un+do:ãd/ 'post-partum discharge (of a cow)'

The word foogd is an interference with Dutch; the same holds for the
part maagd of the compound drompelmaagd. Most Frisian words with
<eu> (/ö:/) are loan words from Dutch, but deugd, jeugd, and freugde are
wholly integrated into the Frisian lexicon. The words ûnbebûgd and

ûndoogd are complex words, as indicated. The cluster -/ãd/ frequently
occurs in derived verb forms (of the first weak and strong/irregular

class), like (hy) liigde /li:ã+dc/ '(he) lied' and hoegd /huã+d/ (the past
participle of hoeg(e) 'to need (to), to have to').

The cluster -/zd/ occurs in the following words:

(70) betiisd /bc+ti:z+d/ 'confused, muddled'
blêsd /ble:z+d/ 'with a blaze'

ferbaasd /fcr+ba:z+d/ 'astonished, amazed; extraordinarily'
ferbuisd /fcr+b�yz+d/ 'wearied, worn out'

ferdwaasd /fcr+dua:z+d/ 'foolish; groggy'
ferrûsd /fcr+ru:z+d/ 'idem'

ferweesd /fcr+ve:z+d/ 'dazed, dumbfounded'
seisd /saiz+d/ 'sixthly'
ûnbesûsd /un+bc+su:z+d/ 'rash, impetuous'
ûnferpoasd /un+fcr+pocz+d/ 'continuous'

 We, again, base ourselves on Dykstra, Reitsma & Visser (1992).70
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With the exception of seisd, these are all past participles, whether or not

negated with the negative prefix ûn- (/un/-), derived from a prefixed
verb.  Some are only formal (pseudo-)participles, since there is no syn-71

chronic verb from which they can be derived (ferweesd, ferbuisd, fer-
rûsd, ûnbesûsd). The cluster -/zd/ frequently shows up in inflected verbs

(of the first weak and strong/irregular class), like (hy) raasde /ra:z+dc/
'(he) shouted, yelled' and wiisd /vi:z+d/ (the past participle of wiz(e) 'to

point, to show').
The cluster -/vd/ occurs in the following words:

(71) bedroefd /bc+dru:v+d/ 'sad, sorrowful'

begaafd /bc+la:v+d/ 'gifted, talented'
beleefd /bc+le:v+d/ 'polite'

beskaafd /bc+ska:v+d/ 'cultured; civilised'
eigenerfd /aiãcn#erv+d/ 'having his own (lit.: inherited)
farm, i.e. not a rented one'
eigenweefd /aiãcn#ve:v+d/ 'woven by oneself'
ferkleefd /fcr+kle:v+d/ 'stuck together'
ferleafd /fcr+lIcv+d/ 'in love (with), amorous'

ferloofd /fcr+lo:v+d/ 'engaged (to)'
ferskaafd /fcr+ska:v+d/ 'worn out through chafing, grating'
hoofd /ho:vd/ 'head, chief'

Except for hoofd, which is an unmistakable loan word from Dutch, these
are also (pseudo-)past participles. The cluster -/vd/ is frequently met with

in derived verb forms (of the first weak and strong/irregular class), like
(it) kleefde /kle:v+dc/ '(it) stuck, (it) was sticky' and gnúfd /lny:v+d/ (the

past participle of gnuv(e) 'to leer, to peek; to nose (about), to ferret (in)').
The sequence -/dz/ shows up in the following simplex words (which

all end in schwa):

(72) glodze /llodzc/ 'trench'
gludze /llödzc/ 'idem'

gnodze /lnodzc/ 'club, bludgeon; gnarl, knur(r)'
knodze /knodzc/ 'gnarl, knur(r)'

 The word ûnriisd /un+ri:z+d/ 'not risen (of dough)' is an exception. It should be71

noted that in Frisian the negative prefix ûn- (/un/-) generally does not select the past
participle of a simplex verb. If it does, the latter is extended with the prefix ge- (/lc/-), as
in ûngemakke /un+lc+mak+c/ 'unmade' (from meits(je) 'to make) and ûngemolken
/un+lc+molk+cn/ 'not milked' (from melk(e) 'to milk'). Most of the time, however, there
is circumscription with the negative adverb net /net/ 'not'. This means that ûnriisd is a less
common formation.
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ludze /lödzc/ 'loop; tress'

trudze /trödzc/ 'glanders, strangles'
widze /vIdzc/ 'cradle'

wu(r)dze /vödzc/ 'windrow (of hay)'

The following words end in -/bz/ or -/dz/. Diachronically, they have been
derived by attaching the suffix -z(e) (-/z(c)/) to a stem ending in -/{b/d}/:

(73) blabze/blabs /blabz(c)/ 'ooze, sludge' (cf. blabber 'idem')

blibze /blIbzc/ 'lower lip (of horse)' (cf. blib/blibbe 'idem')
brodze /brodzc/ 'heap of pulpy excrements' (cf. brod 'brood')

dodze /dodzc/ 'doze, drowse' (cf. dod/dodde 'idem')
drabze/drabs /drabz(c)/ 'ooze, sludge' (cf. Dutch drab 'dregs;

ooze')
dribze/dribs /drIbz(c)/ 'ooze, sludge'
dridze /drIdzc/ 'idem' 
drits /drIts/ 'idem' (cf. drit(e) 'to crap, to shit')72

fladze/flads /fladz(c)/ 'gush; cunt, twat' (cf. fladder(je) 'to
flutter')

flodze/flods /flodz(c)/ 'cunt, twat' (cf. flodder(je) 'to flap, to
flop')
fodze/fods /fodz(c)/ 'cunt, twat' (cf. fod/fodde 'rag, tatter')
fotse/fots /fots(c)/ 'cunt, twat'73

kwabze /kuabzc/ 'dollop, blob' (cf. kwab/kwabbe 'flab,
jowl')

gludze /llödzc/ 'trench'
pudze/puds /pödz(c)/ '(long, empty) foreskin of the genital

organs of a stallion' (cf. pûde 'bag, sack'?)
slodze /slodzc/ 'trench'
sodze /sodzc/ 'swampy, marshy plot of land' (cf. sodde
'idem')

 After attaching the suffix -z(e) (-/z(c)/) to the verbal stem drit(e) /drit/, suffixal72

/z/ has assimilated to stem-final -/t/ or the other way round, which led to two derivatives,
viz. drits /drIts/ and drids /drIdz/. The former is the basis of the verb dritse 'to crap, to shit'
(see also bedritse /bc+drIts/ 'to shit over' and skieppedritse /skiIp+c#drIts/ 'to milk sheep'),
whereas both occur in the derived adjectives dritsich /drIts+cã/ and dridzich /drIdz+cã/
'oozy, sludgy'.

 Like fots(e) has derived from fodze/fods, the form smots /smots/ 'pulp; applesauce'73

is likely to have derived from smodz /smod+z/, witness forms like smodz(je) 'to become a
muddy mess', smodzich /smodz+cã/ 'pulpy', smodzeboel /smodzc#bucl/ 'muddy mess',
besmodz(je) /bc+smodz/ 'to soil, to dirty; to besmirch'. Confer English smut and German
Schmutz and schmutzig.
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Although, synchronically, these forms cannot be considered morpho-

logically complex, the meaning characteristics they have in common
point to a derivation with one and the same suffix. They denote a weak

(watery) substance, a (weak) fold of the skin, or a trench (the bottom of
which is covered with or consists of sludge). They have an onomatopoeic

character, however difficult to define, no doubt due to the unfamiliar
consonant clusters -/bz/- and -/dz/-.

2.5.4.2. The clusters -/sp/ and -/sk/74

The obstruent clusters -/sp/ and -/sk/ ((63)e) deviate from the other ones
in (63), for they have no coronal as their right-most segment. Two

possibilities for treating them come to mind.
In the first place, we might assume these clusters, consisting of /s/ and

a (voiceless) plosive, to be already complex segments at the underlying
level, a case of lexical prelinking.75

In the second place, since /p/ and /k/ cannot be syllabified by the SSA,
we might treat them as plain extrasyllabic segments, on a par with /s/, /t/,

/z/, and /d/.
The advantage of the first option seems to be that extrasyllabicity in

the coda can be restricted to a coronal segment, which is in line with the
fact that extrasyllabic segments are preferably coronal. However, next to

the above-mentioned coronal obstruents, the set of extrasyllabic seg-
ments in Frisian must also include the non-coronal obstruents /k/, /l/ and

/f/ as to the onset (when they precede the coronal nasal, see § 2.3.4.2
above), and /k/ and /f/ as to the coda (when they follow the bilabial

nasal, see § 2.5.3.2 above). This renders treating -/k/ and -/p/ in -/sk/ and
-/sp/ as extrasyllabic less bothersome.

There are, however, other reasons to choose the second option. First,
if -/sk/ and -/sp/ are not treated as exceptionally prelinked complex seg-

ments, the underlying segment inventory of Frisian can be kept maxi-
mally simple in this respect. Second, representing -/sk/ and -/sp/ as two

separate segments enables rule (34) to operate in a maximally general
way. Third, as mentioned in § 2.4.4 above, forms like gaspen /l]sp+cn/

 It  should be noted that the onset clusters  /ps/-  and  /ks/-  are restricted to loan 74

words (see § 2.3.4.1 above). This brings to light another onset-coda asymmetry.

 Selkirk (1982:349) proposes something in the same vein as regards English words75

like wasp and ask. According to Trommelen (1984:64) these clusters must be marked as
exceptions in Dutch. Booij (1995:128) puts forward the possibility of treating them as "a
kind of complex segment (...) linked to one X on the X-tier".
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'buckles, clasps' and fisken /fIsk+cn/ 'fishes' can be realised as

ó ó ó ó(l]s) (pm1 )  and (fIs) (kôý ) . The occurrence of the syllabic nasals in the
final syllable of these forms is an indication that /p/ and /k/ are in the

onset of the final syllable, since a syllable headed by a consonant must
have an onset. This means that -/sp/ and -/sk/ cannot be prelinked

complex segments, on the 'natural' assumption that prelinking cannot be
overruled, in the case at hand by resyllabification. Fourth, in § 2.3.4

above, we contended that a word minus its extrasyllabic segments must
be phonotactically well-formed. This poses no problems for the forms in

(63)e. The great majority has a short vocoid, which /s/ is likely to follow
(the forms boask, hoask, poask, and froask have a (short) rising diph-

thong (/ua/ [wa])). The only exceptions are falsk and eask; in winsk,
which is /ve:nsk/ underlyingly, /s/ falls outside the regular three-

positional rhyme (see § 2.5.5 below).
To summarise, we see every reason to treat -/k/ and -/p/ in -/sk/ and

-/sp/ as plain extrasyllabic obstruents, although they 1) are non-coronals,
and 2) are not preceded by a nasal, but by the obstruent /s/. This is the
price we must pay for an insightful analysis of complex segments in
Frisian. Since /s/ is a coronal segment, the generalisation that a cluster of

two obstruents contains at least one coronal segment can be upheld.

2.5.4.3. Resolving extrasyllabicity and complex segment 

formation in the coda76

The extrasyllabic segments lose their unsyllabified status in the post-
cyclic component by means of adjunction to the N''-node. Since rule (34)

operates on the onset only, it must be turned into a mirror image rule:

 In order to account for the syllabification of complex words, the EXTRASYL-76

LABICITY REMOVAL RULE and the rule of COMPLEX SEGMENT FORMATION will
be slightly adapted in § 5.1.5.
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(74)

The /s/ + plosive and plosive + /s/ clusters in the coda act as two-

rooted complex segments (see § 2.4.3 and § 2.4.4 above for arguments).
These arguments also hold for -/bz/, as in blabs /blabz/ and dribs /drIbz/,
and -/dz/, as in flads /fladz/ and flods /flodz/. This means that we must
adapt the rule of COMPLEX SEGMENT FORMATION (49) as follows: 

(75)

Rule (75) has four instantiations:
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(76) a.

b.

-/ps/, -/ts/, -/ks/, -/bz/, -/dz/, *-/lz/

c.
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d.

-/sp/, -/st/, -/sk/,-/zb/, -/zd/, *-/zl/

The starred forms in (76) are excluded on independent grounds. The
initial clusters */zb/-, */zd/-, */zl/- ((76)a) violate the FRICATIVE

ONSET FILTER (§ 1.3.2.4), as do the initial clusters */bz/-, */dz/-,
*/lz/- ((76)c), because a form minus its extrasyllabic segments must be
phonotactically well-formed. The final clusters *-/lz/ ((76)b) and *-/zl/
((76)d) violate the /l/-STATEMENT (§ 1.3.2.5). The cluster -/zb/ ((76)d)
does not occur, but words ending in -/b/ have a low frequency anyway. 

In § 2.4.4 above, it has been argued that COMPLEX SEGMENT FOR-

MATION (CSF) precedes (and excludes) the EXTRASYLLABICITY
REMOVAL RULE. We assume both rules to precede SYL-
LABLE-FINAL OBSTRUENT DEVOICING (SFOD), though nothing
crucial hinges on this assumption. Below, a sample derivation of the

words blabs and drids is given:

(77) sample derivation of blabs and drids:

underlying form /blabz/ /drIdz/

ó óSSA (blab) z (drId) z

ó óCSF (bla(bz)) (drI(dz))
SFOD  s  s

OVE p t77

ó óoutput (bla(ps)) (drI(ts))

 OVE is an abbreviation of Obstruent Voice Equation, a general phonological pro-77

cess the result of which is that an obstruent cluster ends up as either voiced or voiceless.
This process is not formalised here.
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2.5.5. The shape of the rhyme

By postulating a rhyme (N') of maximally three X-positions, we account

for the vast majority of the attested rhymes (see also § 2.5.1). In this way,
it is expressed that a short monophthong or a rising diphthong can be

followed by at most two consonants, and a long monophthong or a falling
or centralising diphthong by maximally one, except for extrasyllabic

elements (see also filter (106) below).

Of course, some problematic forms remain:

(78) daalk /da:lk/ 'immediately, at once'
skielk /skiclk/ 'in the near future'

kwealk /kuIclk/ 'scarcely, hardly'
moolk /mo:lk/ 'possibly'
môlke /m]:lkc/ 'milk'
baarch /ba:rã/ 'pig'
bealch /bIclã/ 'trunk, body'

To these we can add those already mentioned in § 2.5.3.3 above:

(79) wâlm 'thick smoke, smother' alaarm 'alarm'
waarm 'warm' swaarm 'swarm'

hoerm 'pet name of goat' earm 'arm; poor'

We may wonder whether the non-coronal consonants /k/, /ã/, and /m/ are
plain extrasyllabic segments here, whether these forms have an ex-

ceptionally long (four-positional) rhyme, or whether there is another
option.

It should be noted that very often a schwa is inserted between the
liquid and the stem-final consonant, so we might opt for the possibility of

a schwa in the underlying form of these words. This was likely, at least
dialectally, for the words ending in -<V{l/r}m>, like those in (79) (see §

2.5.3.3 above). However, the evidence that assignment to the con-
jugational verb class (weak II) and pluralisation (in -s) could give us in

the latter cases is not available for the words in (78), which end in -<lk>,
-<rch>, and -<lch>.

In the first place, generalisation (60) pertains to underived verbal
stems ending in schwa + sonorant consonant, not to those ending in

schwa + /{k/ã}/. The verbs baarg(je) 'to make a mess'  and bealg(je) 'to
toil, to labour; to guzzle, to gorge' are denominative, so they belong to     
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the second weak class irrespective of the phonological shape of the nouns

they derive from.
In the second place, the plural of baarch is baargen, never *baarchs,

whereas bealch, if it can be pluralised at all, has the plural bealgen and
not *bealchs, which seems to argue against an underlying form ending in

-/rcã/ and -/lcã/. This may, however, be explainable on independent
grounds. All forms, be they complex or simplex, ending in the sequence

-/cã/ belong to the category adjective. There is also a very productive
adjectivising suffix -ich (-/cã/). So, the following generalisation over the

entire Frisian lexicon can be formulated:

(80) A form ending in the sequence -/cã/ belongs to the category
adjective

On the strength of this generalisation, it is impossible for the nouns
baarch and bealch to be /ba:rcã/ and /bIclcã/ underlyingly, which, in its
turn, explains the absence of the -s-plural. When they are realised with
schwa, as [ba:rcx] and [bI.clcx], this must result from schwa-epenthesis,
which is a post-lexical process (see § 4.2.5).

We will consider -/ã/ to remain extrasyllabic in these two cases,

ó ù ó ùresulting in the intermediate representations ((ba:r) ã)  and ((bIcl) ã) ,
the more so since baarch and bealch minus -/ã/ are well-formed phono-
logical forms. It should be noted that in some dialects, including our own,

baarch has a short monophthong (/barã/).
The adverbs daalk, skielk, kwealk, and moolk cannot be pluralised,

whereas the material noun môlk(e) cannot either. This means that there is
no problem in assuming them to end in the sequence -/lck/ at the

underlying level. In this connection, it should be noted that the adverbs at
hand are (contracted and) reduced variants of forms which contain the
adjectivising suffix -(e)lik (-/(c)lck/): daalk derives from dade+lik, skielk
from skie+lik, kwealk from kwea+lik, and moolk from moog+lik.  Since78

-/k/ need not be considered extrasyllabic when we assume an underlying
schwa, we opt for the latter, reasoning away a problematic rhyme. In

some dialects, including our own, another solution was reached, at least
for the forms skielk and môlke, in that they have acquired or retained a

short monophthong, hence a tripositional rhyme (/skilk/ and /m]lkc/).
This leaves the above words ending in -<VVrm> and -<VVlm>, viz.

alaarm, waarm, swaarm, earm, hoerm, and wâlm. Of these, the adjective
waarm and the nouns alaarm and hoerm are never pluralised. The nouns

 The adverb mooglik has the variant mûglik /mu:ã+lck/, which has contracted to78

mûlk /mulk/, with a short monophthong.
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swaarm, earm, and wâlm have a plural in -en or in -s, according to

dialect. We will, therefore, assume them to end in -/{r/l}cm/ in one
dialect and in -/{r/l}m/ in the other. In the latter, we will take it that they

have an exceptionally long, four-positional rhyme, because the sonorant
consonant /m/ is not likely to be extrasyllabic. It should be noted that

they all, with the notable exception of the adjective waarm, have variants
with a short monophthong: sw{a/e}rm occurs alongside swaarm,

al{a/e}rm alongside alaarm, harm alongside hoerm, and walm alongside
wâlm, whereas earm is either /Icr(c)m/ (realised with a (long)

centralising diphthong) or /ier(c)m/ (realised with a (short) rising diph-
thong).

As expected, for a fair amount of words, extrasyllabicity accounts for the

fourth rhyme element, as in the following examples:79

(81) deimt /daimt/ 'half a hectare'80

mient /micnt/ 'starting line'
koerts /kucts/ 'course'
pleats /plIcts/ 'farm'

treant /trIcnt/ 'bumblebee'
boats /bocts/ 'tub, barrel'
oant /ocnt/ 'till, until'
(n)oait /(n)o:it/ '(n)ever'

feint /faint/ 'servant; boyfriend; mate'
laits(je) /laits/ 'to laugh'

smeits(je) /smaits/ 'to taste'
elts /elts/ 'each, every; everyone'

kwelts (rinne) /kuelts/ '(to walk) with a limp'
Drylts /drilts/ 'place name'
hoants /vuants/ 'ruff; fighting cock'
muonts /muonts/ 'monk'

weind /vaind/ 'headland'
eand /Icnd/ 'with young, bearing (of ewe)'

naald /na:ld/ 'ridge, crest, peak'

 The words eangst 'fear', heaks 'squared, hooked', and bekaaid (útkomme) 'to come79

off badly, to get the thick end of the stick', are left out here, since they are complex words,
at least diachronically: eang+st, heak+s, and be+kaai+d.

 deimt is a contracted form of the compound deimêd /dai#me:d/ 'day # area that80

must be mowed, lit.: the area one is able to mow in one day with the scythe'. The
heterorganic final cluster -/mt/ reflects the former complexity.
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It is exclusively /d/, /s/, /t/, or a combination of the latter two, that are in-

volved (see below for words ending in /z/). Subtracting the extrasyllabic
segments from these forms results in well-formed phonological forms, as

expected.
There are, however, quite a few underived words ending in -/ft/ and

-/st/ preceded by a long monophthong/centralising diphthong or by the
sequence short vocoid + /l/, see the following examples:81

(82) keeft /ke:ft/ 'type of cupboard'

seaft /sIcft/ 'soft'
sêft /se:ft/ 'idem'

krêft /kre:ft/ 'strength, power'
taast /ta:st/ 'touch; fingermark; grasp'

beest /be:st/ 'animal; beast'
iest /icst/ '(drying-)kiln'
east /Icst/ 'east(erly)'
least /lIcst/ 'last; footmark'
treast /trIcst/ 'comfort, consolation'
mêst /me:st/ 'mast'

dwêst(e) /due:st/ 'to extinguish; to quench'
rêst /re:st/ 'rest; (peace and) quiet'
oast /ocst/ 'gnarl, knur(r)'
felst /felst/ 'bog ore'82

hulst /hölst/ 'holly, itex'
ri{m/n}fel /rI{m/n}f(cl)/ 'wrinkle'

(sk)ro{m/n}fel /(sk)ro{m/n}f(cl)/ 'idem'

Subtracting extrasyllabic /t/ from these words does not yield a well-
formed phonological form.

There are three possible ways of analysing these words. First, as to
those which end in -/st/, we might assume the latter sequence to con-

stitute a complex segment at the underlying level, a case of prelinking.
Second, we might assume that the above forms end in -/vt/ and -/zt/,

which are turned into the surface sequences -[ft] and -[st] later on in the
derivation. The fact that this also occurs in inflected verbs, like hy draaft

/dra:v+t/ [dra:ft] 'he runs', hy raast /ra:z+t/ [ra:st] 'he shouts', and hy
draacht /dra:ã+t/ [dra:xt] 'he carries; he is carrying; it suppurates,
discharges' might lend some support to this analysis. Third, we might

 -/xt/ is not preceded by a long sequence at the underlying level.81

 The form fels /felz/ also occurs.82
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assume that -/ft/ and -/st/ are preceded by an underlying short monoph-

thong, which is lengthened later on in the derivation (though this will not
do for felst and hulst).

None of these analyses, however, is satisfactory. As to the first one, in
§ 2.5.4.2 above some general objections were raised against treating the

clusters -/sp/ (as in gasp) and -/sk/ (as in fisk) as underlying complex
segments, which mutatis mutandis also hold for the cases at hand. Be-

sides, this analysis would only pertain to the forms ending in -/st/, not to
those ending in -/ft/. The second analysis has the drawback that we are

forced to set up an obstruent cluster the members of which do not agree
as to the feature [voice], a type of cluster that is never met with in

simplex words. A drawback of the third analysis is that the lengthening
rule is 'unnatural', the monophthong in question preceding an obstruent

cluster. The second and third analysis, moreover, postulate voiced frica-
tives or short monophthongs which never show up in whatever surface
form, so both options necessitate absolute neutralisation. This leads us to
the conclusion that these forms must be looked upon as plainly excep-
tional in this respect. It should be noted that in some dialects krêft and
sêft have the short vocoid /e/ underlyingly.

But there are more problematic forms (cf. (52)c above):

(83) aalst /a:lst/ 'absinthe'83

laaits(je) /la:its/ 'to laugh'

maaits /ma:its/ 'maggot, grub(worm)'
skraaits /skra:its/ 'long-tailed skua; tall and scrawny

person'
boaits /bo:its/ 'tub, barrel'

loaits /lo:its/ 'look (in one's eyes)'
ploaits(je) /plo:its/ 'to pick, to pluck'
koaits(je) /ko:its/ 'to cook'
tsjoeits /tsiu:its/ 'call for chasing chickens'

Here, both /t/ and /s/ are outside of the regular tripositional rhyme. The

same holds for a few forms ending in the obstruent sequence -/{k/p}st/:

 The form aals /a:ls/ also occurs.83
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(84) takst /takst/ 'regular, habitula quantity'84

drekst /drekst/ 'immediately, at once'85

tekst /tekst/ 'text'

gewikst /lcvIkst/ 'shrewed, smart; robust, sturdy'
gewykst /lcvikst/ 'idem'

gewûpst /lcvupst/ 'robust, sturdy'

When the tripositional rhyme ends in a sonorant segment, as in the
examples in (83), the cluster -/ts/ is strongly preferred over -/st/ (the latter

actually only occurring in aalst). This may be due to the fact that
fricatives have a greater inherent sonority than plosives (see the SO-

NORITY SCALE in (14) above), though all obstruents have one and the
same sonority rank in initial syllabification (see (15) above). The cluster

-/ts/, on the other hand, is impossible when the tripositional rhyme ends
in a voiceless plosive, witness the examples in (84); this may be ascribed
to the general requirement on clusters that its members preferably not
agree in continuancy (see § 2.3.4.1 and § 2.5.4 above). This requirement,
thus, appears to be stronger than the SONORITY SEQUENCING
PRINCIPLE (13).

Note that these forms should be prohibited by the PERIPHERALITY
CONDITION, since they contain two adjacent extrasyllabic segments.
Assuming -/ts/ and -/st/ to be complex segments at the underlying level
would deliver us from the peripherality problem, but at the same time

saddle us with other problems, as noted above. For one thing, plural
forms like maaitsen and teksten can be realised with word-final syllabic

-[n1 ]. This implies that, prior to schwa-deletion, these forms must be

ó ó ù ó ó ùsyllabified as ((ma:jt) (scn) )  and ((teks) (tcn) ) , since a syllabic con-

sonant requires an onset. This, in turn, entails that -/ts/ and -/st/ cannot be
underlying complex segments, because lexical prelinking cannot be made
undone. So, we will opt for the cluster analysis.86

Yet, two things should be noted. First, schwa-epenthesis is impossible

in these forms: maaits and tekst cannot be realised as *[ma:jtcs] and
*[teksct]. Second, the rule of degemination applies in cases like the

following:

 The form taks /taks/ also occurs.84

 The forms drekt /drekt/ and dreks /dreks/ also occur.85

 The PERIPHERALITY CONDITION can be invoked in excluding initial clusters86

like /tsl/-, /skn/-, /tsp/-, and /tsk/- (see the end of § 2.4.4 above). So we may wonder whether
we are on to another onset-coda asymmetry here.
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(85) wêr kaamsto dy skraaits tsjin [ts]

'where did you meet that tall and scrawny person'

wêr sjochsto dy tekst stean [st]
'where do you see that text (standing)'

Both are an indication that -/ts/ and -/st/ are a complex segment at the

post-lexical level, where words meet in syntax.
Now, the question is how these complex segments are formed, which

is related to the question of how these forms are syllabified. Let us take
the forms maaits and tekst again. After initial syllabification, they have

ó ù ó ùthe intermediate structure ((ma:j) ts)  and ((tek) st) . It is only the outer
extrasyllabic segments that can be incorporated into the syllable by the

EXTRASYLLABICITY REMOVAL RULE (74). This yields the
following intermediate structures:

(86)  a.

b.

Stray -/t/- and -/s/- are not deleted. In § 5.1.5, we will argue that the

MELODY PARAMETER has been set to the value 'on' in Frisian, which
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means that melodic material is maintained, in spite of violation of

constraints on initial syllabification. In the case at hand, prosodic
licensing of -/t/- and -/s/- is achieved through an overapplication of the

rule of COMPLEX SEGMENT FORMATION (75), by which the
sequences -/ts/ in maaits and -/st/ in tekst are turned into complex

segments. This results in the following structures:

(87) a. 

b.

Like all complex segments, -/ts/ and -/st/ cannot be split by epenthesis,

whereas they can participate in degemination.87

It can hardly be coincidental that only -/ts/ and -/st/ can follow a

tripositional rhyme and a rhyme ending in an obstruent. They consist of
/s/ and /t/, the extrasyllabic segments par excellence (see the end of §

2.3.4.1 above). The only problematical case in this respect we can think
of is the loan word gotsp(e) /l]tsp(c)/ 'chutzpah'.

 In case of a single extrasyllabic obstruent, the rule of COMPLEX SEGMENT87

FORMATION bleeds the EXTRASYLLABICITY REMOVAL RULE (see § 2.4.4). When
two such obstruents are involved, the latter applies in a regular way, the former only
irregularly, i.e. through overapplication.
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Words which systematically exhibit extrasyllabicity are those with a

rhyme of the shape -/V:n{s/z}/ or -/V:ns{t/k}/, as in the following
examples:

(88) kâns /k]:ns/ 'chance'

ûns /u:nz/ 'hectogramme'
winsk /ve:nsk/ 'wish'

winst /ve:nst/ 'profit; gain; victory'
hynst /hi:nst/ 'stallion'

Due to nasalisation, /n/ never reaches the surface, where these forms have

a nasalised vowel. The sequences -/sk/ and -/st/ cannot be considered as
underlying complex segments, for by now familiar reasons. We assume

them to be derived as such as in the cases of maaits and tekst above.

We conclude that the universally available option of extrasyllabicity en-
ables us to maintain a (word-final) rhyme of maximally three X-
positions. We have to allow for no more than a few exceptions to it.

2.6. Pansyllabic constraints

In what precedes, we have considered the phonotactic possibilities of the

onset and the rhyme, the implicit assumption being that the total set of
possible syllables in Frisian is "obtained by combining every possible

onset with every possible rime" (Kaye & Lowenstamm (1981:294)).
However, there are constraints on the co-occurrence of segments in

Frisian which seem to pertain to the syllable as a whole. Such constraints,
which thus span syllabic constituents, are dubbed 'pansyllabic constraints'
by Cairns (1988:229). As to their function, he asserts that they "tend to
limit recurrences of the same or similar segment within the syllable."  If88

these constraints turn out to be really pansyllabic, they challenge the
assertion in Blevins (1995:235, footnote 8) that "while syllable-internal

feature co-occurrence constraints could provide potential evidence for the
syllable as a phonological constituent, there are few convincing cases of

such constraints". In this section, we will review whether such constraints
do exist in Frisian and whether they really are pansyllabic.

 Cf. also Vennemann (1988:11-12).88
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We have been able to find five such constraints.  Beforehand, it should89

be noted that we have to do with strong tendencies here rather than with
exceptionless constraints. We will proceed from the more specific

constraints to the more general ones.
In the first place, the lateral liquid /l/ cannot flank both sides of a long

monophthong or falling or centralising diphthong (cf. Booij (1995:43) for
Dutch). This can be formalised as follows:

(89) * /lVVl/

So, lel /lel/ 'lobe, gill, wattle; slut, tart', lil(je) /lIl/ 'to quiver, to palpitate',

lyl(je) /lil/ 'to lilt, to croon', flal(je) /fl]l/ 'flail', and lul /löl/ 'prick, cock'
are possible, whereas *lêl /le:l/ and *liil /li:l/ are not. Exceptions are

leel(je) /le:l/ 'lily', lôl(je) /l]:l/ 'to have fun', and the variant forms
denoting 'flail', i.e. fleale or flealje /flIcl/, fleil or fleilje /flail/, and flaalje
/fla:l/.

In the second place, the non-lateral liquid /r/ cannot flank a short
monophthong on either side (cf. Booij (1995:43) for Dutch). It is a
well-known fact that /r/ is preferably preceded by long vocalic

sequences. The constraint can be formalised as follows:

ó(90) * (rVr)

This constraint expresses the fact that raar /ra:r/ 'odd, strange, queer',
rear(e) /rIcr/ 'to stir', rier /ricr/ 'heifer', skroar /skrocr/ 'tailor, clothier',

roer /rucr/ 'rudder', treur(je) /tröcr/ 'to sorrow, to mourn' are possible,
whereas *rar /rar/, *rir /rIr/, *ryr /rir/ etc. are not.  An exception is90

found in the interjection (wild oath) harrekrarre /harckrarc/ 'ugh!'. The
fact that /r/ can flank (short) rising diphthongs, as in beruor(je) /bcruor/
'to arrange, to fix (up)' and (adapted) loan words ending in -ear(je)
(-/ier/), like orear(je) /o:rier/ 'to orate, to declaim' and kastrearje

 Cf. Cairns (1988:229-231) and Davis (1991) for similar constraints pertaining to89

English and Booij (1995:42-47) as regards Dutch.

 The short monophthong /i/ and the consonant /r/ cannot co-occur in the syllable90

rhyme (Veenstra (1989:63-64)). Now, the non-native negative prefix yn- (/in/-) has the
allomorph yr- (/ir/-), as in yrreëel 'unreal, imaginary' and yrrelevant 'irrelevant'. Affixes,
however, enter morphology unsyllabified (see § 5.1.4). Besides, yr- only precedes words
beginning with /r/-. The cluster -/r+r/- which results from prefixation, is subjected to
degemination after the derived form as a whole has been syllabified. The above words,

ó ó ó ó ó ó ótherefore, show up as (i) (ri) (je:l)  and (i) (rI) (lc) (f]nt) . These syllabifications also show
that in Frisian a syllable can end in a short vowel (see also § 2.7.3 below).
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/kastrier/ 'to castrate', is an indication that a rising diphthong consists of

two components at the segmental level.
Constraint (90) has repercussions for the realisation of complex words

and combinations of host word + clitic, and for the operation of
phonological rules. First, between a stem ending in -/{n/l}/ and the

suffixes -er (-/cr/) (agent noun and comparative), -erich (-/crcã/) (mainly
deverbal adjectives), and -erij (-/crei/) (mainly deverbal nouns), [d] is

optionally inserted. So, the agent noun of the verbs rinn(e) /rIn/ 'to walk'
and sil(e) /sil/ 'to sail, to yacht' is either rinner/siler or rinder/sylder, the

comparative of the adjectives giel /licl/ 'yellow' and brún /bryn/ 'brown'
is either gieler/bruner or gielder/brúnder, whereas both the adjectives

gûlerich/gûlderich 'tearful' and omfleanerich/ omfleanderich 'hurried,
hectic' and both the nouns gûlerij/gûlderij 'crying' and

omfleanerij/omfleanderij 'act of hurrying, bustling (about)' can be derived
from the verbs gûl(e) /lu:l/ 'to cry' and omflean(e) /om#flIcn/ 'to hurry, to
bustle (about)'. Second, there is the following, comparable case: if the
third singular person preterite form of a strong/irregular verb ending in
-/{n/l}/ is followed by the clitic form of the third singular person
masculine personal pronoun, both allomorphs of the latter, i.e. er /cr/ and

der /dcr/, can be used, witness the following examples (see Visser
(1988b:186-187)):

(91) dêr foel er/der dea del

'there fell he dead down'

dat fûn er/der dêr
'that found he there'

This [d]-insertion, however, is obligatory when the stem ends in -/r/ (see
Booij (1995:73-74) as to the same phenomenon in Dutch). So, the agent
noun of hier(e) /hicr/ 'to hire, to rent, to lease' is hierder/*hierer 'tenant,

renter, hirer', the comparative of djoer /diucr/ 'expensive, costly' is
djoerder/*djoerer, whereas the adjective tsierderich/*tsiererich 'quarrel-

some' and the noun tsierderij/*tsiererij 'arguing, quarrelling' can be de-
rived from the verb tsier(e) /tsicr/ 'to quarrel'. The same holds for the

cliticisation case: when the verb form ends in -/r/, only the allomorph der
is possible:

(92) sa fear der/*er fuort

'so sailed he away'
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sok iten sear der/*er altyd

'such food cooked he always'

Deletion  of /r/ preceding  [d] is obligatory as well, so only the sequence
-[dcr]- remains: hierder [hi.cdr1], djoerder [dju.cdr1],  tsierderich91

[tsi.cdcrcx], tsierderij [tsi.cdcrej], fear der  [fI.cdr1] and sear der
[sI.cdr1]. Since [d] is inserted before more than one suffix and in

phonological words consisting of a host word and a clitic, this insertion
can be described in purely phonological terms. That is why we opt for a

phonological solution here rather than for one of allomorphy (the latter is
suggested for Dutch in Van Oostendorp (1995:149)). Third, [d] can

(could) turn into [r] (/r/) when following a stressed and preceding an
unstressed vowel, which gives (gave) rise to a great deal of dialectal

variation. This process is termed [d]-rhotacism (see Veenstra (1989) for a
detailed analysis). So, wurd(e) /vöd/ 'to become' and hâld(e) /h]:d/ 'to
hold, to keep' could become wurr(e) /vör/ and hâr(e) /h]:r/, as in our
dialect. But, though the verbs biede /bicd/ 'to offer' and siede /sicd/ 'to
boil; to cook' could become bier(e) /bicr/ and sier(e) /sicr/ dialectally,
the agent nouns bieder /bicd+cr/ 'bidder' and (iten)sieder /(itcn#)-

sicd+cr/ 'who does the cooking' could not become *bierer and *(iten)-
sierer. According to Veenstra (1989:59), this is a structural matter: the
impossibility of [d]-rhotacism in these cases links up with the non-
occurrence of the sequence */rcr/. A revealing example is the noun

ljedder /liedcr/ 'ladder; scale', which has the dialectal variant ljedde
/liedc/. Whereas the form *ljerrer (from ljedder) does not occur, the

form ljerre (from ljedde) does. In sum, constraint (90), the rule inserting
[d], and the ill-formedness of [d]-rhothacism 'conspire' here in avoiding

ó(rcr) .
In the third place, a syllable is less likely to both begin with and end in

a complex segment (see Cairns (1988:229) for a comparable observation
as regards English). The following filter expresses this ('P' = voiceless

plosive):

(93) * / (sP)(X)V(X) (sP)/& &

There are some exceptions, viz. strips 'beating, licking', stryps 'idem',
skeats 'kind of trestle (used in a shipbuilding yard)', spats 'fuss,

 According to Sytstra & Hof (1925:62), adjectives ending in -/cr/, like suver91

/sy:vcr/ 'pure' and tsjuster /tsiöstcr/ 'dark', retain -/r/- in the comparative, viz. suverder and
tsjusterder. If -/r/- is syllabic here, it cannot delete (see § 6.4.4.1); if it cannot be syllabic,
as in suverder in our dialect, it is not realised.
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ostentation', skets 'sketch', speets 'spear', skra(a)its 'long-tailed skua; tall

and scrawny person', tsjoe(i)ts 'call for chasing chickens', spits 'pointed,
sharp; bitter(ly) cold', (op 'e) skots '(on the) shoulder'. It strikes one that

in these cases /s/ must occur at the outer edges, so forms like *strisp,
*skeast, *speest, and *skost are not attested. This may be ascribed to the

greater inherent sonority of the fricative (see also the previous section).
Constraint (93) pertains to the lexical level. It does not hold for complex

words, where the suffixes -sk (-/sk/) and -s (-/s/) supply a lot of forms
with two complex segments, as skobsk /skob+sk/ 'greedy, piggish',

spuonsk /spuon+sk/ 'grumpy, testy', stúmsk /stym+sk/ 'sulky, peevish',
skeetsk /ske:t+sk/ 'scornful, sneering', skrousk /skr]u+sk/ 'shivery, chilly',

streks /strek+s/ 'stretching', (heal#)stôks /(iel#)st]:k+s/ 'half- mast', and
(grut#)skyps /(lröt#)skip+s/ 'large-scale'.

In the fourth place, identical consonants are not likely to flank a short
vocoid on either side when the left-hand consonant is part of an onset
cluster (cf. Cairns (1988:229-230) and Davis (1991:56-58) as to English
and Booij (1995:46) as to Dutch):

i i(94) * /CC VC /

So, forms like kak /kak/ 'shit, crap', ninn(e) /nIn/ 'to nurse (of a baby)',
mem /mem/ 'mother; tit, boob', and lel /lel/ 'lobe, gill, wattle; slut, tart' are
possible, whereas *skak, *snin, *knin, *gnin, *smem, *blel, *plel, *klel,

*glel, *flel, and *slel are not. There are some exceptions: flal(je)
/fl]l(ic)/ 'flail', skek /skek/ 'gliding stride (skating)', skik /skIk/ 'shape,

form', skok /sk]k/ 'shock', stut /stöt/ 'shore, strut', stút /styt/ 'tailbone;
elongated roll', and knyn /knin/ 'rabbit'.

In the fifth place, the vocoid schwa cannot be flanked on either side by
identical consonants (see also Van Oostendorp (1995:148-149)):

i i(95) * /C cC /

We know of two exceptions, viz. binnen /bIncn/ 'inside' and linnen

/lIncn/ 'linen'.  Due to the suffix -en (-/cn/), with which, among other92

things, plurals and material adjectives are derived from nouns, the

sequence -/ncn/ is quite frequent in complex words, as in the plurals
hannen /h]:n+cn/ 'hands' and hûnen /hun+cn/ 'dogs', and the adjectives
stiennen /stiIn+cn/ 'stone' and tinnen /tIn+cn/ 'tin'. For Dutch, this is also
observed by Van Oostendorp (1995:149), who wonders why "-n+cn

sequences are freely allowed, whereas -r+cr are blocked." The latter is to

 The surname Schurer /skycrcr/ is an exception as well.92
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óbe explained by the fact that constraint (90) prohibits (rcr)  as well, so

that this sequence is doubly banned.93

Schwa is a virtually unspecified vocoid (see § 1.3.1.3). This means

that consonants flanking it are adjacent with respect to most phonological
features. The OCP induces tautomorphemic identical adjacent segments

to be represented as one melody linked to two X-slots. Such a
representation for consonants is impossible in the case at hand. First,

Frisian has no geminate consonants (unlike long monophthongs). Second,
we assume the following ADJACENCY CONDITION ON LINKING to

hold (postulated in Booij (1995:128)):

(96) ADJACENCY CONDITION ON LINKING
Consonants that share their melodic specifications partially

or wholly must be adjacent on the X-tier

i iIn C cC -sequences, the identical consonants are not adjacent on the
X-tier, because schwa, which does have a root node, separates them.

i iSince a consonant must have a place node, the sequence C cC  must,
thus, be represented as follows:

(97)

 The complex words klanderer 'calenderer',  plonderer 'plunderer,  looter', plun-93

derer 'plunderer, looter', tsjinstwegerer 'conscientious objector', woekerer 'usurer', kankerer
'grouser, grumbler', and meifarrer 'he who sails along' (Dykstra, Reitsma & Visser
(1992:378)), all of which end in -/r+cr/, strike us as very odd.

Constraint (95) seems to be violated in the words pampses 'fat belly; fatty, fatso',
soksis 'duffer', and moksis 'idem'. In Hoekstra (forthcoming), however, these are assumed
to contain the suffix -{e/i}s (-/cs/), which is also found in stultes 'surly, stern person' (from
and alongside stult 'surly, stern'), sleaukes 'thoughtless, listless, dull person' (cf. the
diminutive sleauke /slio:+kc/ 'thoughtless, listless, dull person', derived from sleau
'thoughtless, careless, listless'), and nepes 'miser, niggard' (alongside nepert /ne:p+ct/
'idem'). The form pampses is related to the verb pamp(e) 'to gorge, stuff', whereas soksis
and moksis are only formally complex, as are loebes 'boor, lout', kwibus 'joker, weirdo',
hummes 'thingummy, what's-his-name', and mukkes 'idem'. The adjective dopses 'napped
(of textile)' is also derived (from dop 'burl'), cf. streekjes 'striped (of textile)' (from streek(je)
'(little) stripe') and hokjes 'chequered' (from hok(je) '(little) check'). The exceptionality of
the interjections (a)jasses, and harrejasses 'yuk!, ugh!' is not surprising. In loan words like
syntaksis 'syntax' and malaksis 'name of a plant', schwa in -[scs] can be assumed to derive
from the full vowel /I/.
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This representation constitutes an OCP-violation at most featural levels.

We contend that this explains filter (95), i.e. the impossibility of identical
consonants to flank schwa on either side.

Constraints (89), (90), (93), (94), and (95) above are formulated as purely

linear and segmental, as we do with filters in general. If it can be made
plausible that they pertain to the syllable, they really are (pansyllabic)

SYLLABLE STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS (SSCs). If, on the other
hand, they pertain to the underlying form of morphemes, we have to do

with MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS (MSCs).
Constraint (93) pertains to the underlying level, because it is easily

violated in complex words, hence it is an MSC. It should be noted that
complex segments are not present as such at the underlying level, but that

/s/ and the voiceless plosives do form an integral part of the morphemes
they occur in. Constraints (94) and (95) hold for the underlying level as
well. The former, since it also pertains to forms which contain
unsyllabifiable, extrasyllabic segments. The latter, since it is abundantly
violated in complex words. Constraints (93), (94) and (95) have lexical
exceptions, so they must be regarded as MSCs on this ground as well.

The latter also holds for constraint (89). This leaves constraint (90). Not
only does it pertain to the underlying level, it also holds for complex
words and for combinations of host word + clitic; moreover, it has the
ability to filter out the outcome of the operation of phonological rules.

This means that it is 'surface true', hence that it is an SSC, as such
providing independent evidence for the notion syllable. All in all, there

appear to be far more 'panmorphemic' than pansyllabic constraints. Of
course, the former are easily (mis)taken for the latter, since a free

morpheme in Frisian virtually always corresponds to a surface syllable.

Cairns (1988:230) must be credited for raising the issue of the status of
pansyllabic constraints in phonology. He thinks that they are largely in

peripheral components of the phonology and that they are not "analysable
into implicational universals." They represent "arbitrarily institutional-

ised forms" of constraints, by means of which children restrict their
lexicons. The latter is corroborated by recent research on language

acquisition. In chapter 5 of Levelt (1994), it is investigated how young
children acquire place of articulation features when learning Dutch.
There appear to be different subsequent stages. Initially, only the un-
divided unit WORD is available for specification. As a result, all conso-

nants and vowels have the same place of articulation. After that, WORD
is segmentalised in a step by step fashion: first the left edge, then the

peak, and finally the right edge become available for place specification.
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Two edge constraints determine the children's outputs for quite some

time: 1) a ban on the specification 'dorsal' at the left edge; 2) a special
bond between the specification 'labial' and the left edge. This means that

these young children employ a technique of constraining their lexicon, at
least for some time, which resembles that of the constraints we have dis-

cussed in this section, in that they rule out "recurrences of the same or
similar segment" (Cairns (1988:229)).

2.7. Back to the SSA

In this section, we return to our tentative SSA (10). As has become clear
already, it must be extended in order to be able to provide for the

syllabification of many simplex words. This is what we will do in § 2.7.1.
Because the extended SSA appears to overgenerate as regards the
desirable rhyme types, we formulate a supplementary RHYME FILTER,
which is the topic of § 2.7.2. The following section is devoted to words
ending in a short monophthong, which are quite common in Frisian (as
opposed to Dutch). In the final section, we investigate whether the

alleged universality of the maximal [VX]-rhyme can be maintained in the
face of the Frisian facts.

2.7.1. Extension of the SSA

Our tentative SSA (10) is repeated here as (98) for convenience:

(98) SSA for Frisian (tentative)

a. N-PROJECTION (7)
b. CV-RULE (8)

c. CODA-RULE (9)

SSA (98) maximally yields the syllable in (12), repeated here as (99):
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(99)

Since in Frisian both the COMPLEX ONSET PARAMETER (2)c and
the COMPLEX CODA PARAMETER (2)e have been set to the marked

value, both complex onsets and complex codas are allowed for. This
means that two extra, language-specific rules are needed, namely the

COMPLEX ONSET RULE and the COMPLEX CODA RULE:

(100) a.

b.

These rules adjoin an extra X to the onset and the rhyme, respectively. In
this way, syllable structure is kept binary branching. By incorporating

rule (100)a and (100)b into (98), we arrive at the following SSA:94

 In § 6.4.3, the rule of EXTENDED N-PROJECTION will be added.94
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(101) SSA for Frisian

a. N-PROJECTION (7)

b. CV-RULE (8)
c. COMPLEX ONSET RULE (100)a

d. CODA-RULE (9)
e. COMPLEX CODA RULE (100)b

f. EXTRASYLLABICITY REMOVAL RULE (74)

This algorithm functions as an anywhere rule. The first five rules of it
apply at the level of initial syllabification, the last one only applies post-

cyclically. (Complex) onsets are created before (complex) codas. This is
in line with the MAXIMAL ONSET PRINCIPLE, which states that,

when there is a choice, that syllabification is to be preferred by which the
onset is maximised.  The CV-RULE has the power to resyllabify a95

segment from the coda of the preceding into the onset of the following
syllable. SSA (101), minus the last rule, yields the maximal syllable
depicted in (102):

(102)

2.7.2. The rhyme filter

We need the COMPLEX CODA RULE (100)b here, since we have re-
stricted ourselves to monosyllabic words, which have the extra possi-
bilities of the outermost syllables of the phonological word. As to word-

 The  MAXIMAL  ONSET  PRINCIPLE  is also called the  MINIMAL CODA 95

PRINCIPLE and the OPEN SYLLABLE PRINCIPLE.
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internal syllables, an SSA consisting of the first four rules of (101),

which maximally yields a CCVX-syllable, will do.
The rule of N-PROJECTION (7) not only projects a short monoph-

thong into a syllable, but also a long monophthong or a sequence of two
short monophthongs (yielding a diphthong, see chapter 3). This leads to

the nucleus types in (103):

(103) a.

b.      

SSA (101), therefore, generates six rhyme types:96

(104) a.

b.

 Nine, as a matter of fact,  but we refrain here from the difference between long96

monophthongs on the one hand and falling or centralising diphthongs on the other.
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c.

d.       

e.

f.      

When we collapse the rhymes of (104), we arrive at the following two
rhyme types:
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(105) a.

b.           

Ideally, SSA (101) would generate a rhyme of maximally three
X-positions. But it does not. It is the maximal expansion of (105)b
(=(104)f) that must be excluded.

When we would have taken a template-based approach to syllabi-

fication, there would be no problem: the template would allow for three
rhyme positions, hence a word with four potential rhyme segments could

not be matched. The problem within our rule-based approach is that the
SSA is perfectly able to generate rhyme type (104)f, which result must,

however, be ruled out. In other words, the COMPLEX CODA RULE
(100)b ought not to operate, after N-PROJECTION (7) has derived a
long vowel or a falling or centralising diphthong.

To tackle this problem, we see two available options: 1) to let the SSA

(over)generate freely and have the outcome filtered; 2) to make rule
(100)b more complex, i.e. to extend its Structural Description, so as to

make sure that a complex coda is created after a monopositional nucleus
only. The latter option forces us to include a rule into the SSA which is

of a much greater complexity than the others. That is why we do not
choose it. In § 2.2.3 above, we assumed that the output of the SSA is
checked by filters, since this keeps the syllabification procedure itself as
simple as possible. This leads us to posit the following RHYME

FILTER:
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(106)

The left-most X of (106) is redundantly associated to a [+voc] segment.

According to the EDGE EFFECT PARAMETER (2)f, languages may
or may not allow for something 'extra' at the edges of the syllabification

domain, the phonological word. In Frisian, this parameter has been set to
the marked value. There are only a few instances of the baarch- and
waarm-type, but quite a few of the feint-type, though both exceed the
maximally tripositional rhyme which (106) allows for. It is only in the
latter case, however, that extrasyllabicity provides an explanation for the
extra consonant. Filter (106), thus, expresses a generalisation over the

make-up of the regular Frisian rhyme.

2.7.3. Word-final short monophthongs

It has often been observed that rhyme type (104)a is not likely to occur at

the end of a phonological word, since syllables tend to be longer
word-finally than word-internally. Though this difference in duration

may, to a smaller or greater degree, be phonetic in nature, it might lead
us to postulate the following SHORT VOWEL FILTER:97

(107) SHORT VOWEL FILTER

N ù*...[X] )

In Frisian, however, there are quite a few classes of exceptions to (107):

 A rhyme which consists of a single vocoid can only arise through an instantiation97

of the unmarked value of both the COMPLEX NUCLEUS PARAMETER (2)a and the
CODA PARAMETER (2)d. Both parameters have been set to the marked value in Frisian,
which, however, implies the unmarked one. This means that filter (107) cannot be derived
from these parameter settings.
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(108) classes of exceptions to the SHORT VOWEL FILTER

a. the adverbs sa /sa/ 'so', doe /du/ 'then', withoe /vIt(h)u/

'very', rju /riö/ 'idem';
b. the prepositions ta /ta/ 'to(wards)', by /bi/ 'at, by';

c. the pronouns hja /ia/ 'she; they', dy /di/ 'you (object form);
that (one), those (ones)',  hy /hi/ 'he', my /mi/ 'me', sy /si/98

'she; they', wy /vi/ 'we', ju /iö/ 'you (vocative)', hju /iö/ 'she;
they', dû /du/ 'you (subject form)';

d. the interjections  (a)ba /(a)ba/, akke(le)ba /akc(lc)ba/, fa99

/fa/, (a)ha /(a)ha/, haha /haha/, ja /ia/, tsja /tsia/, hela /he:la/,

heila /heila/, huila /h�yla/, hyla /hila/, alla /ala/, hilla /hIla/,
hola /ho:la/, hoepla /hupla/, heula /hö:la/, na /na/, sa /sa/,

hupsasa /höpsasa/, sjesa /sicsa/, sisa /sisa/, hoepsa /hupsa/,
hopsa /hopsa/, husa /hysa/, hè /he/, boe /bu/, oedoe /udu/,
tsjoe /tsiu/, (h)amoe /(h)amu/, poe /pu/, toe /tu/, hi /hi/, mieri
/micri/, gadferdarry /xatfcrdari/, harry-karry /harikari/, no
/n]/, ju /jö/, hú /hy/, jú /iy/, tjú /tiy/, ûdû /udu/;100

e. the native nouns oedoe /udu/ 'boor, churl', oehoe /uhu/ 'eagle

owl', lju /liö/ 'people, folk', and nju /niö/ 'pleasure, delight';
f. the loan words (nouns) ending in 1) unstressed or secon-

darily stressed -/a/, for instance aginda /alinda/ 'diary;

Nagenda', aria /a:r(i) a/ 'aria',  skema /ske:ma/ 'scheme',101

proaza /procza/ 'prose'; 2) in stressed -/i/, for instance bio-

Ngrafy /b(i) o:lrafi/ 'biography', fonology /fo:no:lo:li/

'phonology', botany /bo:tani/ 'botany', teory /te:o:ri/ 'theory',
yndustry /indöstri/ 'industry'; 3) in unstressed -/i/, for in-

stance kaly /ka:li/ 'potash', bamy /ba:mi/ 'chow mein', taksy
/taksi/ 'taxi', akademy /akade:mi/ 'academy'; 4) in unstressed
-/u/, viz. taboe /ta(:)bu/ 'taboo' (where final stress is also
possible), bamboe /bambu/ 'bamboo', rimboe /rImbu/ 'jungle,

bush', kangoeroe /kaõluru/ 'kangaroo'; 5) in stressed -/y/,

 As a personal pronoun, (assimilated) dy also occurs in interjections, like hakty98

/hakti/ '(I've) got you there', wûpsty /vupsti/ 'flop, plop', rûfty /rufti/ 'swoosh, zoom', and
wipsty /vIpsti/ 'flop, plop'. These have developed from verb + clitic sequences.

 We refrain from providing these with glosses.99

 These are the cases we have been able to find in Dykstra, Reitsma & Visser100

(1992). Of course, there are many more.

 Why prevocalic -/i/- in words like aria (and biografy) is prelinked to the nucleus101

will become clear in § 3.3.2.
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viz. residu /re:sidy/ 'residue', yndividu /indifidy/ 'individual',

akku /aky/ '(storage) battery, accumulator' (the only form
with initial stress), paraplu /paraply/ 'umbrella', menu

/mcny/ 'menu', tenu /tcny/ 'dress; clothes, outfit', parvenu
/parvcny/ 'parvenu', resu /rcsy/ 'receipt, ticket', and revu

/rcfy/ 'revue';
g. the surnames ending in -/a/, for instance those with the

suffixes -sma (-/sma/) and -stra (-/stra/), like Feitsma,
Riemersma, Dykstra, and Hoekstra;

h. six highly frequent verbs which have developed a (present
tense) stem ending in a short vocoid: ha /ha/ or hè /he/ (from

and alongside haww(e) /hav/ or hèwwe /hev/ 'to have'), do
/do/ (from and alongside doch /doã/, the present tense stem

of the irregular verb dwaan 'to do'), sjo /sio/ or sju /siö/
(from and alongside sjoch /sioã/ or sjuch /siöã/, the present
tense stems of the irregular verb sjen 'to see; to look'), hoe
/hu/ (from and alongside hoeg(e) /huã/ 'to need (to), to have
to'), si /sI/ (from and alongside sill(e) /sIl/ 'to shall'), and wo
/vo/ (from and alongside woll(e) /vol/ 'to want, to wish') (see

Visser (1988b:212-215), Veenstra (1994)).

Many of the forms ending in a short monophthong are function words,
viz. those of (108)b, (108)c, and (108)d, but, as becomes clear from the

overview in (108), this phenomenon is by no means restricted to this
class of words.

Several things should be noted. In the first place, as is well-known,
interjections (see (108)d) often show deviant phonological behaviour. In

Frisian, this manifests itself in two ways. First, this is the only category
for which the tonal contour can be distinctive, in which respect inter-
jections pattern with sentences. Consequently, one and the same inter-
jection can express different kinds and/or degrees of emotion, depending

on the tonal contour. Second, on the one hand, the vocoids of interjec-
tions can be realised as considerably longer than what is felt to be 'nor-

mal' for an ordinary long vowel, whereas, on the other hand, they can
adopt every length and quality between a full vowel and schwa. This

means that the above interjections can safely be assumed to basically end
in a short vocoid.

In the second place, the personal pronouns dy, hy, my, sy, wy (see
(108)c), and the preposition by (see (108)b) are used in Wâldfrysk,

whereas Klaaifrysk has forms with /ei/ (<ij>): dij, hij, mij, sij, wij, and
bij. The Klaaifryk personal pronouns dij, mij, and wij are realised as [di],

[mi], and [vi], when cliticised onto a host word to their left. The re-
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lationship between these forms is only diachronic, there being no reason

to assume forms with underlying -/ei/ for the Wâldfrysk dialect (see §
3.2.1 for more on this /ei/-/i/ alternation).

In the third place, all loan words ending in -[a] and -[u] (see (108)f)
have no or only secondary stress on the final syllable. In loan words,

there is a connection between lack of (primary) stress and shortness of
the vowel, see e.g. the following pairs of related words:

(109) 'n[a:]sje - n[a]sjo'naal

'nation' - 'national'

'gr[a:]sje - gr[a]'sjeus
'grace' - 'graceful'

pro'v[eÞ :]sje - prov[ª]'sjaal
'province' - 'provincial'

sub'st[]Þ :]sje - subst[]Þ ]'sjeel
'substance' - 'substantial'

na't[y.c]r - nat[y]ra'lisme
'nature' - 'naturalism'

The rule shortening the long vowel is only operative in the non-native
stratum of the Frisian lexicon. In the native part there is also shortening,

which is, however, not conditioned by stress (see, among others, Tiersma
(1979;1985)). We might, therefore, assume the loan words ending in

unstressed -[a] and -[u] in (108)f to end in an underlying long monoph-
thong, which is shortened after stress assignment. This, however, would
be at odds with the general tendency, alluded to above, that syllables tend
to be longer word-finally than word-internally. Note in this connection

that in the examples in (109), shortening takes place in a word-internal
syllable. Assuming an underlying final long monophthong for these

words is, therefore, an 'unnatural' option.
In the fourth place, some of the loan words ending in stressed -/i/

(-<y>) alternate with a more nativised form in -/eic/ (-<ije>), as in:
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(110) symfo'n[i] - symfo'n[ejjc] 'symphony'

harmo'n[i] - harmo'n[ejjc] 'harmony'
psycholo'g[i] - psycholo'g[ejjc] 'psychology'102

Historically, the variant -ije must have derived from -[i:], because a

falling diphthong can only derive from a long monophthong. We might
consider this as an indication that the words with stressed final -[i] end in

the diphthong -/ei/ underlyingly. There are two objections to this anal-
ysis. First, words with -ije are restricted to poetical and formal style, and

are felt to be archaic. Most of these are completely unknown to the
average speaker of Frisian. In § 3.2.1, this will lead us to interpret -ije as

a 'learned' variant of -y. Second, this analysis is also highly unlikely for
purely phonological reasons. A monophthongisation rule would have to

turn -/ei/ into -[i:], and a subsequent shortening rule would have to turn
-[i:] into -[i]. The monophthongisation rule would have no (synchronic)
counterpart in the rest of the Frisian phonology: nij /nei/ 'new', for in-
stance, does not turn into [ni:] in whichever environment. Besides, short-
ening would have to take place in a word-final syllable again, which, as
noted above, is 'unnatural'. This means that we will assume the words

with stressed final -[i] to end in -/i/.
It is fair to say that forms ending in a long vocalic sequence by far out-

number those ending in a short monophthong. Nevertheless, filter (107)
as it stands is far too rigid for Frisian.

Frisian allows far more words to end in a short monophthong than
does Dutch, where this phenomenon is restricted to interjections and

French loan words ending in -/e/ (Booij (1995:31)). This difference can
be related to the fact that syllable structure in Dutch is governed by the

requirement of a [VX]-minimum, whereas in Frisian it is by a (word-
internal) [VX]-maximum (see § 2.2.3 above).

2.7.4. The maximal [VX] rhyme universal

It is claimed by Kaye & Lowenstamm (1982) that the rhyme of a word-
internal syllable is universally confined to the maximum of [VX]. Ex-

tension is a permitted, though marked option. This links up with the
general tendency for syllables to be shorter word-internally than word-
finally. Of course, if this [VX] maximum constraint is part of universal    

 With -[jj]- in -[ejjc] we denote that [j] is ambisyllabic (see the end of § 4.1.3.2102

for a motivation of this ambisyllabicity).
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grammar, it need not be separately stated in the grammar of any par-

ticular language.
Nowadays, it is often claimed that all rhymes are maximally bi-

positional (see, for instance, Fikkert (1994:45)). This would imply a
mutual negative implicational relationship between the instantiation of

the marked values of the COMPLEX NUCLEUS PARAMETER (2)a and
the CODA PARAMETER (2)d: for a given word, the marked value of

both parameters cannot be instantiated at the same time. Only if the
unmarked value of the former parameter is instantiated, can the marked

value of the latter be instantiated, and the other way round.
In many languages, however, word-final tripositional rhymes are quite

common. Phonologists who want to stick to a universally bipositional
rhyme have offered different phonological analyses in order to cope with

this (seemingly) third rhyme consonant.
One option is to analyse it as an appendix, which is adjoined to the

syllable rhyme later on in the derivation (see Trommelen (1984) and
Kager & Zonneveld (1986) as to Dutch). Alternatively, it is analysed as
an extrarhymal segment, i.e. a segment which is associated directly to the
syllable node. This analysis is put forward by Kager (1989:206-209) and

Fikkert (1994:49) for Dutch. Fikkert maintains that "a final rhyme can be
followed by any consonant, the extrarhymal consonant (...) as long as it
obeys the Sonority Sequencing Principle". This follows from her
assumption that the latter principle only pertains to the syllable.

Appendix consonants, only the coronals /s/, /t/, or a combination of these,
are attached directly to the phonological word node (cf. Kager

(1989:213-214)). This gives rise to the following structure for the Dutch
words raam 'window; frame', warm 'warm', dorst 'thirst', helft 'half', and

herfst 'autumn' (Fikkert (1994:48,50)):
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(111)

(Wd=word; On=onset; Rh=rhyme; Nu=nucleus; Cd=coda;
ERP=extrarhymal; App=Appendix)

A second option is that the third rhyme consonant is analysed as the
onset of a degenerate, empty-headed syllable, which can only occur at

the right-hand edge of the syllabification domain (see Zonneveld (1993)
and Van Oostendorp (1995) as to Dutch).

Both options are problematic in some respect. In the first one, there is
a proliferation of appendices. Though Fikkert distinguishes between
extrarhymal and appendix consonants in (111), the effect is that there are
two kinds of appendices, one with respect to the syllable (rhyme) and one

with respect to the phonological word. This leads to a violation of two
general hypotheses. First, the STRICT LAYER HYPOTHESIS (in its

strongest form) is violated (see § 2.3.4.4 above). Second, the syllable
node branches into the constituents onset, rhyme, and extrarhymal, hence

the structure is not strictly binary branching. Moreover, if syllabification
is primarily determined by sonority considerations, as Fikkert assumes it
to be, it is illogical to assign a special position to the final segment of a
sequence which is fully in accordance with the SONORITY

SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13).
In the second option, marked constituents are used, i.e. degenerate

syllables, which have a very limited distribution in that they can only
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occur word-finally (Van Oostendorp (1995:71-74)). A prediction of this

analysis is that the third rhyme position can only be occupied by seg-
ments which can also occupy the onset position (see Zonneveld (1993:

85,103,105)). Though this may be borne out by the Dutch facts, it is not
by the Frisian ones. In the unmarked case, the voiced fricatives only

follow a long sequence (see § 1.3.2.4), so they fall outside the
bipositional rhyme. They cannot, however, occupy the onset of a

word-initial syllable; they can only surface in the onset of the right-hand
schwa-syllable of a trochaic foot.

A drawback of both options is that phonotactic restrictions which have
the (tripositional) rhyme as their domain are hard to state. We mention

two cases from Frisian:

(112)  a. voiced fricatives can only occupy the third rhyme
position in initial syllabification

b. a nasal + obstruent cluster must be homorganic

When the rhyme is maximally bipositional, these restrictions force one to
complicated intersyllabic statements (and ensuing formalisations) of the

following form: a segment of such and such type can only follow a rhyme
of such and such type. When it is acknowledged that tripositional rhymes
are possible word-finally, the statements can be kept intrasyllabic, which
is much simpler.

Degenerate syllables pose a problem for a generalising treatment of
SYLLABLE-FINAL OBSTRUENT DEVOICING (SFOD) (see Van

Oostendorp 1995:169-170)). The underlyingly voiced final obstruents of
words like paad /pa:d/ 'path, track, aisle', each /Icã/ 'eye', and slaab

/sla:b/ 'bib, feeder' are devoiced, witness the realisations [pa:t], [I.cx],
and [sla:p]. If they are the onset of a degenerate syllable, SFOD must be
formulated as a conjunctive statement (and formalised accordingly): an
obstruent devoices in the coda and in the onset of a degenerate syllable.

Van Oostendorp circumvents this problem by invoking a constraint
(formulated by Lombardi) to the effect that an obstruent may not be

voiced, except when immediately preceding a sonorant segment. Neither
the coda nor the onset of a degenerate syllable can, therefore, license the

obstruent's voice, hence the obstruent surfaces as devoiced in that
position. Whether or not this approach is correct, it does not imply that
SFOD need not be formulated as a phonological rule of Frisian (and
Dutch, for that matter), as Van Oostendorp assumes to be the case. A

basic insight in phonology is that languages may differ in the ways in
which violations of constraints are dealt with, as most clearly exemplified

by the constraint-and-repair approach. This means that SFOD must be
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considered a rule of Frisian (and Dutch), so that assuming degenerate

syllables keeps us from a generalising formalisation, which does not say
much for this assumption.

It should be noted that Zonneveld (1993:79-82) himself questions the

validity of the [VX] requirement for Dutch rhymes, in so far as the sim-
plex, native ('Germanic') part of the Dutch lexicon is concerned. It is only

in monosyllabic, native words that four- or even five-segmental rhymes
are common, whereas these are virtually absent from polysyllabic words,

which belong to the non-native ('Romance', 'learned') part of the Dutch
lexicon. Moreover, the consonant clusters concerned can follow either a

long or a short monophthong. Zonneveld, therefore, claims "that
monosyllabic [native] words have their own syllable template"

(Zonneveld (1993:81)), since "final consonant clusters (after VX rhymes)
only occur in the "native" vocabulary of Dutch" (Zonneveld (1993:82)).
This means that analysing word-final consonants as the head of a
degenerate, empty-headed syllable can be confined to the non-native part
of the Dutch lexicon.

In this chapter, we have restricted ourselves from the outset to the

syllabification of the simplex, native words of Frisian, which display the
same possibilities as the same kind of words in Dutch. Consequently, we
see every reason to adhere to the claim that the rhyme of a word-final
syllable can be tripositional. This implies that such a rhyme is a regular

part of the syllable, so that it, among other things, must conform to the
SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (13).

In Borowsky (1989:158-161), it is claimed that English has a CODA
CONDITION, which rules out VVC and VCC rhymes (Borowsky

(1989:165)). Tripositional rhymes can occur, due to the fact that the
CODA CONDITION does not hold at the later phonological levels,
where STRUCTURE PRESERVATION no longer has a role to play.
Though this is an attractive view, which is fully couched within the

framework of LEXICAL PHONOLOGY, we will not adopt it for Frisian.
Since the phonotactic constraints in (112) hold at the level of initial

syllabification, we take it that in Frisian word-final tripositional rhymes
are available from the very beginning. This means that, for the time

being, both SSA (101) and the RHYME FILTER (106) can be upheld.
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2.8. Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we have given an account of the syllabification of native,

simplex, monosyllabic words in Frisian. By adopting a well-defined and
restricted formal framework, we have forced ourselves to construe an

explicit syllabification procedure. The latter, in its turn, sheds a clear
light on the problematical and deviant cases. This approach has enabled

us to gain a much deeper insight into primary syllable structure in Frisian
than would have been possible otherwise.

With the procedure as it stands, we have to allow for no more than a
limited set of words which have to be marked as exceptional one way or

the other. This means that the procedure is at least descriptively
adequate. However, by invoking universal phonological principles and

by referring to universal phonological tendencies as much as possible, we
hope to have attained a certain degree of explanatory adequacy as well.

This, of course, does not mean that the above-mentioned principles
and tendencies are taken for granted. Where appropriate, we have pointed
out how and why they are contradicted by the Frisian facts.

Whereas this chapter takes the structure of the Frisian sound system, as

established in chapter one, as its point of departure, it is itself intended to
provide a basis for the chapters to come, where several other syllable
issues will be dealt with.



3   Complex nuclei

3.0. Introduction

As is clear from § 1.3.1.2, Frisian has a large amount of complex nuclei.
Putting long monophthongs aside, there are falling, centralising, and

rising diphthongs, alongside tautosyllabic sequences of more than two
vocoids (called 'triphthongs' in most literature on Frisian). Clearly, the

COMPLEX NUCLEUS PARAMETER (§ 2.1) has been set to the
marked value.

In this chapter, we explore how these complex nuclei are to be
accounted for. It is shown that falling or centralising diphthongs are not

derived from long monophthongs by means of a diphthongisation rule,
but that they, instead, arise from underlying sequences of two adjacent

vocoids through syllabification (notably N-PROJECTION). Rising
diphthongs are derived, by means of a phonological operation, from

constellations which initially are assigned the syllabic structure of a fall-
ing diphthong, but which lack the appropriate melodic filling. Section

3.3.4 contains an analysis of sequences of more than two vocoids.
In what follows, we will use the term 'diphthong formation' to denote

the derivation of a diphthong from an underlying sequence of (unsylla-
bified) vocoids. By the term 'diphthongisation', we denote the derivation

of a diphthong from an already syllabified long monophthong or from a
sequence of already syllabified short monophthongs, which implies a

rearrangement of syllabic structure.

3.1. Diphthongs and sonority

A diphthong comprises two different vocoids, either under a branching

nucleus, in case of a falling or centralising diphthong, or under a
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branching nuclear X-position, in case of a rising diphthong (see (6)

below). Two vocoids under a branching nucleus is a maximum, because
two X-positions exhaust the nucleus (see § 2.5.1).  One of the vocoids1

acts as head, the other as onglide or offglide. It is the head through
which stress is realised. The phonetic implementation of a diphthongal

structure is an indivisible, tautosyllabic sequence of two vowels, be-
tween which there is a smooth articulatory transition.

Whether or not a sequence of two vocoids is a diphthong depends on
whether both vocoids are associated to the same N-node or whether each

vocoid is associated to its own N-node. This is a language- particular
matter, dependent as it is on the setting of the COMPLEX NUCLEUS

PARAMETER. But if two particular languages have set the latter to the
marked value, as have Frisian and Dutch, there may still be differences

between them as to the structural interpretation of the same vocoid
sequence. In Dutch, the sequence /ai/ can only be followed by
(extrasyllabic) /s/ and /t/; this means that it occupies three X-positions,
hence that it does not count as a diphthong (Booij (1989:324)). In
Frisian, on the other hand, /ai/ can precede all kinds of consonants, so it
does count as a diphthong (see § 2.5.1). But there may even be differ-

ences within one and the same language in this respect, as becomes clear
from the following case (Booij (1989:324)). In French, the sequence /u/
+ vowel can be interpreted as a rising diphthong or as an onset glide + a
(nuclear) vowel. The latter pertains to whisky /uIski/, which behaves as a

consonant-initial word in selecting the full form of the definite article
(le/*l' whisky) and in not triggering liaison (un petit [pti] *[ptit] whisky).

In oiseau /uazo/, on the other hand, /ua/ is interpreted as a rising
diphthong, as is exemplified by *le/l' oiseau and un petit *[pti] [ptit]

oiseau.2

Only the least sonorous vocoids, viz. the high vocoids and schwa,
function as glides in Frisian. A glide in a long vowel + glide sequence

can be viewed as an intermediate form in between vowel and consonant:
melodically, it is a vocoid, structurally, it functions as a consonant in

occupying a position typical of consonants, i.e. outside the nucleus. A
glide in a diphthong, however, does belong to the nucleus, as is clear

 If there is a branching nucleus, but one vocoid, the result is a long monophthong,1

which is, thus, one degree less complex than a diphthong.

 Likewise, the sequence (underlying) glide + vocoid may receive different2

structural interpretations, dependent on the glide, within one and the same language. It is
argued in Davis & Hammond (1995) that in American English the glide in a CwV sequence
functions as an onset segment, whereas the glide in a CyV sequence is part of the nucleus.
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from the fact that it cannot be resyllabified as the onset of the next or the

coda of the preceding syllable. So, being a glide in a diphthong does not
mean being a vocoid which occupies a marginal syllabic position. It just

means being the least sonorous vocoid in the diphthong or, put
differently, being the non-head vocoid. Diphthongs, like syllables, have

a head by sonority.3

There are, however, diphthongs in Frisian which comprise two high,

hence equally sonorous, vocoids, for instance in kwyt /kuit/ [kwit] 'rid
(of), deprived (of)', dwyl /duil/ [dwil] 'dizzy', swyl(je) /suil/ [swil] 'to

windrow', stjûne /stiunc/ [stjunc] 'stem; stern', and jûn /iun/ [jun]
'evening'. In this case, sonority cannot constitute the basis for a decision

concerning headship. Fortunately, there is the following generalisation:

(1) All Frisian diphthongs comprising two high vocoids are
rising

In rising diphthongs, the head function is always assigned to the right-
hand vocoid, implying that the left-hand vocoid functions as onglide.4

These diphthongs, thus, have a head by position.

Just as is the case with syllables, sonority and structure in diphthongs
link up, i.e. a specific sonority profile is linked with a specific diph-
thongal structure. If two different [+voc] segments are contracted under
one nucleus, there is a diphthongal structure. The sonority profile de-

termines what kind of diphthong one is dealing with. If sonority profile
and structure do not match, it is the structure that is adjusted. So, in that

sense, sonority is primary. Such an adjustment of structure is only called
for in connection with rising diphthongs (see § 3.3.3.2. below).

3.2. Diphthongisation?

At the surface, Frisian has an elaborate system of diphthongs. Now, we

 Since headship in a Frisian diphthong is determined by the sonority rank of the 3

constituting parts, it is not separately indicated by a straight association line between head
segment and nucleus (as opposed to non-headship by a diagonal).

 This means that we are forced to assume that the vocoid sequence in verb stems4

like groei(e) 'to grow' and bloei(e) 'to bloom, to flower' is -/u:i/, in spite of the fact that -/u:/-
may be realised as half long or short. This is confirmed by the inflected forms groeie
/lru:i+c/ 'to grow (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)' and te bloeien /blu:i+cn/

ó ó ó ó'blooming, flowering (gerund)', which are syllabified as (lru(.)) (jc)  and (blu(.)) (jcn)  (see
also footnote 11 and § 3.3.4.1 below).
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first must ask ourselves whether diphthongs belong to the underlying

phoneme inventory of Frisian. There are reasons to assume that they are
not present as such at the underlying level. First, their occurrence and

shape are predictable from the vocoid sequences in the segmental string
(a point we will return to in § 3.3.1 below). Second, in this way, it is no

coincidence that diphthongs are only made up of vocoids which are
present underlyingly (see § 1.3.1.2 for the falling diphthong /�y/, which

is problematic in this respect).
The question, then, is whether there is diphthongisation in Frisian, i.e.

whether diphthongs are derived from a long monophthong or from a
sequence of two adjacent short monophthongs by some kind of phono-

logical operation at some stage in the phonological derivation, or
whether they arise from a sequence of two adjacent unsyllabified short

vocoids, in a way that will be explored in § 3.3 below.
In this section, we will examine whether there is evidence for a diph-

thongisation approach to Frisian diphthongs. In § 3.2.1, we will review
the evidence which might be provided by alternations between monoph-
thongs and diphthongs. In § 3.2.2, we will review the approach advo-
cated in Booij (1988), in which the Frisian diphthongs are assumed to

derive from a sequence of two adjacent short monophthongs by means of
structure-changing diphthongisation rules.

3.2.1. Alternations between monophthongs and diphthongs

A case for diphthongisation would be made, if it could be shown that
there are regular alternations between (long) monophthongs and (falling)

diphthongs, so that they would display a complementary distribution.
Such alternations, however, do not exist. It is only diachronically that
there are alternations between the short monophthong /i/ and the falling
diphthong /ei/ (cf. § 2.7.3):

(2) a. the personal pronouns hy /hi/ 'he', my /mi/ 'me', wy /vi/ 'we',

dy /di/ 'you (object)', sy /si/ 'she; they', and the preposition
by /bi/ 'at, by' (continuing an old stage of the language and

in use as such in Wâldfrysk) have developed into hij /hei/,
mij /mei/, wij /vei/, dij /dei/, sij /sei/, and bij /bei/ in
Klaaifrysk;

b. in Klaaifrysk, the personal pronouns dij, mij, and wij are

pronounced as [di], [mi], and [vi] whenever they occur in
unstressed position, i.e. when they act as ('simple') clitics;

c. the stressed ending -/i/ (-<y>) in loan words could be
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turned into -/eic/ (-ije), the word harmony /harmo:ni/

'harmony', for instance, has the alternant harmonije
/harmo:neic/, although the latter form is restricted to poet-

ical and formal style, and strikes one as old-fashioned at
present.

In (2)a and (2)b, only a diachronic relationship is at stake. This becomes

clear when one considers the preposition by/bij, which displays a fixed
dialectal division, viz. by [bi] in Wâldfrysk and bij [bej] in Klaaifrysk,

whereas the noun bij /bei/ '(honey)bee' is only pronounced as [bej].
As regards the Klaaifrysk pronouns dij, mij, and wij, one might

assume the underlying forms to contain the vocoid /i/, from which the
diphthong [ej] is derived by rule. This approach calls for a supplemen-

tary rule lengthening /i/, since a falling diphthong can be derived from a
long monophthong only (see Hayes (1990), Sluyters (1992:27-31)). This
lengthening rule, however, would lack any generality in Frisian.

The other way round, one might assume the underlying form to con-
tain the diphthong /ei/, which is monophthongised to [i]. This approach
is not very attractive either. As noted above, one expects a falling diph-

thong to alternate with a long monophthong, hence a supplementary
shortening rule ([i:] --> [i]) would be called for. Although the alternation
of short with long monophthongs is not uncommon in Frisian, it only
occurs in a well-defined morphonological environment, i.e. when a

suffix is added to a stem with a long monophthong (see Tiersma
(1979:69-97;1985:18-20)). The words at hand, however, are simplex.

This would mean that we either would have to formulate a separate
shortening statement for these words or would have to complicate the

existing shortening statement to accommodate them. So, (mor)phonolog-
ically speaking, these solutions are not without problems, to say the
least.

Besides, the alternation pertains to no more than a few words. The

above-mentioned noun bij [bej] does not alternate with [bi] in whatever
context. There is, therefore, no regular alternation here.  We can safely5

 This is not to say that /ei/ cannot have turned into [i]. This could happen when /ei/5

occurred in unstressed word-final position, as in mid#dei [mIdi] (< ['mIdej]) 'afternoon,
literally: mid day', heal#wei [jelvi] (< ['jelvej]) 'halfway' (see Visser (1992b)). The same
must have happened to the pronouns under consideration. The point is that this
monophthongisation cannot be considered a genuine synchronic phonological rule. The
words in which it occurred have been lexicalised, as is clear from the plural of middei and
jierdei, i.e. middeis [mIdis] and jierdeis [jIdis], whereas the noun dei 'day' in isolation has
the irregular plural dagen [da:ãcn]. These plural forms cannot be considered as just the
result of the loss of a diacritic feature on the base word (which is not uncommon when the
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assume that synchronically a 'simple' clitic and its 'full' counterpart are

both stored in the lexicon (see Berendsen (1986) as to Dutch and Visser
(1988b) as to Frisian).

As mentioned above, the variants ending in -<ije> of (2)c belong to a
'learned' part of the lexicon.  Since only the alternation of -<ije> with6

-<y> is involved, we interpret the former as a 'learned' variant of the
latter.

All in all, this means that no case for a diphthongisation approach can
be made on the basis of synchronic alternations between monophthongs

and diphthongs.

3.2.2. Structure-changing diphthongisation of adjacent short

monophthongs

Booij (1988) proposes to derive the Frisian diphthongs by rule instead of
representing them as such at the underlying level, because "In this way
we account for the fact that the two constituents of Frisian diphthongs do
not differ in arbitrary ways" (Booij (1988:10)). We will follow him in

this respect. Following Levin (1985), Booij takes the falling diphthongs
to be derived by a rule of VOWEL COALESCENCE:7

(3)

The centralising diphthongs are created by another coalescence rule:

latter becomes part of a complex word). In that case, the new plural forms would have to
be middeien and jierdeien, cf. the plural beien of bei 'berry'. The plurals middeis and
jierdeis point to the fact that a total restructuring (and lexicalisation) of the original
compounds has taken place.

 Most forms in -<ije> are completely unknown to the average speaker of Frisian.6

 Cf. the rule of CONTRACTION in Carreira (1988) and the one of SYLLABLE7

MERGER in Roca (1992).
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(4)                 8

The glides in a 'rising diphthong'  and in a long vowel + glide sequence9

are derived from an underlying [+high] vowel by the following mirror
image rule of GLIDING:

(5)

Rules (3) and (4) must be ordered before rule (5). Otherwise, all [+high]
vowels preceding or following another nucleus would be turned into
non-nuclear glides, rendering the derivation of falling/centralising diph-
thongs impossible, which is counter to fact.

Let us now have a closer look at this diphthongisation approach, in
order to check whether it is tenable on both theoretical and empirical

grounds. Rules (3) and (4) are structure-changing, because they change
part of the already created syllable (nucleus) structure. So, at the cyclic

level, they must not operate in a non-derived environment (cf. Roca

 The nucleus without melodic content represents the minimally specified vocoid8

schwa (see § 1.3.1.3).

 Analysed by Booij as a sequence of an onset glide + vowel (see also Booij (1989)9

and § 3.3.3.1 below).
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(1992:622)). Initial syllabification, being structure-building, does not

create a derived environment in which these rules may apply. It seems as
if Booij wants to circumvent the above condition on cyclic rule appli-

cation by incorporating rules (3) and (4) into the SSA for Frisian,
immediately preceded by N-PLACEMENT (N-PROJECTION) and

followed by GLIDING (5) (see Booij (1988:19)). It is, however, implau-
sible to incorporate a structure-changing rule into the SSA, which is a

structure-building device. We, therefore, reject this option.
This, however, confronts this approach with a serious problem. Rules

(3) and (4), which must now be interpreted as common structure-chang-
ing phonological rules, must apply to the derived constellations which

satisfy their Structural Descriptions. But this they do not, as becomes
clear from the following three pieces of evidence.

In the first place, as noted in § 2.7.3, six highly frequent verbs have
developed a (present tense) stem ending in a short vocoid: do /do/ (from
doch /doã/, the present tense stem of dwaan 'to do'), sjo /sio/ (from sjoch
/sioã/, the present tense stems of sjen 'to see; to look'), hoe /hu/ (from
hoeg(e) /huã/ 'to need (to), to have to'), si /sI/ (from sill(e) /sIl/ 'to shall'),
and wo /vo/ (from woll(e) /vol/ 'to want, to wish').  These forms resist10

inflection by the present plural suffix -e (-/c/), except for hoeë /hu+c/, in
which case we end up with a surface form containing the inserted high
back vocoid /u/, interpreted as a glide: [hu(.)wc]. But sië /sI+c/, doë
/do+c/, sjoë /sio+c/, and woë /vo+c/ are ill-formed. This may be due to

the short monophthong they contain, high vocoid insertion only taking
place after a long monophthong.  But why, then, aren't these vowel11

sequences turned into a centralising diphthong? Words ending in the
diphthong -/oc/ are rare in Frisian (see Hoekema (1987)). This, however,

does not mean that they are impossible. Words ending in -/Ic/, on the
other hand, are quite common; nevertheless, sië /sI+c/, realised as

N ó*(s(I.c) ) , does not occur.
In the second place, when a word ending in a centralising diphthong,

brea /brIc/ 'rye bread' for instance, is inflected by a schwa-initial suffix,
the schwa portion of the diphthong deletes, due to degemination. So,

breaën /brIc+cn/ 'rye breads' is turned into the intermediate form

 The verb haww(e) /hav/ 'to have', which has the shortened stem ha /ha/, is left out10

of consideration here, since there is no centralising diphthong [a.c].

 The vowel /u/, though phonetically short, would have to be considered as pho-11

nologically non-short (see also footnote 4 above). If this were the right view, it would entail
that /u/ could not function as onglide or offglide, which is highly unlikely in view of the
system of Frisian diphthongs as a whole. As yet, the behaviour of /u/ in this respect is
poorly understood.
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N ó/brIcn/. The latter is never realised as *(br(I.c) n) , but always as

ó ó(brI.) (jcn) , so with an inserted high front vocoid. This means that

N óbreaën and the simplex word lean /lIcn/ (l(I.c) n)  'pay, wage(s);

reward' do not rhyme with each other. Compare also the 'minimal pair'

N ódien /dicn/ (d(i.c) n) , the past participle of dwaan 'to do' vs. dyen

ó ó/di+cn/ (di) (jcn)  'those ones'.12

In the third place, when a word ending in a long vowel + glide se-

quence, troai(e) /tro:i/ 'to placate, to appease' for instance, is inflected by
a schwa-initial suffix, the glide is resyllabified to the schwa-syllable. So,

ó ótroaie /tro:i+c/ is syllabified as (tro:) (jc) . The vocalic sequence /ic/ is
never realised as the centralising diphthong [i.c].

Now, due to the condition imposed on it, rule (4) cannot apply in the
above three cases. The condition ensures that the rule only applies in the

first syllable of a phonological word, for "in non-first syllables of words
sequences of high vowel plus schwa are not interpreted as diphthongs,
but as a sequence of glide plus schwa" (Booij (1988:13)). This is illus-
trated with two examples, viz. priuwe [prjo:wc] (< /prio:uc/ < /prio:+c/) 
'to taste (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)' and troanje [trwãjc]
(< /truanic/) 'face; mug, phiz'. To our mind, these are indicative of some-

thing else than what they are meant to illustrate. priuwe is an inflected
verb form, consisting of the stem priuw /prio:/ and the inflectional suffix
-e (-/c/). Between stem and suffix, the high back vocoid /u/ is inserted,
which is subsequently incorporated into the onset of the suffix syllable,

where it is interpreted as a glide. As regards troanje, it should be
remarked that this word contains the final sequence -je. This is a

(formal) suffix, which, in order to account for the dialectal variation in
pronunciation between -[jc] and -[i], must be represented as the pre-

Nlinked rising diphthong /(ic) / (see Visser (1992b)). So, both priuwe and
troanje are complex words. The condition on rule (4), thus, is a formal
expression of the fact that diphthongs in Frisian are only formed at an

 This may be indicative of two things. First, that it is the left-hand segment of a12

sequence of two identical adjacent segments that is affected by degemination. Second, that
the first component of a centralising diphthong is not realised as a genuine short
monophthong, but as a slightly longer one, in any case long enough to trigger insertion of
a high vocoid. This is suggested by the phonological transcription practice in Frisian
dictionaries, where, e.g., the diphthong /ic/ is phonetically transcribed as [i.c], i.e. with a
half long first component. De Graaf & Meinsma (1978:88) also observe that the first part
of a centralising diphthong is somewhat longer than the corresponding short monophthong.
This lengthening does not result in a forbidden three-positional nucleus. It should be noted

ó óin this respect that lengthened [I] of /Ic/, as in breaën (brI.) (jcn) , is not realised as [e:],
whereas short /I/ and long /e:/ match (see § 1.3.1.1). Possibly, lengthening of the first
component of a centralising diphthong serves to compensate for schwa, which is realised
as one of the shortest vowels (see § 1.3.1.3).
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early stage in the phonological derivation.

The right generalisation with respect to rules (3) and (4) appears to be
that they only apply if the appropriate sequence of vocoids is present at

the underlying level, so that they do not apply to a sequence of stem
vocoid + inflectional vocoid.  Since this implies that they must apply to13

simplex words, we are forced to reject an approach in terms of
structure-changing diphthongisation altogether.

Frisian diphthongs are not the result of diphthongisation, i.e. they are
not derived from a long monophthong or a sequence of two short

monophthongs at some stage in the phonological derivation. This means
that they must derive from a sequence of two adjacent unsyllabified

vocoids or, put differently, they must result from diphthong formation,
which is the topic of the next section.

3.3. Diphthong formation by syllabification

Since diphthongs in Frisian must be formed at an early stage in the
phonological derivation, diphthong formation is to be conceived of as an

instance of structure-building, i.e. as part of the syllabification
procedure. This implies that it may take place in a non-derived environ-
ment.

As a general approach to diphthong formation, we might assume diph-

thongal frames, to the end nodes of which the vocoids are mapped.
Following Schane (1987), we could state diphthongal frames as follows:

(6) a. 

 In Spanish, there is abundant syllable merger even across word boundaries (see13

Roca (1992)). The generalisation at hand, therefore, is language-specific.
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b. 

Whereas (6)a represents a long diphthong, which is always falling or
centralising, (6)b represents a short one, which is always rising (Schane

(1987:280)). In (6)a, the head function is, thus, assigned to the left-
hand, in (6)b to the right-hand vocoid, so this information need not be

encoded into the frames themselves.
In § 2.2.2, we opted for a rule-based approach to syllabification,

whereas an approach employing diphthongal frames clearly represents a
template-matching one. Adopting such frames is incompatible with our
approach to syllabification thus far, so we will try to derive the Frisian
diphthongs, just like all syllable nuclei, by means of the SSA.  We, thus,14

interpret diphthong formation in Frisian as a result from N-PROJEC-
TION (repeated here for convenience):

(7)

In § 3.2 above, we stated that, the occurrence and shape of the Frisian
diphthongs being predictable from the vocoid sequences in the

segmental string, there is no reason to represent them as such at the
underlying level. Now, vocoid sequences do not occur at random in
morphemes, hence only a limited set of diphthongs can be derived from
them. That is why we will have a look at co-occurrence constraints on

 As will become clear when we proceed, we assume the final outcome of our diph-14

thong formation procedure to be in conformity with (6).
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underlying sequences of two vocoids first (§ 3.3.1). After that, we will

review the derivation of falling and centralising, and rising diphthongs (§
3.3.2 and § 3.3.3, respectively), whereas the final section (3.3.4) is

devoted to the syllabification of sequences of three and four vocoids.

3.3.1. Co-occurrence constraints on sequences of two vocoids

Vocoid sequences do not occur at random in morphemes. Three points

should be raised in this connection.
In the first place, in a sequence of two vocoids one vocoid is [+high],

as is also clear from the Structural Description of rule (3) above.  We,15

therefore, formulate the following Morpheme Structure Constraint,

which pertains to the native, simplex part of the Frisian lexicon:

(8)

Constraint (8) excludes tautomorphemic sequences of two [-high]

vocoids, which is in accordance with the facts.16

Two remarks are in order here. First, on the strength of the OCP, the

two adjacent vocoids must not be identical, which obviates the need of
subscripts. Second, a long [-high] vocoid is represented as one melody
linked to two X-positions:

(9)

 We indicate the high and non-high vocoids as  [+high] and [-high]. Only when 15

necessary, as in statements (14) and (15) below, do we employ the multi-valued feature
[open] (see § 2.2.4).

 A biblical proper noun like Isaäk /izaak/ and a loan word like aorta /a]rta/ 'aorta'16

are at odds with constraint (8).
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Hayes (1986:331) posits the following LINKING CONSTRAINT, which

also holds for a constraint like (8):

(10) LINKING CONSTRAINT
Association lines in structural descriptions are interpreted as

exhaustive

By virtue of (10), representation (9) does not violate constraint (8).
Constraint (8) allows for the following tautomorphemic sequences of

two vocoids:17

(11) a. [-high,+high]
b. [+high,-high]

c. [+high,+high]

These sequences correspond with the attested diphthong types in Frisian:
(11)a represents falling diphthongs, (11)b and (11)c represent rising
diphthongs. As argued for in § 3.1 above, the diphthongs represented by
(11)a and (11)b have a head by sonority, those represented by (11)c have

a head by position.
Ideally, constraint (8) is an effect of the general SONORITY SE-

QUENCING PRINCIPLE (SSP), which is repeated here from § 2.2.4 for
convenience:

(12) SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE

Between any member of a syllable and the syllable peak,
only sounds of higher sonority rank are permitted (Clements

(1990:285))

The vocoids are subdivided into sonority classes on the basis of the
degree of opening of the vocal tract, as appears from the following

SONORITY SCALE, an adapted version of the one given in § 2.2.4:

(13) SONORITY SCALE
voiceless plosive < voiced plosive < voiceless fricative <

voiced fricative < nasal < liquid < [+high] vocoid <
[+high,+mid] vocoid < [-high,+mid] vocoid < [-high]
vocoid
('<' means: has a smaller inherent sonority than)

 The bearing of (8) upon sequences of three or four vocoids will be discussed in17

§ 3.3.4.1 below.
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On the strength of (12), adjacent segments belonging to one and the

same sonority class are not allowed to be tautosyllabic, so a nucleus
occupied by vowels with the same sonority rank is forbidden.

Now, the subdivision of the vocoids embodied in (13) is rather fine-
grained. Recall from § 2.2.4 that the obstruents can be subdivided

according to the feature specifications [±continuant] and [±voice],
yielding four sonority classes, but that for the purpose of syllabification

they basically act as having one and the same sonority rank. For the
same purpose, the vocoids are primarily subdivided into [+high] and

[-high]. This is in line with Harris (1985:39), who notes that glides are
[+high] in the unmarked case. So, when not ending up as the syllable

head, a non-high [+voc] segment normally undergoes an automatic
decrease in sonority (as well as in duration).

In the second place, as noted in § 1.3.1.2, the two components of a
falling diphthong are expected to have the same place specification,
which is in line with one of the general ways in which diphthongs arise,
i.e. from "a centrifugal force, projecting a feature from a core to create a
glide element" (Kenstowicz & Rubach (1987:476)). This expectation is
borne out by the facts (with the exception of the notorious diphthong

/oi/). We, therefore, propose the following VOCOID PLACE STATE-
MENT:

(14)

2The feature value [+open ] denotes a subset of the [-high] vocoids, viz.

3the open and half open ones, whereas [-open ] denotes the [+high]
(closed) vocoids. This means, first, that statement (14) only holds for
falling diphthongs (see (11)a above) and, second, that it does not violate

constraint (8).
In the third place, the two components of a centralising diphthong are

2a [-open ] vocoid, i.e. a closed or a half closed one, and schwa. We,
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therefore, propose the following VOCOID + SCHWA STATEMENT:

(15)

As presupposed in (15), schwa consists of no more than a root node, i.e.
it lacks place features and a height specification (see § 1.3.1.3). This
implies that it is not within the scope of the NON-HIGH VOCOID
CONSTRAINT (8), which crucially refers to a vocoid's height features.

This, in its turn, explains why morphemes like skeaf /skIcv/ [skI.cf]
'sheaf', sneon /snöcn/ [snö.cn] 'saturday', and snoad /snocd/ [sno.ct]
'bright, clever' can freely occur.  This concludes our review of18

underlying sequences of two vocoids.

3.3.2. Falling and centralising diphthongs

In order to derive a falling or centralising diphthong, N-PROJECTION
(7) has to operate upon two adjacent tautomorphemic vocoids at a time.
It must be prevented from applying twice upon such a sequence, i.e. first
upon the left-hand and subsequently upon the right-hand vocoid. The

question is how this is to be achieved.
In the first place, there is the guiding prosodic principle of

MAXIMALITY, requiring prosodic units to be of maximal size, as long
as no constraints on their form are violated (see § 2.2.2). So, in the

normal case, two adjacent short vocoids are united into one nucleus,
hence structured as a diphthong, unless the language in question bans
complex nuclei (i.e. if it has set the COMPLEX NUCLEUS PARAM-
ETER to the unmarked value). The effect on a given segmental string of

 

 We will return to the syllabification of these vocoid sequences in § 3.3.4.2 below.18
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maximising the nuclei is of course a minimisation of the total number of

syllables.
In the second place, if N-PROJECTION operates twice upon a

sequence of two adjacent vocoids, this creates a constellation of two
vowels in hiatus.  There is, however, a strict prohibition on two word-19

internal adjacent nuclei in Frisian, as expressed by the following
VOCALIC HIATUS FILTER:

(16) VOCALIC HIATUS FILTER

ù* (N N)

On the one hand, filter (16) ensures that the outcome of the application

of N-PROJECTION upon a sequence of two word-internal adjacent
vocoids is filtered out if each vocoid is affected separately. On the other
hand, when through concatenation of morphemes a situation of vocalic
hiatus arises, it enforces a repair. The latter is executed through the
insertion of a high vocoid or a consonant, which is subsequently
incorporated into the onset of the second syllable, thus separating the

nuclei.20

ó ó ó ó óLoan words like piano (pi) (ja:) (no:)  'piano' and hiaat (hi) (ja:t)

ó ó ó'hiatus, gap', and biblical proper nouns like Isaäk (i) (za) (§5ak)  do
contain two nuclei, despite the two adjacent vocoids in underlying

representation. We will assume the left-hand vocoid of these words to be
prelinked to a nucleus, together with the natural assumption that

prelinking may not be overridden.  The reason for assuming the left-21

hand vocoid to be prelinkend rather than the right-hand one, is that this

rightly prevents the left-hand vocoid from being operated upon by the

 It should be noted that some languages allow for vocalic  hiatus,  e.g.  Spanish 19

(Roca (1992)) and Romanian (Steriade (1984)).

 Note that the Structural Description of rules (3), (4), and (5) contains the20

constellation forbidden by (16). So, in a way, vocalic hiatus is repaired by the application
of one of these rules.

Filter (16) only pertains to word-internal hiatus, since hiatus between words is not
strictly forbidden. Nevertheless, more often than not is this kind of hiatus resolved by
insertion of a high vocoid. Vocalic hiatus, thus, is greatly disfavoured all-over.

N Consider the following minimal pair, consisting of the loan word trio  /tr(i) o:/21

ó ó ó(tri) (jo:)  'trio' and the native verb stem triuw /trio:/ (trjo:)  'to push'. The only difference
between the two is the prelinking of /i/ in trio. Cf. Blevins (1995:221), who accounts for

ó ó ó ó óthe difference between Ida (áy) (da)  and Aïda (§5a) (íy) (da)  in English by prelinking the
/i/ of Aïda in underlying representation.
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rule of PRENUCLEAR VOWEL INCORPORATION (64) below, so

N ó ó ó ó óthat piano /p(i) a:no:/ is realised as (pi) (ja:) (no:) , not as *(pja:) (no:) .
The prelinking of one vocoid is both a minimum and a maximum: the

former, since otherwise there would be no prelinking at all, the latter,
since the prelinking of each of two adjacent vocoids to a nucleus leads to

a violation of the VOCALIC HIATUS FILTER (16). We, therefore,
predict that there will be no simplex words containing a sequence of

three adjacent vocoids all of which end up associated to their own nu-
cleus at the surface. This prediction is confirmed by the facts. We now

give a sample derivation of trio 'trio':

(17)
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Two things should be noted. First, on the strength of the Projection Prin-

ciple, a vocoid prelinked to N projects further into a syllable. Second,
since /i/ is a short monophthong, it is not able to trigger glide insertion.

We, therefore, have to assume that /i/ is directly linked to the N''-node of
the second syllable, thus resolving the violation of (16).

Instead of invoking filter (16), we might envisage the possibility of
complicating N-PROJECTION, as in Roca (1992:627), who arrives at

the following rule (of N-PLACEMENT) for Spanish:

(18)

In this way, the general requirement of MAXIMALITY is encoded into
the syllabification rule. This is redundant, since it is needed anyway.
Besides, an extra condition must be imposed onto the rule.

Alternatively, we might split N-PROJECTION into two subrules, viz.
a specific one for deriving diphthongs and a general one for deriving
monophthongs, which operate in the order given by virtue of the ELSE-
WHERE CONDITION, see Hall (1989:835-836,note 5) for a proposal to

this effect concerning German syllabification. One can raise the same
objections against the specific rule as against rule (18) above. We, there-

fore, stick to rule (7) in conjunction with filter (16).
N-PROJECTION derives both short monophthongs, long monoph-

thongs, and falling or centralising diphthongs.  The number of22

X-positions to which the vocoids are associated, i.e the vocoid quantity,
determines whether we end up with a short monophthong on the one
hand or a long monophthong or falling/centralising diphthong on the

other. It is the (difference in) vocoid quality which determines whether a
monophthong or a diphthong is derived. The head function in the latter

type of nucleus is assigned to the most sonorous, left-hand vocoid. The
right-hand vocoid is a full [+high] vocoid or schwa.

Since the nucleus is invulnerable once it has been created, rule (7) can
only apply to vocoids which have not already projected into a syllable,
i.e. which are 'free'. This explains the impossibility of diphthong
formation in the inflected forms of § 3.2.2 above: the stem vocoid  

 And, albeit indirectly, rising diphthongs (see § 3.3.3.2 below).22
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has projected into a syllable in initial syllabification, hence only the

affixal vowel is 'free'.23

Within the approach to diphthong formation in Frisian outlined above,
diphthongs are derived by the independently motivated rule of N-PRO-

JECTION (7), hence no separate rule to this end is called for. Further-
more, MAXIMALITY and the VOCALIC HIATUS FILTER (16) are

crucial for the analysis. The former is a universal prosodic principle; the
latter is language-specific, though it can be considered an instantiation of

a dislike to a sonority clash, which is not uncommon cross-linguistically.
The co-occurrence statements on sequences of two vocoids from the

previous section, which guarantee a well-formed diphthongal outcome,
all express generalisations over the melodic make-up of native, simplex

Frisian words, so their formulation is independent from diphthong
formation.

3.3.3. Rising diphthongs

We will now investigate rising diphthongs. In § 3.3.3.1, we will try to
show that Frisian has rising diphthongs, whereas § 3.3.3.2 is concerned
with their derivation.

3.3.3.1. Are there rising diphthongs in Frisian?

In the late 17  and early 18  century, the diphthongs /iI,Ie,uo,o]/ beganth th

to be realised as [jI,je,wo,wa] in certain (mor)phonological contexts.24

This sound change is known as MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING (see
Van der Meer (1985), Booij (1989), Visser (1990), Schane (1995)). It re-
sulted in an increase in initial consonants and consonant clusters

followed by the glides [j] and [w]. These sound sequences linked up with
already existing ones, resulting from:

(19) a. the so-called OLD FRISIAN BREAKING, the transition of

the front vowels <i/e> to <iu/io> when preceding a con-

 We take affixes not to be syllabified in isolation, but only as they become part of23

a complex word (see § 5.1.4).

 In present-day Frisian,  /Ie/  and  /o]/  would violate the NON-HIGH VOCOID 24

CONSTRAINT (8).
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sonant (cluster) containing a velar consonant, e.g. ljocht

[lj]xt] (< /lIxt/) 'light, shine', rjocht [rjoxt] (< /rext/) 'law,
justice', sjong(e) [sjoõ] (< /sIõ/) 'to sing', stjonk(e) [stjoõk]

(< /stIõk/) 'to stink, to smell';
b. the diphthongisation of /i:/ when preceding [w] in some

strong verbs, e.g. Modern Frisian bliuwe [bljo:wc] (<
[bli:wc]) 'to stay';

c. the transition of /e:u/ to <jou/jû/jeau>, e.g. in Ljouwert
[lj]wwct] (< /le:ucrd/) 'place name', stjûne [stju(:)nc] (<

/ste:ucn/) 'stem; stern', bleau [bljo:] (< /ble:u/) 'stayed (past
tense)';

d. palatalisation of /k/ when preceding a front vowel, e.g.
sjitt(e) [sjIt] 'to shoot, to fire' (< Old Frisian skiat(a), cf. the

Modern Frisian preterite stem skeat /skIct/)

No doubt, these sound sequences are a striking feature of Frisian
phonotactics.

Their phonological interpretation is a matter of debate. The question is
whether the glides belong to the syllable onset, the nucleus, or to neither

of the two. Put differently, whether we have to assume rising diphthongs
in Frisian or whether we don't. In Cohen et al. (1959:133), the glide is
considered to be an onset consonant phoneme, since 1) it can be replaced
by another consonant, rendering minimal pairs, like jûk [juk] 'yoke' - tûk

[tuk] 'skilful and clever' and jier [ji.cr] 'year' - dier [di.cr] 'animal', and
2) it does not constitute a syllable. This means that no rising diphthongs

are assumed to exist. As a consequence, triconsonantal initial clusters
become quite numerous. This view is adopted by Booij (1989).

At first sight, this is a desirable outcome in view of what is stated in
Kenstowicz and Rubach (1987:476). They observe that the glide of a
diphthong

is  characteristically oriented in the same direction with respect to
the core throughout the entire system of diphthongs, as either

onglide (Slovak) or offglide (English, Canadian, French). It is
natural to construe this left-right orientation as fixing a parameter

of the representational system.

We state the following DIPHTHONG PARAMETER:
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(20) DIPHTHONG PARAMETER (1  version)st

the glides of diphthongs are oriented leftward or rightward
with respect to the head

(left/right)

Since Frisian does have genuine falling and centralising diphthongs, the
glides in the above-mentioned clusters should preferably not be inter-

preted as part of the nucleus.
Heeroma (1961:27) does not agree with the view expressed in Cohen

et al. (1959). He considers [i.c] and [jI], for instance, to be pronunciation
variants from one and the same phoneme: "a falling diphthong with a

rising shortened variant" (Heeroma (1961:28)) [translated from Dutch].

Segments within one and the same phonological constituent can be sub-
jected to collocational restrictions. This fact, thus, can shed light on what
constituent a given segment belongs to. In Dutch, for instance, the glides
[j] and [w] "precede all kinds of vowels, and are subject to co- occurence
restrictions with preceding consonants" (Booij (1989:321), cf. Cohen et
al. (1959:94)). This means that glides belong to the onset, which is in

line with the fact that Dutch has falling diphthongs.
Booij asserts that the same co-occurrence restrictions pertain to

Frisian. The glides [j] and [w] "occur freely with following vowels", i.e.
short vowels, long vowels, and diphthongs. Since the nucleus may

occupy two X-positions at most, these glides, when preceding a long
vowel or a diphthong, must belong to the onset. Booij has to admit that

there is "one clear difference with Dutch", viz. [j] and [w] can be pre-
ceded "by all word-initial sonorant consonants", as evidenced by

examples like ljocht [lj]xt] 'light, shine' and smoarch [smwarx] 'dirty,
soiled'. The latter, however, is only part of the story. In Frisian, virtually
all permissable word-initial consonants and consonant clusters can be
followed by [j] and [w]. First, we will give an overview of the

possibilities (using phonetic transcriptions for clearness sake):

(21) onset consonants preceding [j] and [w]

A: with a regular sonority profile:

1) single consonants:

poask [pwask] 'ruff' puol [pwol] 'pool'
pjisk [pjIsk] 'peach' pjuts [pjöts] 'gush, spurt'

boarst [bwast] 'breast' buol [bwol] 'bubble'
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bjist [bjIst] 'beestings' bjuster (reitsje) [bjöst 1r ] 'to

lose'
twer [twer] 'sickening' twir(je) [twIr] 'to whirl'

tjirk [tjIrk] 'redshank' tjems [tjems] 'milk filter'
dwers [dwes] 'crosswise' dwyl [dwil] 'dizzy'

djip [djIp] 'deep' djerre [dje:rc] 'yolk'
kwelts (rinne) [kwelts] kuos [kwos] 'pet name of

'(to walk) with a limp' pig'
kiuw [kjo:] 'gill' kjirm(je) [kjIrm] 'to moan'

Goasse [lwasc] 'proper noun' guod [lwot] 'things'
gjin [ljIn] 'no(ne)' gjalp [lj]lp] 'shriek'

fuort [fwot] 'away' foars [fwas] 'sturdy'
fjoer [fju.cr] 'fire' fjild [fjIlt] 'field'

woarst [vwast] 'sausage' woartel [vwat1l] 'root'
wiette [vjItc] 'wetness' wjok [vjok] 'wing'
swilk [swIlk] 'linoleum' swel [swel] 'swallow'
sjerp [sjerp] 'syrup' sjippe [sjIpc] 'soap'
loarte [lwatc] 'droppings' luork(je) [lwork] 'to peek'
ljisk [ljIsk] 'groin' ljurk [ljörk] 'lark'

ruot [rwot] 'soot' roaster [rwastr1] 'grid'
rjocht [rjoxt] 'law, justice' rjemme [rjemc] 'cream'
noartsk [nwatsk] 'surly' nuodlik [nwodlck] 'risky'
njonken [njoõkôý ] 'next to' njúnt(sje) [njynt] 'to hum'

muoz(je) [mwoz] 'to spill' muoi(e) [mwo:j] 'to regret'
meall(e) [mjel] 'to grind' mjitte [mjItc] 'measure'

2) O + L clusters:

pljims [pljIms] 'sheet (of paper); quarter of a quire'

[plw] (not attested)

priuw(e) [prjo:] preamk(je) [prjempk]

'to taste' 'to sail with a flatboat'

proalling [prwalIõ] proastich [prwastcx]
'kidney of a slaughtered 'jaunty, perky'
animal'

bliuw(e) [bljo:] blier(je) [bljIr]
'to stay' 'to blister, to bubble'
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bloarre [blwarc] bluodderich

'greenhorn' [blwodcrcx] 'bloody, gory'

brjit [brjIt] briefk(je) [brjIfk]
'lump of peat' 'to correspond (with)'

bruorren [brworn1 ] 'brothers; brethren'

triuw(e) [trjo:] triemmich [trjImcx]

'to push' 'rancid, rank'

troanje [trwãjc] 'face; mug, phiz'

driuw(e) [drjo:] 'to float, to drift'

[drw] (not attested)

kljirre [kljIrc] 'tangle (of hair)'

kluork(je) [klwork] kloark(je) [klwark]
'to question, to sound out' 'idem'

kreauw(e) [krjo:] kriuwel [krjo:wcl]

'to quarrel' 'itch, tickle'

kroadfol [krwat]- kroask(je) [krwask]
'barrowload' 'to pace reluctantly'

glierk(je) [lljIrk] gljurk(je) [lljörk]
'to shine, to glance' 'to cast loving looks at'

gluork(je) [llwork] gloarje [llwarjc]
'to gleam, to glow' 'glowing ember'

greau [lrjo:] griente [lrjIntc]

'dripping' 'vegetables'

groatten#brij [lrwatn1 ]- frjemd [frjempt]
'barley gruel' 'foreign; strange'
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Frjentsjer [frjentsjcr] 'place name'

froask [frwask] 'frog'

fljoch [fljox] fljirk(je) [fljIrk]

'fly (present tense stem)' 'to flame, to kindle'

fluor(je) [flwor] 'to pave, to surface'

wriuw(e) [vrjo:] 'to rub'

[vrw] (not attested)

B: with an extrasyllabic first segment:

1) biconsonantal clusters:

fnjit (hawwe mei) [fnjIt] '(to be) pleased (with)'

[fnw] (not attested)

gnjird(zje) [lnjId] 'to seize roughly'

gnoar(je) [lnwar] 'to growl; to grumble'

knjocht [knjoxt] kniers#bien [knjIz]-

'servant, helper' 'cartilage'

in knoarre [knwarc] knoar#hoanne [knwar]-
'a lot' 'gurnard'

smjunt [smjönt] smjirk(je) [smjIrk]

'wigeon; rascal, scoundrel' 'to make a mess'

smoarch [smwarx] op it snjit (mei) [snjIt]
'dirty, soiled' 'pleased (with)'

snie#bal [snjI]- snuorje [snworjc]

'snowball' 'certain period of time'

snoark(je) [snwark] 'to snore'
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sloarm [slwarm] sluork(je) [slwork]

'great lump of a dog' 'to slide'

sljurk(je) [sljörk] sljocht [sljoxt]
'to slide' 'even, smooth'

spoanne [spwanc] spuonnen [spwonn1 ]

'chip (of wood)' 'made of split-wood'

spjelde [spjeldc] spjocht [spjoxt]
'(hair)pin' 'woodpecker'

stoarm [stwarm] stuolk(je) [stwolk]

'storm, gale' 'to be based (on)'

stjitt(e) [stjIt] stjelp [stjelp]
'to thrust' 'chees-cover farmhouse'

skoalle [skwalc] skuorre [skworc]

'school' 'barn'

skjin [skjIn] skeau [skjo:]
'clean' 'sheaf'

tsjin [tsjIn] tsjuster [tsjöstr1]

'against' 'dark'

2)  triconsonantal clusters (initiating in /s/):

strjitte [strjItc] strjemm(e) [strjem]
'street' 'to coagulate, to curdle'

spriuw [sprjo:] skriuw(e) [skrjo:]

'thrush, aphtha' 'to write'

skreau [skrjo:] 'shout, shriek'

skroar(je) [skrwar] 'to practise the tailor's trade'

In view of all this, we now seem to face a contradiction. On the one
hand, there appears to be positive evidence that glides do not belong to

the nucleus, viz. their co-occurrence with all sorts of vowels. On the
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other hand, there appears to be positive evidence that they do not belong

to the onset either, viz. their co-occurrence with all sorts of consonants
and consonant clusters. Put differently, glides do not seem to contribute

to the complexity of either nucleus or onset.25

We will therefore have to find evidence on the basis of which we can
make plausible whether a glide belongs to the onset or to the nucleus.

There appears to be evidence for either analysis, though, in our view, the
evidence which points to a glide belonging to the nucleus is much more

conclusive. We will present the evidence for the onset analysis first.
In the first place, /h/ only occurs before a vowel (see § 1.3.2.1). It

cannot precede a rising diphthong, witness the following pairs of related
words, showing MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING:26

(22) hier /hicr/ [hi.cr] 'hair'
hier+en [jIrn1 ] 'hairs'
hier+ke [jIrkc] 'little hair'

heal /hIcl/ [hI.cl] 'half'
heal#wei [jelwi] 'halfway'

hoed [hu.ct] 'hat'
hoed+en [vwodn1 ] 'hats'
hoed+tsje [vwotsjc] 'little hat'

hoas [ho.cs] 'stocking'

hoas+en [vwa:zn1 ] 'stockings'

The above pattern seems to constitute evidence that a glide is part of the
onset. Another interpretation of the facts is possible, however. What (22)

indicates is that /h/ must immediately precede the head of the nucleus, as
expressed by the following /h/-STATEMENT:

(23)

 The fact that [w] shows a preference for being followed by the vowels /a/ and /o/25

is a synchronic reflex of the historical process of MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING. [j]
does not have such a preference, due to the former historical processes alluded to in (19)
above (OLD FRISIAN BREAKING, diphthongisation, palatalisation), all of which resulted
in a sequence containing [j] (but not [w]). Besides, word-initial [w] generally turned into
the labiodental obstruent [v] (see § 1.3.2.6).

 Since, phonologically speaking, MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING is an opaque26

phenomenon, we assume the alternation of centralising with rising diphthongs to be a
matter of stem allomorphy, i.e. one of storing both stems in the lexicon (see § 1.3.1.2). This
implies that we do not assume /h/ to be deleted by rule here.
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Now, consider the independently motivated structures for a falling/

centralising and a rising diphthong in (6), repeated here for convenience:

(24) a. 

b. 

On the strength of (23) and the LINKING CONSTRAINT (10), /h/ is
allowed to precede a falling/centralising diphthong, since in (24)a there

is a single association line between the left-most X and [+voc]. The X in
(24)b, on the other hand, is doubly associated to [+voc], hence /h/ is not

allowed to precede a rising diphthong.27

In the second place, a language game seems to provide evidence for

 Note that N-PROJECTION (7) is allowed to derive a long monophthong from a27

single vocoid linked to two X-positions, though this should be impossible on the strength
of constraint (10). Booij (1988:9), therefore, assumes that the latter does not pertain to
structure-building rules.
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the onset analysis. There are not many Frisian language games known to

us; regrettably, the two mentioned in Sipma (1948:42) are of no use for
our present purpose. Therefore, we use a family-specific language game

through which we hypocoristically transform the names of our children
(Krijn /krein/, Douwe /d]uc/, and Richt /rIxt/). It proceeds as follows:

(25) Krijn petijn [krejm pctejn]

Douwe petouwe [d]wwc pct]wwc]
Richt peticht [rIxt pctIxt]

It is clear what this 'game' consists of: the name is repeated, in which the

onset is replaced with the sequence [pct]-, a kind of reduplication. Now,
names beginning with a glide or the sequence consonant + glide, like

Jarich [ja:rcx], Lieuwe [ljo:wc], Djoke [djo:kc], Sjoerd [sju.ct], Goasse
[lwasc], and Duotsje [dwotsjc], are thus transformed:

(26) a. Jarich petarich [pcta:rcx] *[pctja:rcx]
Lieuwe petieuwe [pcto:wc] *[pctjo:wc]
Djoke petoke [pcto:kc] *[pctjo:kc]

Sjoerd petoerd [pctu.ct] *[pctju.ct]

b. Goasse pet(o)asse [pctasc] [pctwasc]? ?

Duotsje pet(u)otsje [pctotsjc] [pctwotsjc]? ?

The pattern in (26)a, about which our intuitions are very clear, seems to

indicate that the glide belongs to the onset. Two things should be noted,
however. First, it is not uncommon for complex sound sequences to be

simplified in affective linguistic usage. Besides, it is characteristically
the unmarked which shows up in reduplication (see Steriade (1988)).
The latter may be relevant with respect to these cases, for, second, the
sequence [tj], which would arise when the glide [j] were part of the

nucleus, is rather uncommon in Frisian. It mainly occurs in complex
words with a broken centralising diphthong, like teannen [tjenn1 ] 'toes'

(cf. tean [tI.cn] 'toe') and tiennen [tjInn1 ] 'wicker' (cf. tien [ti.cn] 'osier
(rod), wicker'). As to simplex words, it exclusively occurs in the un-

familiar verb tjilde 'to recognise, to acknowledge' and the interjections
tjú(jút) [tjy(jyt)], tjút [tjyt], and tjûk [tjuk]. All other words beginning
with [tj]- have a variant with [tsj]-, so tjilling [tjIlIõ] 'teal' and tjirk [tjIrk]
'redshank' have the variants tsjilling and tsjirk. The other way round, not

all words beginning with [tsj]- have a variant with [tj]-, so the variant
forms *tjaffel and *tjerke do not occur alongside tsjaffel [tsjafcl] 'trap,

gob' and tsjerke [tsjerkc] 'church', a fact which is significant here.
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Moreover, the sequence *[tjc] is absolutely out, only [tsjc] being

allowed. Our intuitions about the pattern in (26)b are much less clear.
Though we have a slight preference for reduplicated forms without a

glide, those with a glide do not seem ill-formed to us. It should be noted
that the sequence [tw] does not meet with the same reluctance as does

[tj]. All this means that the facts in (26) can be interpreted such that it is
immaterial whether the glide belongs to the onset or the nucleus, hence

they do not constitute conclusive evidence on this score.
We will now present the evidence for the nucleus analysis. In the first

place, if in, admittedly self-construed, spoonerisms the onsets of two
successive words are interchanged the glide remains in place:

(27) wy hawwe om 'e keallen tocht [kjeln1  t]xt]

'we have of the calves thought'
as: wy hawwe om 'e teallen kocht [tjeln1  k]xt]

*wy hawwe om 'e tellen kjocht [teln1  kj]xt]

wy hawwe de buorden makke [bwodn1  makc]
'we have the signs made'

as: wy hawwe de muorden bakke [mwodn1  bakc]
*wy hawwe de morden boakke [modn1  bwakc]

The glide is not transposed, after which it is deleted in order to simplify

the resulting sound sequence (in which case we would end up with no
glide at all). The fact that it remains in place seems to us an indication

that it belongs to the nucleus.28

In the second place, there is MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING, i.e.

the alternation of a centralising with a rising diphthong, and VOWEL
SHORTENING, i.e. the alternation of a long with a short monophthong
(see also § 1.3.1.2). These are functionally equivalent, in that both occur
in by and large the same (mor)phonological environment (Tiersma

(1979;1980)).  This holds both interdialectally and for Frisian as a29

whole. First, where Klaai- and Wâldfrysk have breaking in the alter-

nations [o.c] - [wa] and [u.c] - [wo], as in doar [do.cr] 'door' - doarren
[dwarn1 ] 'doors' and foet [fu.ct] 'foot' - fuotten [fwotn1 ] 'feet', Súdwest-

 Regrettably, we have no collection of spontaneous slips of the tongue at our dis-28

posal, which would provide us with more reliable material to base our analysis on. This
topic, thus, merits closer investigation.

 Both historical processes have become phonologically opaque, so the synchronic29

alternations are to be accounted for in terms of stem allomorphy (see § 1.3.1.2 and footnote
26 above).
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hoeksk has shortening, viz. doar [do.cr] - dörren [d�rn1 ] and foet [fu.ct]

'foot' - futten [fötn1 ] (see also § 1.1). Second, breaking and vowel
shortening are quite common in diminutives and compounds, as in kies

[ki.cs] 'molar (tooth)' - kieske [kjIskc] 'little molar' and tsiis [tsi:s]
'cheese' - tsyske [tsiskc] 'little cheese', and stien [sti.cn] 'stone' -

stien#slach [stjªslax] 'road-metal; rubble' and tiid [ti:t] 'time' - tyd#skrift
[titskrIft] 'periodical, journal, lit.: time note book'.

Both diachronic phonological processes are instances of nucleus
shortening. As such, they are insightfully accounted for by means of the

mechanism of closure, i.e. the convergence of branching association
lines.  We, therefore, assume that the following general phonological30

rule of NUCLEUS CONTRACTION was operative in the phonology of
Frisian (the (mor)phonological context omitted):

(28)

Rule (28) accounts for both MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING and

VOWEL SHORTENING, as exemplified below:

 See Schane (1987,1995) for closure per se and Visser (1990) and Schane (1995)30

for an analysis of breaking in terms of closure.
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(29) a.

b.

The above analysis has two advantages over one in which breaking is
viewed as a process of DELINKING (from the nucleus) and REASSO-

CIATION (to the onset), as in Booij (1989).
First, NUCLEUS CONTRACTION is a simple, one-step operation,

whereas DELINKING and REASSOCIATION form two steps.
Second, and more importantly, NUCLEUS CONTRACTION enables

us to treat MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING and VOWEL SHORTEN-
ING as one phonological operation. The latter can by no means be
accounted for by DELINKING and REASSOCIATION. On the strength
of the OCP, a long monophthong must be represented as a single vocoid

linked to two skeletal slots. A geminate cannot be split (geminate
integrity), so it is not allowed to delink only one half of it.

If one adheres to this unifying analysis, as we do, this entails that
MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING resulted in the existence of rising

diphthongs, containing prevocalic glides which belong to the nucleus,
not to the onset.31

 We are aware of the fact that we are justifying a synchronic analysis with dia-31

chronic arguments here. The diachronic arguments, however, pertain to a unifying analysis
of a phonological process, whereas the synchronic argument derived from them relates to
the result of the process concerned.
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In the third place, the diphthong /o]/ was broken to [wa], whereas /iI/

was broken to [jI]. Why was not /o]/ broken to [w]], as was to be ex-
pected? According to Hoekstra (1988), Frisian had the following

phonotactic filter:

(30) *[w]]

On the strength of (30), the outcome of the breaking of /o]/ was in need
of repair, achieved in this case by means of lowering /]/ to /a/. As noted

above, only segments within one and the same phonological constituent
can be subjected to collocational restrictions. The very statement of (30),

thus, presupposes that /u/ and /]/ belonged to the same phonological
constituent, viz. the nucleus.

In the fourth place, according to the /ts/-STATEMENT from § 2.3.4.1,
the word-initial consonant cluster /ts/ can only immediately precede the
vocoid /i/, viz. /i/, /i:/, /ic/, or [j] (which is /i/ underlyingly). See the
following examples, taken from the above-mentioned section:

(31) tsiis /tsi:z/ 'cheese'

tsien /tsicn/ 'ten'
tsjil /tsiIl/ 'wheel'
tsjêf /tsie:v/ 'chaff'
tsjoar /tsiocr/ 'tether'

So, V(V) and jV(V) pattern alike in this respect, which is an indication

that the glide belongs to the nucleus.
In sum, there appears to be evidence that a prevocalic glide belongs to

the nucleus. The evidence pointing to a prevocalic glide belonging to the
onset appeared to be much less compelling.

It turns out to be the case, then, that co-occurrence restrictions are not

always as unequivocal an indication concerning constituent-hood as one
might wish, and that additional evidence is sometimes called for. It is

also clear that the DIPHTHONG PARAMETER (20) must be re-
formulated:

(32) DIPHTHONG PARAMETER (final version)
the glides of diphthongs are oriented leftward or rightward
with respect to the head

(on (left/right) / off)
(the unmarked/default value is italicised)
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Frisian has set parameter (32) to the marked value.32

3.3.3.2. Deriving rising diphthongs

A rising diphthong consists of a sequence of two vocoids, associated to
one X-slot (see (6)b above). At first sight, this seems to imply that it

cannot be derived by N-PROJECTION (7), so that we have to assume
that the underlying vocoid inventory of Frisian also possesses structures

of the following abstract form:

(33)

This would considerably complicate the phoneme inventory, since
Frisian has many rising diphthongs.

When N-PROJECTION operates upon the vocoid sequence of words

like swit /suIt/ 'sweat', tjirg(je) /tiIrã/ 'to rage', Tsjom /tsiom/ 'place
name', and koart /kuat/ 'short', the following constellation is derived:

(34)

The nucleus in (34) has the structure of a falling diphthong, since it is
associated to two skeletal positions (see (6)a above). But this is at odds

with the segmental make-up, since the left-hand vocoid has a smaller
degree of opening of the vocal tract than the right-hand one, i.e. the
former is less sonorous than the latter. This means that (34) is ill-

 According to Davis & Hammond (1995), American English has both falling32

diphthongs and the rising diphthong [yu], which is assumed to be present at the underlying
level. So, it has the same parameter setting as Frisian.
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formed, so that it is in need of repair. We, therefore, postulate the

following constraint and repair rule:

(35) a.

b.

In § 1.3.1.2, it is argued that, synchronically, MODERN FRISIAN

BREAKING is an opaque phenomenon. Children simply must learn
which words undergo it and in which environment. As a consequence,

words which display breaking must have two vocoid sequences in their
underlying representation; stien 'stone', for instance, must be represented

as /st{ic/iI}n/. NUCLEUS CONTRACTION (28), therefore, has under-
gone a functional and formal change. From a common phonological rule,
which 1) affected both diphthongs and long monophthongs, and 2)
applied in a specific (mor)phonological context, it has turned into the

repair rule CONTRACTION (35)b, which 1) only operates upon a
bipositional nuclear sequence of a [+high] and a [-high] vocoid and 2) is

context-free.
CONTRACTION applies as soon as N-PROJECTION has derived the

illicit constellation (35)a, giving the latter the structure of a rising
diphthong (see (6)b above):
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(36)

This structure is well-formed, since "for a rising diphthong, the left
component must not be lower in height than the right one" (Schane

(1987:281)).
The nucleus in (36) is associated to one X-position. This explains the

fact that a rising diphthong can be followed by a biconsonantal cluster
without violating the RHYME FILTER, which allows for a maximally
three-positional rhyme (see § 2.7.2).  Below, we list some examples:33

(37) bjirk [bjIrk] 'birch' ljurk [ljörk] 'lark'
doarp [dwarp] 'village' tsjirp(e) [tsjIrp] 'to chirp'

soarch [swarx] 'concern' swolch [swolx] 'draught,
 pull'

gjalp [lj]lp] 'shriek' stjelp [stjelp] 'chees-cover
farmhouse'

Gjalt [lj]lt] 'proper jelt [jelt] 'handle, haft (of
noun' spade, shovel, hoe, weeder)'

tsjilk [tsjIlk] 'beaker' swilk [swIlk] 'linoleum'
smjunt [smjönt] 'wigeon'

bjint [bjInt] 'type of grass'
stjonk(e) [stjoõk] 'to smell'
swink(e) [swIõk] 'to swerve'

This means that CONTRACTION (35)b must apply in the lexicon; to be
more precise, it must follow N-PROJECTION and precede the other

rules of the SSA, notably the CODA-RULE and the COMPLEX CODA
RULE, i.e. it must interrupt the process of initial syllabification. This is

in line with Paradis (1988), who explicitly states that repair rules can
apply in the lexicon.

So, we need not assume rising diphthongs to be present underlying-

 Of course, analysing the glide of a rising diphthong as part of the onset also al-33

lows for an insightful account of the facts from (37). A rising diphthong is short in either
analysis.
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ly.  In their initial stage, they are derived by N-PROJECTION (7). This34

leads to the ill-formed constellation (34), which is repaired by CON-
TRACTION (35)b.

3.3.4. 'Triphthongs'

Frisian has words with sequences of three and four vocoids. These are
the following (see also § 2.5.1):

(38) a. a long vocoid followed by a high vocoid (surfacing as a

glide), as in: aai /a:i/ 'egg; stroke, caress', roai(e) /ro:i/ 'to
estimate, to assess', ieu /i:u/ 'century; age';

b. a high vocoid (surfacing as a glide) followed by a long
vocoid or a falling/centralising diphthong, as in: skriuw(e)
/skrio:/ 'to write', fjouw(er) /fi]u(cr)/ 'four', swij(e) /suei/ 'to
be silent', oan 'e jui /i�y/ wêze 'to be out on the tiles'   swiet
/suict/ 'sweet', tsjoen /tsiucn/ 'enchantment, charm';

c. a high vocoid (surfacing as a glide) followed by a long

vocoid followed by a high vocoid (surfacing as a glide):
swaai(e) /sua:i/ 'to swing, to sway', Jaai(e) /ia:i/ 'proper
noun', jaai(em) /ia:i/ 'blue ruin, schnapps', boai(em) /bua:i/
'bottom', (d)joei(e) /(d)iu:i/ 'to romp, to frisk, to frolic; to

teem (with), to be alive (with)' (an exhaustive list).

As shown in § 3.3.1 above, vocoid sequences do not occur at random in
morphemes, so in § 3.3.4.1 we will take a look at co-occurrence

constraints on the sequences in (38). The latter are called triphthongs in
most literature on Frisian (see e.g. Sipma (1913:13/14,§48,49)). Now,
the nucleus may occupy two X-positions at most. This raises the question
of how the sequences at hand are syllabified. We will examine the

sequences with prevocalic glides in § 3.3.4.2, those with postvocalic
glides in § 3.3.4.3.

3.3.4.1. Co-occurrence constraints on sequences of three and
four vocoids

In § 3.3.1 above, we formulated the NON-HIGH VOCOID CON-

STRAINT, which is repeated below:

N The only exception being the suffix -je (-/(ic) /).34
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(39)

This constraint excludes tautomorphemic sequences of two [-high]
vocoids. The well-formedness of the tri- or four-segmental vocoid

sequences in (38), therefore, depends on the well-formedness of their
bisegmental subsequences.

We will deal with the most straightforward cases first. Consider the
following vocoid sequence:35

(40)

A B B CSubsequence  (X X )  is  all  right,  but  (X X )  is at odds with (39),  so
sequence (40) as a whole is ill-formed. What we do find is the following:

(41)

This sequence occurs in a verb like skriuw(e) /skrio:/ 'to write' (see
(38)b).
 Sequence (42) is the mirror image of (40):

(42)

 Since this section is only concerned with vocoid sequences, we will leave out the35

feature [+voc] from formal representations and constraints, unless it is necessary to include
it.
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B C A BIn this case, subsequence (X X ) is all right, but it is (X X ) that is not

in conformity with (39). We do find the following:

(43)

This sequence occurs in words like aai /a:i/ 'egg; stroke, caress' and

roai(e) /ro:i/ 'to estimate, to assess' (see (38)a).
The front glide [j] appears to only occur after back vowels (see Booij

(1995:44) for the same observation as to Dutch). We, therefore,
formulate the following HIGH VOCOID STATEMENT:

(44)

Consider the following vocoid sequence:

(45)

A BSubsequence (X X ) is all right, representing a falling diphthong (see

B C(11)a above). Subsequence (X X ) is all right as well, representing a

rising diphthong (see generalisation (1) above). The ill-formedness of
(45) cannot, therefore, be ascribed to the NON-HIGH VOCOID CON-
STRAINT (39). This means that it must be accounted for on other
grounds.

B CIf (X X ) is turned into a rising diphthong, the syllabification of the
remaining [-high] vocoid is impossible. In the first place, projecting it

into a separate syllable leads to a violation of the VOCALIC HIATUS
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FILTER (16). In the second place, as noted in § 3.3.1 above, glides are

[+high] in the unmarked case. This leads us to formulate the following
parameter:

(46) GLIDE PARAMETER

a non-head vowel is [+high] (on/off)
(the unmarked/default value is italicised)

Frisian has set parameter (46) to the unmarked value. This means that

the remaining [-high] vocoid cannot act as a glide.

A BIf (X X ) is assigned the structure of a falling diphthong, the [+high]

vocoid remains. Though the latter cannot successfully project into a
separate syllable, it can act as a glide. This, however, appears to be im-

possible, a fact to which we will return below. The upshot of all this is
that vocoid sequence (45) as a whole is unsyllabifiable.

The following sequence is the mirror image of (45):

(47)

A B B CAgain, subsequence (X X ) and (X X ) are all right, both representing a

A Brising diphthong. If (X X ) is assigned the structure of such a diphthong,
the remaining [-high] vocoid can neither project into a separate syllable

B Cnor can it act as a glide. But, if (X X ) is structured as a rising
diphthong, the remaining [+high] vocoid can act as a glide, but this

appears to be impossible, to which we will return below.
We do not find the following sequence (cf. (41) above):

(48)

The explanation for the non-occurrence of (48) is straightforward. Due
to geminate integrity, the initial half of the long [+high] vocoid cannot
end up as the offglide of a falling diphthong the head of which is the
[-high] vocoid. The projection of the latter into a separate syllable leads

to a violation of filter (16), whereas a [-high] vocoid cannot act as a
glide. All in all, sequence (48) cannot be syllabified in an appropriate

way.
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Consider the sequence in (49) (cf. (43) and (48) above):

(49)

The explanation for the non-occurrence of (49) is comparable to the
explanation for the non-occurrence of (48). The final half of the long

[+high] vocoid cannot end up as the onglide of a rising diphthong the
head of which is the [-high] vocoid. Again, the latter can neither project

into a separate syllable nor can it act as a glide.

The sequences with a centralising diphthong in (38)b have the following
make-up:

(50)

Note that (50) is in accordance with constraint (39). In principle, this
sequence could be realised either as a rising diphthong + schwa or as a

glide + a centralising diphthong. Only the latter occurs, as in the
realisation of words like swiet /suict/ [swi.ct] 'sweet' and tsjoen /tsiucn/

[tsju.cn] 'enchantment, charm'. We will return to the sequences with a
centralising diphthong in the following section.

The following sequence is impossible:

(51)

Note, again, that (51) is in accordance with (39). It appears to be the

case, however, that a centralising diphthong cannot be followed by a
glide, a point to which we will return below.

We now turn to the less straightforward cases. First, there is the

following sequence:
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(52)

Both subsequences of (52) are in accordance with (39). However,

A B B C(X X ) can only end up as a falling, (X X ) only as a rising diphthong.

If one of these has been derived, a [-high] vocoid remains. The latter
cannot project into a separate syllable and it cannot act as a glide either,

which is why the vocoid sequence (52) does not occur.
Consider the comparable sequence (53):

(53)

A BAgain, both subsequences are all right; (X X ) can only end up as a

B Crising, (X X ) only as a falling diphthong. Since the remaining vocoid is

[+high], it can be realised as a glide in either case. This means that, in
principle, vocoid sequence (53) can be realised either as a glide + a
falling diphthong or as a rising diphthong + a glide. Only the former
occurs, as in the words fjouwer /fi]ucr/ [fj]wwcr] 'four', oan 'e jui /i�y/

[j�y] wêze 'to be out on the tiles', and swije /suei+c/ [swejjc] 'to be silent
(all plural persons present tense; infinitive)' (see (38)b).  The latter, to36

which we will return below, appears to be impossible.
This leads us to the following sequence:37

(54)

A sequence of two [+high] vocoids ends up as a rising diphthong (see
generalisation (1) above). This implies that sequence (54) must be

realised either as a glide + a rising diphthong or as a rising diphthong + a

 The sequences /iei/ [jej] and /u�y/ [w�y] do not occur, which is an accidental36

gap; the absence of /u]u/ [w]w] is to be ascribed to filter (30) above.

 For  obvious  reasons,  the  sequence  of  three [-high] vocoids is left out of con-37

sideration.
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glide. Since the sequences /ii/ ([ji] or [ij]) and /uu/ ([wu] or [uw]) are

excluded on the strength of the OCP (see § 1.3.3), only /uiu/ and /iui/ are
left. The initial operation of N-PROJECTION (7) and the subsequent

application of CONTRACTION (35)b result either in the intermediate

X N X N X Nrepresentations /(((ui) ) )u/ and /(((iu) ) )i/ or in /u(((iu) ) )/ and

X N/i(((ui) ) )/, which must be realised as *[wiw], *[juj], *[wju], and *[jwi],
respectively. As indicated, however, these are ill-formed. As to *[wiw]

and *[juj], this cannot be ascribed to [wi] or [ju], see kwytse [kwitsc] 'to
slaver, to slobber' and jûch#hei [juxhaj] 'cheer(ing)'. The sequences [iw]

and [uj], however, are problematical. Words in which they seem to show
up, like ieu 'century; age' and bloei(e) 'to bloom, to flower', must be

assigned the underlying representations /i:u/ and /blu:i/, as appears from
the fact that in complex words the final [+high] vocoid is part of the

ó ófollowing syllable: ieuwen /i:u+cn/ (i:) (wcn)  'centuries' and bloeie

ó ó/blu:i+c/ (blu(.)) (jc)  'to bloom (all plural persons present tense;
infinitive)'. A sequence of three [+high] vocoids, thus, must be
represented as follows:

(55) a.  38

b.

We find (55)a in words like ieu /i:u/ and bloei(e) /blu:i/ above, (55)b in
words like swiid /sui:d/ 'grand, splendid, magnificent' and stjûne /stiu:nc/
'stem, stern'.

Due to geminate integrity, the final or initial half of the long vocoids
in (55) cannot make up a subsequence with the preceding or following

B C[+high] vocoid. This implies that subsequence (X X ) in (55)a and

A Bsubsequence (X X ) in (55)b cannot end up as a rising diphthong. 

From (55), the following generalisation emerges: a singly linked
[+high] vocoid occurs at the outer edges of a vocoid sequence. This
leads us to a consideration of the sequences of four vocoids, which occur
in swaai(e) /sua:i/ 'to swing, to sway', Jaai(e) /ia:i/ 'proper noun',

 The HIGH VOCOID STATEMENT (44) does not pertain to this representation.38

This need not bother us, since it is the OCP that only allows for /i:u/ (and /u:i/).
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jaai(em) /ia:i/ 'blue ruin, schnapps', boai(em) /bua:i/ 'bottom', and

(d)joei(e) /(d)iu:i/ 'to romp, to frisk, to frolic; to teem (with), to be alive
(with)' (see (38)c). The central long vocoid is /a:/ or /u:/, the final vocoid

is /i/, the initial one is /i/ or /u/. These sequences have the following
representation:

(56)

This is either representation (43) or (55)a, preceded by a [+high] vocoid,

or representation (41) or (55)b, followed by a [+high] vocoid. This
implies that (56) is not at odds with (39). In keeping with the above
generalisation, the singly linked [+high] vocoid occurs at the outer edges
of the vocoid sequence, a point we will return to in the following
section.

There is one final problem which must be addressed. It is a striking fact
that a falling and a centralising diphthong cannot be followed by a glide
(see (45) and (51) above), whereas a rising diphthong cannot be pre-
ceded by one (see (47) above). There seems to be a prohibition on a se-

quence of two adjacent glides. We, therefore, postulate the following
filter:

(57) a.

b.
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Whereas (57)a bans the sequence of a falling or centralising diphthong +

a glide, the sequence of a glide + a rising diphthong is excluded by
(57)b.

The ill-formedness of the latter sequence already appeared from

X N X N/u(((iu) ) )/   *[wju]   and   /i(((ui) ) )/   *[jwi]   above.   Diachronically,

however, comparable sequences must have resulted from MODERN
FRISIAN BREAKING (see (29)a above). They have all been simplified

in the course of time, witness words like twirre /tuIrc/ [twIrc] (< twjirre
/tuiIrc/ < /tuicrc/) 'whirlwind', swierder /suIr+dcr/ [swIdr1] (< swjirder <

/suicr+cr/) 'heavier', swel /suel/ [swel] (< swjel < /suIcl/) 'swallow', and
fjur(je) /fiör/ [fjör] 'to fire, to shoot', which is not *[fjwor], as was to be

expected, since fjur(je) is derived from the noun fjoer /fiucr/ [fju.cr]
'fire'. MODERN FRISIAN BREAKING gave rise to the following kind

of nucleus (for twjirre):

(58)

This is a ternary structure (cf. (57)b above), whereas language structure
is binary in the unmarked case. Moreover, it is likely that (58) is hard to

interpret phonetically, which mutatis mutandis also holds for (57)a.
There will, therefore, have been a tendency to turn (58) into a binary

structure, which at the same time is easier to realise. This was achieved
by deleting /i/.

In this section, the possible and impossible sequences of three and four
vocoids have been largely accounted for on the basis of four
independently motivated assumptions. These are: 1) the NON-HIGH

VOCOID CONSTRAINT (39), 2) the OCP-induced representation of a
long vocoid as a geminate, i.e. as a single melody linked to two skeletal

slots, 3) the VOCALIC HIATUS FILTER (16), and 4) the unmarked
setting of the GLIDE PARAMETER (46). Only the HIGH VOCOID

STATEMENT (44) and the DOUBLE GLIDE FILTER (57) had to be
separately formulated with respect to these vocoid sequences. This
speaks in favour of the approach outlined.
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3.3.4.2. Sequences with prevocalic glides

As noted in § 3.3.2 above, in the operation of syllabification, N-PRO-

JECTION (7) seeks to unite two segments under N, thus satisfying the
requirement of MAXIMALITY.

This proceeds quite straightforwardly in the cases (38)c/(55)/(56) and
(38)b/(41), insofar as they contain a long vocoid. The initial syllabi-

fication of the vocalic sequences of bliuw(e) /io:/ and swaai(e) /ua:i/

N Nresults in the intermediate representations  /i(o:) /,  and  /u(a:)  i/.  If the

unsyllabified high vocoids are affected by a new application of N-PRO-

N N N N NJECTION, the outcome, viz. /(i) (o:) / and /(u) (a:) (i) /, is filtered out

by the VOCALIC HIATUS FILTER (16).

NThe alternative initial syllabification of /io:/ and /ua:i/, viz. /(io) o/

Nand /(ua) ai/, is excluded on independent grounds. Due to geminate
integrity, one half of a long vocoid cannot be syllabified independent
from the other.

There are words which contain a sequence of a [+high] vocoid, a
[-high] vocoid, and a [+high] vocoid (see (38)b/(53)). Examples are
fjouwer, swij(e), and jui, with the vocoid sequences /i]u/, /uei/, and /i�y/.

The first two members of these sequences might be operated upon by
N-PROJECTION, after which the resulting structure is repaired by
CONTRACTION (35)b. This results in the following intermediate
structure:

(59)

Putting the rules creating (complex) onsets aside, the SSA now proceeds
with the CODA RULE, which yields:
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(60)

The nucleus in (60), occupying one X-position, is non-maximal, whereas
there is still a [+voc] segment. We take maximisation of the nucleus to

take precedence over coda formation. This tallies with the fact that the
nucleus is the head of the syllable, i.e. it is the only obligatory part of
it.  Therefore, we propose the following NUCLEUS PRINCIPLE:39

(61)

This principle expresses the fact that a non-maximal nucleus is avoided

if possible.  On the strength of (61), structure (60) is rejected. Note that40

(61) can only hold for languages which have set the COMPLEX

NUCLEUS PARAMETER to the marked value. Note, furthermore, that
(61) implies that, if there is a choice, the formation of falling diphthongs
takes precedence over that of rising diphthongs.

The following intermediate structure is in accordance with (61):

 There are syllables where only N is directly associated to ([+voc]) segments, but39

no syllables where this holds for N' or N'' (with respect to [-voc] segments).

 Cf. the ONSET PRINCIPLE from § 2.1.40
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(62)

Note that (62) has the same structure as the intermediate representations

N N/i(o:) / and /u(a:) i/ of the vocoid sequences of bliuw(e) /io:/ and

swaai(e) /ua:i/ (see above).
We now turn to vocoid sequences with schwa. As noted in the pre-

vious section, (50) can only be realised as a glide + a centralising diph-
thong. The vocoid sequences of words like swiet /suict/ 'sweet' and

Ntsjoar /tsiocr/ 'tether', thus, receive the initial syllabifications /u(ic) / and

N/i(oc) /. Containing a maximal nucleus, these are in accordance with

(61).
Schwa is a minimally specified vocoid, notably lacking place features

(see § 1.3.1.3). That is why it cannot project into a syllable in initial
syllabification, which in its turn explains its word boundary behaviour

with respect to many phonotactic regularities (see § 4.1.3.1). Now, as
argued for in § 3.2.2 above, diphthong formation in Frisian takes place at

an early stage in the phonological derivation. We, therefore, seem to face
a contradiction: whereas schwa cannot be syllabified in initial

syllabification, it does take part in the formation of centralising diph-
thongs. We take the NUCLEUS PRINCIPLE (61) to be responsible for
the latter. Nucleus maximisation takes precedence over the requirement
that a prosodified segment have place features.41

The upshot of all this is that (61) induces a uniform syllabification of
all sequences of three or four vocoids, which argues in favour of it.

As noted in the previous section, in a sequence of three or four
vocoids, it is only a [+high] vocoid that occurs at the outer edges. It

cannot be coincidental that it is, thus, the least sonorous vocoid which
remains extranuclear after N-PROJECTION, just as it is no coincidence
that obstruents remain extrasyllabic after initial syllabification. This
means that a separate statement to this effect is superfluous. The forms

2 Early  spreading of the place  (and height) features from the preceding  [-open ]41

vocoid to schwa yields a genuine long monophthong, so this is not a viable alternative.
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bliuw, swij, jui, and kwea have the following structure after initial

syllabification:

(63)

In § 3.3.3.1 above, we have gathered evidence that a prevocalic glide
belongs to the nucleus, not to the onset. We, therefore, formulate the

following rule of PRENUCLEAR VOCOID INCORPORATION:

(64)

It is only the root node that is associated to the nucleus, since a nucleus
may occupy two X-positions at most. The vocoid under consideration is

always [+high], but this need not be encoded into the rule's Structural
Description (see above). Rule (64) turns the intermediate structure in

(63) into the following:
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(65)

This analysis implies that the [+high] vocoid, which is at the periphery
of the vocoid sequence, can remain unsyllabified in initial syllabification
(as exemplified in (63) above). At the (post-cyclic) lexical level, it is
incorporated into the nucleus by (64), which, for deriving prenuclear

glides, replaces the rule of GLIDING (5).
A prevocalic glide does not belong to the onset, but to the nucleus.

Usually, the CV-RULE does not stand a chance to operate upon [+voc]
segments, since these have been syllabified by the prior application of

N-PROJECTION. In the above cases, however, the [+high] vocoid is
still 'free' at the time the CV-RULE applies. The operation of the latter

upon this vocoid, however, yields an ill-formed outcome. We, therefore,
propose the following VOCOID ONSET FILTER:

(66)

This filter is in keeping with N-PROJECTION, which exclusively

operates upon [+voc] segments. It only holds at the level of initial
syllabification. At the post-cyclic level(s), where constraints on initial
syllabification are relaxed, vocoids can end up in the onset, though only
the least sonorous, [+high], ones have this potential. There are two cases.

First, they are inserted between a full vowel and schwa, after which they
are syllabified into the onset of the schwa-syllable. They, thus, prevent

an onsetless schwa-syllable and vocalic hiatus at the same time, i.e. they
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óseparate two adjacent nuclei. Examples are seeën /se:+cn/ 'seas' ((se:) cn

ó ó ó--> (se:) icn --> (se:) (jcn) ) and stowe /sto:+c/ 'to rise in clouds; to

ódash, to rush (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)' ((sto:) c -->

ó ó ó(sto:) uc --> (sto:) (wc) ). Second, if a [+high] vocoid is the glide in a
long vowel + glide sequence, it is resyllabified before a schwa-initial

suffix, again preventing a schwa-syllable without onset, as in aaien

ó ó ó/a:i+cn/ 'eggs' ((a:i) cn --> (a:) (jcn) ) and troaie /tro:i+c/ 'to placate, to

óappease (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)' ((tro:i) c -->

ó ó(tro:) (jc) ). So, it is only in complex words that a [+voc] segment can be

(re)syllabified into the onset by the CV-RULE.

3.3.4.3. Sequences with postvocalic glides

In § 2.5.1, we saw that a postnuclear glide adds to the complexity of the
rhyme. Therefore, it is likely for this [+high] vocoid to be syllabified by
the independently motivated CODA RULE. The latter only operates
upon unsyllabified postnuclear Xs, without regard to their phonetic con-
tent. This would imply that we do not need a separate gliding rule to de-

rive postvocalic glides. Note that a glide in the coda makes for a pre-
ferred rhyme type, since it yields a minimal sonority fall from nucleus to
coda.

Take the word aai. After N-PROJECTION, its representation is

N/(a:) i/. If /i/ is affected by a new application of N-PROJECTION, the

N Noutcome, */(a:) (i) /, is filtered out by the VOCALIC HIATUS FILTER

(16). The only way for aai to be properly syllabified, therefore, is by
means of incorporation of /i/ into the (preceding) syllable by the CODA

N N'RULE, resulting in the (partial) syllabification /((a:) i) /. This is
empirically correct, as appears from the fact that /i/ adds to the com-
plexity of the rhyme (see § 2.5.1).

Now, let us see what happens when N-PROJECTION does operate

upon /i/ and the outcome is not filtered out. In that case, a violation of
filter (16) arises, necessitating a repair operation. A 'natural' repair

would be the insertion of a [+high] vocoid, which would subsequently be
syllabified into the onset of the second syllable (see the end of the pre-

vious section). This scenario, however, is impossible when the first of
the two adjacent nuclei is occupied by /a(:)/ (Veenstra (1994)). As noted
in § 1.3.2.2, the occurrence of the glottal stop is severely restricted in
Frisian. This means that no 'natural' hiatus breaker is available in the

N Ncase of */(a:) (i) /. The resolution of hiatus by means of a consonant
must be motivated morphologically, but such a motivation cannot be

construed either. All in all, this means that the hiatus would remain
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unresolvable, resulting in an ill-formed output. The [+high] vocoid of

aai, therefore, can only be syllabified as a coda.
Now, there are dialects in which the /a:/-portion of aai is pronounced

as []:]. Besides, there are words containing /o:i/, for instance troai(e) 'to
placate, to appease'. If N-PROJECTION operates upon /i/ in these

words, the [+high] back vocoid /u/ can be inserted between the long
back vowel and /i/, after which it can be syllabified as the onset of the

second syllable. Especially young children, and those speaking with
great emphasis may pronounce aai and troai in a way which is not that

easy to describe, but the realisation is undoubtedly disyllabic, being

ó ó ó óapproximately (]:) (wcj)  and (tro:) (wcj) . The short, unstressed vowel

/i/ must have reduced to schwa, which, in turn, has acquired an offglide
element.42

The question is whether these realisations really are the result of pho-
nological operations. There are two facts which point against this. First,
the contribution of /i/ to the complexity of the rhyme is not affected, i.e.
the rhyme of the first syllable cannot be expanded now that /i/ is no
longer part of it. Second, this disyllabic pronunciation is also possible
with words in which a second application of N-PROJECTION cannot

ó ópossibly have taken place, for instance in kâld /k]:d/ (k]:) (wct)  'cold,
chilly'. Therefore, these realisations are likely to result from phonetic
implementation, rather than from phonology proper.

3.4. Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we have tried to account for the numerous complex nu-

clei in Frisian. To our mind, we have succeeded in arriving at a relative-
ly simple procedure for diphthong formation, in making use of the inde-
pendently motivated syllabification procedure. Since we assume neither
glides nor syllable structure to be underlyingly present, the underlying

form of words with surface diphthongs can be kept relatively simple.
The vowel sequences which diphthongs consist of are not arbitrary,

primarily as regards the feature [±high], but, with respect to falling
diphthongs, also as to the place specification. We, therefore, formulated

various vocoid filters and statements, which express generalisations over
the melodic make-up of Frisian simplex words, so that they are needed
anyway.

Special attention has been paid to sequences of three or four vocoids,

 Note that this is at odds with filter (57)a, which means that these realisations42

belong to a late level (see also the following paragraph).
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which also turned out to be non-arbitrary as regards the distribution of

their [+high] members. Though it cannot be denied that, segmentally,
there are words with sequences of three (or even four) vocoids, 'triph-

thongs' were argued not to exist in structural terms, i.e. there are no
nuclei which occupy more than two X-positions.



4 The role of schwa in
initial syllabification
and vowel epenthesis

4.0. Introduction

Schwa has a special status within the vocalic system. It is a minimally
specified vocoid, consisting of no more than a root node (see § 1.3.1.3).

In this chapter, we will discuss two consequences of schwa's minimal
phonological specification with respect to syllabification.

On the one hand, schwa is unable to participate in initial syllabifi-
cation (notably N-PROJECTION), hence word-final schwa (or schwa

plus consonant) acts like a word boundary in initial syllabification, for
which motivation is provided in § 4.1.

On the other hand, schwa's help is often called for to split a heter-
organic tautosyllabic consonant cluster, which process is examined in §

4.2. It is shown that epenthesis can occur in both onset and coda clusters,
which has repercussions for the formulation of the epenthesis rule.1

4.1. Schwa's behaviour in initial syllabification

Words ending in -/c(C)/, like krante /kr]ntc/ 'newspaper', himmel
/hImcl/ 'neat, tidy, clean', and amer /a:mcr/ 'bucket', have the surface

ó ó ó ó ó ósyllabification (kr]n) (tc) , (hI) (mcl) , and (a:) (mcr) , respectively.
This seems to pose no problem whatsoever for our syllabification pro-

cedure.
As regards these forms, there is, however, more at stake than just this.

Kager and Zonneveld (1986) have shown, primarily on the basis of dis-

 Both diachronically and synchronically, schwa is also prone to deletion, which,1

in a way, is the complement of epenthesis. Schwa-deletion will be dealt with in § 6.4.3, in
connection with the derivation of syllabic sonorant consonants.
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tributional regularities, that in Dutch simplex words final schwa and the

sequence schwa + consonant act as a word boundary in initial syllabi-
fication (see also Kager (1989), Zonneveld (1993), and Van Oostendorp

(1995)). This means that, initially, the syllable boundary is immediately
before schwa. Extending this analysis to Frisian yields the initial sylla-

ó ó óbifications (kr]nt) c, (hIm) cl, and (a:m) cr for the above words. All
consonants preceding schwa belong to the first syllable, which, thus,

acquires a longer rhyme than the word-internally permitted maximum of
[VX]. At the same time, however, such rhymes are now to be viewed as

the rhymes of a word-final syllable, which renders their length un-
problematical.

Within this analysis, a difference arises between the initial and the
surface syllabification. As to the above-mentioned three words, the

following picture emerges:

(1) initial syllabification surface syllabification

ó ó ó(kr]nt) c (kr]n) (tc)

ó ó ó(hIm) cl (hI) (mcl)

ó ó ó(a:m) cr (a:) (mcr)

This implies that at a later stage in the derivation, (re)syllabification has
to take place (see § 4.1.3.2 below).

At the end of their article, Kager and Zonneveld wonder if and how
their analysis may be applicable to other languages. They do not seem to

have great expectations in this respect. Since the appearance of their
article, however, their analysis has been extensively applied to Eastern

Dutch dialects, specifically to that of Hellendoorn, in Nijen Twilhaar
(1990). With respect to Frisian, it was implemented by De Haan (1988:
54-58). He contends that an analysis of schwa's behaviour as outlined
above can explain the occurrence of lengthened nasalised vowels, to wit

before the tautosyllabic final sequence -/n{s/z}/. Words like kâns /k]ns/
'chance' and krânse /kr]nsc/ 'wreath, garland' receive a comparable

ó óinitial syllable structure, (k]ns)  and (kr]ns) c, which makes them input
for one and the same lengthening rule.  In Levelt (1994), it is studied2

how young children acquire place of articulation features when learning
Dutch. During the first stage of this process, only the undivided unit
WORD is available for specification. Levelt notices, however, that it is

 It is questionable whether there is still a synchronic lengthening rule. The words2

under consideration are better analysed as containing a long vocoid (see Visser (1991) for
arguments to that effect).
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not the uttered word in its entirety that is of importance in this respect,

but only "the stressed syllable plus, in case of a bisyllabic word, the
consonant of the following unstressed syllable. In general this amounts

to the initial CV or CVC part of the uttered word" (Levelt (1994:84)).
The word poes /pus/ 'pussy(cat)', thus, counts as a whole, but from the

verbal form lopen /lopc/ 'to walk (all plural persons present tense;
infinitive)' it is only the part /lop/ that counts. So, here as well, schwa

acts as a word boundary. Finally, at the end of Cairns (1988), a similar
analysis of schwa's behaviour in English seems to be proposed. Cairns

observes "that the most parsimonious account of intrafoot, intervocalic
clusters is that they are essentially rhyme sequences". This only pertains

to "roots in the core vocabulary which are either native or loans of great
antiquity" (Cairns (1988:232)). All this means that Kager & Zonneveld's

analysis not only proves fruitful for Dutch, but also for other languages.
This need not surprise us, schwa being the same kind of minimal vocoid
in all languages mentioned.

In this subsection, we will try to motivate this analysis for Frisian
more fully. In § 4.1.1, we will go into the two forms of word-final schwa
sequence which must be distinguished. The motivation for the analysis is

the subject of § 4.1.2, whereas schwa and (re)syllabification will be dealt
with in § 4.1.3.

4.1.1. Forms of word-final schwa sequence3

In Frisian, two kinds of word-final schwa sequence are to be distin-
guished: -/c/ en -/cC/. The former is linked to the word category noun

(including proper nouns), whereas the latter is unconstrained in this
respect.4

 We will leave out of consideration words with a word-final sequence -/cCc(C)/,3

like krammele /kramclc/ 'ugh!', rigele /riãclc/ 'row', and nofteren /noftcrcn/ 'sober'.
Words like janefot /ja:nc#fot/ 'nitwit', izegrym /izc#lrim/ 'grump', om de aveklap

/a:vc#klap/ 'every other minute', hoiteflip /hoitc#flIp/ 'kind of treacle waffle', and
skânzenear /sk]:nzc#nIcr/ 'salsify' are formal compounds, for one thing because the first
syllable carries main stress. Their seemingly word-internal schwa is in fact part of the
compound's first member or a linking phoneme.

 The simplex words ending in -/c/ which are not nouns are enumerable. They are:4

1) the numerals alve /]lvc/ 'eleven', tolve /tolvc/ 'twelve', trije /treic/ 'three', and folle /folc/
'much; many'; 2) the prepositions (be)tuske /(bc)töskc/ 'between', binne /bInc/ 'inside',
boppe /bopc/ 'above', bûte /butc/ 'outside', and njonke /nioõkc/ 'next to'; 3) the adverbs
foare /focrc/ 'in front of the house; in the front room', folle /folc/ 'much; often', and tige
/ti:ãc/ 'very'; 4) the adjectives tige /ti:ãc/ 'very good' and jinse /ie:nsc/ 'yonder'; 5) the
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A great deal of the native, simplex nouns have retained their final schwa

(whereas this schwa has been generally deleted in Dutch). At the same
time, word-final full vowels hardly have any role to play in the native

lexical stratum.5

Frisian has two singular definite articles, viz. de /dc/ and it /ct/, both

meaning 'the'. As to simplex nouns, the choice between de and it is
largely arbitrary, that is to say, to a great extent, the language-learning

child simply must learn which definite article a given noun is associated
with (see Hoekstra & Visser (1996) for more on this matter). There

appears to be a correlation between noun-final schwa and the definite
article de, witness the following examples of pairs of words, which have

the same meaning (see also Tamminga (1985)):6

(2) it focht - de fochte /foxt(c)/ 'liquid; moisture'
it gol - de golle /lol(c)/ 'storage for hay or corn in a barn'
it koard - de koarde /kocd(c)/ 'cord'
it oard - de oarde /ocd(c)/ 'region; residence'
it sou - de souwe /s]u(c)/ 'riddle, sieve'
it tsjil - de tsjille /tsiIl(c)/ 'wheel'

it wek - de wekke /vek(c)/ 'hole (in the ice)'
it festjebûs - de festjebûse -/bus(c)/ 'watch pocket'

Especially the last case of (2) is most revealing. It is the compound of

festje /fest+tsic/, the diminutive of fest /fest/ 'waistcoat', and (schwa-
less) bûs /bus/ 'pocket'. As far as we know, festjebûs is one of the four

cases of nominal compounding in which the definite article is not deter-
mined by the right-hand member, in this case the de-word bûs, but, in-

stead, by the left-hand member, in this case the diminutive (it-word)

pronoun (de/dy) jinge /iIõc/ '(the/that) one'. The four prepositions (be)tuske, binne, bûte and
njonke are (becoming) obsolete; at present they are almost exclusively realised with final
-/n/: (be)tusken, binnen, bûten and njonken. binne- and bûte- occur productively in
compounds in Wâldfrysk. The numerals alve and tolve have the schwa-less variants alf and
tolf.

 Hoekema (1965:63) observes for all word categories: "We do not have common5

polysyllabic basic words which end in a full vowel" [translated from Frisian].

 We know of one schwa-final noun with it, to wit herte /hetc/, which is a poetically6

'strengthened' variant of the it-word hert /het/ 'heart, viewed as the seat of feelings etc.'; if
the meaning is 'baby; (little) child', there is the expected vacillation it hert - de herte (see
WFT, vol. 8, s.v. hert). See footnote 8 below for schwa as a suffix of emphasis.
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festje.  If the right-hand member of the compound is the schwa-final7

variant bûse /busc/, however, the article de shows up as well.
The relation between noun-final schwa and grammatical gender may

be accounted for in either of two ways, i.e. morphologically or phono-
logically, which options we will review in this order.

Within theories employing the notion 'head' for a proper under-
standing of the morpho-syntactic behaviour of morphologically complex

words, one is led to consider noun-final schwa as a suffix, which, thus,
determines the choice of the definite article (see Visser (1994); cf. Nijen

Twilhaar (1990,1994) as to Dutch (dialects)). However attractive such
an analysis may seem, it also meets with some problems. First, the nouns

under consideration are no more than formally complex. The suffix only
determines the grammatical gender of the noun, but not, as is the case

with a 'normal' suffix, the grammatical category of the derivation as a
whole.  Neither does it systematically contribute to the meaning of the8

word it is part of. Second, there is dialectal variation between nouns with
and without this schwa, i.e. in one dialect (some) nouns have it, in the
other it is lacking. This variation may also be idiolectal. One does not
expect this of suffixed words. When such dialectal variation exists, the

meaning of both variants is exactly the same.  Third, schwa is often9

deleted when the noun in question occurs as the left-hand member of a
compound. It is systematically deleted when the noun is involved in
diminutive formation or conversion into a verb. Again, this   

 The other three are: (it) finster 'window' + (de) bank 'bench, couch' --> it7

finsterbank 'window-sill', (it) pakje 'little parcel' + (de) drager 'carrier' --> it pakjedrager
'luggage carrier (of bicycle)', (it) boarst 'breast' + (de) rok 'skirt' --> it boarstrok 'undervest'.
It should be noted that neither this particular choice of the definite article is made by all
speakers nor that all speakers make this choice for every compound in question.

 The existence of 'transparent' suffixes, however, cannot be denied. Schwa8

functions as a suffix of emphasis in connection with some pronouns, some adverbs of place,
and an interjection: ik - ikke /Ik+c/ 'I', jim - jimme /iIm+c/ 'you (pl.)', wat - watte /v]t+c/
'what', dit - ditte /dIt+c/ 'this', dat - datte /d]t+c/ 'that', hjir - hjirre /iIr+c/ 'here', dêr - dêre
/de:r+c/ 'there', wêr - wêre /ve:r+c/ 'where', and wis - wisse /vIs+c/ 'certainly!'. The
emphasised forms have a limited distribution, in that they only occur in non-finite contexts.

 The following, non-dialectal, pairs are an exception to this: (de) merk 'market' -9

(de) merke 'funfair, kirmess', (it) merk 'brand (name)' - (de) merke 'funfair, kirmess', (it)
flach 'tight mass of water plants' - (de) flagge 'flag, colours', (it or de) flaach 'tight mass of
water plants' - (de) flage 'flag, colours', (it or de) fertsjinst 'wages, earnings' - (de) fertsjinste
'merit, virtue', (de) hulk 'hulk, vessel; whelk'- (de) hulke 'hovel, shack' (although hulk also
has the variant hulke, with the same meaning). The correlation between -/c/ and the definite
article de holds in all cases.
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is counter to expectation with respect to a suffix, since deletion will

cause a fair loss of information.
Alternatively, we may state the following generalisation:

Noun Art.def.(3) c] --> dc

Generalisation (3) expresses a relation between the phonological shape

of a noun's right-hand edge and its grammatical gender.  As such, it is10

exceptionless (but see footnote 6 above). It does not pose the problems

which the analysis of noun-final schwa as a (formal) suffix does (see the
preceding paragraph). That is why we opt for an analysis in terms of

generalisation (3) here.

The word-final sequence -/cC/ would seem to function as a meaning
discriminator, for instance in the following pairs of words:

(4) sang /saõ/ 'song; singing' - sangen /saõcn/ 'deep purple' -
sanger(je) /saõcr/ 'to nag; to whine'
ming(e) /mIõ/ 'to mix, to blend' - mingel /mIõcl/ 'litre

(measure)'
geef /le:v/ 'whole, intact; flawless' - gevel /le:vcl/
'(house)front'
sim /sIm/ 'the part of the fishing line between float and

hook' - simmer /sImcr/ 'summer' - simmels /sImcl+s/ 'bran,
pollard' (plurale tantum)

niig(je) /ni:ã/ 'to bow' - niget /ni:ãct/ 'novelty, new thing(s);
interest(s)'

The correlation between word-final -/cC/ and grammatical gender and/
or word category in (4) appears to be much less clear than the relation
between noun-final -/c/ and the definite article de in (2). Moreover, the

examples of word pairs in (5) below end in different schwa + consonant
sequences, but they have the same meaning:

(5) bigge - biggel /bIã{c/cl}/ 'piglet'

bokkem - bokken - bokking /bok{cm/cn/cõ}/ 'smoked
herring'
dwinge - dwingel - dwinger /duIõ{c/cl/cr}/ 'rubbish dump'

 Cf. the generalisations as to the relation between the ending  schwa  + sonorant10

consonant of a verbal stem and the second weak conjugational class (§ 2.5.3.3) and the
relation between word-final -/cã/ and the category adjective (§ 2.5.5).
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môch - môge - môgel /m]:ã{c/cl}/ 'mouldered wood; wood

rot'
wâlem - wâling /v]:l{cm/cõ}/ 'smother'

wolk - wolke - wolkem - wolken /volk{c/cm/cn}/ 'cloud'

Probably, this difference between -/c/ and -/cC/ is a synchronic reflex of
a diachronic difference. Noun-final schwa is the reduction of a full

vowel which functioned as a theme vowel. Most word-final schwa +
consonant sequences are demorphologised derivational suffixes, es-

pecially those of the form c + sonorant, which are far and away most
frequent among these sequences.

4.1.2. Evidence for schwa's behaviour as a word boundary in
initial syllabification

We will now take a look at evidence for schwa's word boundary
behaviour.

4.1.2.1. Phonotactic restrictions

As a rule, within one and the same (phonological) constituent (classes

of) segments are subjected to constraints on the clusters they can enter
into. The syllable constituents are important domains for the formulation

of such phonotactic constraints.
Since schwa is unable to participate in initial syllabification, the con-

sonants preceding it will be syllabified as part of the rhyme of the pre-
ceding syllable, as far as this is possible (see § 4.1.3.1 below). We,
therefore, predict that phonotactic constraints concerning the rhyme of
the syllable will not be violated before schwa. Phonotactic constraints

which seemingly pertain to the rhyme of the preceding and the onset of
the schwa-syllable, can now be formulated intra- rather than inter-

syllabically, which yields an insightful and elegant description.
First of all, there are the following two general cases:

(6) a. the distribution of voiced fricatives
b. the distribution of voiceless fricatives

If we do not take the role of schwa in initial syllabification into account,
thus ignoring the distinction between initial and surface syllabification,

and then want to account for the distribution of fricatives in simplex
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words, we inevitably arrive at descriptions of the following form:

(7) a. a voiced fricative occurs:

1) after a long sequence (long vowel, falling or centralising
diphthong, short vowel + liquid) at the end of a word;

2) within a word after a long sequence at the beginning of a
syllable containing schwa

b. a voiceless fricative occurs:
1) after a short vowel or a rising diphthong at the end of a

word;
2) within a word after a short vowel or a rising diphthong at

the beginning of a syllable containing schwa

Such an enumeration of contexts is a strong indication that a (descrip-
tive) generalisation is being missed. Within the analysis of schwa's be-
haviour advocated here, the distribution can be formulated in a much
simpler way:

(8) a. a voiced fricative occupies the third rhyme position

b. a voiceless fricative occupies the second rhyme position

Word pairs like tsiis /tsi:z/ 'cheese' - dize /di:zc/ 'mist, haze' and kich(e)
/kIx/ 'to cough' - richel /rIxcl/ '(l)edge' can now be treated on a par with

respect to the fricative's rhyme position in initial syllabification:

ó ó(9) a. (tsi:z) (di:z) c

ó ób. (kIx) (rIx) cl

This clarifies a troublesome descriptive problem of Frisian phonology,
which alone constitutes sufficient justification for an analysis along these
lines.

In addition to these cases, there are the following, more specific ones.

Actually, we should be able to show that the restrictions do not hold
when the rhymes under consideration are followed by a full vowel.

Regrettably, however, this is impossible. We confine ourselves to the
native, simplex part of the Frisian lexicon, in which there are no bi- or
polysyllabic forms containing a full vowel in the second or final syllable
(see footnote 5 above). The phonotactic restrictions discussed above and

to be discussed below might, therefore, be interpreted as Morpheme
Structure Constraints or as (intersyllabic) constraints on the phonological

word.
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We nevertheless opt for an analysis in terms of (intrasyllabic) Syllable

Structure Constraints, which depends on schwa's being unable to
participate in initial syllabification. In this way, we attain a generalising

and unifying analysis, which makes maximal use of the particular re-
presentation of one particular vocoid. The latter also offers an explana-

tion for why schwa is the reduction vowel and for schwa's role in both
vowel epenthesis and vowel deletion, so it can be motivated on several,

independent grounds. In other words, it is no coincidence that it is
always schwa that is involved. Besides, Morpheme Structure Constraints

may have non-systematic exceptions, which by far the most constraints
below do not have; this, then, also points to Syllable Structure

Constraints being involved.
The constraints to follow link up with (8):

(10) a. a syllable never ends in /h/ (see § 1.3.2.1); neither does it do
so when schwa follows.

b. the velar nasal /õ/ only occurs in the syllable rhyme after a
short vowel (see § 1.3.2.3); before schwa this distribution is
maintained: sanger(je) /saõcr/ 'to nag; to whine', bonge

/boõc/ 'bladder (especially of animals)', dwingel /duIõcl/
'rubbish dump'.

 c. closed short monophthongs and closed and half-closed long
monophthongs are not allowed to precede /r/;  neither do11

they do so when /r/ is followed by schwa.
d. /r/ does not precede dental consonants (although <r> occurs

in that position orthographically); when the dental conso-
nant is followed by schwa, /r/ does not occur either: ierde

/icdc/ 'earth', skerne /skenc/ 'dunghill, mixen', woartel
/vuatcl/ 'root; carrot', derten /detcn/ 'playful, wanton',
Marsum /mascm/ 'place name'.

e. /a/ does not precede dental consonants (although <a> occurs

in that position orthographically); neither does it do so
when the dental consonant is followed by schwa: plasse

/pl]sc/ 'skull; heel, crust', hossel /h]scl/ 'joker, wag', galle
/l]lc/ 'bile, gall', bolle /bolc/ 'bull', kladde /kl]dc/ 'stain,

 The sequence -/a:r/ (-<aar>) occurs in native words like baar 'billow; barren' and11

gewaar (wurde) 'to perceive, to sense'; the sequence -/e:r/ (-<êr>) mainly occurs in loan
words, like primêr 'primary', but it does so in native words as well: dêr 'there', wêr 'where',
and blêr(je) 'to squall; to bleat'; the sequence -/]:r/ (-<{ô/â}r>) only occurs in loan words,
like dekôr 'décor', and in native words in which /d/ between /]:/ and /c/ has turned into [r]
through so-called d-rhotacism, as in hâr(e) < hâd(e) (<hâlde> /h]:dc/) 'to hold (all plural
persons present tense; infinitive)' (see Veenstra (1989)).
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blotch; paper bag', latte /l]tc/ 'slat, lath', knotte /kn]tc/

'knot', panne /p]nc/ 'pan; (pan)tile'.
Systematic exceptions to this pattern are the following

cases:  1) when /a/, from a diachronic point of view, de-12

veloped from /a:/: hast /hast/ 'almost', hazze /hazc/ 'hare',

master /mastcr/ 'teacher, (school)master', pat(sje) /pat/ 'to
kiss' (obsolete); 2) when it concerns the broken variant of

the centralising diphthong /oc/, i.e. [wa]: boarst /buast/
'breast', loarte /luatc/ 'droppings', Goasse /luasc/ 'proper

noun', moanne /muanc/ 'moon; month', skoalle /skualc/
'school'; 3) when, from a diachronic point of view, /r/ pre-

ceded the dental consonant (which is still written, see also
(10)d above): swart /suat/ 'black', parse /pasc/ 'press', flarde

/fladc/ 'tatter, rag', barte /batc/ 'big (foot) plank', skarne
/skanc/ 'dunghill, mixen'. As becomes clear from the
examples given, these exceptions are found both word-
finally and before schwa.

f. /]/ does not precede /m/, /õ/, and /b/, but /o/ and /a/ do so
instead;  when these consonants are followed by schwa the13

same distribution is maintained: stommel(je) /stomcl/ 'to
stumble, to blunder', tromme /tromc/ 'drum', nommel
/nomcl/ 'noble', slommer(je) /slomcr/ 'to slumber', namme
/namc/ 'name', hammer /hamcr/ 'hammer', skammel

/skamcl/ 'trestle; milking stool'; tonge /toõc/ 'tongue',
tonger /toõcr/ 'thunder', tange /taõc/ 'tongs; shrew, bitch',

sanger(je) /saõcr/ 'to nag; to whine'; kobbe /kobc/
'(sea-)gull', kobbel /kobcl/ 'bead of sweat', slabbe /slabc/

'bib, feeder', slabber(je) /slabcr/ 'to slobber, to slurp'.
g. /]:/ does not precede -/l{d/t}/; the same distribution is

maintained before schwa: fâld /f]:d/ 'fold; wrinkle', fâlde
/f]:dc/ 'idem'.

h. /o:/ and /oc/ display a complementary distribution: /oc/ pre-
cedes dental-alveolar, /o:/ all other types of consonants (see

§ 1.3.1.1); when preceding schwa, the same distribution is
maintained, be it that this is mainly displayed in loan words:

 Non-systematic exceptions are the following: in the greater part of the Klaaifrysk12

dialect area, the verbs dwaan 'to do' and jaan 'to give', the pronoun dat 'that', and the adverb
dan 'then' are realised as [dwan], [jan], [dat], and [dan], respectively. It should be noted that
in Súdwesthoeksk /a/ freely precedes all dental consonants.

 See also the /]/ + NASAL CONSTRAINT  in § 1.3.2.3. It should be noted that13

the preterite stem of the irregular verb gean 'to go' may be /l]õ/ in Wâldfrysk.
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moade /mocdc/ 'fashion, trend', sjoalem /sioclcm/ 'dope,

twerp' versus Rome /ro:mc/ 'Rome', romer /ro:mcr/
'rummer', oper /o:pcr/ 'hay cock', stove /sto:vc/ 'footstove'.14

i. in simplex words, falling diphthongs and long vocoid +
glide sequences cannot be followed by a full vowel, but

only by schwa (see also § 2.5.1): skuiel(je) /sk�ycl/ 'to
swing, to sway', grouwel /lr]ucl/ 'horror, abhorrence',

fjouwer /fi]ucr/ 'four', fleiel /flaicl/ 'flail', Haaie /ha:ic/
'proper noun', boaiem /bua:icm/ 'bottom', Lieuwe /li:uc/

'proper noun'.
j. the centralising diphthongs /ic/, /yc/, /uc/, /öc/, and /oc/

(see for the latter also (10)h above) do not precede the velar
voiced fricative /ã/; before schwa, these sequences are not

found either.
k. the centralising diphthong /uc/ does not precede the con-

sonants /b,v,k,m,p/; neither do these sequences precede
schwa.

l. the falling diphthong /]u/ does not precede the velar voiced
fricative /ã/; this sequence does not occur before schwa

either.
m. the falling diphthong /ei/ occurs either word-finally or be-

fore schwa: nij /nei/ 'new', trije /treic/ 'three', Hijum
/heicm/ 'place name'.

n. According to Sytstra & Hof (1925:20), /o/ does not precede
/r/. The only exception is when /o/ is part of the breaking

product of the centralising diphthong /uc/, i.e. [wo]: skuor
/skuor/ 'crack, tear, rip', buor#man /buor/- '(male) neigh-

bour'. This sequence precedes schwa as well: tuorre /tuorc/
'beetle', buorrel /buorcl/ 'drink; bubble', buorren /buorcn/
'village centre'.

o. The centralising diphthong /Ic/ and the long half open front

vocoid /e:/ display a dialectal distribution when preceding
velar obstruents. One finds /Ic/ in Klaaifrysk and /e:/ in

Wâldfrysk, as in the word each 'eye', which is realised as
[I.cx] and [e:x]. This dialectal distribution is maintained

before schwa, which is explained by the assumption that
each and seage 'saw' are assigned a comparable syllable

óstructure in initial syllabification, viz. ({Ic/e:}ã)  and

 A recent loan word like kwote 'quota' has the possible pronunciation [kwo.ctc]14

(alongside the more common [kwo:tc]), whereas the loan foto 'photograph' cannot be
pronounced as *[fo.cto:].
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ó(s{Ic/e:}ã) c.

p. In northwestern Klaaifrysk, the long monophthong /]:/ is
realised as [o.c] when preceding /n/, as in the word hân

'hand' [ho.cn] ([h]:n] elsewhere). Before schwa, the same
pattern is met with, e.g. in the word râne 'edge, margin'

[ro.cnc] ([r]:nc] elsewhere).15

In (10), we have occupied ourselves with co-occurrence constraints
pertaining to the syllable rhyme. Both word-finally and before schwa,

certain sound combinations do or do not occur. This is an indication that
we are on the right track with our analysis of schwa as a vocoid which is

unable to participate in initial syllabification.
At the same time, this analysis provides us with a criterion on the

basis of which we can arrive at a motivated decision as to the question of
whether we are dealing with a systematic or rather an accidental gap in
some specific distribution. The non-occurrence of a specific sound
combination in either context is an indication that there is a systematic
gap. If a specific combination does not occur word-finally, but it does
occur before schwa, we have an indication that there is an accidental gap

in the distribution. Below, we list three such cases:

(11) a. Sytstra & Hof (1925:15) observe as regards /e:/: "before /b/
and /m/ this vowel is not heard in native Frisian words"

[translated from Dutch]. The restriction to native words is
necessary, witness loan words like: seem(#lear) /se:m/-

'shammy (leather)', foneem /fo:ne:m/ 'phoneme', morfeem
/m]rfe:m/ 'morpheme', ekstreem /ekstre:m/ 'extreme', etc. In

native words, however, /e:/ does occur before /b/ and /m/,
provided the sequence /e:{b/m}/ precedes schwa: oerebel
/ucre:bcl/ 'terribly, awfully', oeremes /ucre:mcs/ 'excited,
agitated', oremes /ocre:mcs/ 'idem', weme /ve:mc/

'parsonage', Wemel /ve:mcl/ 'proper noun'. Apparently, the
non-occurrence of /e:/ before /b/ and /m/ in the final po-

sition of native words is an accidental gap in its distri-
bution.

b. The centralising diphthong /ic/ does not precede /b/ word-
finally. As appears from a word like Iebel /icbcl/ 'proper

 Words like skâns 'sconce, redoubt; ski-jump' and krânse 'wreath, garland' are15

realised with a nasalised centralising diphthong: [õ.c]. This is indicative of the fact that /n/
in the above forms is present at the underlying level and that, consequently, nasal vowels
are derived from oral ones.
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noun', this has to be considered an accidental gap.

c. In simplex words, the final sequence -/nd/ does not occur,
due to a diachronic phonological process. It does occur,

however, before schwa: grande /lr]ndc/ 'portion, ration',
skande /sk]ndc/ 'shame, disgrace', mande /m]ndc/ 'com-

mon property', binde /bIndc/ 'mess; mass; gang', kunde
/köndc/ 'skill; acquaintance(s)', sûnde /sundc/ 'sin, trespass',

ellinde /elIndc/ 'misery', swindel(je) /suIndcl/ 'to swindle',
handel /h]ndcl/ 'trade, business', blinder /blIndcr/

'damned!, darn(ed)!'. The form handel might derive from
hannel /h]ncl/, through insertion of [d] between /n/ and

schwa. Diachronically, this is a likely course of events.
Synchronically, however, this insertion process is still pro-

ductive in connection with the suffix -er (-/cr/) only and, in
addition, it is optional after /n/ (Tiersma (1979:125-129;
1985:36), see also § 2.6). Therefore, both handel and
hannel must be stored in the lexicon. What argues against
an insertion analysis as well is the fact that none of the
other words above has a variant without [d], which is to be

expected in view of the optionality of the insertion rule.
There seem to remain two options: 1) the non-occurrence of
the word-final sequence -/nd/ is a distributionally accidental
gap; 2) we are dealing here with a phonotactic restriction on

the phonological word instead of on the syllable rhyme. The
same, then, might hold for (11)a and (11)b above. Whatever

may appear to be the right solution, our analysis of schwa is
sure to enable us here to detect accidental gaps in the

distribution or to arrive at a more precise characterisation of
the kind of phonotactic restriction concerned, i.e. its
domain. In both cases, the gain of insight into the the
phonology of Frisian is considerable.

4.1.2.2. Predicting power with respect to the segmental strings
corresponding to native stems

In general, the segmental string corresponding to words must be such
that it can end up as a (sequence of) well-formed syllable(s). A native
stem can act as a word in Frisian (see also § 5.1.4). This means that

conditions on the phonological make-up of stems reflect constraints on
the syllable and the phonological word which are to be built on top of

the segmental string. In footnote 13 of chapter two (§ 2.2.3), it was noted
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that free morphemes are, as it were, prepared for regular syllabification,

as a result of which the syllabification rules yield a well- formed
outcome. And as pointed out in § 3.3.1, sequences of two vocoids do not

occur at random in morphemes, which enables the rule of
N-PROJECTION to derive all and only the occurring diphthongs.16

Our analysis of schwa enables us to make a prediction as to the
phonological make-up of the segmental string with final schwa (+

consonant) corresponding to native stems. This string must be such that
syllabification yields the following rhyme types preceding -/c(C)/: 1)

bipositional rhymes, i.e. rhymes which are within the limits of the word-
internal maximum of [VX]; 2) rhymes which exceed the word-internal

maximum of [VX]; 3) rhymes containing extrasyllabic segments (an
obstruent following another obstruent or an obstruent following a nasal

with which it is heterorganic). These are the rhyme types which can also
occur word-finally. This prediction is borne out by the facts, as has been
illustrated in the preceding section. The upshot of this is that a string of
segments is a well-formed native stem iff the part before -/c(C)/ lends
itself to exhaustive syllabification.

The segmental strings which contain two non-adjacent non-schwa

vocoids must be such that the syllabification rules can only build non-
final rhymes of maximally the form [VX]. As noted in the previous
section, this requirement only affects strings corresponding to non-
native stems, there being no native, simplex stems with two non-adjacent

non-schwa vocoids. The stems in the non-native part of the Frisian
lexicon meet the above requirement, witness the following examples,

which, from top to bottom, show an increasing degree of adaptation to
Frisian:

ó ó(12) abdij /abdei/ (ab) (dej)  'abbey'

ó ó óabrikoas /abrikocz/ (a) (bri) (ko.cs)  'apricot'

ó ó ó óalternatyf /]lternativ/ (]l) (tcr) (na) (tif)  'alternative'

ó ó óalmenak /]lmanak/ (]l) (mc) (nak)  'almanac'

ó ó óabbekaat /aboka:t/ (a) (bc) (ka:t)  'lawyer, barrister'

ó ó óamasuer /amasycr/ (a) (mc) (sy.cr)  'embouchure'

 This is in line with the strategy of LEXICON OPTIMISATION which language16

learners have at their disposal (see Itô, Mester & Padgett (1995:593)). In accordance with
this strategy, language learners choose underlying forms which are identical to the surface
forms if there are no alternations involved. Put in terms of syllabification, they set up
underlying forms such that they yield to regular exhaustive syllabification.
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4.1.3. Schwa and (re)syllabification

In this section, we will examine the consequences of our analysis of

schwa for syllabification and resyllabification.

4.1.3.1. Syllabification

Our explanation of schwa's special status (and phonological behaviour)

rests upon the assumption that this particular vocoid is unable to partici-
pate in initial syllabification (notably N-PROJECTION). This analysis,

thus, implies that the outcome of the operation of the SSA upon schwa in
initial syllabification is filtered out. We will try to let this ill-formedness

emanate from the minimal phonological specification of schwa, the
representation of which is repeated below:

(13)

N-PROJECTION operates upon representation (13) because its Struc-

tural Description is met. The result, however, is filtered out. Having
place features is vital for a segment's prosodic licensing (cf. § 1.3.2.1

with respect to /h/). We, therefore, formulate the following PROSODIC
LICENSING STATEMENT:

(14) 

The joint effect of statement (14) and representation (13) is that schwa
cannot be prosodically licensed, i.e. syllabified. On the strength of the
prosodic principle of MAXIMALITY, then, pre-schwa consonants are

incorporated into the preceding syllable as long as this yields a well-
formed outcome. In this way, schwa's word boundary behaviour derives

from its minimal phonological specification.
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When a pre-schwa consonant cannot become part of the preceding

syllable for reasons of sonority, it remains extrasyllabic in initial sylla-
bification, just like schwa itself and a post-schwa consonant. A word like

tiksel /tIkscl/ 'shaft, thill', thus, yields the following intermediate

ó ùrepresentation: ((tIk) scl) . Such a sequence of extrasyllabic segments is

at odds with the PERIPHERALITY CONDITION, which restricts extra-
syllabicity to single segments at the edges of the syllabification domain

(cf. Kager (1989:205, 213-214) as to Dutch in this respect).  It should17

be noted that the three final segments of tiksel cannot be prosodically

licensed through initial syllabification for separate reasons: /s/ cannot,

óbecause the sequence ks)  violates the SONORITY SEQUENCING

PRINCIPLE (see § 2.2.4); /c/ cannot, due to (14) (and (13)) above; /l/
cannot, since 1) a [-voc] segment cannot be operated upon by N-PRO-

JECTION in initial syllabification, 2) a [-voc] segment's syllabification
by the CV- or CODA-RULE depends on the prior application of
N-PROJECTION upon an adjacent [+voc] segment, and 3) it cannot be-

ócome part of the preceding syllable (tIk)  for reasons of sonority. We

ó ùtake it that this is sufficient for tiksel ((tIk) scl)  to remain beyond the
reach of the PERIPHERALITY CONDITION.

It cannot be denied that eventually schwa does project into a syllable
(with the possibility of having an onset and a coda). We do not assume
some default mechanism which provides schwa with a full melody, (13)
being the appropriate representation throughout. Instead, we assume

statement (14) to only hold for initial syllabification. Despite its minimal
phonological specification, schwa is a vocoid after all, so it is at the

post-cyclic level that the SSA is able to successfully project it into a
syllable.

4.1.3.2. Resyllabification

In section 4.1 above, we pointed out that our analysis of schwa implies
that we have to allow for a distinction between initial and surface sylla-

bification. When we reach the stage in the derivation at which schwa      

 Schwa is a minimally specified vocoid (see (13)). We might hypothesise that, as17

a consequence, it escapes the PERIPHERALITY CONDITION, the latter only holding for
fully specified segments. This would also entail that words ending in the sequence -/cCc/,
like rigele /riãclc/ 'row' and krammele /kramclc/ 'ugh!', no longer pose a problem in this
respect. Words like nofteren /noftcrcn/ 'sober' and tiksel /tIkscl/, however, which end in
-/(c)CcC/, would remain problematical. As yet, this hypothesis lacks independent
justification.
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successfully projects into a syllable, resyllabification will in most cases

have to take place in order to arrive at the surface syllabification.
The general picture of this resyllabification is as follows: the sequence

óó óó...C) (c... is converted into ...) (Cc... A syllable-final consonant
becomes the onset of the following schwa-syllable. This transfer can be

understood, when we consider the universal MAXIMAL ONSET
PRINCIPLE, on the strength of which the preferred syllabification is

such that the onset is maximised and the coda minimised (see § 2.7.1).
Now, the question is how resyllabification is to be formalised. Are we,

for instance, in need of a separate resyllabification rule, or is re-
syllabification no more than a side effect of an independently motivated

rule? From the literature, we know of three different analyses, which we
will review in turn.18

In Levin (1985:132-141), it is assumed that, on a language-particular
basis, the universal CV-RULE has the power to resyllabify codas as on-
sets, as depicted below:

(15)

Since (15) is a structure-changing application, the CV-RULE can
operate in this way in a derived environment only, i.e. after a
morphological rule has added phonological material to a form, or after
such material has become available through phonological operations.

This added or newly available material must begin with a vowel if (15)
is to take effect. This, however, need not be stated separately, but

follows from the formulation of the CV-RULE itself. That only one coda
segment can be resyllabified follows from this formulation as well.

 It is often assumed that a final consonant is always extrasyllabic. When a form18

undergoes suffixation, the consonant in question loses this status, hence it becomes
available for syllabification. Within this analysis, defended, among others, by Rice (1989),
there is no resyllabification proper. Because, at the moment, we do not have evidence that
a final consonant is always extrasyllabic in Frisian, we will leave this approach out of
consideration.
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Within this analysis, the resyllabification facts in connection with schwa

in Frisian can be nicely accounted for.
Kager (1989:218-220) proposes something in the same vein. He takes

the resyllabification of a coda segment to be an effect of onset formation
at the continued syllabification level 2, at which the syllabification rules

operate in a non-structure-preserving way upon the outcome of the initial
syllabification at level 1. The same syllabification rules are concerned

which operate under (partly) different conditions at the two levels. Kager
differs from Levin in that within his analysis the original association line

between the new onset segment and the coda of the preceding syllable
remains intact, so that resyllabification at level 2 amounts to

ambisyllabification. In Dutch, intervocalic consonants following short
vowels are ambisyllabic, for instance in dile[mm]a 'dilemma' (Kager

(1989:201)). We wonder what indications there are that this also holds
for a form like hon[dd]erd 'hundred' (Kager (1989: 218)). Put differently,
is there evidence that the association between /d/ and the coda must
remain intact after reapplication of onset formation at level 2? As to
Frisian, we have no indications that an intervocalic consonant after a
short vowel is ambisyllabic, so Kager's analysis cannot just be carried

over to Frisian. It should be noted that Kager, too, can do without a
separate resyllabification rule.

Rubach & Booij (1990b:143-146) do not want to adopt such a rule for
Polish either, because they want to stick to the assumption that the

syllabification rules only operate upon unsyllabified X-slots. For Polish
they postulate the following rule of CODA ERASURE:

(16) CODA ERASURE

N' --> ö

After (16), the SSA reapplies, incorporating the original coda segment
into the onset of the following syllable. The resyllabification effect is,

thus, attained in two steps.
Rubach & Booij assume (16) to be the first rule of the SSA for Polish.

Since the first application of the SSA creates an N'-node, (16) can only
take effect when the SSA reapplies.19

 Rubach (1990) shows for German that Levin's approach is superior. It is called19

"the preferred mechanism of universal resyllabification" (Rubach (1990:92)). In the
concluding section, he writes, after having referred to the still unpublished version of
Rubach & Booij (1990b): "Thus, more generally, we have two mechanisms of cyclic
resyllabification: the CV Rule and Coda Erasure. The CV Rule is universal. In some
languages such as Polish it is complemented by Coda Erasure" (Rubach (1990:93)). In
Rubach & Booij (1990b), however, CODA ERASURE is regarded as the only mechanism
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It is undesirable to include a rule like (16) in the SSA. The latter is a

structure-building device. Rule (16), on the other hand, only destroys
(syllable) structure, and cannot be understood as a structure-changing

application of an SSA rule either.
Above, we observed that resyllabification always proceeds from coda

to onset. This fact should be reflected in its formalisation as directly as
possible. With a two-step procedure, application of (16) and the CV-

RULE, this requirement is not satisfied. This procedure is rather cumber-
some: in the Polish form most+y 'bridge+s', for instance, the entire coda,

-st-, is erased by (16), after which -s- can be re-incorporated into it by

ó óthe CODA-RULE, (mos) (ty)  being a permitted syllabification. The fact

remains that the two consonants can be resyllabified as well, the result

ó óbeing (mo) (sty) , whereas a structure-changing application of the

CV-RULE can resyllabify no more than one consonant.
This, however, need not force us to adopt a device like rule (16). We

would like to put forward the following alternative. Alongside the uni-
versal CV-RULE, Rubach & Booij (1990b:125) postulate a language-
specific rule for the creation of complex onsets, viz. POLISH ONSET,
which optionally incorporates an extra segment into the onset. The CV-

RULE is obligatory: the sequence VCV can only be syllabified as V-CV.
This implies that the CV-RULE is obligatory in its resyllabifying,

ó óstructure-changing mode of application as well: (kot) +(y)  'cat+s' must

ó óbe resyllabified to (ko) +(ty) .
It is a logical step to assume that the language-specific rule of

POLISH ONSET can also operate in a resyllabifying, structure-

changing way. Since it is an optional rule, it is optional in this mode of
application as well. In this way, the variability in the syllabification of

intervocalic consonant sequences is nicely accounted for. The forms
nag³+y 'suddenly' and mog+³+y 'they could' can be (re)syllabified either
as na-g³y and mo-g³y or as nag-³y and mog-³y; in the former case
POLISH ONSET has operated in a structure-changing way, in the latter

it has not. When this procedure gives rise to impossible onset clusters,
the result is filtered out. Within this analysis, rule (16) is superfluous,

which we consider a favourable result.
Frisian allows for complex onsets, hence it has a COMPLEX ONSET

RULE (see § 2.7.1). The latter's resyllabifying, structure-changing mode
of application is never called for in connection with forms ending in
-/c(C)/. Virtually all consonant sequences preceding -/c(C)/ in stems
display a decreasing sonority (cf. Kager & Zonneveld (1986:209) as to

Dutch; see also § 4.1.2.2 above). See the following examples, in which

for resyllabification in Polish, whereas Levin's approach is explicitly rejected.
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they are of the general form sonorant + obstruent:

ó(17) tsjilke (tsjIlk) c 'beaker'

óharpe (harp) c 'harp'

óarke (ark) c 'Ark; houseboat'

óhelte (helt) c 'half'

óferve (ferv) c 'paint'

óalve (]lv) c 'eleven'

ómarge (marã) c 'blood pudding'

óhelder (held) cr 'clear'

óklinte (klInt) c 'hut, shack'

óskande (sk]nd) c 'shame, disgrace'

ólampe (lamp) c 'lamp, light'

óplanke (plaõk) c 'plank, shelf'

These sequences cannot as a whole be incorporated into the onset of the
following syllable, since this requires that, going from left to right, the
sonority increases. As regards sonorant + obstruent clusters, the
possibility of resyllabification is, thus, confined to the obstruent part.

This, however, needs no explicit mentioning. The only way for the
surface syllabification of the words in (17) to meet the demands of the
SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE and the MAXIMAL ONSET
PRINCIPLE is through resyllabification of the obstruent as onset of the

schwa-syllable. This yields the following:

ó ó ó ó(18) (tsjIl) (kc) (har) (pc)

ó ó ó ó(ar) (kc) (hel) (tc)

ó ó ó ó(fer) (vc) (]l) (vc)

ó ó ó ó(mar) (ãc) (hel) (dcr)

ó ó ó ó(klIn) (tc) (sk]n) (dc)

ó ó ó ó(lam) (pc) (plaõ) (kc)

-/c(C)/ can also be preceded by a sequence of two obstruents, as in the

following examples:

ó(19) hispel (hIs) pcl 'reel'

ósichte (sIx) tc 'sickle'

ódridze (drId) zc 'ooze, sludge'

óbokse (bok) sc '(trouser-)leg'

The right-hand obstruent is syllabified as onset of the schwa-syllable:
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ó ó ó ó(20) (hIs) (pcl) (sIx) (tc)

ó ó ó ó(drId) (zc) (bok) (sc)

There is no resyllabification proper in these examples, because the
right-hand obstruent remains unsyllabified in initial syllabification.

The (underlying) final high front vocoid of a long vowel + glide

ó ósequence, as in the words flaaiel (fla:j) cl 'flail' and maaiem (ma:j) cm

ó ó ó ó'drink, water', is also resyllabified: (fla:) (jcl)  and (ma:) (jcm) .

óBetween a falling diphthong and -/c(C)/, as in trije (trej) c 'three' and

ófjouwer (fj]w) cr 'four', a homorganic glide is inserted. Both constituting
parts of a diphthong belong to the nucleus. Now, a nucleus cannot

undergo resyllabification. The insertion of a homorganic glide in these
cases can be formalised as follows: between the diphthong and schwa a

new X-slot is created, which is associated to the right-hand vocoid of the
diphthong and constitutes the onset of the schwa-syllable, thus
preventing an onset-less schwa-syllable and vocalic hiatus at a time (cf.
Schane (1987:287), Sluyters (1992:81)):

(21)

To wind up this section, we opt for Levin's approach to resyllabification,
which is viewed as the consequence of a structure-changing application
(in a derived environment) of the independently motivated CV-RULE.
At the same time, we assume that the language-specific COMPLEX

ONSET RULE is able to operate in a structure-changing way as well,
although, for independent reasons, this possibility will never be executed

in connection with -/c(C)/.

4.2. Schwa-epenthesis

In this subsection, we will take a closer look at the process of schwa-

epenthesis, which was occasionally referred to in chapter 2. We will first
make a distinction between two kinds of epenthesis, i.e. obligatory

versus optional epenthesis, of which Frisian happens to possess the latter
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(§ 4.2.1). In § 4.2.2, it is investigated what the epenthetic vowel is,

where epenthesis can occur, and, which is at least as revealing, where it
cannot. The following sections deal with epenthesis in the onset

(§ 4.2.3), in the coda (§ 4.2.4), and, finally, with the formulation of the
epenthesis rule (§ 4.2.5).

4.2.1. Kinds of epenthesis

By and large, epenthesis serves two purposes. In the first place, it saves a
consonant which cannot be syllabified in a regular way from the fate of

Stray Erasure (see Itô (1989)). Epenthesising an unmarked vowel, which
subsequently projects into a syllable, enables a proper syllabification for

the consonant in question. Epenthesis is obligatory in this case.
In the second place, epenthesis facilitates the difficult, though not

impossible, phonetic realisation of a heterorganic tautosyllabic con-
sonant cluster. As such, it is optional, because a speaker may or may not
care about a more difficult realisation. This is the kind of epenthesis that
is met with in Frisian.

Epenthesis in Frisian, thus, results in a decrease of heterorganic con-
sonant clusters, but at the same time it increases the number of syllables
of the word to be pronounced. So, what is gained by diminishing the
articulatory effort, is more or less lost by extending the number of

segments to be realised. Moreover, epenthesis can cause schwa-
syllables to end in a non-coronal obstruent consonant, which one hardly

comes across in simplex words (see § 4.2.4 below). Finally, epenthesis
involves resyllabification. All this means that epenthesis demands quite

a high price. This may very well be the reason for its optionality.

4.2.2. Properties of epenthesis in relation to the epenthetic

vowel

The epenthetic vowel in Frisian is schwa, i.e. it is the minimally
specified vocoid. This implies that a lot of the properties of epenthesis

can be related to independently motivated properties of schwa. Van
Oostendorp (1995:118-128) investigated the general properties of epen-
thesis in relation to the epenthetic vowel in Dutch, which properties also
hold for Frisian. We list them below:

(22) a. the epenthetic vowel is schwa;

b. the epenthetic vowel does not occur at the end of the word;
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c. the epenthetic vowel cannot follow another vowel;

d. the epenthetic vowel cannot split a homorganic consonant
cluster (nasal-obstruent, coronal-coronal);

e. the epenthetic vowel does not occur in a very formal style
of speech.

The fact that the epenthetic vowel is schwa, property (22)a, is to be de-

rived from schwa's being essentially featureless. If a vowel must be
epenthesised, only the minimal vowel is appropriate, a full vowel bear-

ing all kinds of features which are unnecessary to fulfill the very goal of
epenthesis.

The ban on word-final epenthesis, property (22)b, can be understood
in terms of syllable optimisation. Cluster-internal epenthesis provides for

a much better syllable contact than when it occurs word-finally.
That the epenthetic vowel cannot follow another vowel, property

(22)c, has to do with what epenthesis is all about, the breaking up of
consonant clusters. If schwa is inserted after a vowel, its projection into
a syllable creates a constellation of two adjacent nuclei, which is filtered
out (see the VOCALIC HIATUS FILTER from § 3.3.2). To remedy this

situation by the insertion of a 'natural' hiatus breaker, i.e. a glottal stop or
a glide, would be very laborious indeed. Besides, the glottal stop, which
is a minimally specified consonant, cannot constitute the onset of a
schwa-syllable.

Property (22)d boils down to epenthesis having to obey previously
created feature geometrical structure. We will return to it in § 4.2.4

below.
Finally, property (22)e can be explained on the strength of the

assumption that "the more formal the style of speech, the closer the
similarity between input and output" (Van Oostendorp (1995:129)).20

Now that we have reviewed the general properties of epenthesis and
the epenthetic vowel, we will examine epenthesis in the onset first.

 This does not hold for all languages in which vowel epenthesis occurs. As pointed20

out to us by Leo Wetzels, epenthesis in Brazilian Portuguese is typical of the smart set.
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4.2.3. Epenthesis in the onset

According to Van Oostendorp (1995:123-125), in Dutch the epenthetic

vowel only occurs in a word-final syllable.  In Frisian, epenthesis can21

take place in onset clusters. Sipma (1913:14,§50), when making some

general remarks on the realisation of the consonants in Frisian, observes
that word-initial consonants or the second member of an initial conso-

nant cluster can become lengthened through emphasis. Some examples
are:

(23) sa smoarch [sm:warx] as it dêr is!

'so dirty as it there is!'

it is in griis [lr:i:s]!
'it is a downright shame!'

men soenen gleon [ll:ö.cn] wurde!
'one would become seething!'

net [n:et] wier!
''tisn't!, lit.: not true'

Sipma states in a footnote: "In cases like these one also hears such forms

as scmwarx, lcri:s, lclö.cn, with insertion of the indistinct vowel c
between two consonants, when the second of them is a liquid".22

On the basis of Sipma's remarks concerning emphasis, we might ask
whether we are dealing with phonetic implementation instead of phonol-

ogy proper here, the more so since epenthesis also takes place in the
ideal, unmarked complex onset of the form O + L. It is, moreover, less
frequent in the onset than in the coda (see also § 4.2.5 below). There is,
however, one important observation: epenthesis never takes place in a

complex segment. A form like spul /spöl/ 'gear, things; quarrel, jar' can-
not be realised as *[scpöl], in whatever style of speech. This means that

 This is contradicted by pronunciations like [helcmcr] for Helmer 'proper noun'21

and [marcmcr] for marmer 'marble', which have been put forward by Dutch linguists as
evidence in support of their claim that -/c(C)/ acts as a word boundary. Though Van
Oostendorp observes, and rightly so, that epenthesis in helm 'helmet' [helcm] and warm
'warm' [õarcm] is far more common, the possibility of epenthesis in Helmer and marmer
cannot be denied. These forms, thus, remain problematic, as he has to admit (in footnote
35 on page 124).

 The latter, however, is contradicted by Sipma's own example [scmwarx].22
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phonological structure has a role to play in the explanation for the

possibility of epenthesis in onset clusters.
Epenthesis in the onset takes place between the members of a regular

O + L cluster, see griis and gleon above and the following examples:

(24) bliid /bli:d/ 'glad, happy' [bli:t] [bcli:t]
brea /brIc/ 'rye bread' [brI.c] [bcrI.c]

fleis /flaiz/ 'meat' [flajs] [fclajs]
kleaster /klIcstcr/ 'monastery, cloister' [klI.cstcr]

[kclI.cstcr]
wram(e) /vra:m/ 'to toil, to labour' [vra:mc] [vcra:mc]

It also occurs in clusters which consist of an (initially) extrasyllabic seg-

ment and a sonorant consonant, as in smoarch above and the following
examples:

(25) slim /slIm/ 'difficult; awful, dreadful' [slIm] [sclIm]
knibbel /knIbcl/ 'knee' [knIbcl] [kcnIbcl]
fnask(je) /fn]sk/ 'to chew (especially fruit, carrots, turnips)'

[fn]skjc] [fcn]skjc]
gnuv(e) /lny:v/ 'to leer' [lny:vc] [lcny:vc]23

The onset clusters have the same structure in both cases, see the onsets

of brea, knibbel, and slim, as depicted in (26) below:

 Though epenthesis in Frisian appears not to be confined to a word-final syllable,23

it is not likely to occur in a complex onset in every position within the word. In a
word-internal complex onset, as in the prefixed forms gegniis /lc+lni:z/ 'smirking,
sneering' [lclni:s] [lclcni:s], geblaf /lc+blaf/ 'barking' [lcblaf] [lcbclaf], and? ?

bekrimp(e) /bc+krImp/ 'to shrink, to contract; to cut down on expenses' [bckrImpc]
[bckcrImpc], epenthesis is very marked, if not impossible. This may be due to the fact that?

it gives rise to the rhythmically disfavoured constellation of two consecutive unstressed
syllables. In a form like ûntbleat(sje) /unt+blIct/ 'to bare, to strip; to expose', with the full
vowel prefix ûnt- (/unt/-), the result is acceptable: [undblI.ctsjc] [undbclI.ctsjc].
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(26)

Epenthesis of schwa results in the following constellation:

(27)

As argued for in § 4.1.3.1 above, schwa successfully projects into a
syllable at the post-cyclic level, hence also in (27). This seems to give
rise to the following constellation:
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(28)

In (28), however, the universal NO-CROSSING CONSTRAINT is
violated:

(29) NO-CROSSING CONSTRAINT
Association lines may not cross

Yet, the result of epenthesis in the above words is not ill-formed. We,
therefore, assume that there are no crossing association lines in (28), but
that, instead, N-PROJECTION has the power to remove a previously
established association, in this particular case the one between the left-

most X and the upper N''-node (which is subsequently deleted by con-
vention):

(30)

N-PROJECTION, thus, resembles the CV-RULE, which has the power

to resyllabify a coda consonant into the onset of a following syllable (see
§ 4.1.3.2 above). So, both can apply in a structure-changing way, which

application is confined to a derived environment, i.e. after phonological
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material has been added to a form through a morphological or

phonological operation.
The initial obstruent in (30), which has become stray, is incorporated

into the schwa-syllable by the CV-RULE. This is the only syllabic re-
arrangement that is called for. The liquid/nasal remains in the onset of its

original syllable. This eventually results in:

(31)

The members of a complex segment cannot be separated by epenthesis.

It was argued in § 2.4.4 that the onsets of forms like spek /spek/ 'bacon',
stek /stek/ 'stab, thrust, prick', and skek /skek/ '(skating) stroke' have the
following structure:

(32)

Epenthesis of schwa in this structure results in the following

constellation:
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(33)

In (33), the NO-CROSSING CONSTRAINT (29) is violated, hence the
result is filtered out.24

4.2.4. Epenthesis in the coda

Epenthesis in the coda takes place between the members of a regular L +
N and L + O cluster, witness the following examples:

(34) skalm /sk]lm/ 'link' [sk]lm] [sk]lcm]
term /term/ 'intestine; term' [term] [tercm]
wylch /vilã/ 'willow' [vilx] [vilcx]

skelk /skelk/ 'apron' [skelk] [skelck]
skulp /skölp/ 'shell' [skölp] [skölcp]

ark /ark/ 'tools' [ark] [arck]

It also occurs in triconsonantal LOO clusters, but only between the
liquid and the left-most obstruent. See the following examples:

(35) ferwulft /fcrvölft/ 'vault(ing); palate' [fcvölft] [fcvölcft]

*[fcvölfct]
korps /k]rps/ 'corps' [k]rps] [k]rcps] *[k]rpcs]

Epenthesis in these cases proceeds along the same lines as in the onset.

The structure of the words skalm, ark, skelk, and ferwulft is as follows
(onsets omitted):

 Being obstruents, both members of a complex segment share the feature [±voice].24

This implies that epenthesis in this case is also at odds with the ADJACENCY
CONDITION ON LINKING (45), so epenthesis results in double ill-formedness.
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(36)

Epenthesis of schwa results in the following constellation:

(37)

Again, the inserted schwa projects into a syllable, thereby removing the

association between the right-most X and the upper N'-node (after which
the latter is deleted by convention):
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(38)

Subsequently, the CV-RULE and the CODA-RULE apply; the former

dissociates the liquid from the coda of the left-most syllable and
reassociates it to the onset of the right-most one (see (15) above), 
whereas the latter incorporates final stray /m,k,f/ into the coda of the
right-most syllable.  All this yields the following:25

(39)

A complex segment in the coda cannot be split by epenthesis for the

same reason that it cannot be in the onset.
Epenthesis, however, yields an ill-formed outcome in any O + O

cluster, as appears from the following examples (see also (35) above):

(40) loft /loft/ 'sky' [loft] *[lofct]
nacht /naxt/ 'night' [naxt] *[naxct]
krekt /krekt/ 'accurate, precise' [krekt] *[krekct]

 The  /t/ of  ferwulft  is left out of consideration here, but see below for more on25

obstruent clusters which are not complex segments, like -/ft/.
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This ill-formedness cannot be explained on the basis of the supra-

segmental structure, as in the previous cases. The right-most obstruent of
these clusters, which remains extrasyllabic in initial syllabification, is

adjoined to the syllable later on in the derivation. For the above three
examples, this results in the following structure after epenthesis:

(41)

In this case as well, the inserted schwa can project into a syllable,
triggering the CV-RULE and the CODA-RULE in its wake:

(42)

As indicated in (40), the outcome is ill-formed.
Above, we stated that epenthesis in the coda takes place between the

members of a regular L + N and L + O cluster. This, however, is in need

of modification. Epenthesis yields an ill-formed result if the nasal or the
obstruent has the coronal place of articulation, witness the following

examples:
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(43) bult /bölt/ 'heap, pile' [bölt] *[bölct]

wyld /vild/ 'wild' [vilt] *[vilct]
hals /h]lz/ [h]ls] *[h]lcs]

aalst /a:lst/ 'absinthe' [a:lst] *[a:lcst]
elts /elts/ 'each, every' [elts] *[elcts]

sport /sp]rt/ 'sport' [sp]rt] *[sp]rct]
modern /mo:dern/ 'modern' [mo:dern] *[modercn]

mars /mars/ 'march' [mars] *[marcs]

Now, we could formulate an epenthesis rule the Structural Description of
which is explicitly restricted to a liquid and a non-coronal consonant.

This would give the desired outcome, but it would by no means explain
why epenthesis is constrained the way it is. The following approach,

therefore, is much more attractive: the epenthesis rule is of the simple
form 'insert schwa into a tautosyllabic segmental string' and the result (of
projecting schwa into a syllable) is filtered out when it violates in-
dependently motivated constraints (like (29)).

For an explanation of the above ill-formedness, we must take a look at
the subsegmental, feature geometrical structure of the clusters involved.

Since a liquid is a coronal consonant, both members of these clusters
have the same place of articulation. In § 2.5.3.2, we postulated a rule
fusing the completely identical place nodes of two neighbouring coda
segments, which is repeated below:

(44)

FUSION, being a post-cyclic rule, applies at the level of lexical re-

presentation. This implies that all homorganic L + N and L + O clusters,
and virtually all N + O clusters are partial geminates at the post-lexical
level, where epenthesis takes place.

Schwa is a minimally specificied vocoid (see (13)). This implies that

epenthesis never leads to a violation of the NO-CROSSING CON-
STRAINT (29) at the featural level. All the same, the result is ill-formed

in a homorganic cluster.
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We, therefore, must invoke some other kind of constraint. Booij

(1995:128) also observes the ill-formedness of schwa-epenthesis in a
(homorganic) N + O cluster.  He accounts for it by the following26

ADJACENCY CONDITION ON LINKING (repeated from § 2.6):

(45) ADJACENCY CONDITION ON LINKING
Consonants that share their melodic specifications partially

or wholly must be adjacent on the X-tier

This condition also bears on the following case. Epenthesis cannot
split a complex segment (see (33) above). There is, however, no ob-

struent cluster that can undergo epenthesis, witness the examples with
bisegmental clusters in (35) and (40) above and the following examples

containing trisegmental clusters:

(46) tekst /tekst/ 'text' [tekst] *[tekcst] *[teksct]
gewûpst /lcvupst/ 'robust, sturdy' [lcvupst] *[lcvupcst]
*[lcvupsct]
gewykst /lcvikst/ 'shrewed, smart' [lcvikst] *[lcvikcst]

*[lcviksct]

As observed in § 2.3.4.1 and § 2.5.4.1, the members of an obstruent clus-
ter must agree as to the feature [voice]. This is to be formalised as both

obstruents sharing one [voice] specification. So, the ill-formed outcome
of epenthesis in these clusters is also explained by condition (45).

Two remarks on the other consonant clusters are in order here. In the

first place, the members of a heterorganic L + O cluster do not share
their voice specification at the moment epenthesis applies: due to SYLL-
ABLE-FINAL OBSTRUENT DEVOICING, the obstruent is always
voiceless, whereas the sonorant (liquid or nasal) is always voiced. Both

members of a heterorganic L + N cluster, on the other hand, do carry
voice. Epenthesis, however, successfully applies to both clusters,

seemingly in violation of condition (45). It should be noted in this re-
spect that voice is distinctive in obstruents, whereas it is redundant in

sonorants. We might assume that the obligatory sharing of the feature
[±voice] -or any feature, for that matter- in a consonant cluster is only at

 Booij considers all word-final coronals in Dutch to be appendices. Since he as-26

sumes the coda to be the domain for schwa-epenthesis, Dutch words like har(t) 'heart',
har(s) 'resin', hal(t) 'stop; halt', and kan(s) 'chance' do not meet the Structural Description
of the rule.
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issue if this feature is distinctive in all segments concerned. But we have

no independent evidence for this assumption.
In the second place, the fact remains that a homorganic O + L onset

cluster can be split by epenthesis, whereas a homorganic L + O coda
cluster cannot; see, for instance, droech /druã/ 'drigh' [drux] [dcrux] vs.

geld /leld/ 'infertile, barren; unfertilised' [lelt] *[lelct]. There seems to
be an onset-coda asymmetry here, in that coronal consonants share their

place of articulation in the coda, but not in the onset (as also expressed
by FUSION (44)). One might conjecture a connection with the fact that

the clusters /lt/, /ld/, and /lv/ can occur in the coda, whereas /tl/, /dl/, and
/vl/ cannot in the onset (see § 2.3.2.1). Are onset clusters the members of

which have the same place specification ruled out? This does not seem
to be the case, since the onset clusters /dr/- and /tr/-, which consist of

two coronal consonants, are well-formed. We must leave this issue un-
resolved.

4.2.5. The epenthesis rule

The epenthetic vowel can be inserted in monomorphemic forms, hence
in a non-derived environment, as exemplified above. Epenthesis, there-
fore, is a post-cyclic process at any rate. Due to its optionality, it must be
considered post-lexical. The latter carries with it that it applies after the

EXTRASYLLABICITY REMOVAL RULE and the rule of COMPLEX
SEGMENT FORMATION (§ 2.5.4.3).

As noted in the previous section, it is attractive to state the epenthesis
rule as the following simple instruction for inserting schwa into a tauto-

syllabic segmental string ('X' denotes a segment/root node):

ó(47) i --> V / (X __ X)

Independently motivated constraints determine whether or not the inser-
tion of a specific vowel in a specific environment yields a well-formed

outcome (see (22) above).
Rule (47), having the syllable as its domain of application, generalises

over onset and coda. Yet, epenthesis seems to us to be less frequent in
the onset than it is in the coda. We can think of two reasons for this state
of affairs.

In the first place, due to differences in the preferred sonority profile,

fewer cluster types are allowed in the onset than in the coda.
In the second place, we have to take a look at the vocalic make-up of

the Frisian native stems and the effect this has on stress assignment. The
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Frisian native, simplex vocabulary consists of stems which contain: 1)

one full vowel; 2) a sequence of two, three or four full vowels (in case of
a surface diphthong, a surface sequence of glide + long vowel/long

vowel + glide, or glide + long vowel + glide); 3) the above possibilities
followed by schwa (see § 4.1 above). Since schwa cannot bear stress, the

assignment of stress to bisyllabic simplex words results in a trochaic
stress pattern, which we will assume to be the basic one in Frisian.27

Now, epenthesis adds a syllable to a word. Hence, if it occurs in the coda
of a monosyllabic word, it makes the latter comply with the basic

trochaic pattern. If, on the other hand, it takes place in the onset, the
prosodic integration of the newly created schwa-syllable into the

existing prosodic structure is much more troublesome (see Booij (1996)
as regards Dutch). Besides, the result cannot possibly be a trochee. We

take this to be the main reason for the above-mentioned difference be-
tween epenthesis in the onset and in the coda.

4.3. Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we have been concerned with the role of the vocoid
schwa in initial syllabification and vowel epenthesis.

In § 4.1, we presented an analysis of schwa's behaviour in initial sylla-
bification, based on its minimal phonological specification. This enabled

us to account for schwa's word boundary behaviour with respect to many
phonotactic constraints. At the same time, it forced us to account for

resyllabification, which we have claimed to be an effect of a
non-structure preserving application of the independently motivated

CV-RULE.
In § 4.2, we reviewed several aspects of schwa-epenthesis in Frisian.

We showed that the epenthetic vowel must be schwa, again due to its
minimal phonological specification. Epenthesis can take place in both

onset and coda clusters, which has repercussions for the formulation of
the rule in question. The ill-formedness of epenthesis in linked structures

was explained on the basis of the universal NO-CROSSING CON-
STRAINT with respect to suprafeatural structure and on the basis of the

ADJACENCY CONDITION ON LINKING for feature geometrical

 Since inflectional suffixes (there are no such prefixes) have schwa as their only27

vowel or solely consist of one or more consonants, inflection adds at most one
schwa-syllable to a form. This means that the basic stress pattern remains unaltered. The
only (full vowel) suffixes with word-like properties are derivational (§ 5.1.2). All prefixes
stand on their own, regardless of the kind of vowel they contain (§ 5.1.4).
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structure. Epenthesis also shed light on the non-structure-preserving

application of the rule of N-PROJECTION.



5 The syllabification of
complex words

5.0. Introduction

In § 2.7.1, we have arrived at a SYLLABLE STRUCTURE ALGO-
RITHM (SSA) for simplex words, which is repeated below:

(1) SSA for Frisian

a. N-PROJECTION

b. CV-RULE
c. COMPLEX ONSET RULE

d. CODA-RULE
e. COMPLEX CODA RULE

f. EXTRASYLLABICITY REMOVAL RULE

It cannot be denied that complex words must be, and are, syllabified as
well. Attaching affixes to stems may give rise to sequences of segments

that are never met with in simplex words. We may, therefore, wonder
whether the syllabification of simplex words and complex words must be
executed by the same means or, put differently, whether the SSA must
be adapted so as to capture both kinds of words. It is this question that

will be addressed in this chapter.1

 This chapter owes a debt to Trommelen (1984:154-156).1
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5.1. Affixed words and the SSA

We will examine to what extent the SSA, set up for simplex words,

succeeds in the face of complex words, and how the syllabification of
the latter is to be accomplished. Since we assume compounds to be made

up of two independent phonological words, we will confine ourselves to
derivatives, with the further restriction that only native affixes will be

taken into account. In § 5.1.1 - § 5.1.4, therefore, we will consider what
types of affixes can be distinguished, and what the consequences of the

concatenation of stem + each specific affix type are for the
syllabification of the complex word as a whole. Finally, in § 5.1.5, it will

be investigated how the eventual syllabification of complex words is
executed.

Phonologically speaking, four types of affix can be distinguished:

(2) a. suffixes the only vocoid of which is schwa (dubbed "schwa
suffixes"), which are 'cohering', i.e. enter into a close pho-
nological relationship with the stem they attach to;

b. suffixes which contain a full vocoid (termed "full vowel
suffixes"), whose phonological relationship with the stem
must be determined case by case;

c. consonantal suffixes, which are 'cohering' by their very

shape;
d. prefixes, which completely stand on their own.

We will now review them in the above order.

5.1.1. Schwa suffixes

First, we give an overview of the main schwa suffixes in Frisian, which
comprise both derivational and inflectional ones. Three things should be

noted in advance. First, the allomorphs these suffixes have are not taken
into account. Second, they show varying degrees of productivity,

ranging from very productive to virtually unproductive. Third, quite a
few of them can execute more than one morphological function. For
each suffix, we will give at least one clear example of the main func-
tion(s) it has.
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(3) -de (-/dc/)

e.g. in: sûg(e) - sûgde /su:ã+dc/ 'sucked (first and third
person singular)'

njoggen - njoggende /nioãcn+dc/ 'ninth'
-e (-/c/)

e.g. in: read - reade /rIcd+c/ 'red (inflected)'
heit - heite /hait+c/ 'father's'

hâld - hâlde /h]:d+c/ 'hold (all plural persons
present tense; infinitive)

-el (-/cl/)
e.g. in: stok(e) - stokel(je) 'to stir (things up)'

-en (-/cn/)
e.g. in: sûg(e) - sûgden /su:ã+dc+cn/ 'sucked (all plural

persons)'
beam - beammen /biem+cn/ 'trees'
goud - gouden /l]ud+cn/ 'gold(en)'
min - minnen /mIn+cn/ 'very bad'

-ens (-/cns/)
e.g. in: goed - goedens /lucd+cns/ 'goodness'

-er (-/cr/)
e.g. in: wiet - wieter /vict+cr/ 'wetter'

lig(e) - liger /li:ã+cr/ 'liar'
klom(je) - klommer(je) /klom+cr/ 'to be blue with

cold'
-ert (-/ct/)

e.g. in: swiet - swietert /suict+ct/ 'darling, sweetie'
-es (-/cs/)

e.g. in: sint - sintes /sInt+cs/ 'costing a cent'
-ich (-/cã/)
e.g. in: yl - ilich /il+cã/ 'callused'
-je (-/ic/)

e.g. in: each - eachje /Icã+ic/ 'little eye'
hel - helje /hel+ic/ 'to pull, to fetch (all plural

persons present tense; infinitive)
-ke (-/kc/)

e.g. in: fyts - fytske /fits+kc/ 'little bicycle'
-lik (-/lck/)
e.g. in: priiz(je) - pryslik /pri:z+lck/ 'praiseworthy'
-sel (-/scl/)

e.g in: optink(e) - optinksel /optIõk+scl/ 'fabrication,
fable, invention'
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-ske (-/skc/)

e.g. in: master - masterske /mastcr+skc/ 'the (school-)
master's wife'

-ster (-/stcr/)
e.g. in: Rien - Rienster /ricn+stcr/ 'from the village Rien;

inhabitant of Rien'
moard(zje) - moardster /muad+stcr/ 'murderess'

-te (-/tc/)
e.g. in: begear(e) - begearte /bclIcr+tc/ 'desire (for),

eagerness (for)'
blom - blomte /blom+tc/ 'flowers'

wiet - wiette /viIt+tc/ 'wetness; damp'
-(t)me (-/(t)mc/)

e.g. in: stil - stiltme /stIl+tmc/ 'silence'
brûk(e) - brûkme /bruk+mc/ 'custom'

-tsje (-/tsic/)
e.g. in: neil - neiltsje /nail+tsic/ 'little nail'

Some remarks are in order. In the first place, the suffixes -ich and -lik

once had a full vowel, as is also evidenced by their spelling. According
to Sipma (1913:35,§140), -lik can be pronounced as either -[lik] or
-[lck], whereas -ich is only pronounced with schwa. According to
Sytstra & Hof (1924:27), both -ich and -lik are pronounced with a sound

that resembles the front vowel [I] most. At present, both suffixes are
pronounced with schwa. The latter is problematic if Van Oostendorp

(1995:136) is right in claiming that "schwa can license at most one
sonorant in the coda". He assumes the comparable Dutch suffixes -ig and

-lijk to contain an underlying front vowel /I/, which is (obligatorily)
reduced before a dorsal obstruent in an unstressed syllable. He adduces
several arguments for this, some of which might be transposable to
Frisian: 1) there are no Dutch words with unstressed -[Ix] or -[Ik] on the

surface; 2) if an adjective in Dutch ends in the derivational suffix -en/-er
(-/cn/, -/cr/), it cannot get overt inflection, see het mooi+c/*mooi huis

'the beautiful house' vs. het *hout+cn+c/hout+cn huis 'the wooden
house', whereas an adjective ending in -ig and -lijk must be inflected, see

het baz+ig+c/eer+lijk+c meisje vs. het *baz+ig/eer+lijk meisje 'the
overbearing/honest girl', hence -ig and -lijk behave like suffixes with a
full vowel in this respect. As regards the first argument, Frisian native
simplex words contain one full vowel (sequence) at most, which, as a

consequence, cannot but bear stress, as in kich [kIx] 'cough', mich [mIx]
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(< /mIã/) 'fly', stik [stIk] 'piece', and slik [slIk] 'lick, lap'.  As to the2

second argument, matters in Frisian are more complicated than they are
in Dutch. Material adjectives, like houten /h]ut+cn/ 'wooden' and izeren

/i:zcr+cn/ 'iron' can get overt inflection, as in it houtene/houten hûs 'the
wooden house' and de izerene/izeren pôt 'the iron pot' (see Dykstra

(1984) and Dyk (1996) for a discussion of this phenomenon). Because of
this, we will not follow Van Oostendorp in postulating the underlying

forms -/Iã/ and -/lIk/ for the suffixes in question. We do think that schwa
is preferably followed by sonorant consonants, but that this is not an

absolute phonotactic restriction.
In the second place, we assume that the second and third person sin-

gular present tense forms of the verbs of the second weak conjugational
class (with an infinitive ending in -je) contain the theme vowel -e-

(-/c/-), to which the person/number endings -st (-/st/) and -t (-/t/) are
attached. This implies that -est (second person singular present) and -et
(third person singular present) do not occur as independent suffixes in
(3).

In the third place, we do not assume a present participle suffix -end(e)
(-/cnd(c)/). Instead, we assume the present participle to be derived from

the gerund form (ending in -n (-/n/)), which is derived from the infinitive
(ending in -(j)e -/(i)c/)), which, in turn, is derived from the verbal stem
(see Booij (1997) for a comparable analysis of present participle
formation in Dutch). This means that the present participles rinnend

'walking' and stoarmjend 'storming' are assigned the following structure:
/rIn+c+n+d/ and /stuarm+ic+n+d/.3

 The words estrik '(paving) tile', pystrik 'pizzle', and swédrik 'thymus (gland)' end2

in -/Ik/, as appears from the plural forms estrikken and pystrikken (the plural suffix -en
(-/cn/) is chosen after a syllable containing a full vowel). These words, however, contain
two full vowels, so they cannot be simplex. They display compound stress in that -[Ik] is
secondarily stressed.

 The morphological advantages of this set of assumptions become clear when we3

take the seven Frisian monosyllabic infinitives into consideration, all of which end in -n
(-/n/). These are dwaan /dua:n/ 'to do', jaan /ia:n/ 'to give', slaan /sla:n/ 'to hit, to strike, to
beat', sjen /sien/ 'to see', tsjen /tsien/ 'to set forth, to proceed', gean /lIcn/ 'to go', and stean
/stIcn/ 'to stand'. The gerund of dwaan, for instance, is dwaan, which derives from
/dua:n+n/ through the common phonological process of consonant degemination. The
present participle, dwaand(e) /dua:n+n+d(c)/, derives from the gerund. All verbs can now
be treated on a par with respect to the formation of their present participle. The seven
above-mentioned verbs are only exceptional insofar as they do not have an infinitive ending
in -(j)e (-/(i)c/). Separate gerund and present participle suffixes, -en (-/cn/) and -end(e)
(-/cnd(c)/), would yield the intermediate forms /dua:n+cn/ and /dua:n+cnd(c)/, to which
ad hoc deletion rules would have to apply, or for which a special allomorph would have to
be posited. Both approaches would complicate the grammar. Of course, it remains to be
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In the fourth place, the suffix -je consists of the prelinked rising diph-

Nthong /(ic) / (see Visser (1992b)). This means that, strictly speaking, it is
not a schwa suffix at all, containing more than one vocoid as it does.

Since it is a very frequently used inflectional suffix, since it also shows
up in the diminutive suffix -tsje, and since schwa is the head of the

diphthong, we have included it in (3).
In the fifth place, the suffix -ber behaves like a full vowel suffix in

two respects. First, it voices a preceding fricative, as in lêsber /le:z+bcr/
'legible, readable', which is turned into the intermediate representation

ó ó(le:s) (bcr)  through syllabification and SYLLABLE-FINAL OB-

ó óSTRUENT DEVOICING, but which shows up as (le:z) (bcr)  through

regressive voice assimilation. Second, it can be left out in coordination,
as in fielb/ e/r/ en hearber /ficl+bcr en ier+bcr/ 'perceptible and audible'.

Both properties are typical of independent phonological words, so -ber
behaves as the second member of a compound in this respect. We may
envisage the possibility that it has a full vowel at the underlying level,
cf. the comparable Dutch suffix -baar, the vowel of which is reduced to
schwa after affixation. In any event, -ber is left out of (3).

The canonical form of these suffixes is -/(C)c(C)/. As to this, there are
some problematic cases. First, the suffixes -ske, -ster, -tme, and -tsje
begin with a consonant cluster. Schwa, however, cannot have a complex
onset in initial syllable structure (see Van Oostendorp (1995:134-135,

144-148) and § 6.6.2.3)). Second, the suffix -ens ends in a cluster,
whereas the sequence schwa + consonant (notably: sonorant consonant)

exhausts the possibilities of the rhyme (see Van Oostendorp (1995:136-
140) and § 6.2.1.3)). Now, the word-final sequence -/n{s/z}/ can only be

preceded by a long vocalic sequence, viz. one which shows up as a long
vowel or a centralising diphthong (see § 2.5.3.2 and § 2.5.5). In this
respect, -/VVn{s/z}/ and -/cns/ run parallel. This does not mean that
-ens is no longer exceptional among the schwa suffixes, but it does mean

that it is no coincidence that it ends in the coronal fricative /s/.4

The phonological shape of the remaining schwa suffixes is, thus, quite

simple. This is partly attributable to schwa. This minimally specified
vocoid cannot license complex onsets or codas. But it is also a general

tendency in language that affixes display a more restrictive set of forms

seen whether this analysis of the present participle is just as favourable semantically and/or
syntactically.

 The suffix -ert seems to be problematic as well. Now, <r> is never pronounced.4

If it is not present underlyingly, as we will assume here, this suffix poses no problem.
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than do free stems (see Booij (1977:22-23) as regards Dutch in this

respect). If not for schwa, the syllabification of these suffixes would be
easily captured by the procedure for simplex words.

Being bound morphemes, these suffixes only show up as part of a
complex word, i.e. in combination with a stem. Since the only vowel

they contain is schwa, they cannot form a phonological word on their
own for purely phonological reasons as well. This means that they need

a host word with which they can constitute a phonological word.  The5

latter serves as a domain for phonological processes, notably

(re)syllabification, which we will now review.
After schwa has projected into a syllable at the post-cyclic level, a

schwa-initial suffix induces resyllabification of the stem-final consonant,
which, thus, becomes the onset of the suffix syllable (cf. § 4.1.3.2). See

the following examples:6

ó ó ó(4) sekken (sek) +cn --> (se) (kcn)  'bags'

ó ó ókranen (kra:n) +cn --> (kra:) (ncn)  'taps'

ó ó ótsjillen (tsjIl) +cn --> (tsjI) (lcn)  'wheels'

ó ó óreinich (rajn) +cã --> (raj) (ncã)  'rainy'

ó ó ómeaner (mI.cn) +cr --> (mI.c) (ncr)  'mower'

The same applies when the rhyme of the stem consists of the sequence
-/V{L/N}O/, as in the following examples:

ó ó ó(5) wurker (vörk) +cr --> (vör) (kcr)  'worker'

ó ó óskulpich (skölp) +cã --> (sköl) (pcã)  'shell-shaped'

ó ó óskamper (skamp) +cr --> (skam) (pcr)  'graze'

When the rhyme of the stem consists of the sequence -/VOO/ the right-
hand obstruent remains unsyllabified in initial syllabification. After the
schwa-initial suffix has been attached, the obstruent becomes the onset

of the suffix syllable without there being resyllabification proper. See the
following examples:

 That so many of these suffixes begin with schwa is also indicative of their de-5

pendent phonological status: a phonological word in Frisian may not begin with schwa.
Compare the personal pronoun clitic er /cr/ 'he' in this respect.

ó ó ó ó The words sekken and reinich are pronounced as (se) (kôý )  and (raj) (ncx) , but6

we abstract away from the sonantisation of sonorant consonants and the effects of
SYLLABLE-FINAL OBSTRUENT DEVOICING.
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ó ó ó(6) krekter (krek) t+cr --> (krek) (tcr)  'more exact, more

precise'

ó ó ónachten (nax) t+cn --> (nax) (tcn)  'nights'

In the above examples, the rhymes of the first syllable do not exceed

the word-internal maximum of [VX]. But things can become more com-
plicated in this respect. Take, e.g., stems with a rhyme of the shape

-/V:{f/s}t/ (where V: is an abbreviation of either a long vowel or a
centralising diphthong), as trêft /tre:ft/ 'merit' and geast /lIcst/ 'mind;

ghost, spirit'. Attaching a schwa-initial suffix to these results in the
following syllable division:

ó ó(7) trêftich /tre:ft+cã/ (tre:f) (tcã)  'excellent, outstanding'

ó ógeasten /lIcst+cn/ (lI.cs) (tcn)  'ghost, spirits'

From the point of view of initial syllable structure, the problem with this
division is the word-internal rhyme, which exceeds [VX]. Yet, neither is
it shortened nor does vowel epenthesis occur so as to make for a word-
internal [VX] rhyme.

The problems in this respect only increase when we take consonant-
initial schwa suffixes into consideration. These do not induce resyllabifi-
cation of the stem-final consonant. Thus, in geryflik /lcri:v+lck/

ó ó ó(lc) (rif) (lck)  'comfortable', for instance, [f] is not resyllabified into
the onset of the final syllable, even though the resulting onset cluster /fl/-
is all right in monosyllabic simplex words.7

We consider resyllabification a device for syllable optimisation: in the
preferred case, a syllable has an onset, and if it has not, resyllabification,

if possible, makes sure it acquires one. But resyllabification appears to
be a 'minimal effort' device: a single onset for the following syllable will
do, if the remaining coda of the preceding syllable is acceptable as such.8

So, there is minimal rather than exhaustive segment transfer from coda

to onset, whereas the SSA, applying to still unsyllabified segments,
maximises the onset.9

 The devoicing of the stem-final voiced fricative /v/, which is likely to be induced7

by the suffix -lik, and the shortening of the vowel /i:/ will not concern us here.

 According to Kenstowicz (1994:281) resyllabification "is thus best viewed as a 8

device to avoid onsetless syllables". The aversion to onsetless syllables is also expressed
by the ONSET PRINCIPLE (see § 2.1).

 In fast speech, resyllabification of more than one segment occurs, as in geryflik9

ó ó ó(lc) (ri) (flck) . As such, it often follows schwa-deletion, as in wrantlich /vr]ntcl+cã/
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As a consequence, the rhyme of the stem remains intact, regardless of

its shape. This means that the following word-internal rhyme types arise:

(8) a. those exceeding [VX], as in:

ó óreafke /rIcv+kc/ (rI.cv) (kc)  'little twist, little twine'

ó ókoaltsje /kocl+tsic/ (ko.cl) (tsjc)  'small cabbage; (piece of)

charcoal'

b. those containing segments which remained unsyllabified in
initial syllabification, as in:

ó ó ó ótreastlik /trIcst+lck/ (trI.cst) (lck)  (< (trI.cs) t(lck) )

 'comforting, consolatory'

ó ó ó ókeunstke /kö:nst+kc/ (köÞ :s) (kc) ) (< (kö:ns) (kc)  <

ó ó (kö:n) st(kc) ) 'trick'10

These rhymes do not seem to pose any problem for the syllabic well-
formedness of the words under consideration. The only thing is that the

surface syllabification is not always unambiguous, a point we will return
to in § 5.1.5 below. So, from the consideration of complex words thus
far, it has already become clear that the procedure for the syllabification
of simplex words cannot account for the ultimate syllabification of

complex words. Therefore, the syllabification of both kinds of words is
not completely governed by the same principles.

5.1.2. Full vowel suffixes

We will now give an overview of the main full vowel suffixes in Frisian,
all of which are derivational:

(9) -dom (-/dom/)

e.g. in: frij - frijdom /frei+dom/ 'freedom'

ó ó(vr]n) (tlcx)  'resentful; peevish'. In the latter case, it is to be considered as a last resort for
the desyllabified [t]. Note that, though schwa cannot have a complex onset at the level of
initial syllabification, it can have one at the later phonological levels (see § 6.6.2.3).

ó ó In  fast  speech,  the  syllabification  (trI.cs) (tlck)   is not impossible, whereas 10

ó ó(köÞ :) (skc)  is quite common (see also § 5.1.5 below). Note that these syllabifications
display a better syllable contact than those in (8)b.
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-eftich (-/eftcã/)11

e.g. in: hear - heareftich /hIcr+eftcã/ 'gentleman-
like'

-erij (-/crei/)
e.g. in: rid(e) - riderij /ri:d+crei/ 'speedskating'

-es(se) (-/es(c)/)
e.g. in: dichter - dichteres(se) /dIxtcr+es(c)/ 'poet-

ess'
-fâld (-/f]:d/)

e.g. in: fjouwer - fjouwerfâld /fi]ucr+f]:d/
 'quadruple'

-fol (-/fol/)
e.g. in: leppel - leppelfol /lepcl+fol/ 'spoonful'

-frij (-/frei/)
e.g. in: flater - flaterfrij /fla:tcr+frei/ 'faultless'

-guod (-/luod/)
e.g. in: bôle - bôleguod /b]:lc+luod/ 'all kinds of

bread'
mich - miggeguod /mIãc+luod/ 'a number

of small flies, viewed as a whole'
-haftich (-/haftcã/)

e.g. in: wier - wierhaftich /vicr+haftcã/ 'faithful'
-hanne (-/h]nc/)

e.g. in: tred - tredderhanne /tred+cr+h]nc/ 'of three
kinds'

-heal (-/hIcl/)
e.g. in: fjirde - fjirdeheal /fiIdc+hIcl/ 'three and a

half, lit.: three whole and the fourth one half'
-heid (-/hid/)

e.g. in: mooglik - mooglikheid /mo:ãlck+hid/
 'possibility'

-ichheid (-/cãhid/)
e.g. in: wis - wissichheid /vIs+cãhid/ 'certainty'

-ij (-/ei/)

 The form  -eftich  belongs to Standard Frisian. The Dutchified variant -achtich 11

(-/axtcã/) is in common use in everyday Frisian.
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e.g. in: skilder(je) - skilderij /skIldcr+ei/ 'painting'

-ing(e) (-/Iõ(c)/)12

e.g. in: acht(sje) - achtinge /axt+Iõc/ 'estimation'

ferklear(je) - ferklearring /fcrklier+Iõ/
 'explanation'

-in(ne) (-/In(c)/)
e.g. in: boer - boerinne /bucr+Inc/ 'woman farmer;

farmer's wife'
slaaf - slavin /sla:v+In/ '(female) slave'

-leas (-/lIcz/)13

e.g. in: stim - stimleas /stIm+lIcz/ 'voiceless'

-lei (-/lai/)
e.g. in: twad - twadderlei /tuad+cr+lai/ 'twofold'

-ling (-/lIõ/)
e.g. in: nuver - nuverling /ny:vcr+lIõ/ 'queer

customer'
mest(e) - mestling /mest+lIõ/ 'fatting
animal'
trije - trijeling /treic+lIõ/ 'triplets'

-lings (-/lIõs/)
e.g. in: ein - einlings /ain+lIõs/ 'at last, in the end'

 It has been noticed, as early as in Sipma (1913:35, §140), that this suffix allows12

for two pronunciations, viz. -[Iõ] and -[cõ]. There may be a twofold reason for assuming
it to contain an underlying schwa: 1) the velar nasal can become syllabic, for which schwa
is essential (see the following chapter); 2) a noun ending in -ing can be pluralised with -s,
which is typical of nouns ending in the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant (cf. amers
/a:mcr+s/ 'buckets', biezems /biczcm+s/ 'brooms', and appels /apcl+s/ 'apples'). Both,
however, are a dialectal matter. The word miening 'opinion, view', for instance, cannot be
pronounced with a syllabic velar nasal in Klaaifrsyk, though it can in Wâldfrysk. The plural
of miening is mienings in the latter and mieningen in the former, whereas the plural of ding
'thing' is dingen in both. The suffix in question, therefore, seems to have two dialectal
variants, viz. -/cõ/ (Wâldfrysk) and -/Iõ/ (Klaaifrysk). Riemersma (1979:33-34) reports for
his (north eastern) dialect a mixture of Klaai- and Wâldfrysk: the plural of miening is
mieningen, which points to the underlying form -/Iõ/, whereas this plural form is
pronounced as [mi.cnôý n1 ], i.e. with a sequence of a syllabic velar and coronal nasal. This
forces him to postulate a rule, following pluralisation and preceding sonantisation, which
reduces /I/ of -/Iõ/ to schwa. This rule is essentially rhythmical in nature, depending on
whether or not the velar nasal is followed by other segments. We do not know whether this
situation still exists in Riemersma's dialect.

 The form -leas belongs to Standard Frisian. The Dutchified variant -loas (-/locz/)13

is in common use in everyday Frisian.
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-mannich (-/mancã/)

e.g. in: dei - deimannich /dai+mancã/ 'one or two
days'

-mjittich (-/miItcã/)
e.g. in: plan - planmjittich /pl]n+miItcã/ 'according

to a plan'
-nis(se) (-/nIs(c)/)

e.g. in: groet(sje) - groetnisse /lruct+nIsc/
'greeting'

dear(e) - dearnis /dIcr+nIs/ 'pity'
-nôch (-/n]:ã/

e.g. in: drok - drokkernôch /drok+cr+n]:ã/ 'very
busy; too busy'

-ommen (-/omcn/)
e.g. in: blinder - blinderommen /blIndcr+omcn/

'very big'
-resom (-/rczom/)

e.g. in: fiif - fiifresom /fi:v+rczom/ 'the five of (us,
you, them)'

-ryk (-/rik/)
e.g. in: bloed - bloedryk /blucd+rik/ 'full-blooded'

-skip (-/skIp/)
e.g. in: bliid - blydskip /blid+skIp/ 'gladness,

happiness'
skriuwer - skriuwerskip /skrio:cr+skIp/

'authorship; secretaryship'
-sma (-/sma/)

e.g. in: mislik - misliksma /mIslck+sma/ 'nasty
bloke'

-spul (-/spöl/)
e.g. in: klean - kleanspul /klIcn+spöl/ 'all kinds of

clothing; clothing materials'
-stra (-/stra/)

e.g. in: jatt(e) - jatstra /iat+stra/ 'pincher, pilferer'
-wei (-/vai/)

e.g. in: gol - golwei /lol+vai/ 'in a hearty way'
-wize (-/vi:zc/)

e.g. in: billik - billikerwize /bIlck+cr+vi:zc/ 'fairly,
reasonably'

Again, some remarks are in order. In the first place, the suffixes -eftich,

-haftich, -mannich, -mjittich, -ichheid, and -lings are formally complex,
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containing the adjectivising suffix -ich (see (3) above), the nominalising

suffix -heid (see (9) above), and the adverbial suffix -s (see (13) below).
They, therefore, are properly represented as -/eft+cã/, -/haft+cã/,

-/man+cã/, -/miIt+cã/, -/cã+hid/, and -/lIõ+s/.
In the second place, the suffixes -hanne, -lei, -nôch, and -wize all

attach to a stem which ends in -er- (-/cr/-). Diachronically speaking, the
latter is a suffix. Synchronically, it is to be considered an extension of

the stem, not of the suffix. As a consequence, stems like twad 'second'
and drok 'busy' have two allomorphs, viz. twad/drok and twadder/

drokker; the latter show up in twadderlei and drokkernôch. That -er-
belongs to the stem is proven by the fact that it remains in conjunction

reduction:14

(10) a. fjirderh/ a/n/ n/ e/ of fyfterhanne
* fjirde/r/h/ a/n/ n/ e/ of fyfterhanne
'of four or five kinds'

b. twadderh/ a/n/n/ e/ of tredderlei
* twadde/r/h/ a/n/ n/ e/ of tredderlei
'of two or three kinds'

c. langern/ ô/ c/h/  en bredernôch
* lange/r/n/ ô/ c/h/  en bredernôch
'long and wide enough'

d. billikerw/ i/z/e/ en ridlikerwize

* billike/r/w/ i/z/e/ en ridlikerwize
'fairly and reasonably'

In the third place, the final schwa in the nominalising suffixes -ij(e),

-nis(se), -es(se), and -ing(e) functions as an emphatic/poetical extension,
though historically it is part of them. This element has bearing on neither
the meaning nor the synchronic categorial status of these suffixes.  We15

assume these suffixes to have two allomorphs, a schwa-less neutral and a

schwa-final emphatic one.
In the fourth place, the element -en of -ommen (-/omcn/) can be

identified with the intensifying suffix -en (-/cn/), which can be attached
to adjectives denoting a high degree of a specific, non-neutral quality, as

in in bloedigen /blucdcã+cn/ put wurk 'a hell of a job, lit.: a bloody job',

 Cf. Booij (1997), who analyses the occurrence of 'linking phonemes' in Dutch14

compounding as an instance of noun allomorphy.

 Though it can hardly be coincidental that they derive nouns which are associated15

with the definite article de (see § 4.1.1 for the relation between noun-final schwa and de).
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in minnen /mIn+cn/ hont 'a very bad guy, lit.: a bad dog'. This means

that the proper representation of -ommen is -/om+cn/.
It strikes one that the phonological shape of the full vowel suffixes in

(9) is far more complex than that of the schwa suffixes in (3). Some of
them resemble free stems:

(11) a. in being segmentally equivalent to them:

-nis (cf. nis 'niche'), -fâld (cf. fâld 'fold; wrinkle'), -fol (cf.
fol 'full'), -frij (cf. frij 'free'), -guod (cf. guod 'things, stuff'),

-heal (cf. heal 'half'), -ryk (cf. ryk 'rich'), -skip (cf. skip
'ship'), -spul (cf. spul 'gear, things'), -wei (cf. wei 'road,

way');
b. in beginning with a consonant cluster:

-skip, -sma, -stra;
c. in being formally complex:

-eftich, -haftich, -ichheid, -mannich, -mjittich, -ommen.

It is only property (11)b that also holds for the exceptional schwa
suffixes -ske, -ster, -tme, and -tsje (see the previous section). We explain

this marked difference between the two classes of suffixes as a
consequence of the difference between a full vowel and schwa: the
former is capable of licensing complex onsets and codas, the latter is not.

One would not expect suffixes containing a full vowel to have to lean

on a host word with which they can constitute a phonological word.
Phonologically speaking, the concatenation of stem and suffix is ex-

pected to resemble the concatenation of two independent words in a
compound. This expectation is borne out, albeit partly, by the following

facts. First, the complex words these suffixes are part of may show
compound stress, that is to say, main stress may be on the stem. Second,
these suffixes may select the stem allomorph which can be employed in
compounding, compare betsjuttingsleas /bctsiötIõs+lIcz/ 'meaningless'

with the stem betsjutting /bctsiötIõ/ 'meaning' and the compound betsjut-
tings#ferskaat 'diversity of meaning'. Third, some of these suffixes may

be left out in coordination, as in foarsitters/k/i/p/  en skriuwerskip
'chairmanship and secretaryship' (see also (10) above).

But, as noted in the preceding paragraph, this is only part of the story.
In the first place, the suffixes -es(se), -in(ne), and -ij(e) attract stress.16

 In adjectives formed with the suffix -mjittich, stress is always on the part -mji-,16

as in hânMJItich /h]:n+miItcã/ 'by hand'. This tallies with the fact that stress always
immediately precedes the schwa suffix -ich, cf. EARmoed 'poverty' next to earMOEdich
'poor, shabby'.
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One might be tempted to establish a relation with the final schwa, since a

syllable preceding word-final schwa generally bears stress. This ex-
planation, however, would only hold for the allomorphs -esse, -inne, and

-ije, so that the stress behaviour of the allomorphs -es, -in, and -ij, which
bear stress as well, would require supplementary assumptions. Besides, it

does not hold for -nis(se) and -ing(e), counter to expectation.17

In the second place, -es(se), -ing(e), -in(ne), and -ij(e) induce re-

syllabification of the stem-final consonant, as in:

ó ó ó ó ó(12) fâdes(se) /f]:d+es(c)/ (f]:) (de) (sc)  or (f]:) (des)
'(female) guardian'

ó ó ó ó óhuzing(e) /hyz+Iõ(c)/ (hy) (zIõ) (nc)  or (hy) (zIõ)
'housing, premises'18

ó ó ó óhartogin(nc) /hart]ã+In(c)/ (har) (t]) (ãI) (nc)  or

ó ó ó(har) (t]) (ãIn)  'duchess'

ó ó ó ó óweardij(c) /vIcdc+ei(c)/ (vI.c) (dej) (jc)  or (vI.c) (dej)
'value'19

Now, as a rule, resyllabification does not take place between the mem-

bers of a compound, and when it does, it is at a very late stage in the
derivation. The resyllabification under consideration, however, must
take place in the lexicon, hence at an early stage in the derivation, since
it bleeds SYLLABLE-FINAL OBSTRUENT DEVOICING, as becomes

clear from [d], [z], and [ã] instead of [t], [s], and [x] in the above
pronunciations. This points to the forms under consideration not being

(formal) compounds.
The conclusion seems inescapable that each full vowel suffix must be

specified for being cohering or not, and also in which respect (stress
and/or resyllabification).

However, the following subgeneralisation seems to be possible: a
vowel-initial suffix is cohering. This does not hold for -eftich and

-ommen, the first of which is a notorious case. Derivatives in -eftich
display certain compound-like properties: 1) noun-final schwa is not

deleted before this suffix, see sidich /sidc+cã/ [sidcx] 'silky' vs.

 For Wâldfrysk, the unstressability of the suffix -ing  is readily explained by its17

underlying form -/cõ/ (see footnote 12 above).

 With two identical phonetic symbols on either side of the syllable break we in-18

dicate consonant ambisyllabicity and no geminate consonant.

 The final schwa of wearde /vIcdc/ is deleted by the rule of prevocalic schwa19

deletion.
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side-eftich /sidc+eftcã/ [sidc§5eftcx] 'idem'; 2) a stem-final segment is

not resyllabified, witness the fact that, when a sonorant consonant is
concerned, it can become syllabic, as in appeleftich /apcl+eftcã/

[ap1l§5eftcx] 'apple-like'; 3) the suffix induces voicing of a stem-final
[+cont] obstruent, as in piseftich /pIs+eftcã/ [pIz§5eftcx] 'piss-like'; 4)

-eftich may be left out in conjunction reduction, as in griene/f/t/i/c/h/  of
readeftich 'greenish or reddish'. Due to its limited morphological

distribution, only the second property can be demonstrated for -ommen,
as in blinderommen /blIndcr+omcn/ [blIndr1omm1 ] 'very big'. So, the

class of vowel-initial full vowel suffixes as a whole shows varying be-
haviour.20

As a consequence of the relative self-reliance of the consonant-initial
full vowel suffixes, the rhyme of the stem they attach to remains intact,

whatever its shape. The extra possibilities of word-final syllables are
attested in front of these suffixes as well.

5.1.3. Consonantal suffixes

The consonantal suffixes of Frisian are listed in (13):21

(13) -d (-/d/)
e.g. in: sûg(e) - sûgd /su:ã+d/ 'sucked (past parti-

ciple)'
sân - sand /s]n+d/ 'seventh'

 This is reminiscent of, though not equivalent to, the situation as regards clitics.20

A clitic the only vowel of which is schwa is always fully incorporated into its host word,
being totally dependent on it. Clitics containing a full vowel, on the other hand, show
varying behaviour in this respect. They are word-like in that they can bear stress, but
clitic-like in that they can undergo typically word-internal adaptations to their host word
(see Visser (1988a) as to Frisian and Booij (1995:177) as to Dutch).

 They are both derivational and inflectional. Note that the inflectional ones only21

consist of one or two coronal obstruents, whereas the derivational ones do not have this
limitation. We have no explanation for this state of affairs, though one is inclined to connect
it with the fact that 1) the coronal place of articulation is universally unmarked, and 2)
obstruents are the least sonorous segments, hence the most appropriate ones to occur at the
outer edges of the word.
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-g (-/ã/)

e.g. in: bûnz(je) - bûnzg(je) /bu:nz+ã/ 'to bang, to
boom'

drinz((j)e) - drinzg(je) /dre:nz+ã/ 'to drink;
to water'

-k (-/k/)
e.g. in: aai(e) - aaik(je) /a:i+k/ 'to stroke, to caress

softly'
roei(e) - roeik(je) /ru:i+k/ 'to row softly'

-n (-/n/)
e.g. in: rinne - rinnen /rInc+n/ 'walking (gerund)'

-s (-/s/)
e.g. in: amer - amers /a:mcr+s/ 'buckets'

Sytse - Sytses /sitsc+s/ 'Sytse's'
middei - middeis /mIdi+s/ 'in, during the
afternoon'
dei - (hûndert gûne) deis /dai+s/ '(a hundred
guilders) a day'

-t (-/t/)

e.g. in: bakk(e) - bakt /bak+t/ 'bakes'
-sk (-/sk/)

e.g. in: klom(je) - klomsk /klom+sk/ 'shivering,
chilly'

-st (-/st/)
e.g. in: hâld(e) - hâldst /h]:d+st/ 'to hold (second

person singular present tense)'
naam - naamst /na:m+st/ 'took (second

person singular)'
âld - âldst /]:d+st/ 'oldest'
komm(e) - komst /kom+st/ 'coming, arrival'

These suffixes have no vocoid, hence they cannot be prosodified on
their own. At the level where suffixation takes place, i.e. the cyclic level,

their prosodic integration with a stem will generally be impossible.
When the rhyme of the stem is tripositional or when it ends in an

obstruent, the suffixes under consideration remain unprosodified, just
like extrasyllabic segments in initial syllabification, and for the same
reason as well: either the rhyme would become too long or the sonority
distance between two adjacent segments would be too small. At the

post-cyclic level, where the constraints on initial syllabification do not
necessarily hold, the suffix consonants are adjoined to the syllable (see §

5.1.5 below).
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Prosodic integration of these suffixes with a stem ending in an ob-

struent may yield intermediate obstruent sequences never attested in the
underlying forms of simplex words. See the following examples:

(14) it siicht /si:ã+t/ [si:xt] 'there's a draught'

knapst /knap+st/ [knapst] 'neatest'
antkje /]nt+k/ []ntkjc] 'to swell (of the udder and the teats

of a cow which is about to calve)'
briefkje /briIv+k/ [brjIfkjc] 'to correspond (with)'

flybkje /flib+k/ [flipkjc] 'to drivel, to slaver'
grapkje /lrap+k/ [lrapkjc] 'to jest, to joke'

grinzlje /lre:nz+ã/ [lreÞ :zãjc] 'to border (on)'

This is most striking, when the stem ends in an obstruent sequence or
when consonantal suffixes are stacked up, as in:

(15) gewûpstst /levupst+st/ [lcvupst] 'most robust, sturdiest'
mânskst /m]:nsk+st/ [m]Þ :skst] 'stoutst, sturdiest'
grutskst /lrötsk+st/ [lrötskst] 'proudest'

knypskst /knip+sk+st/ [knipskst] 'most inclined to pinch,
squeeze'22

Again, this does not render these complex words ill-formed. There is

neither vast-scale obligatory vowel epenthesis to break up these clusters
nor massive obligatory consonant deletion to simplify them. The enor-

mous obstruent sequences in mânskst, grutskst, and knypskst, however,
are either considerably simplified or the superlative of the adjectives

concerned is not expressed with the suffix -st, but through paraphrase.

5.1.4. Prefixes

Frisian has the following prefixes, which are all derivational:

(16) aarts- (/a:ts/-)
e.g. in: dogeneat - aartsdogeneat /a:ts+do:ãcnIct/

'arrant knave'

 The final -/t/ of gewûpst is deleted before the suffix -st (see Hoekstra (1985)). The22

resulting intermediate form [lcvupsst] is subsequently operated upon by consonant
degemination, eventually yielding [lcvupst]. So, it is on the basis of the context in which
[lcvupst] occurs that one must decide whether it is to be interpreted as a positive or a
superlative.
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be- (/bc/-)

e.g. in: sliep(e) - besliep(e) /bc+slicp/ 'to sleep on'
dyk(je) - bedyk(je) /bc+dik/ 'to dike (in)'

bet- (/bet/-)
e.g. in: oerbeppe - betoerbeppe /bet+ucrbepc/

'great-great-grandmother'
dea- (/dIc/-)

e.g. in: ferlegen - deaferlegen /dIc+fcrle:ãcn/ 'mad
(with pain, itching)'

dis- (/dIs/-)
e.g. in: oarder - disoarder /dIs+vuadcr/ 'disorder'

dus- (/dös/-)
e.g. in: oarder - dusoarder /dös+vuadcr/ 'disorder'

dweil- (/duail/-)
e.g. in: trochwiet - dweiltrochwiet /duail+troxvict/

'soaking (wet)'
earts- (/Icts/-)

e.g. in: biskop - eartsbiskop /Icts+bIskop/ 'arch-
bishop'

fer- (/fcr/-)
e.g. in: jaan - ferjaan /fcr+ia:n/ 'to forgive'

acht(sje) - feracht(sje) /fcr+axt/ 'to despise,
to disdain'

djip(je) - ferdjip(je) /fcr+diIp/ 'to deepen'
ge- (/lc/-)

e.g. in: blaff(e) - geblaf /lc+blaf/ 'barking'
brûk(e) - gebrûk /lc+bruk/ 'use, application;

custom, usage'
yn- (/in/-)

e.g. in: leaf - ynleaf /in+lIcv/ 'very dear'
kâld - ynkâld /in+k]:d/ 'bitterly cold'

mis- (/mIs/-)
e.g. in: priiz(je) - mispriiz(je) /mIs+pri:z/ 'to dis-

approve of'
set - misset /mIs+set/ 'lapse, faux pas'

oer- (/ucr/-)
e.g. in: pake - oerpake /ucr+pa:kc/ 'great-grand-

father'
fol - net oerfol /ucr+fol/ 'not very full, lit.:

not overfull'
poer- (/pucr/-)

e.g. in: tsjuster - poertsjuster /pucr+tsiöstcr/ 'pitch-
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dark'

lilk - poerlilk /pucr+lIlk/ 'very angry'
sabeare- (/sabIcrc/-)

e.g. in: sabeare-wittenskiplik /sabIcrc+vItcnskIp-
lck/ 'pseudo scholarly'

smoar- (/smocr/-)
e.g. in: drok - it smoardrok /smocr+drok/ hawwe 'to

be up to one's neck in work'
ryk - smoarryk /smocr+rik/ 'immensely rich'

stront- (/stront/-)
e.g. in: siik - strontsiik /stront+si:k/ 'pissed off

(with), fed up (with)'
let - strontlet /stront+let/ 'very late'

te- (/tc/-)
e.g. in: brekk(e) - tebrekk(e) /tc+brek/ 'to break to

pieces'
skuorr(e) - teskuorr(e) /tc+skuor/ 'to tear to
pieces'

troch- (/trox/-)

e.g. in: droech - trochdroech /trox+druã/ '(as) dry as
a bone'
weak - trochweak /trox+vIck/ 'very pulpy'

ûn- (/un/-)

e.g. in: kant - net ûnkant /un+k]nt/ 'shapely, well-
formed, lit.: not unshapely, not ill-formed'

waar - ûnwaar /un+va:r/ 'turbulent, tempes-
tuous weather'

ûnt- (/unt/-)
e.g. in: krij(e) - ûntkrij(e) /unt+krei/ 'to take away

(from)'
hâld(e) - ûnthâld(e) /unt+h]:d/ 'to remem-

ber; to withhold'
wan- (/v]n/-)

e.g. in: wiis - wanwiis /v]n+vi:z/ 'unwise, foolish'
tij - wantij /v]n+tei/ 'neap tide'

wer- (/ver/-)
e.g. in: print(sje) - werprint(sje) /ver+prInt/ 'to re-

print'
withoe- (/vIthu/-)

e.g. in: fier - withoefier /vIthu+ficr/ 'very far'
faak - withoefaak /vIthu+fa:k/ 'very often'
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wjer- (/vier/-)

e.g. in: hâld(e) - wjerhâld(e) /vier+h]:d/ 'to hold
back, to restrain'

fraach - wjerfraach /vier+fra:ã/ 'counter-
question'

In language after language, prefixes behave differently from suffixes in

always being non-cohering or, put differently, in always forming an in-
dependent syllabification domain. We know of three different analyses

of this phenomenon, which we will now review.
Within the first analysis, it is proposed that the "derivation of prosodic

structure is blocked by the constituency bracket [" (Rubach & Booij
(1990a:442)). This implies that a prefix-final consonant cannot be

resyllabified, which boils down to a prefix forming a separate syllabi-
fication domain. Though this option is descriptively adequate, it is un-
satisfactory in being essentially stipulative, i.e. it is explicitly set up in
order to explain the prosodic behaviour of prefixes.

Van Oostendorp (1994), who takes Harris (1993) as a point of de-
parture, tries to put forward an explanatory proposal. The only difference

he assumes to exist between prefixes and suffixes is that the former
attach to the left and the latter to the right of the stem (Van Oostendorp
(1994:156)). He furthermore assumes a principle of cyclic syllabifica-
tion, which he calls SYLLABLE INTEGRITY:

(17) SYLLABLE INTEGRITY

A syllable ' can only incorporate segments on the first
cycle of ''s existence (Van Oostendorp (1994:157))

Principle (17) is in line with the general assumption that prosodic con-
stituents, once created, have the property of integrity. In this particular
case, it amounts to the following: "We can only optimize a syllable the

moment it comes to its existence" (Van Oostendorp (1994:157)). This
leads to the above-mentioned left-right asymmetry in affixation. If a

vowel-initial suffix is attached to a consonant-final stem, the syllable
which is built on top of the suffix's segmental string is on the first cycle

of its existence, hence it can incorporate a coda segment of the (final)
stem syllable through resyllabification. But if a consonant-final prefix is
attached to a vowel-initial stem, the (first) stem syllable is no longer on
the first cycle of its existence, hence it cannot incorporate the prefix's

final consonant. A drawback of this analysis is that (17) is not uni-
versally valid; it does not, for instance, pertain to the Romance lan-

guages.
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Booij (1996:229-233) advances the following analysis of the differ-

ences between suffixes and prefixes in Dutch: a suffix syllable is incor-
porated into the final foot of the preceding phonological word, whereas a

prefix syllable is (Chomsky-)adjoined to the following prosodic word.
This enables him to account for several phonological characteristics of

prefixes, which the latter also display in Frisian. In the first place, when
a schwa-final prefix is attached to a vowel-initial stem, schwa is not

subjected to the regular process of prevocalic schwa deletion; beëagje
/bc+Icã+ic/ 'to descry; to see; to aim at (all plural persons present tense;

infinitive)', for instance, is not pronounced as *[bI.cãjc], but as
[bc§5I.cãjc]. This is explained as follows. The domain of prevocalic

schwa deletion is the phonological word. Now, beëag(je) is assigned the
following structure (feet omitted):

(18)

Consider the following definition of DOMINANCE:

(19) DOMINANCE

á is dominated by â iff it is dominated by every segment of
â (Chomsky (1986:7))

This implies that dominance must be exhaustive. For prevocalic schwa
deletion to apply, therefore, schwa and the adjacent following vowel
must be dominated by all ù-nodes. This is not the case in (18), because

the lowest ù-node does not dominate the schwa of the prefix be-, hence
schwa does not delete.

In the second place, a prefix-final consonant does not have to undergo
resyllabification in case the prefix is attached to a vowel-initial stem;

ferefterje /fcr+eftcr+ic/ 'to decline, to go down(hill) (all plural persons
present tense; infinitive)', for instance, is regularly syllabified as

ó ó ó ó(fcr) (ef) (tcr) (jc) , in violation of the ONSET PRINCIPLE (see § 2.1).
The domain of syllabification being the phonological word, the

explanation for the absence of resyllabification is the same as in the
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previous case: the lowest ù-node does not dominate prefix-final /r/.23

In the third place, prefixes cannot be left out in conjunction reduction,
which possibility is restricted to phonological words. See the following

examples:

(20) a. it kin my ûntreine noch ûntwaaie
* it kin my ûntreine noch û/ n/ t/waaie

'I have a steady income, lit.: it can get lost neither through
raining nor through blowing'

b. hy hat hiel wat ferabbekate en ferdoktere

* hy hat hiel wat ferabbekate en f/e/r/doktere
'he has spent a lot (of money) on lawyers en doctors'

Both Van Oostendorp and Booij propose an analysis which is de-
scriptively adequate and, moreover, which is couched in general phono-
logical terms. Within both analyses, it is explained why a prefix-final
consonant cannot resyllabify. At the same time, it is explained why
resyllabification between the members of a compound and between in-

dependent words in syntax is restricted to fast speech: a compound con-
sists of two independently prosodified words, whereas the same holds for
words that meet in syntax. An advantage of Van Oostendorp's analysis is
that, given principle (17), no specific provisos need be made for suffixes

or prefixes, whereas Booij must explicitly assume different levels of
prosodic integration. Booij's analysis, on the other hand, enables one to

treat suffixes and prefixes on a par with enclitics and proclitics, whereas
Van Oostendorp's analysis fails in the face of clitics: though clitics

which contain a vowel enter syntax in a syllabified form, a schwa-initial
clitic does induce resyllabification of the final consonant of the host
word to its left, in spite of (17).  Besides, the behaviour of affixes in24

conjunction reduction is also readily explained within this analysis. That

is why we opt for an analysis of the difference between suffixes and
prefixes with respect to syllabification in terms of a difference in the way

they are prosodically integrated into a preceding and following
phonological word.

 If a prefix-final consonant does resyllabify, this takes place at a late stage in the23

derivation, where it is not uncommon even between independent phonological words.

 We might, of course, assume that principle (17) is overridden by the constraint24

prohibiting word-internal onsetless syllables.
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This analysis implies that an affix does not count as an independent

phonological word. Since the latter must minimally contain one full
vowel, a schwa affix cannot possibly constitute a phonological word.

But there seems to be no reason why a full vowel affix cannot.
There is a comparable difference between the two affix types with

respect to initial syllabification. In § 4.1, we have shown that schwa is
unable to participate in initial syllabification, which also pertains to

affixal schwa. But why should not a full vowel affix be subjected to
initial syllabification?

In both respects, however, there is a fundamental difference between
stems and affixes, i.e. between free and bound morphemes. A stem can

act as a word.  An affix, on the other hand, only shows up as part of a25

complex word. Put differently, a stem is a cyclic domain, an affix is not.

Besides, derivation, i.e. making a new word out of a stem, is an optional
process. So, even though a particular affix in itself were to yield a
perfect syllable (and a phonological word as well), its syllabification is
only called for when it is involved in word formation, since this requires
its prosodic licensing (syllabification) for phonetic realisation. There-
fore, all affixes enter morphology unsyllabified.26

Though all vocoid-initial suffixes induce resyllabification, the latter is
executed at different levels for schwa and full vowel suffixes. The re-
syllabification induced by a full vowel suffix is executed at the cyclic
level. As soon as such a suffix has been attached to a stem, it is operated

upon by the SSA, which functions as an anywhere rule. Since suffixation
creates a derived environment, the CV-RULE is allowed to resyllabify a

stem-final consonant through a structure-changing operation (see §
4.1.3.2). Schwa projects into a syllable at the post-cyclic level (see §

4.1.3.1). This means that the resyllabification a schwa suffix induces is
executed at this level as well.

Inkelas (1993:86) proposes "a principled classification" of morphemes

(stem, affix, bound root, and clitic). She notices that

clitics form their own syntactic terminals, their dependence seemingly
phonological in nature. By contrast, affixes and bound roots display

 We abstract away from the device of zero-inflection.25

 The inflectional suffixes of Frisian either are consonantal or have schwa as their26

only vocoid. So, for independent reasons, they cannot participate in initial syllabification.
In § 5.1.2. above, it was noted that complex words containing -eftich and -ommen

have compound-like properties. This means that these suffixes must be lexically marked
as stems.
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dependence of a more morphological ilk, requiring a morphological

sister in order to constitute well-formed words capable of entering the
syntax. Yet affixes and roots differ phonologically in that affixes

typically trigger a cycle of phonological rules upon insertion and can
be sensitive to phonological properties of sister morphemes -

properties lacking in bound roots.

Inkelas, thus, arrives at a classification along the parameters '+/-
p(honology)-dependent' and '+/- m(orphology)-dependent', from which

the following picture emerges:

(21) m-dependent not m-dependent

p-dependent affix clitic

not p-dependent root stem

The class of affixes in Frisian appears not to be as coherent as depicted
in (21) (see this section and the preceding ones). We, therefore, propose

to adapt this classification for Frisian in the following way:27

(22) m-dependent not m-dependent

p-dependent schwa suffix clitic
consonantal suffix

cohering full vowel suffix

not p-dependent prefix stem
non-cohering full
vowel suffix

5.1.5. Syllabifying complex words

Eventually, all complex words in Frisian are fully syllabified, irre-

spective of the complexity of the consonant sequences they contain
and/or the length of their word-internal rhymes.

The principle of PROSODIC LICENSING requires a segment to be
incorporated into prosodic structure if it is to be realised phonetically

 We leave the category root out of consideration, since native Frisian words are27

not involved in root-based morphology.
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(see § 2.2.2). For reasons of sonority and due to constraints on

homorganicity, some consonants in simplex words remain unsyllabified
in initial syllabification; they are incorporated into the syllable at the

post-cyclic lexical level (see § 2.5.4.3). In complex words, the number of
unsyllabifiable consonants increases greatly, especially when conso-

nantal suffixes are taken into consideration.
Nevertheless, the occurrence of all these unsyllabified consonants is

not repaired either by massive stray deletion or, the other way round, by
massive vowel epenthesis. Borowsky (1989:161-162) wonders why it is

that (in English) consonant clusters which arise in derivation do not
simplify. There is, so it appears, a preference for languages to maintain

melodic material if possible. She, therefore, assumes "some sort of prin-
ciple that ensures that the phonology respects the integrity of segmental

elements maximizing the association of melodic material over that of
skeletal material". This principle is called MELODY INTEGRITY:

(23) MELODY INTEGRITY
Maximize the association of melodic material

In complex words, where unsyllabifiable consonants are likely to occur,
(23) can be satisfied either by vowel epenthesis (in order to syllabify the
unsyllabifiable) or by maintaining segments in spite of them violating
phonotactic constraints on, for instance, a sonority contrast between

adjacent segments, homorganicity, or the length of the word-internal
rhyme. According to Borowsky, (23) might have the status of a param-

eter, which we formulate as follows:

(24) MELODY PARAMETER: melodic material is maintained
(on/off)

Clearly, (24) has been set to the value 'on' in Frisian.  The (functional)28

explanation for this particular choice may be that random deletion can
reduce a form up to unrecoverability. Of course, the positive setting of

parameter (24) does not exclude deletion rules, like degemination, pre-
vocalic schwa-deletion, and deletion of stem-final /t/ before the suffix

-/st/; deletion being rule-governed, the deleted segment is recoverable.
As noted above, a segment must meet the demand of PROSODIC

LICENSING for its phonetic realisation, which boils down to a pro-
hibition on any remaining unsyllabified surface segment. At the same

time, the value 'on' of parameter (24) excludes deletion. This means that

 We do not know what the unmarked/default value of this parameter is.28
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the segments which cannot be syllabified by a regular application of the

SYLLABLE STRUCTURE ALGORITHM (1) must become part of a
syllable somehow. In § 2.5.4.3, we formulated the EXTRASYLLABI-

CITY REMOVAL RULE, which we repeat below:

(25)

We assume rule (25) to be part of the SSA (see § 2.3.4.4 and (1) above).
The, partly language-specific, constraints on initial syllabification do not
necessarily hold at the (post-cyclic) lexical level, where a word ends up

in the phonetic-phonological form it has in isolation. So it is there that
the principle of PROSODIC LICENSING fully comes into effect and
that (25) can successfully adjoin the still unsyllabified segments to the
syllable.

Rule (25) as it stands, however, only operates at the outer edges of the
phonological word. As a consequence, it is unable to affect the

unsyllabified word-internal segments in the following examples of
complex words (taken from preceding sections):

ó ó ó(26) koaltsje /kocl+tsic/ --> (ko.cl) tsic --> (ko.cl) ts(jc)  'small
cabbage; (piece of) charcoal'

ó ó ótreastlik /trIcst+lck/ --> (trI.cs) tlck --> (trI.cs) t(lck)

'comforting, consolatory'

ó ó ókeunstke /kö:nst+kc/ --> (kö:n) stkc --> (kö:n) st(kc)  -->

ó ó(köÞ :) s(kc)  'trick'

ó ó óantkje /]nt+k+ic/ --> (]nt) kic --> (]nt) k(jc)  'to swell (of

the udder and the teats of a cow which is about to calve)'

ó ó óbriefkje /briIv+k+ic/ --> (brjIf) kic --> (brjIf) k(jc)  'to
correspond (with)'

ó ó ógrapkje /lrap+k+ic/ --> (lrap) kic --> (lrap) k(jc)  'to jest,

to joke'

ó ó ógrinzgje /lre:nz+ã+ic/ -->  (lre:n) zãic --> (lre:n) zã(jc)

ó ó(--> (lreÞ :) zã(jc) ) 'to border (on)'
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This means that rule (25) must be slightly reformulated:

(27)

As noted above, the constraints on initial syllabification may be
switched off at the lexical level. The ultimate syllabification of a word,
therefore, is exclusively governed by universal principles. Candidates
are the SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE (SSP), the MAXIMAL

ONSET PRINCIPLE (MOP), and the OBLIGATORY CONTOUR
PRINCIPLE (OCP).

Of these, the SSP is violated as soon as a consonantal suffix is
incorporated into an obstruent-final stem.

The MOP is much more pervasive, also being the moving force be-
hind resyllabification across the borders of phonological words in fast

speech. But it cannot always enforce an unambiguous syllabification in
complex words, as is also pointed out in Trommelen (1994:155) with re-

spect to Dutch. This especially pertains to words in which [s] occurs be-
tween voiceless plosives, as in ynpakster /in+pak+stcr/ 'woman who
crates', achtste /axt+stc/ 'eighth', and knypske /knip+sk+c/ 'inclined to
pinch, squeeze (inflected)'. These can be syllabified as either

ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó(im) (paks) (tcr) , (aks) (tc) , (knips) (kc)  or (im) (pak) (stcr) ,

ó ó ó ó(ak) (stc) , (knip) (skc) , though the latter strikes us as more common.

This ambiguity of syllabification is explained by the fact that [s] can
form a complex segment with both a preceding and a following (voice-

less) plosive. However, the rule of COMPLEX SEGMENT FORMA-
TION, as formulated in § 2.5.4.3, only operates at the outer edges of the
phonological word. Therefore, we have to restate it in the way we have
reformulated the EXTRASYLLABICITY REMOVAL RULE (27):
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(28)

But this may not be the whole story. It is suggested in Trommelen
(1984:155) that the syllable division in complex words is partly guided
by morphological structure. So, in the Dutch word voedster /õud+stcr/
'wet nurse, lit.: feed + female agent noun suffix', where /s/ could either
precede or follow the syllable break, it is more often than not placed
between /d/ and /s/, thus respecting the unity of the suffix. If this could

be shown to be the normal pattern, it would make for a strong case of
morphology taking over a task typical of phonology.

Only the OCP, which expresses a prohibition on identical adjacent
segments, seems to be inviolable (though it does not govern syllabi-

fication proper). Up to the latest phonetic level, it enforces the degemi-
nation of a sequence of two identical adjacent consonants or the

insertion of a glide or a glottal stop in a sequence of two identical
adjacent vowels. By the same token, it will not rule out a surface

syllabification, as long as the latter does not contain a sequence of two
adjacent identical segments.

5.2. Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we discussed complex (affixed) words in view of their
syllabification. To this end, we presented an overview of the Frisian

suffixes and prefixes with respect to their phonological shape. It was
shown that the ultimate syllabification of complex words cannot be
wholly executed by a regular application of the SSA for Frisian. We,
therefore, had to slightly restate the EXTRASYLLABICITY REMOV-

AL RULE and the rule of COMPLEX SEGMENT FORMATION. Since
the constraints on initial syllabification need not hold at the lexical level,

the ultimate syllabification of a word only has to respect the limits set by
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universal principles, notably the OBLIGATORY CONTOUR

PRINCIPLE.



6 Syllabic sonorant
consonants

6.0. Introduction

The occurrence of syllabic sonorant consonants (henceforth: SCs), as in
hûnen /hun+cn/ [hunn1 ] 'dogs', is wide-spread in Frisian.

Van der Kuip (1987) gives an overview of how these consonants have
been treated in Frisian grammars since the 19  century. In the pre-th

structuralist period they are explicitly mentioned by Sipma (1913:
35-36,§142-148), who considers them as instances of reduction (from

schwa + sonorant consonant). In Sytstra & Hof (1925:59-60), it is only
noticed, though implicitly, that /n/ can become syllabic. Within the

framework of structuralist phonology, SCs did not receive much atten-
tion either. Cohen et al. (1959:118-119) devote no more than a few lines

to them, although, as so often, a good characterisation is given.
Riemersma (1979) gives a profound description of the occurrence of SCs

in his northeastern dialect within the framework of SPE phonology. In
doing so, he has given an impulse to the investigation; not only did he

provoke reactions as regards phonological research (Tiersma (1979),
Dyk (1987)), but also as to the study of sociolinguistic aspects (Feitsma
et al. (1987), Van der Kuip (1986), Feitsma (1989), Meekma (1989)).

In this chapter, we will once again tackle SCs from the phonological

viewpoint. Within the theoretical framework outlined in § 1.2, we will
try to come to grips with the phenomenon of the 'sonantisation' of

sonorant consonants, by which term we mean their becoming syllabic,
i.e. the syllable head. The non-linear framework may help us gain a

deeper insight into this phenomenon, the more so since it forces us to do
away with the feature [syllabic] as an independent phonological feature.1

 This will not keep us from using 'syllabic' as a descriptive term throughout.1
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At the same time, studying sonantisation gives us a good opportunity to

put our proposals concerning syllable structure and syllabification in
Frisian to the test.

This chapter is organised as follows. In § 6.1, we will go into nucleus
segments in general and the phonological status of SCs in Frisian in

particular. It is argued in § 6.2 that an SC derives from the sequence
schwa + (non-syllabic) sonorant consonant, whereas § 6.3 deals with the

question of whether the occurrence of an SC is a mere phonetic (surface)
phenomenon or whether it interacts with other phonological phenomena,

which argues for a phonological derivation. Since this interaction can be
established, § 6.4 is devoted to the phonological derivation of SCs and to

the evidence in favour of this particular derivation. The stage in the
derivation at which sonantisation takes place is the subject of § 6.5,

whereas it is further constrained in § 6.6. Syllabic obstruents are the
topic of § 6.7. Finally, in § 6.8, the assimilation of the syllabic coronal
nasal is discussed. This chapter ends with some concluding remarks in §
6.9.

6.1. Syllabic segments

In this subsection, we will first examine which segment types in general
can occupy the nucleus. This will lead us to formulate the NUCLEUS

PARAMETER and the NUCLEUS SEGMENT PARAMETER (§ 6.1.1).
The following section (6.1.2) contains a short introduction to SCs in

Frisian, after which the question is addressed as to whether they are
distinctive.

6.1.1. Nucleus segment types

Blevins (1995:220) asserts that "for each language a set of obligatory,
possible, and impossible nuclei must be specified" (cf. Clements (1990:

293-295)). She gives a table of cross-linguistic parametric variation in
syllabic segments, from which, however small the sample of languages

may be (viz. seven), the following three generalisations emerge:
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(1) Nucleus segment type generalisations:

a. all languages have syllables with a nucleus occupied by a

non-high vowel;
b. if a language allows for a nucleus segment type of sonority

rank n, all segment types with a sonority rank higher than n
can occupy the nucleus as well;2

c. optional nucleus segment types never have a higher sonori-
ty rank than obligatory nucleus segment types.

There appears to be an unmistakable relation between a segment type's

sonority rank and its ability to occupy the nucleus. As non-high vowels
represent the most sonorous segment type, they obligatorily occupy the

nucleus (see generalisation (1)a), whereas the other segment types only
optionally do so (see generalisations (1)b and (1)c).

Differences between languages in this respect can be understood as
resulting from differences in parameter setting. We, therefore, state the
NUCLEUS PARAMETER and the NUCLEUS SEGMENT PARAM-
ETER:

(2) NUCLEUS PARAMETER
The nucleus is occupied by a vowel (on/off)
(the unmarked/default value is italicised)

(3) NUCLEUS SEGMENT PARAMETER

The nucleus is occupied by a segment type of minimally
sonority rank n

If the NUCLEUS PARAMETER is set to the unmarked value, viz. 'on',
the NUCLEUS SEGMENT PARAMETER need not be fixed. As has
already become clear from the introductory section, the NUCLEUS

PARAMETER has been set to the marked value, i.e. 'off', in Frisian.

 Frisian has both syllabic liquids and syllabic nasals, so it is in conformity with this2

generalisation. Bell (1978:169), however, makes clear that in the languages of his sample
"[s]yllabic nasals are greatly favored over liquids". There are 35 languages with only
syllabic nasals, whereas just one language has syllabic liquids only. Although Bell has no
explanation to offer for this asymmetry, he observes that "[a]mong the languages with only
syllabic nasals, very few are subject to vowel reduction; of those with syllabic liquids, all
but a handful do have some form of vowel reduction. The formation of syllabic liquids may
be strongly disfavored where nonreduced vowel syncope is the process of origin, but not
disfavored under reduced-vowel syncope" (Bell (1978:171)). In any case, the cross-
linguistic validity of this generalisation is questionable.
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This implies that the NUCLEUS SEGMENT PARAMETER must be

fixed. Consider the following scale of the inherent sonority ranking of
segment types, taken from § 2.2.4:

(4) O N L I E Ó A

1- - - + open

2- - + + open

3- + + + open

- - - + + + + vocoid
- - + + + + + approximant

- + + + + + + sonorant

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 relative sonority

(O=obstruent, N=nasal, L=liquid, I=closed vocoid, E=half
closed vocoid, Ó=half open vocoid, A=open vocoid)

The variable n in (3) has the value '1' in Frisian. This means that a nasal,

and by implication a liquid and all vocoid types as well, can occupy the
nucleus. This parameter value also implies that an obstruent, be it a
plosive or a fricative, is an impossible nucleus segment type in Frisian,
which also holds for six of the seven languages in Blevins's table.3

6.1.2. Syllabic consonants

It is not that easy to exactly describe what distinguishes a syllabic from a
non-syllabic consonant. One perceives that an SC has a longer duration
than a non-syllabic consonant, and is pronounced with a new 'impulse'
(Riemersma (1979:28)).4

 In Central Carrier, which is the only exceptional language in the sample in this re-3

spect, a fricative can optionally occupy the nucleus, whereas a plosive cannot possibly do
so. Recall from the SONORITY SCALE in § 2.2.4 that a fricative is a more sonorous
segment type than a plosive, the latter being the least sonorous segment type there is. See
§ 6.7 below for the occurrence of syllabic obstruents in Frisian.

 According to Keyser & Stevens (1994:217-219), for a consonant "to be articulated4

and/or perceived, one (or more) of the three articulators (lips, tongue blade, tongue body)
must be either released [into a following vowel or consonant] or imploded [out of a
preceding vowel or consonant]". SCs are produced "with a narrow constriction in the vocal
tract", in which respect they are consonant-like, but they "do not have a release or an
implosion", in which respect they are vowel-like. In case of a syllabic /l/, for instance, the
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Intuitively we know very well when a consonant is syllabic, just as

we, as a rule, know how a form divides into syllables. According to
Riemersma (1979:27), our decision to consider a consonant syllabic

"rests on our intuitive understanding of the possibilities and impossibili-
ties of the consonantal system of the language" [translated from Frisian].

We will return to the connection between syllabification and sonan-
tisation in § 6.3 and § 6.4.3 below.

The first question to be answered is at what level the distinction be-
tween syllabic and non-syllabic consonants comes to light. In Frisian

there are no minimal pairs which are distinguished by the presence of a
syllabic vs. a non-syllabic consonant. So, the feature [syllabic] is not dis-

tinctive in consonants. SCs, therefore, do not belong to the underlying
phoneme inventory of Frisian. This, in turn, implies that they must be

derived. This is a favourable result, since in this way the phoneme
inventory of Frisian can be kept relatively simple.5

The following set of questions now arises:

(5) a. what are SCs derived from?;
b. are they derived phonologically or phonetically?;

c. how exactly are they derived?;
d. at which stage of the derivation are they derived?

The above questions will be dealt with in the four following subsections

(6.2 - 6.5).

6.2. What does a syllabic sonorant consonant derive from?

In this subsection we will argue that an SC derives from the sequence
schwa + sonorant consonant (§ 6.2.1). An alternative derivation, which
has been claimed to hold for other languages, will be discussed and

rejected for Frisian (§ 6.2.2).

tongue is in the right position for the articulation of /l/, but "no audible implosion occurs".
The vocalic role of SCs is also manifested by "a relatively static spectrum shape".

 There are, of course, languages in which SCs do have a distinctive value, see for5

instance Dimmendaal (1986) as to Lendu and (standard) Chinese. It is observed in Wells
(1965:111) that some speakers of English R.P. distinguish pattern [pætcn] from Patton
[pætn1 ], so that [n1 ] has phonemic value in their phonological system. Most R.P. dialects,
however, do not make this distinction, in which case an SC derives from the sequence
schwa + consonant.
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6.2.1. Evidence for a derivation from the sequence schwa +

sonorant consonant

Cohen et al. (1959:119) assumed that an SC in Frisian is a variant of the
sequence schwa + sonorant consonant. Clearly, the pronunciation with

schwa was considered the constant. This assumption was adopted, with-
out this being amply motivated, in subsequent analyses (Riemersma

(1979), Tiersma (1979), Van der Meer & the Graaf (1986), Dyk (1987)).
An explicit motivation, however, is necessary, since other proposals

easily come to mind, which indeed have been put forward as to other
languages (see § 6.2.2 and § 6.4.2 below).

One reason to adopt the schwa + consonant analysis is that the latter
ties in with Bell's (1978:167-168) fifth universal:

(6) The source of syllabicity in syllabic consonants is
always a vowel, either directly, when a vowel
changes into a consonant (consonantalization), or
else indirectly, when a vowel is lost and its syllabi-

city is transferred to a consonant (syllabic syncope).

A priori, it is wise to endorse a universal in describing Frisian.
But, fortunately, there is another good reason. Sonantisation is not

obligatory (see also § 6.5 below). When there is no sonantisation, the

sequence schwa + sonorant consonant comes to light. This sequence,
then, should be considered the base form, from which the SC is a de-

rivative.

6.2.1.1. Distributional evidence

If an SC derives from the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant, it is
expected that its distribution can be directly related to independently
established distributional properties of schwa. This is borne out, witness
the following overview:

(7) a. schwa cannot be the only vowel of a phonological word;  a6

syllable headed by an SC cannot be the only syllable of a

phonological word either;7

 Well-known exceptions are function words, like the articles de ('e) /(d)c/ 'the', it6

/ct/ 'the', and in /cn/ 'a(n)'. These are not words in the prosodic sense.

 Notorious exceptions are interjections, like br [br1] 'brr!; ugh!' and kst [kSt] 'shoo!'7

([S] denotes syllabic [s]).
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b. a phonological word cannot begin with schwa; no SCs are

found in that position either;
c. a schwa-syllable must have an onset (Van Oostendorp

(1995:106)); a syllable headed by an SC must also have an
onset (see § 6.6.1 below);

d. the onset of a schwa-syllable cannot be occupied by /h/ or
/§5 / (see § 1.3.2.1 and § 1.3.2.2); a syllable headed by an SC

cannot have these onsets either;
e. a schwa-syllable cannot have a complex onset (Van

Oostendorp (1995:134-135,144-148)); a syllable headed by
an SC cannot have a complex onset either (see § 6.6.2.3

below);
f. in simplex words, schwa cannot be flanked by identical

consonants on either side (see § 2.6), with the exception of
binnen /bIncn/ 'inside' and linnen /lIncn/ 'linen' (see the

i ifollowing section); the sequence C  + syllabic C  only oc-
curs in complex words and/or words in which the syllabic
coronal nasal has undergone assimilation (see § 6.8 below);

g. schwa cannot be stressed; an SC cannot bear stress either

(see Bell (1978:161) for the observation that "[s]yllabic
consonants tend to occur in unstressed positions").

6.2.1.2. The forms binnen and linnen

There is also indirect evidence that an SC must derive from the sequence
schwa + sonorant consonant. To that end, we must take a look at the two

i iexceptional forms which underlyingly end in -/C cC /, i.e. binnen and
linnen (see (7)f above). These can be pronounced as either [bInn1 ] and
[lInn1 ] or as [bIncn] and [lIncn].

Suppose these forms have no underlying schwa (see § 6.2.2 below).

This implies that we cannot derive the pronunciation [bInn1 ] and [lInn1 ]
from the sequence schwa + /n/. Now, the underlying form is only in

conformity with the OCP if there is one segment /n/ at the melodic tier,
associated to two structural X-positions, in other words when binnen and

linnen have a geminate consonant as a coda:
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(8)

The segment /n/ in (8) must be interpreted as long, since it is associated
to two X-positions. Length could be equated with the effect of

sonantisation here. We would have, then, a long sonorant consonant
which does not derive from the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant.

There are, however, some major objections to this approach. First,
geminate consonants do not otherwise occur in Frisian, so we do not
want to assume them here either. We would have to assume such

i iconsonants only when the pronunciation /C cC / is possible as well,
which is suspect. From this we arrive at the second objection. To derive
the pronunciation with schwa from structure (8) requires quite a few

rules to operate, most of which cannot be motivated independently. The
segment /n/ must be dissociated from its right-most X and N', after which
the melodic material from the X now dominating /n/ must be copied
under the now segmentless right-most X. Only then can schwa be

inserted, since this will no longer violate the NO-CROSSING CON-
STRAINT (§ 4.2.3). After schwa has projected into a syllable, it incor-

porates the right-most /n/ as a coda and, by means of resyllabification,
the left-most /n/ as an onset. This proceeds as follows:

(9) a)
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b)

c)

d)

Adopting the underlying forms /bIncn/ and /lIncn/, instead, renders this
complex and ad hoc procedure superfluous. The pronunciation with
schwa now equals the underlying form, while a relatively simple pro-
cedure will do to derive the pronunciation [bInn1 ] and [lInn1 ] (see § 6.4.3

below). This procedure has to be assumed anyway, since most SCs, e.g.
all those occurring in complex words and in combinations of host word

and schwa-initial clitic, cannot derive from a structure like in (8). Al-
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though there might be a different way to derive a long sonorant conso-

nant here, even in this case we are forced to derive [n1 ] from the sequence
/cn/.

6.2.1.3. Phonotactic evidence

Word-finally, an SC can be followed by at most one other segment (see
Dyk (1987:129)), whereas a word-final rhyme can occupy maximally

three positions (see § 2.7.4).  Some examples are given below:8

(10) goedens /lucd+cns/ [lu.cdn1 s] 'goodness'
lekkens /lekcn+s/ [lekôý s] 'sheets'

biddelt /bIdcl+t/ (< /bIdcl+c+t/) [bId1lt] 'begs (for)'
tekent /te:kcn+t/ (< /te:kcn+c+t/) [te:kôý t] 'draws'9

It is only -/s/, -/t/, or -/st/ that are involved. This might be due to the
simple fact that these are frequent (mono)consonantal inflectional suf-
fixes. But it can hardly be coincidental that they are coronal obstruents,

which are potential extrasyllabic segments. If we take a look at what
kind of consonants can follow the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant
in simplex words, it appears that only coronal obstruents, as in the suffix
-ens -/cns/, have this potential.  The sequence schwa + sonorant10

consonant exhausts the rhyme (see also § 1.3.1.3). These phonotactic
facts, thus, once more show that an SC derives from the sequence schwa

+ sonorant consonant.

 The rhyme of a word-internal syllable can occupy no more than two positions. If8

an SC derives from the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant, it is predicted that word-
internally an SC cannot be followed by another consonant. This is borne out, though the

ó ó óexamples are scarce: hielendal /hiclcnd]l/ (< hiel end(e) al) (hi.c) (ln1 ) (d]l)  'completely,
totally' (if this is a simplex word at all, it containing more than one full vocoid), risseltaat

ó ó ó/rIsclta:t/ (< /re:sölta:t/) (rI) (sl1) (ta:t)  'result', potinsjeel /po:tcnsie:l/ (< /po:tInsie:l/)

ó ó ó ó ó ó(po:) (tn1 ) (sje:l)  'potential, capacity', potentaat /po:tcnta:t/ (< /po:tenta:t/) (po:) (tn1 ) (ta:t)

ó ó ó'potentate', ystermint /istcrmInt/ (< /instrcmint/ < /instrymInt/) (is) (tr1) (mInt)  'instrument'
(Sipma (1913:34,§ 138)). The last four words are loans from French.

 Since it would obscure the argumentation, the intrusive stop [k] between [ôý ] and9

[s]/[t] in the second and fourth example has been omitted.

 We have found one word which does not end in the sequence schwa + sonorant10

ó óconsonant + coronal obstruent, but in -/crp/, viz. the place name Oerterp (u.c) (tr1p) . This
is an exception.
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6.2.2. An alternative analysis

 
We might envisage the following alternative derivation of SCs (see also

§ 6.4.2 below). Words which end in the sequence consonant + SC, like
midden [mIdn1 ] 'middle' and wetter [vetr1] 'water', underlyingly end in the

sequence consonant + sonorant consonant: /mIdn/ and /vetr/. Since /n/
and /r/ are more sonorous than /d/ and /t/, it is only the parts /mId/ and

/vet/ of /mIdn/ and /vetr/ that can be regularly syllabified, resulting in

ó óthe intermediate syllabifications (mId) n and (vet) r. There are two ways

to provide for the prosodic licensing of /n/ and /r/: 1) schwa can be

ó óinserted before them, yielding the syllabifications (mI) (dcn)  and

ó ó(ve) (tcr) ; 2) on the strength of parameter (3), /n/ and /r/ can project into

ó ó ó óa syllable, which yields the syllabifications (mI) (dn1 )  and (ve) (tr1) .

Within this analysis, as within the one to be proposed in § 6.4.3 below,
the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant and an SC mutually exclude
each other.

Within this analysis, some of the distributional properties of SCs
mentioned in § 6.2.1.1 above can be explained. First, since a phonolog-
ical word must minimally contain one full vowel, it can never consist of

a sequence of two consonants, as in */dn/ and */tr/; as a consequence, a

ó ósyllable headed by an SC, like (dn1 )  and (tr1) , cannot be the only syllable
of a phonological word (cf. (7)a above). Second, since only a vowel can
bear stress in Frisian, a syllable headed by an SC cannot (cf. (7)g above).

As indicated, these properties are readily explained within the
schwa-analysis as well, so there is nothing to be gained here in adopting

the alternative analysis.
A syllable headed by an SC must have an onset (see (7)c above),

which property is derivable from the general requirement that word-
internal syllables have an onset (see the ONSET FILTER in § 6.4.3).
This property, thus, is independent from the analysis of how SCs are de-
rived.

There are, however, distributional properties of SCs which can be ex-
plained within the schwa-analysis, but not within the alternative anal-

ysis, which is a reason to prefer the former to the latter. First, a phono-
logical word cannot begin with an SC. This is readily explained within

the schwa-analysis (see (7)b above). But it is unclear why a word could
not begin with the sequence sonorant consonant + consonant, of which
the first member could be prosodically licensed either by schwa-
insertion or by being projected into a syllable. Second, a syllable headed

by an SC cannot have the onsets /h/ or /§5/ (see (7)d above). Again, this
derives from an independently motivated property of schwa. The alter-

native analysis runs into problems here. If a form begins with the se-
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quence /{h/§5}/ + sonorant consonant, schwa-epenthesis inside this

sequence yields an ill-formed outcome. The only option that remains is
projection of the sonorant consonant into a syllable, but this leads to an

ill-formed result as well. Third, an SC cannot bind a complex onset,
since schwa cannot (see (7)e above). It is unclear why a sonorant con-

sonant could not be preceded by a consonant sequence which can con-
stitute a complex onset.

Furthermore, the alternative analysis only pertains to SCs in simplex
words. This means that the occurrence of such consonants in complex

words and combinations of host word and schwa-initial clitic would have
to be accounted for in a different way (cf. § 6.2.1.2 above). The

schwa-analysis, on the other hand, enables us to derive all SCs by in-
voking one and the same procedure, which is to be preferred for reasons

of unity and simplicity.
In sum, we see every reason to reject the alternative analysis con-

sidered here, which means that we stick to the derivation of an SC from
the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant.

6.3. Must syllabic consonants be derived phonologically?

SCs in Frisian derive from the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant.
This, of course, does not have any bearing on the question of whether

such consonants are derived in the course of the phonological derivation
or whether they result from phonetic implementation. It might be the

case that, when talking faster and paying less attention to how we
pronounce, we do not always succeed in realising the sequence schwa +

consonant in a proper way, without this changing the phonological
structure. An SC, then, would be a matter of performance, not one of
competence (see § 6.7 below in connection with the occurrence of
syllabic obstruents).

Bagemihl (1991) emphasises the fact that one should produce
phonological evidence to make the phonological derivation of SCs

plausible. Indications to that effect appear to be available for SCs in
Frisian.

In the first place, it is only sonorant consonants that can become
syllabic and, moreover, only so in a specific phonological constellation.
This means that some phonological generalisations can be made.

In the second place, there are also distributional indications.  First,11

 Yip (1991:63-64) gives an overview of English medial and final consonant clus-11

ters. She assumes that syllabic consonants count as normal consonants, i.e not as syllable
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sonantisation gives rise to word-final sequences of obstruent + sonorant

consonant, as in the following examples:

(11) lûden /lu:d+cn/ [lu:dn1 ] 'sounds'
wetter /vetcr/ [vetr1] 'water'

bussen /bös+cn/ [bösn1 ] 'buses; tins'
keppel /kepcl/ [kep1l] 'herd; flock'

These sequences are not in conformity with the SONORITY SE-

QUENCING PRINCIPLE if their members occupy one and the same
syllabic constituent, i.e. the coda. At the stage preceding sonantisation

the sequence obstruent + schwa + sonorant consonant constitutes a
separate syllable, which is maintained in sonantisation. There are three

possible syllabic divisions: 1) the obstruent occupies the onset and the
sonorant consonant the coda; 2) the obstruent occupies the nucleus and
the sonorant consonant the coda; 3) the obstruent occupies the onset and
the sonorant consonant the nucleus. The first option is at odds with the
demand that a syllable have an overt segmental head (cf. (21) below).
The second entails that the variable n of the NUCLEUS SEGMENT

PARAMETER (3) has the value '0'. This, in its turn, implies that all seg-
ment types can occupy the nucleus, which is counter to fact. Therefore,
the sequences in question are only analysable in such a way that the
obstruent occupies the onset and the sonorant consonant the nucleus.

Second, sonantisation leads to word-final consonant sequences which
are prohibited in native Frisian words, although they do not violate the

SONORITY SEQUENCING PRINCIPLE. Take, for instance, muorren
/muor+cn/ [mworn1 ] 'walls', where [r] precedes a dental consonant. In

native words, /r/ cannot occupy the coda of the syllable together with a
coronal consonant, due to the following coda restriction:12

(12)

nuclei, for this purpose, hence forms like wicker and ripple end in a cluster (1991:75, note
5). In this way, one has to recognise final clusters of the form obstruent- liquid, displaying
a universally prohibited sonority profile. Moreover, as noticed in Riemersma (1979:27),
considering word-final syllabic consonants as normal consonants entails an enormous
increase of (coda) clusters with a liquid or a nasal as second member.

 In footnote 18 below, however, a different analysis of the facts concerning the 12

sequence /r/ + coronal consonant is tentatively put forward.
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Third, sonantisation and subsequent assimilation of /n/ may result in

two adjacent identical word-final nasal consonants, witness the follow-
ing examples:

(13) hûnen /hun+cn/ [hunn1 ] 'dogs'

beammen /biem+cn/ [bjemm1 ] 'trees'
ringen /rIõ+cn/ [rIõôý ] 'rings'

Frisian has an automatic phonological rule which deletes the first of two

adjacent identical consonants, but this rule does not affect the first nasal
in the words in (13) (cf. Riemersma (1979:27) and Dyk (1987:123-

124)). This means that the two nasal consonants have a different syllabic
status, i.e. that they occupy the onset and the nucleus. The former cannot

be deleted, because a syllable headed by an SC must have an onset (see
§ 6.4.3 and § 6.6.1 below). The latter cannot be deleted either, because a
syllable must have an overt nuclear segment (see (21) and § 6.4.4.1
below).

Now, the above cases might reflect possibilities of the syllable at the
phonetic level, where collocational and phonotactic restrictions holding

at the level of initial syllabification are no longer preponderant. They,
then, would not provide evidence for a phonological derivation of SCs,
with the phonological consequences ensuing from it.

The context in which at the phonetic level collocational and pho-

notactic restrictions on sonorant consonants can be violated, however,
coincides with the context of sonantisation of these consonants. There-

fore, we take the above cases to contain an SC derived from schwa +
sonorant consonant. Because of an SC's phonological status as a syllable

nucleus, we need not assume that a syllable can incorporate all kinds of
sonorant consonants into its coda at the phonetic level. We, thus,
consider the occurrence of the above-mentioned consonant sequences to
be evidence for a phonological derivation of SCs, though it should be

kept in mind that this is based on an argument of plausibility.

Fortunately, there is evidence for a phonological derivation which is
much more conclusive. SCs display 'inalterability effects'. That is to say,

certain phonological rules, which affect a specific sonorant consonant in
a specific context, yield an ill-formed outcome when the sonorant
consonant in question is syllabic. We know of four cases:

(14) a. [r1] is not deleted when it precedes a consonant, specifically
a coronal: spikert /spikcr+t/ (< /spikcr+c+t/) [spikr1t],

*[spikcrt], [spikct] 'nails, tacks';
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b. [n1 ] does not assimilate (in place) to a following plosive:

huzen besjen /hyz+cn bc+sien/ [hyzn1 bcsjen],
*[hyzcnbcsjen], [hyzcmbcsjen] 'to look at houses';

c. [n1 ] does not take part in the process of nasalisation when it
precedes a fricative: huzen sjen /hyz+cn sien/ [hyzn1 sjen],

*[hyzcnsjen], [hyzcÞ sjen] 'to see houses';
d. an SC does not undergo resyllabification: hoedener

ó ó ó ó ó ó/hucdcn+cr/ (hu.c) (dc) (ncr) , (hu.c) (dn1 ) (cr) ,

ó ó*(hu.c) (dn1 cr)  'more careful, cautious'.

SCs, thus, seem to possess qualities which make it impossible for certain

phonological rules to properly operate upon them. On the one hand, this
provides us with an indication that they are derived phonologically,

namely at a level at which the phonological rules in question are not
operative yet. On the other hand, it is also an indication of how they are
to be looked upon structurally. The latter, at the same time, is indicative
of how their derivation proceeds, a matter we will go into in the
following section.

6.4. Deriving syllabic sonorant consonants

In this subsection, we will first review the explicit proposals in the

literature on Frisian concerning the derivation of SCs (§ 6.4.1). After
that, we will have a look at proposals within the framework of non-

linear phonology for some other languages (§ 6.4.2). Armed with this,
we will return to Frisian and propose a non-linear sonantisation analysis

(§ 6.4.3). Finally, different kinds of evidence for this analysis will be
presented (§ 6.4.4 and § 6.4.5).

6.4.1. Proposals for Frisian: a historical overview

Riemersma (1979) is the first one who tries to account for the phenom-
enon of sonantisation in Frisian in detail, and who sets up a system of

explicit rules.  On page 27, he describes what is going on in sonan-13

tisation:

 Although he is concerned with his own northeastern dialect, by far the most facts13

he deals with pertain to Frisian as a whole.
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(15) Liquids and nasals can absorb preceding /c/ and, alongside

the function of consonant, they can acquire the function of
syllable bearer as well [translated from Frisian]

His formalisation of sonantisation consists of two steps: 1) an originally

[-syllabic] segment acquires the specification [+syllabic] when following
schwa; 2) schwa is deleted when preceding a [+syllabic] consonant (see,

e.g., page 35).
It seems to us to pose no problem that a process is described as pro-

ceeding in two steps; two simple rules need not be more complex than
one more complex rule. Neither is it a problem that, by doing so, a se-

quence has to be assumed, viz. schwa + syllabic consonant, which is
never encountered at the phonetic level; as an intermediate stage in a

phonological derivation this is perfectly possible.14

What does count as an objection to this formalisation is that the order
in which the rules in question apply is arbitrary. Deleting schwa first and
then making the consonant syllabic yields the same result. Riemersma no
doubt has the intention to express that schwa carries over its syllabicity
onto the following sonorant consonant (the 'absorption' of schwa), after

which it completely disappears. This, however, is not reflected in his
formulation of the rules, whereas he himself asserts on page 29 that both
rules apply as one process (however that may be). On page 79, he notes
that sonantisation (of /l/) had probably better be formalised by means of

a rule of the transformational type, a so-called contraction rule. The
drawback of this alternative approach is that this type of rule is a very

powerful device.
A more serious objection to Riemersma's analysis is inherent to his

theoretical framework, viz. that of early generative phonology (SPE). It
implies that he cannot employ prosodic phonological entitities, for in-
stance the syllable, and that all phonological representations are linear.
Within this framework, 'syllabic' has to be considered an inherent seg-

mental feature, a point we will return to in § 6.4.3 below.
Another general objection to Riemersma's analysis is that he formu-

lates a sonantisation rule for every sonorant consonant, whereas one and
the same process is involved (see Tiersma (1979:167), Dyk (1987:118)).

In a reaction to Riemersma, both Tiersma (1979:167-170; 174-176)
and Dyk (1987:120-124) invoke the syllable as the phonological entity
for the sonantisation rule: the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant
must be tautosyllabic, if the sonantisation rule is to operate. Dyk's new

 Riemersma (1979:29) terms the intermediate stage, i.e. [cl1], which his analysis14

of sonantisation suggests, "purely theoretical" [translated from Frisian].
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formalisation of sonantisation again consists of two steps, although he

does not give an explicit rule of schwa-deletion. Tiersma proposes a
contraction rule.

Making use of the syllable is a step forward and enables the authors to
arrive at a simpler description than Riemersma's, although Dyk's analysis

is also founded upon different and 'more regular' factual evidence, viz.
that provided by his own eastern variant of Súdwesthoeksk. They both

formulate one and the same sonantisation rule for all sonorants.
Although their analyses are an improvement over Riemersma's, some

objections remain. Before putting forward a new analysis of the Frisian
facts, we will first have a look at some proposals for other, related

languages.

6.4.2. Proposals for some other languages

Proposals for the analysis of sonantisation in other languages come in
two kinds. Within one analysis, sonantisation is considered to be a re-
sponse to a syllabification problem. A given consonant cannot be

syllabified in a regular way; the cluster that consonant would have to
enter into is phonotactically ill-formed, yielding a prohibited sonority
profile. At the level of initial syllabification, such a consonant can re-
main unsyllabified. But at a later stage in the derivation, it must be

prosodified, if it is to escape from deletion. One possibility is to make
the consonant syllabic. We will quote an example from the literature. As

to German, Rubach (1990:84) asserts: "In German sonorants become
syllabic when they cannot be included into codas or onsets." He for-

mulates a rule of SONORANT SYLLABIFICATION, which takes an
extrasyllabic consonant as input (extrasyllabicity is indicated with *):

(16)

The derivation of Handel [hand1l] 'trade, business' proceeds as follows:
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(17) 

Clearly, Rubach does not assume schwa to be present underlyingly.

Hence, in a word like Handlung 'act, deed' no obligatory schwa-deletion
needs to take place, which seems to be a favourable result. However,
Rubach now has to assume that an SC can sometimes 'develop into' the
sequence [cC], in which schwa unexpectedly shows up. If [r1] happens to
precede a vowel, this is even obligatory (Rubach (1990:86)).

Within the second analysis, an SC derives from the sequence schwa +

consonant. Wiese (1986:718) mentions the fact that in German, as a rule,
there is variation in the pronunciation of words ending in the sequence
-/cC/ (where C=sonorant consonant); thus, Zegel 'seal' is pronounced as
either [ze:lcl] or [ze:l1l]. According to Wiese, an SC is only possible

when the pronunciation schwa + sonorant consonant is possible as well.
He proposes to derive the former from the latter by means of the

following, optional rule (which is, at least in his northern dialect,
obligatory when the sonorant consonant is /r/):

(18)  

The association of the [+son] segment to the V-position is a means for
the syllable to survive.  A comparable analysis of comparable facts in15

French is put forward in Rialland (1986). Nijen Twilhaar (1990:154)
also assumes that SCs in eastern Dutch dialects derive from the sequence

 Although Wiese  assumes schwa to be deleted,  he is not very explicit about  it.15

Wiese (1996:247) formulates a rule of SONORANT SYLLABICITY in much the same
vein as (18). Since schwa is assumed to be no more than an empty V-slot, an explicit rule
of schwa-deletion is superfluous.
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schwa + sonorant consonant. Schwa is deleted, after which the sonorant

consonant, in response to this deletion, becomes the new syllable head.
Regrettably, the latter is not formalised.

6.4.3. A non-linear sonantisation analysis for Frisian

In § 6.2 above, we have provided evidence that in Frisian an SC derives
from the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant. In this respect, thus, we

join tradition, as embodied in Riemersma (1979), Tiersma (1979), and
Dyk (1987). We will, however, depart from tradition in proposing a

non-linear analysis of sonantisation, since this enables us to arrive at a
more insightful account.

When sonantisation is described as a sonorant consonant in a given
constellation becoming the 'syllable bearer' (Riemersma (1979)), what
exactly is assumed to take place? Within a linear framework, one cannot
but assume that this consonant, one way or the other, acquires the feature
[syllabic].  This, however, yields no insight in what is at stake.16

Within the framework of non-linear phonology, [syllabic] is not an

inherent segmental feature, but one that refers to a segment's position in
syllable structure: a segment is syllabic if it is associated to the syllable
head. Thus, in many languages the high vocoids /i/ and /u/ can be asso-
ciated to the nucleus, and are then interpreted as vowels; they can also

be associated to the onset or the coda, in which case they are interpreted
as glides. The difference is purely structural, not segmental. This

fundamental insight can also be employed in the analysis of SCs.
We will illustrate this with how the phonetic form [lep1l] of the word

leppel 'spoon' derives from the underlying form /lepcl/. First, we give
the full syllabification of this word (internal structure of the segments
omitted):

 Within the framework of SPE, one can only employ 'syllable bearer' as a16

descriptive notion, since the syllable has no theoretical status. Riemersma's (1979)
terminology in this respect, but the feature [syllabic] as well, shows that the syllable is of
vital importance for phonology.
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(19)

To arrive at [1l], schwa must be dropped. To this end, we formulate the

following context-free rule of SCHWA-DELETION:

(20)

Schwa is prone to deletion, especially in fast(er) connected speech. It
being a minimally specified vowel, the step from schwa to zero is
relatively small (as is the step from zero to schwa, see § 4.2). Rule (20)

is optional, hence it is post-lexical. Independently motivated constraints
determine whether or not the operation of (20) in a specific context

yields a well-formed (or favoured) or an ill-formed (or disfavoured)
outcome in terms of syllable contact, rhythmic constellation, and/or

remaining consonant clusters. All this means that SCHWA-DELETION
can be formulated as unconstrained as is done above.

Rule (20) results in an unheaded syllable. This implies the deletion of
all syllable structure which was dependent upon the deleted head, due to

the principle of PARASITIC DELINKING (Hayes (1989:268)):

(21) PARASITIC DELINKING
Syllable structure is deleted when the syllable contains no

overt nuclear segment

So, (19) ends up as (22):
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(22)

What is left of the original second syllable is the segmental string /pl/.

óNow, /p/ can be incorporated into the syllable (le)  through a re-

óapplication of the CODA-RULE, which yields (lep) l; but, for reasons of

sonority, /l/ cannot be licensed in a comparable way, which means that it
must be deleted. The latter, however, is counter to fact. The MELODY
PARAMETER has been set to the value 'on' in Frisian (see § 5.1.5). This
means that all melodic material must be retained or, put differently, that,
one way or the other, it must be prosodically licensed. This cannot be
executed by N-PROJECTION, which is repeated below:

(23)

Since (23) only projects a [+voc] segment into a syllable, it can affect
neither /p/ nor /l/. We do not want to stipulate an ad hoc rule to account

for /l/'s prosodic licensing. We, therefore, opt for an extension of the
scope of (23) (cf. (16) above):
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(24)

EXTENDED N-PROJECTION is the post-lexical, less restricted variant
of N-PROJECTION. It links up with the NUCLEUS SEGMENT PARA-

METER (3), which has the value 1 in Frisian. As noted in § 6.1.1 above,
this implies that the nucleus can be occupied by nasals, liquids and
vocoids, hence by all and only [+son] segments. In (22) above, thus, it is
only /l/ which EXTENDED N-PROJECTION (24) can project into a
syllable, /p/ lacking the appropriate sonority rank. Rule (24) first
associates /l/, being a [+son] segment, to the nucleus, after which the

CV-RULE associates /p/ to the N''-node. This results in (25):

(25)

We may wonder why /p/ is not incorporated into the existing preceding

ósyllable (le)  through a reapplication of the CODA-RULE, whereas /l/ is
projected into a new syllable by (24), yielding:
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(26)

The reason for this is that a syllable headed by an SC must have an onset
(see § 6.6.1 below). This requirement, however, holds for word- internal

syllables in general. It cannot be reduced to the ONSET PRINCIPLE
(see § 2.1), which only states that onsetless syllables are avoided as

much as possible. We, therefore, state the following filter prohibiting a
word-internal onsetless syllable:

(27) ONSET FILTER

ó N ó ù* ((...) ((X) ) )

The effect of (27) becomes clear when we consider cases in which an SC
is preceded by a [+son] consonant, as in the following examples:

(28) nimmen /nImcn/ [nImm1 ] 'nobody'
mannen /m]n+cn/ [m]nn1 ] 'men'

ringen /rIõ+cn/ [rIõôý ] 'rings'
ballen /b]l+cn/ [b]ln1 ] 'balls'

muorren /muorc+cn/ [mworn1 ] 'walls'

The operation of SCHWA-DELETION (20) in these words results in an

óunsyllabified sequence of two [+son] consonants, e.g. (mwo) rn. Appli-

cation of EXTENDED N-PROJECTION to both results in

ó ó ó*(mwo) (r1) (n1 ) , which is ill-formed. The only way to attain phonetic

well-formedness is by projecting the right-most [+son] consonant into a
syllable and by the subsequent incorporation of the left-most [+son]

ó óconsonant into this new syllable: (mwo) (rn1 ) . This derivation speaks in
favour of (27).

A [+son] consonant can only become syllabic, if it is both tauto-
syllabic with and linearly adjacent to schwa (prior to deletion). The

tautosyllabicity requirement is separately stated in Tiersma (1979) and
Dyk (1987), but this is superfluous. Deletion of schwa implies the sub-

sequent deletion of all syllable structure dependent on it (see (21)). If
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schwa and the following [+son] consonant are not tautosyllabic, the

latter does not become eligible to undergo rule (24), which only operates
upon unsyllabified X-slots. We illustrate this with the inflected verb form

hannele /h]ncl+c/ 'traded, dealt (first and third person singular past

ó ó ótense; past participle)', which is syllabified as (h]) (nc) (lc) . If the

left-most schwa is deleted, the second syllable deletes as well, ultimately

ó óresulting in the bisyllabic phonetic form (h]Þ ) (lc) . Since /l/ is not

desyllabified, it cannot be operated upon by (24), hence the trisyllabic

ó ó óform (h]) (n1l) (c)  cannot be derived without additional machinery (see

§ 6.6.3 below). If schwa and a following [+son] consonant are
tautosyllabic, they must be linearly adjacent, since the sequence schwa +

sonorant consonant exhausts the rhyme (see § 6.2.1.3 above). This
means that a separate adjacency requirement is superfluous as well.

In this section, we have presented an analysis of how SCs arise, without
invoking a separate sonantisation rule. An SC only arises if deletion of
schwa and the subsequent deletion of all syllable structure which is
dependent on it results in unsyllabifiable segments, i.e. segments which
cannot be incorporated into the coda of the preceding or the onset of the

following syllable. Frisian does not allow for the deletion of these
segments, whereas the principle of PROSODIC LICENSING requires
them to be syllabified. This is achieved through the application of a
post-lexical, less restricted variant of N-PROJECTION, viz. EX-

TENDED N-PROJECTION (24).
A final remark on the relation between both projection rules is in

order here. We may assume both to be part of the SSA for Frisian, with
an explicit restriction on EXTENDED N-PROJECTION as to its level of

application:

(29) SSA for Frisian

a. N-PROJECTION
b. EXTENDED N-PROJECTION (post-lexical)

c. CV-RULE
d. COMPLEX ONSET RULE

e. CODA-RULE
f. COMPLEX CODA RULE
g. EXTRASYLLABICITY REMOVAL RULE

Alternatively, we might formulate the following filter on initial syl-
labification:
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(30)

The above filter bans [-voc] segments from the nucleus at the level of

initial syllabification, just like the VOCOID ONSET FILTER bans
[+voc] segments from the onset (see § 3.3.4.2). These filters no longer

hold at the post-cyclic level, where [-voc] segments can occupy the
nucleus and [+voc] segments the onset.

In order to keep the SSA as straightforward as possible, we choose the
second option. This means that both projection rules have no limitations

as to the level of application. Projection of a [-voc,+son] segment into a
syllable, however, will be ruled out by filter (30) at the level of initial
syllabification, whereas it is accepted at the post-cyclic levels.

6.4.4. Inalterability as evidence for this analysis

In § 6.3 above, we pointed out that SCs display some inalterability
effects (see (14)). Rather than taking this for granted, we would like to
have a principled account for it. In this section, we will discuss whether

this inalterability provides us with independent evidence for the analysis
of sonantisation outlined in the previous section. We will review the

cases of (14) in turn.

6.4.4.1. Deletion

The impossibility of deleting [r1 ] (case (14)a) can be explained by virtue

of the fact that [r1] occupies the syllable nucleus. On the strength of
PARASITIC DELINKING (21), deletion of [r1] implies deletion of the

entire syllable headed by it, which goes counter to the value 'on' of the
MELODY PARAMETER (see § 5.1.5).  This instance of inalterability,17

 See Tiersma (1979:141) and Dyk (1987:124, note 6). In Nijen Twilhaar (1992:17

156), it is observed that in the eastern Dutch dialect of Hellendoorn a syllabic consonant
cannot be deleted either. Steriade (1993:418) gives an example from the African language
Yaka. The realisation of an N + fricative sequence depends on whether or not the nasal is
syllabic: when it is not, the sequence is realised as an affricate with partial nasal closure;
when it is, there is full nasal closure. Now, "the nonsyllabic nasals are lost when the closure
is voiceless, whereas the syllabic nasals are preserved in this case."
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thus, can be ascribed to a general property of the syllable nucleus, which

is evidence for our analysis of sonantisation.18

6.4.4.2. /n/-assimilation to plosives

The rule of /n/-assimilation to plosives (case (14)b) affects a segment
only qualitatively. Since we take an SC to be a plain consonant at the

segmental level, the question is what renders the assimilation of [n1 ]
ill-formed.

óThe application of VOWEL DELETION (20) to the sequence (Ccn) ,
which is a prerequisite for /n/'s sonantisation, makes /n/ adjacent to the

onset consonant, to which it obligatorily assimilates in place of articu-
lation (see § 6.8 below). The words sokken /s]k+cn/ 'socks' and koppen

ó ó/kop+cn/ 'cups', for instance, may be realised as (s]) (kôý )  and

ó ó(ko) (pm1 ) , in which /k/ and /p/ share their place node with /n/. Now take
the phrases sokken passe [s]kôý  p]sc] 'to try on socks' and koppen kape
[kopm1  ka:pc] 'to pinch cups'. The realisations *[s]pm1 p]sc] and
*[kokôý ka:pc], which result from regressive place assimilation, are ill-
formed.

Assimilation is an operation at the level of the place nodes. Now, the
place nodes of -[kôý ]/-[pm1 ] and [p]-/[k]- in the above examples are adja-
cent, so the general locality requirement on assimilation is met.

The ill-formedness might be ascribed to the fact that the marked

dorsal and labial nasals /õ/ and /m/ cannot undergo assimilation. This,
however, leaves unexplained the fact that the assimilated syllabic

coronal nasal cannot undergo assimilation either; hûnen knippe [hunn1

 Inflected forms like the third person singular present tense spikert /spikcr+c+t/18

'nails' and the plural spikers /spikcr+s/ 'nails' can be pronounced as [spikr1t] or [spikr1s],
though [spikct] and [spikcs] are correct pronunciations as well (and, as a matter of fact, the
only possible ones for us, see also Dyk (1987:131-133)). It is generally assumed that a
morpholexical rule is responsible here for the deletion of /r/ preceding a coronal consonant.
[r1] is not subjected to this deletion. Now, the problem is that an SC seems to have been
derived before the operation of a morpholexical rule, thus relatively early, whereas it can
be made plausible on other grounds that SCs derive post-lexically (see § 6.5 below). A
possible way out is to assume that underlyingly /r/ simply can precede coronal consonants,
for instance in the complex words above, but also in simplex words like wurd /vörd/ 'word'
and tsjerne /tsiernc/ 'milk churn'. At the same time, we now must assume a post-lexical rule
which deletes /r/ preceding coronal consonants. In case of a simplex form, this gives rise
to absolute neutralisation, which might be considered a drawback. Yet this approach may
have favourable results in other areas. Underlyingly, /a/ does not precede coronal
consonants, save /r/. If /r/ is assumed in underlying forms, this provides us with an
immediate explanation for /]/ in wat /v]t/ [v]t] 'what' vs. /a/ in wart /vart/ [vat] 'wart,
verruca'. Of course, all this is in need of closer investigation.
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knIpc] 'to trim dogs', for instance, cannot be realised as *[huõôý knIpc].

Assimilation, however, does create a ternary structure, since in
-[pm1 p]-, -[kôý k]-, and -[õôý k]- the place node of the right-most plosive is

shared by three segments. This is at odds with a general condition on
linguistic structure, i.e. binarity.  So, the rule of /n/-assimilation to19

plosives cannot possibly affect assimilated [n1 ]. Word-internally, /n/ can
only assimilate when syllabic, so this case of inalterability also provides

evidence for our analysis of sonantisation.

6.4.4.3. Nasalisation

One obvious reason why a segment cannot undergo a specific rule is that

the Structural Description of the latter simply is not met. For the rule of
nasalisation (case (14)c) to operate, a tautosyllabic sequence of vowel +
/n/ must precede a fricative. The impossibility of nasalisation when /n/ is
syllabic is easily explained: there is no (longer) a vowel (schwa) which
the nasality of /n/ can be transferred to. This instance of inalterability is,
thus, in support of our analysis of schwa-deletion as the first step of

sonantisation.

6.4.4.4. Resyllabification

An SC occupies the syllable nucleus. If the nucleus of a syllable were

resyllabified, the remaining syllable structure would delete, due to
PARASITIC DELINKING (21). As with the case of deletion (§ 6.4.4.1

above), this type of inalterability can be accounted for by appealing to a
general property of the syllable, viz. that it contain an overt nuclear
segment, which is in accordance with our analysis of sonantisation.

We do not think ambisyllabification to be an alternative to resyllabi-

fication here. Ambisyllabicity implies a link between two syllables via
one segment. If there is a sequence of two syllables, the first one of

which contains an SC, ambisyllabification of the SC means that the         

 Assimilation at the word level precedes assimilation at the phrase level, i.e. if the19

word sokken undergoes sonantisation and assimilation of -/n/, this takes place before [p]-
of passe in the phrase sokken passe can affect the sequence -[kcn] of sokken.
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second syllable, albeit indirectly, gets associated to two nuclei, whereas

a syllable can only have one nucleus.20

6.4.5. Phonetic evidence: duration

As noted in § 6.1.2 above, an SC has a somewhat longer duration than a

non-syllabic consonant, though this difference between these consonant
types has never been the subject of phonetic investigation.  It must be21

taken into account that an SC is always in an unstressed position, in
which segments tend to have a shorter duration than in a stressed

position. So, if an SC is nevertheless perceived as having a longer
duration than a non-syllabic consonant, both consonant types must differ

in this respect. We take this difference to be due to the fact that an SC
occupies the nucleus, whereas a non-syllabic consonant occupies the
onset or the coda. In phonetic implementation, nuclear segments have a
longer duration than non-nuclear ones. There is a marked difference in
duration between the vowels [{i/u}] and the glides [{j/w}], though the
same segments are concerned. It is the task of the rules of phonetic

implementation to phonetically interpret the phonological structure. This
means that the observed durational difference between an SC and a
non-syllabic consonant confirm our analysis of sonantisation.

We have seen that the inalterability effects concerning SCs straight-
forwardly follow from our analysis of sonantisation. The longer duration

 In Nijen Twilhaar (1990:153), it is observed that in the eastern Dutch dialect of20

Hellendoorn an SC cannot become ambisyllabic (cf. Nijen Twilhaar (1992:156)).
According to Laeufer (1995:114-117), SCs can optionally become ambisyllabic in English
and German. The forms feathery and neblig 'misty, hazy' can have either a bisyllabic

ó ó ó ópronunciation, (fEð) (ðrI)  and (ne:) (blIç)  respectively, in which case there is no

ó ó óambisyllabic sonorant consonant, or a trisyllabic one, viz. (fEð) (ðr1) (r1I)  and

ó ó ó(ne:) (bl1) (l1Iç) , which have ambisyllabic [r1] and [l1]. The latter are associated to both the
onset of the third and the nucleus of the second syllable (see Laeufer's (24) on page 115).
We think this phonetic ambisyllabicity, however real the trisyllabic pronunciation may be,
should be reanalysed, though we will not go further into it here.

 Riemersma (1979:28) notes, when discussing the phonetic difference between21

both types of sonorant consonant: "Maybe, one might say that [r1] is a little bit longer than
[r]" [translated from Frisian]. Dell & Elmedlaoui (1985:116) note that, as regards the
interconsonantal transitions, there is no audible difference between the Imdlawn Tashlhiyt
Berber consonant sequences tst and kst, as in the forms tS.ti and tRkSt (capital letters denote
syllabicity) and the same sequences in English forms like cut sticks and next. In footnote
31 (on page 128), however, they observe that "the s sounds perhaps longer in the ITB
[Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber] sequences than in the English ones".
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of an SC as compared to its non-syllabic counterpart is accounted for as

well. The rule of SCHWA-DELETION (20) and EXTENDED
N-PROJECTION (24), which jointly derive SCs, are pretty simple. It is

these that will, therefore, be our point of departure in the remainder of
this chapter.

6.5. The location of sonantisation in the grammar

We saw in § 6.3 above that SCs must be derived phonologically. The
question, then, is whether sonantisation takes place in the cyclic, the

post-cyclic lexical, or the the post-lexical component.
There are compelling reasons to believe that we are dealing with a

post-lexical process. In the first place, in order to derive an SC, EX-
TENDED N-PROJECTION (24) must apply after SCHWA-DELETION
(20). The latter is an optional, hence post-lexical rule, which, in its turn,
implies that the former applies post-lexically as well (cf. Dyk (1987:134)
as to Frisian and Wiese (1986:719; 1996:246-247) as to German).

In the second place, sonantisation takes place in forms which arise

through cliticisation of a schwa-initial function word onto a host word on
the left, witness the following examples (cf. Riemersma (1979: 32, 34,
49-53)):

(31) hy hat in /het cn/ [hetn1 ] kear meidien
'he has joined in once'

doe hie k em /hic k cm/ [hi.ckm1 ] troch

'then I had his number'

dat hat er /het cr/ [hetr1] sels sein
'he said it himself'

út en /yt cn/ (< /yt en/) [ytn1 ] troch

'once in a while'

Such forms, except idioms, arise in syntax: it is there that host word and
clitic meet and fuse together into one phonological word.

Within  post-lexical phonology, there are early and late rules. The
later a given rule operates, the more phonetic in nature it is and also the

more gradual the effects it produces are. Sonantisation might be a late
process, since, to a greater or smaller extent, it displays the above-

mentioned effects. It might very well be the case that one produces SCs,
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because one does not, for whatever reason, succeed in arriving at a full

pronunciation, whereas the phonological structure remains unaffected.
However, a closer look reveals that this cannot be the whole story

concerning sonantisation. In § 6.4.4 above, we saw that an SC cannot
undergo several regular phonological rules. This means that sonanti-

sation must have taken place before these rules, implying that it cannot
be a late process. We now seem to face a contradiction: sonantisation has

certain characteristics of a late phonetic/phonological process, but, at the
same time, it precedes unsuspected common phonological rules. In § 6.7

below, we will return to this. The only aim of this section was to show
that sonantisation takes place post-lexically.

6.6. Further conditions on sonantisation

In § 6.4.3 above, we have seen that a syllable headed by an SC must
have an onset. This functions as a condition on sonantisation, for if the
SC cannot acquire an onset, sonantisation results in ill-formedness. Next
to this, there appear to be segmental and rhythmic constellations which

favour sonantisation. On the other hand, there are constellations which
preclude it, or in which it is less likely to take place. It is for these
reasons that the occurrence of SCs is expected to display a good deal of
idiolectal and dialectal variation. In this subsection, we will further

motivate the onset condition (§ 6.6.1); after that, we will review the
segmental (§ 6.6.2) and rhythmic (§ 6.6.3) constellations, either

favouring, disfavouring, or precluding sonantisation.

6.6.1. The onset condition

A word-internal syllable must have an onset, which, thus, also holds for

a syllable headed by an SC (see filter (27) above) .22

In Riemersma (1979:32), it is observed that sonantisation in the

reduced form of the personal pronoun him /hIm/ 'him', the clitic em /cm/,
can only take place if the host word (to the left) does not end in -[m1 ]; see

the following examples:

 The adverb net /net/ 'not' has the clitic variant /cnt/. The latter can also be part 22

of the tag question net wier? 'isn't it?, literally: not true?', where /cnt/ can be pronounced
as [n1 t] (Sipma (1913:36, § 148)). This is the only case we know of a syllable headed by an
SC without onset (cf., however, footnote 38 below).
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(32) a. ik naam em [na:mm1 ] mei

'I took him with me'

wy namen em *[na:mm1 m1 ] [na:mm1 cm] mei
'we took him with us'

b. ik rôp em [r]:pm1 ]

'I called him'

wy rôpen em *[r]:pm1 m1 ] [r]:pm1 cm]
'we called him'

c. ik hold em [ho:tm1 ] foar

'I kept it on'

ik hold em em *[ho:tm1 m1 ] [ho:tm1 cm] foar
'I held it out to him'

Within Riemersma's analysis, the starred forms in (32) cannot be pre-

vented from arising. Riemersma (1979:32), therefore, needed a set of
two corrective rules to adjust them: the first one inserts schwa between
two identical adjacent [m1 ]s ([na:mm1 m1 ] [r]:pm1 m1 ] --> [na:mm1 cm1 ]
[r]:pm1 cm1 ]); the second one converts second [m1 ] into [m] ([na:mm1 cm1 ]

[r]:pm1 cm1 ] --> [na:mm1 cm] [r]:pm1 cm]). This procedure, thus, is the
mirror image of sonantisation in two steps.  It is rather cumbersome23

and, moreover, pretty ad hoc. Later on, Riemersma (1979:43) replaces
this set of rules by another one, to the effect that each sequence of two

identical adjacent syllabic nasals is turned into its basic form, i.e.
syllabic nasal + schwa + nasal.24

Tiersma's (1979:175) statement (d) explicitly contends that "the rules
[of sonantisation and assimilation] block when they would result in a

sequence of two identical syllabic nasals adjacent to another consonant".
It seems to be an improvement over Riemersma's approach to 

 Note that, just as with sonantisation in two steps, the intermediate "purely theo-23

retical" sequence [cm1 ] is derived (see § 6.4.1 and footnote 14 above).

 On page 73-77, still another procedure is proposed, because on closer scrutiny 24

the one with corrective rules turns out to be unsatisfactory. This new procedure is terribly
complex, hence no headway is made.
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formulate a blocking condition on rule application, since this is much

simpler.25

One wonders whether this condition can be traced to independently

motivated properties of SCs. In this context, Dyk (1987:124, note 6) asks
himself whether the explanation must be sought in the impossibility of

degemination. The latter would turn [m1 m1 ] into [m1 ], implying the
deletion of a complete syllable. In order to prevent this, sonantisation is

blocked. Dyk admits that all this implies that one has to assume that
degemination can affect SCs, which he doubts. Correctly so, we think. In

§ 6.4.4.1 above, we have seen that an SC cannot be deleted, hence this is
not possible in connection with degemination either.

However, Tiersma's appeal to the ill-formedness of two identical adja-
cent syllabic nasals will not do either. The phenomenon involved

outreaches two identical adjacent SCs, as can be demonstrated with
cases of cliticisation of a schwa-initial clitic onto a host word ending in
an SC. See the following examples:

(33) a. Sa is dy hele handel em /h]ndcl cm/ *[h]nd1lm1 ] [h]nd1lcm]
foarby gongen

'this way, the whole business has passed him by'

b. Wy seagen dat it wetter em /vetcr cm/ *[vetr1m1 ] [vetr1cm]
om 'e tosken rûn

'we saw that it made his mouth water'

c. Ha dy ringen em /rIõ+cn cm/ *[rIõôý m1 ] [rIõôý cm] it lok
brocht?

'did those rings bring him good fortune?'

d. Komme syn soannen em /suan+cn cm/ *[swann1 m1 ]
[swann1 cm] al wat yn 'e hân?

'are his sons already becoming of any help for him?'26

The same is met with when two such clitics follow one another (cf. (32)c
above):

  Riemersma (1979:43) says that he would have preferred a "blocking rule" [trans-25

lated from Frisian], but that his theoretical framework did not allow him to formulate one,
so that he was driven back to corrective rules.

 Cf. also the following two examples from Riemersma (1979:34): hy ferkljerre un26

/fcrklierc cn/ [fckljerôý ] kear 'he explained once' vs. de rekken un /rekcn cn/ [rekôýcõ] kear
stjoerd 'the bill once sent'.
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(34) a. Wat hat er em /het cr cm/ *[hetr1m1 ] [hetr1cm] doe oansteld!

'what did he make a fool of himself then!'

b. Dàt hat er ent /het cr cnt/ *[hetr1n1 t] [hetr1cnt] sein
'that he did not say'

In both (33) and (34), two distinct sonorants are involved, but all the

same they cannot be syllabic at a time.
As noted above, a word-internal syllable must have an onset, hence a

syllable headed by an SC as well. The schwa-initial clitics em and ent in
the examples of (32), (33), and (34) cannot acquire an onset, since

neither resyllabification nor ambisyllabification of the preceding SC
yields a well-formed outcome (see § 6.4.4.4 above). This means that the

ill-formedness of sonantisation in the above cases is readily explained on
the basis of an independently motivated property of word-internal
syllables.

Two remarks are in order. In the first place, the admissible realisations
of (32), (33), and (34) all contain a word-internal onsetless
schwa-syllable. Though an underlyingly vocoid-initial word is often

pronounced with an initial glottal stop, this is of no help here, because
the sequence [§5c] is ill-formed (see (7)d above). The conclusion must be
that the ban on word-internal onsetless syllables is not absolute. In any
case, it is weaker than the ban on a syllable associated to two nuclei,

since the result of resyllabification or ambisyllabification of an SC is
always ill-formed.

In the second place, in a form like handel /h]ndcl/ ((33)a)
sonantisation must have taken place before em cliticises onto it. This

results from the fact that word level phonology precedes phrase level
phonology (cf. footnote 19 above). Phonologically, cliticisation is the
incorporation of a function word into an existing phonological word. The
latter is the domain of (re)syllabification. The cases of (34), containing

two successive clitics, provide a clear illustration of this. The derivation
of (34)a runs as follows:27

ó ù ó(35) ((het) )  (cr)

ó ó ù((het)  (cr) ) cliticisation

ó ó ù((he)  (tcr) ) resyllabification

ó ù((he)  tr) rule (20) + delinking

 In Booij (1996:229-233), it is argued that Dutch enclitics with schwa as their only27

vowel are incorporated into the right-most foot of their host word. We refrain from
indicating the foot level here, since it is irrelevant to the point we want to make.
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ó ó ù((he)  (tr1) ) rule (24) + CV-RULE

ó ó ù ó((he)  (tr1) )  (cm)

ó ó ó ù((he)  (tr1)  (cm) ) cliticisation

At this point, continuing the derivation can no longer result in a well-

formed outcome: [r1] cannot be resyllabified or ambisyllabified into the

óonset of (cm) , which renders the result of the application of rules (20)

óand (24) to (cm)  ill-formed.
A clitic needs a phonological word as its host. This implies that both

clitics cannot be incorporated into the host word at once, so that re-
syllabification can affect this new entity at one sweep, as in the follow-

ing derivation:

ó ù ó ó(36) ((het) )  (cr)  (cm)

ó ó ó ù((het)  (cr)  (cm) ) cliticisation

ó ó ó ù((he)  (tc)  (rcm) ) resyllabification

The combination of host word and left-hand clitic, viz. hetcr, must have
become one phonological word in all respects, before the right-hand

clitic can be incorporated into it. Thus, cliticisation of two successive
function words proceeds cyclically: the left-hand clitic is incorporated
into the host word, after which the new entity is accommodated to the
regular structure of a phonological word as regards its syllabification,

paving the way for the application of phonological rules. It is only after
that that the right-hand clitic is incorporated.28

 According to Riemersma (1979:49), sonantisation can apply iteratively, from28

right to left, for instance in hammeren /hamcr+cn/ [hamr1n1 ] and hekkelen /hekcl+cn/
[hekl1n1 ], the plural preterite forms of hammerje 'to hammer' and hekkelje 'to clear out a ditch
by removing the water plants from it'. Within our analysis, these facts cannot be
accommodated. The latter is exactly what Tiersma (1979:168) tries to do, but Dyk
(1987:130) rightly observes that Tiersma's attempt is weakly motivated and that it is ad hoc.
Tiersma has to assume a strange shift of the syllable boundary, as is exemplified by
hammeren: ha-mc-rcn --> ha-mc-rn1  --> ha-mcr-n1  --> ha-mr1-n1  --> ham-r1-n1 . An unmarked
CV-syllable is, thus, converted into a more marked CVC-syllable. Moreover, this procedure
results in syllables headed by an SC without onset. Dyk (1987:119, note 3) shows that a
cyclic rule application, from left to right, also yields an ill-formed outcome. Therefore, we
do not adopt Tiersma's approach. All the same, we have to take Riemersma's observations
seriously, even though we cannot derive them without ad hoc adaptations. It looks as if the
sonantisation rule in his dialect operates upon the sequence /c-sonorant/ in a purely linear
way.
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6.6.2. Segmental constellations

In this section, we will have a look at some segmental constellations in

which SCs are either favoured or just disfavoured. Section 6.6.2.1 is
devoted to the nature of the onset consonant, § 6.6.2.2 to the nature of

the syllable contact, § 6.6.2.3 to complex onsets, whereas forms ending
in -<{l/r}m> is the topic of § 6.6.2.4.

6.6.2.1. The nature of the onset consonant

In our dialect, sonantisation is more common when the sequence schwa
+ sonorant consonant follows a plosive than when it follows a fricative,

e.g. in bûten [butn1 ] 'outside' it is more common than in wazem [va:zm1 ]
'steam, vapour'. Possibly, we must say that it is only more salient in the
former case. But to our mind it is simply a fact that an SC is easily
realised when schwa + sonorant consonant is preceded by a plosive, but
not that easily or not at all when it is preceded by a fricative.

The following might serve as a functional explanation. We saw in the

previous section that a syllable headed by an SC must have an onset. The
unmarked onset segments are obstruents, particularly plosives, they
being the least sonorous, least vowel-like consonants. An obstruent in
the onset creates a maximal sonority contrast between onset and nucleus,

which provides the least complex, hence most preferable, state of affairs
(see § 2.3; see also Clements (1990:306-308) for complexity rankings for

demisyllables with syllabic consonants as peaks).
Sonantisation gives rise to an a-typical kind of syllable, viz. one

without vocalic head. We might hypothesise that the onset takes over the
function of marker of the syllable from the nucleus. It is the unequivocal
marker of the starting point of the syllable, which is of crucial
importance for the identification of the syllable as a whole, now that the

vocalic nucleus is lacking. The possibility of identification is maximal
when there is an unmarked onset segment, viz. a plosive.

6.6.2.2. The nature of the syllable contact

To our mind, sonantisation is more common, and more perceptible as
well, when the syllable containing the sequence consonant + schwa +

sonorant consonant is preceded by an open syllable. So, in siken

ó ó ó ó/sikc+cn/ (si) (kôý )  'breaths' and sinnen /sIn+cn/ (sI) (nn1 )  'sense;

sentences' sonantisation is more common than in sykten /siktc+cn/
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ó ó ó ó(sik) (tn1 )  'diseases' and sinten /sInt+cn/ (sIn) (tn1 )  'money; lit.: cents'.

According to the SYLLABLE CONTACT LAW (see § 2.3.2.1), the
syllable contact between two word-internal syllables is better to the

extent that the first syllable has a more sonorous rhyme and the second
one has a less sonorous onset. Put differently, the sonority contrast

between the rhyme of the first and the onset of the second syllable is
preferably maximal.  It seems, therefore, that the more preferred the29

syllable contact between a syllable and a following schwa-syllable is, the
more likely sonantisation is to take place in the latter.

6.6.2.3. Complex onsets

In this section, we will examine the behaviour of schwa-syllables and
syllables headed by an SC with respect to complex onsets. These
syllable types appear to differ greatly in this respect, however com-
parable they may be otherwise.

Van Oostendorp (1995:134-135,144-148) claims that, as a rule, a
schwa-syllable in Dutch cannot have a complex onset.  He further30

claims that if a schwa-syllable does have a complex onset, it cannot have
a (sonorant) coda simultaneously (Van Oostendorp (1995:
145-148,178)). We will assume the above to also hold for schwa-
syllables in Frisian and state the following filter:

(37)

Since an SC derives from the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant, the
implication of (37) is that a syllable headed by an SC can only have a

simplex onset (which, in fact, it must have, see § 6.6.1 above).
A schwa-syllable does not often show up with a complex onset. It is

word-initially that this occurs with some frequency, as exemplified by
the following (virtually exhaustive) list:

(38) brctaal 'impudent' flcwiel 'velvet'
frckwint 'frequent' lrcnaat 'shrimp'

 As a result, the syllable break is maximally manifest (cf. the previous section).29

 That is to say, one consisting of a cluster of obstruent + liquid.30
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klcmint 'lenient' klcwier 'hook'

klczoar 'fourth of a brick' krcbiel 'jack-rafter'
krcbintich 'stiff' krcbûstich 'windy, stormy'

krcwearje 'to devote krcwei 'job'
oneself (to)'

krcwel 'dismay' krcmearje 'to cremate'
krcpearje 'to perish' plcwierke 'primrose'

plczier 'pleasure' prcbearje 'to try (out)'
prcfekt 'prefect' prcfester 'professor'

prcfyt 'buckwheat pearl' prclaat 'prelate'
prcmier 'prime minister' prcmomsje 'suspicion'

prcsiis 'precise' prcsinning 'tarpaulin'
prcsint 'present' prcstaasje 'performance'

prcstiizje 'prestige' trclit 'upheaval, uproar'
trcmyn 'convulsion' trcwant 'henchman'
trcwyn 'disorder' trcwinkel 'blow, slap'

By far the most of the above words are French loans, which have been
adapted to Frisian to a greater or smaller extent, whereas some, like

krebintich and trewyn, are complex words (with an unclear etymology).
It is, therefore, likely that schwa in these words derives from an un-
stressed full vowel by means of reduction (see also Van Oostendorp
(1995:135) as to Dutch words like plezier 'pleasure' and brevet 'certifi-

cate, licence'). This is a straightforward analysis for words like bretaal
and flewiel, which can be pronounced either with a full vowel, [bryta:l]

and [flyvi.cl], or with a reduced vowel, [brcta:l] and [flcvi.cl]. Words
like trelit and trewyn, however, show no vacillation between a full vowel

and schwa in their first syllable, so that we are forced to set up
underlying forms for them with a full vowel that never reaches the sur-
face. All these words, thus, contain more than one full vowel in under-
lying representation, which makes them recognisable as non-native or

morphologically complex.
Vowel reduction gives rise to schwa-syllables with complex onsets,

hence it applies in a non-structure preserving way. Because it is also
optional, it is to be considered a post-lexical rule. The initial syllabi-

fication of the words in (38) is such that they have an open first syllable,
so that filter (37) is not violated.31

 The syllabification of prestaasje [prcsta:sjc] is such that there is a syllable break31

between schwa and /s/; the syllable break in the full form [presta:sjc], on the other hand,
can very well lie between /s/ and /t/.
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It should be noted that quite a few of the above words have a variant

in which schwa and /r/ appear in the reverse order:32

(39) lcrnaat (< lrcnaat < granaat)
pcrfester (< prcfestcr < professor)

pcrfyt (< prcfyt < profyt)
pcrbearje (< prcbearje < probearje)

pcrtaal (< brctaal < brutaal)
kcrbintich (< krcbintich)

Van Oostendorp (1995:135) notes that this metathesis is also met with in

the Dutch word pcrcies (< prccies) 'precise'. He analyses it as the result
of a reinterpretation of reductional schwa as underlying schwa. This

reinterpretation is very likely to occur, since vowel reduction in these
words is so common that schwa is more often heard than the full vowel.
Yet, we will not adopt Van Oostendorp's analysis for Frisian. We only
take this reversal to support the claim that a schwa-syllable preferably
has a simplex onset. There is, however, not an absolute ban on schwa-
syllables with complex onsets, as evidenced by the forms in (38) and by

the fact that the metathesis also occurs the other way round, witness the
following examples:

(40) prcfoars(t) (< pcrfoars(t)) 'definitely'

krcwei (< kcrwei) 'job'
krcbûstich (< kcrbûstich) 'windy, stormy'

trcmyn (< tcrmyn) 'convulsion'

It is a striking fact that only /r/ is involved in this metathesis. This is
nicely illustrated by the word fluwiel 'velvet', which has the reduced
variant flcwiel, which, in its turn, has the metathesised variant fcrwiel
(not *fclwiel). The exclusive approriateness of /r/ may have to do with

the fact that /r/, unlike /l/, has a centralising effect on vowels, so that
schwa, being an unclear central vowel, and /r/ go together well (see

Booij (1995:132) on the relation between vowel reduction and /r/ in
Dutch). The centralising effect of /r/ may be stronger on a preceding than

on a following vowel, the more so since /r/ and a preceding vowel form a

 We confine ourselves to cases of metathesis in word-initial syllables (cf. (38)).32

Metathesis in word-internal syllables is not impossible, witness dis[tcr]búsje#kantoaren (<
dis[trc]búsjekantoaren < dis[tri]búsjekantoaren) 'food offices', which we came across in a
recent novel. See also the word ys[tcr]mint (< yns[trc]mint < yns[try]mint) 'instrument'
from footnote 8 above.
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syllabic constituent, i.e. the rhyme, whereas /r/ and a following vowel do

not. This might explain why the metathesis exemplified in (39) is more
common than the one in (40).

Schwa-syllables having complex onsets with /s/ as the first (extra-
syllabic) segment are scarce. Below, we list the only cases we have been

able to find:

(41) skclet 'skeleton' slcmiel 'tall, flabby person'
 smcragd 'emerald' spclonk 'cavern'

stcryl 'sterile' ?stcdint 'student'

Schwa is derived from a full vowel here as well. Schwa-syllables with a
trisegmental onset, consisting of an extrasyllabic /s/ and regular complex

onset of the form obstruent + liquid, do not occur.33

Word-medially, there are three instances of a schwa-syllable with a
complex onset. First, a complex onset can precede the word ending
-<um> (-/cm/), see the following examples:

(42) dendrum 'rhododendron' Akkrum 'place name'

metrum 'metre' plektrum 'plectrum'
spektrum 'spectrum' pultrum 'type of

writing desk'
sintrum 'centre' Eastrum 'place name'

Jistrum 'place name' klaustrum 'claustrum'
lustrum 'lustrum' felettrum 'type of kettle'

Second, the cluster -br- precedes -<en> (-/cn/) and -<ich> (-/cx/) in

proper nouns, witness the following examples:

(43) Sibren Librich
Wibren Sibrich

Wibrich

Third, a schwa-syllable can get a complex onset when, in complex
words containing two successive schwa-syllables, the first one under-

goes schwa-deletion, after which the original onset consonant is incorpo-
rated into the onset of the second one, as in the examples below:

 The loan word sklcroaze 'sclerosis' is the only example. It is also exceptional in33

being the only word which begins with the cluster /skl/-.
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ó ó ó ó ó(44) wankeler /vaõkcl+cr/ (vaõ) (kc) (lcr) ) --> (vaõ) k(lcr)

ó ó--> (vaõ) (klcr)  'shakier, more unsteady'

ó ó ó ó óinkelen /Iõkcl+cn/ (Iõ) (kc) (lcn)  --> (Iõ) k(lcn)  -->

ó ó(Iõ) (klcn)  'a few'

ó ó ó ó ósimpeler /sImpcl+cr/ (sIm) (pc) (lcr)  --> (sIm) p(lcr)  -->

ó ó(sIm) (plcr)  'simpler'

In native simplex words, -/cC/ acts as a word boundary at the level of
initial syllabification (see § 4.1). This means that a string of segments is

a well-formed native stem iff the part before -/c(C)/ lends itself to
exhaustive syllabification. A consonant cluster preceding -/cC/, there-

fore, must be allowed to constitute a complex coda; so, going from left
to right, its members must have a decreasing inherent sonority rank. A

cluster of obstruent + liquid is at odds with this demand. For the words
in (42) and (43) above we must assume underlying forms without these
clusters, as exemplified below:34

(45) dendrum /dendcrcm/
Jistrum /iIstcrcm/ (cf. the place name Jistergea

/iIstcr#lIc/))
felettrum /fcletcrcm/ (cf. the variant form feledderum
/fcledcrcm/)
Sibren /sibcrcn/

Wibren /vibcrcn/

After schwa has successfully projected into a syllable at the post-cyclic
level, dendrum /dendcrcm/, Sibren /sibcrcn/, and wankeler /vaõkcl

ó ó ó ó ó ó+cr/, for instance, are syllabified as (den) (dc) (rcm) , (si) (bc) (rcn) ,

ó ó óand (vaõ) (kc) (lcr) , all of which represent possible pronunciations.
The schwa of the middlemost syllable of these words can be deleted,

as a result of which the final (schwa-)syllable acquires a complex onset:

ó ó ó ó ó ó(den) (drcm) , (si) (brcn) , and (vaõ) (klcr) . Sonantisation in these

ó ó ó óforms yields an ill-formed outcome: *(den) (drm1 ) , *(si) (brn1 ) , and

ó ó*(vaõ) (klr1) .35

In § 6.6.3 below, it will be argued that sonantisation in the right-hand

syllable of a word-final sequence of two schwa-syllables is highly dis-

 These words, thus, contain several segments which remain unsyllabified in initial34

syllabification (see also § 4.1.3).

ó ó ó The syllables (drm1 ) , (brn1 ) , and (klr1)  no doubt are hard to interpret perceptually;35

since /l/, /n/ and /r/ are sonorant consonants, they are all capable of occupying the nucleus.
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favoured, though it is not impossible. This means that dendrem

ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó(den) (dc) (rcm) ,   Sibren  (si) (bc) (rcn) ,   and  wankeler  (vaõ) (kc)

ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó(lcr)  may end up as (den) (dc) (rm1 ) , (si) (bc) (rn1 ) , and (vaõ)

ó ó(kc) (lr1) . If sonantisation is followed by another instance of
schwa-deletion (and resyllabification), the outcome is ill-formed (see the

starred forms in the preceding paragraph).
In sum, neither (schwa-deletion followed by) sonantisation in

ó ó ó ó ó ó(den) (drcm) , (si) (brcn) , and (vaõ) (klcr)  nor schwa-deletion

ó ó ó ó ó ó(followed by resyllabification) in (den) (dc) (rm1 ) , (si) (bc) (rn1 ) , and

ó ó ó(vaõ) (kc) (lr1)  yields a well-formed result.
We, therefore, state the following filter, which excludes a syllable

headed by an SC with a complex onset:

(46)

We assume an SC to derive from the sequence schwa + sonorant con-
sonant. As noted above, the constellation which is the basis for a syllable
with both an SC and a complex onset is filtered out by (37). Filter (46),

therefore, seems to be superfluous as a separate statement. So, both
filters must be qualified. Though filter (37) holds at the level of initial

syllabification, it cannot be denied that it is abundantly violated at the
phonetic level, see the forms in (42), (43), and (44) above. A

schwa-syllable, thus, can have a complex onset and a (sonorant) coda
simultaneously, though preferably it does not. A syllable headed by an
SC, on the other hand, can never have a complex onset. This means that
a separate statement to this effect, viz. (46), is necessary for the phonetic

level.
However similarly a schwa-syllable and a syllable headed by an SC

behave in many respects, they display some asymmetries as well. One is
that a schwa-syllable, though it greatly prefers a simplex onset, can have

a complex onset, whereas the latter is absolutely impossible for a
syllable headed by an SC. Another one is that a schwa-syllable must
have an onset, but can do without it in specific circumstances, whereas
having an onset is imperative for a syllable headed by an SC (see § 6.6.1

above). In always requiring onset support, the latter syllable type
emerges as weak as compared with the former type (which is also

manifested in its rhythmic behaviour, see § 6.6.3 below).
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6.6.2.4. Complex words with a stem ending in -<{l/r}m>

A case on its own involves words ending in -<{l/r}m>, e.g. skelm 'rogue,

rascal' and foarm 'form'. As argued in § 2.5.3.3, they underlyingly end in
-/{l/r}m/ or -/{l/r}cm/, according to dialect. When ending in -/{l/r}m/,

the above nouns are pluralised by attaching the suffix -en (-/cn/) to them,
yielding skelmen 'rogues, rascals' and foarmen 'forms'. These complex

ó ó ó ówords are syllabified as (skel) (mcn)  and (fwar) (mcn) , respectively.
The verb stems tsjirm 'to moan; to ail, to be sickly; to lament, to wail'

and erbarm 'to have mercy (up)on' do have schwa in their underlying
representation: /tsiIrcm/ and /erbarcm/. When a suffix of the form schwa

+ sonorant consonant is attached to them, as in the preterite plural form
tsjirmen and the agent noun erbarmer 'he who has mercy (up)on', the

ó ó óresulting complex words are syllabified as (tsjI) (rc) (mcn)  and

ó ó ó ó(er) (ba) (rc) (mcr) , respectively. There is, however, a rhythmic
tendency to delete the left-hand schwa in this context (see also § 6.6.3
below), after which the remaining consonant of the original
schwa-syllable is incorporated into the preceding syllable, resulting in

ó ó ó ó óthe syllabifications (tsjIr) (mcn)  and (er) (bar) (mcr) .

What cannot possibly take place in the schwa-syllable of such

ó ócomplex words is sonantisation. The realisations *(skel) (mm1 ) ,

ó ó ó ó ó ó ó*(fwar) (mm1 ) , *(tsjIr) (mm1 ) , and *(er) (bar) (mr1)  are ill-formed. This
is counter to expectation, since all conditions on sonantisation seem to

be met. As the syllabifications show, there is a tautosyllabic sequence
/m/ + schwa + sonorant consonant. As a rule, sonantisation is perfectly

possible when /m/ occupies the onset of the original schwa-syllable, for
instance in nimmen /nIm+cn/ [nImm1 ] 'nobody'. So, what is it that renders

the result of sonantisation ill-formed in this particular context?
Dyk (1987:134), who also observed the above, proposed an adjust-

ment rule which introduces the rule feature [-sonantisation] in this con-
text, that is to say, the sonorant consonant following schwa is provided

with this specification, due to which it no longer can undergo the
sonantisation rule. Within our analysis of sonantisation, we could

formulate a negative condition on rule (20) to the effect that schwa can-
not be deleted when following the sequence [{r/l}m]. Both approaches

are descriptively adequate, but neither the rule feature nor the negative
condition in itself explain a thing.

As a first step towards an account, the following can be put forward.
First, it was observed in § 6.6.2.2 above that sonantisation is more

common when the original schwa-syllable is preceded by an open syl-
lable. In this case, there is a closed syllable, although its coda contains a

liquid, a most suitable consonant to occupy that position for reasons of
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sonority fall. Second, it was observed in the same section that the

constellation of an unmarked syllable contact seems to favour sonanti-
sation. There is a bad syllable contact here: the first syllable may end

pretty sonorously, the second one begins quite sonorously as well. As a
consequence, the beginning of the second syllable is hardly at all

marked, which function of the onset is the more important for the
identification of the syllable as a whole, since the nucleus has no vocalic

content (see also § 6.6.1 above). A strategy in order to keep the final
syllable as identifiable as possible might be to preclude schwa- deletion.

Third, sonantisation in a word like erbarmer yields a sequence of three
adjacent sonorant consonants: *[erbarmr1]. This is most inconvenient as

regards the syllable division, there being no salient (obstruent) onset.
Fourth, in words like foarmen and tsjirmen [n1 ] would have to assimilate

to the preceding [m] (see § 6.8 below); this may be an extra
complicating factor.

Taken together, quite a few independently motivated tendencies
jointly have the effect that sonantisation yields an ill-formed outcome
after [{l/r}m].

6.6.3. Rhythmic constellations

Hof (1948:130) observed that sonantisation (of /n/) is less likely to take

place in the right-hand schwa-syllable of a sequence of two such
syllables, as in the final one of inflected verbal forms (all plural persons

ó ó ópreterite) like hammeren /hamcr+cn/ (ha) (mc) (rcn)  'hammered',

ó ó ókeppelen /kepcl+cn/ (ke) (pc) (lcn)  'coupled', and tekenen /te:kcn+cn/

ó ó ó(te:) (kc) (ncn)  'drawed; signed'. Dyk (1987:134) observed something
similar.

Rhythmically, a sequence of two unstressed syllables is less desirable;
language displays a tendency towards a (regular) alternation between

stressed and unstressed syllables. Now, it might be the case that
sonantisation in the final syllable of the above words provided for a

rhythmic improvement. But this is not the case. First, sonantisation does
not remove a syllable. Second, as noted in § 6.2.1.1 above, an SC cannot

bear stress, hence sonantisation does not result in a 'rhythmic hammock'
(a term we borrow from Van Zonneveld (1985)).

Yet, rhythmically, it does seem to matter whether the final syllable of
the inflected verbal forms above contains [cn] or [n1 ]. The sequence

stressed syllable + schwa-syllable + schwa-syllable is better in this
respect than stressed syllable + schwa-syllable + syllable headed by an

SC. Within one and the same phonological word, a schwa-syllable can
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occur adjacent to another schwa-syllable, whereas a syllable headed by

an SC greatly prefers a syllable with a full vowel to its left. The question
of course is why.

In § 6.6.2.1 above, we noticed that a syllable headed by a consonant is
a-typical, a vocalic head being the norm. We will now classify syllables

according to whether they are headed by a full or a reduced vowel. A
syllable headed by a full vowel is strong (st.), which is to say that it can

bear stress. A syllable headed by a reduced vowel is weak (w.), and
cannot bear stress. A syllable headed by an SC, then, must be called

superweak (superw.). Schwa is able to display some degree of
prominence, be it only in so-called metalanguage, see (47)a, or when a

particular word must be highlighted, see (47)b:

(47) a. it is net DE kin, mar IT kin
'it is not DE chin, but IT chin'

b. dat is IT middel foar pineholle
'that is THE headache remedy'

is dat no DE Bergsma?
'is that THE Bergsma?'

in oar docht it and MEN krijt the skuld

'someone else does it and it is ME that they blame for it'

The above is utterly impossible with SCs.
Since a phonological word must be able to bear stress, it must mini-

mally contain one strong syllable. A weak syllable, therefore, needs the
support of a strong syllable. It, thus, is like a clitic, which must lean on a
host word.36

Frisian basically has a trochaic stress pattern (see also § 4.2.5). This

means that the foot in Frisian is left-headed, implying that a weak
syllable ends up foot-finally, as depicted below (where 'F' is the abbre-

viation of 'foot'):

 Forms with schwa as their only vowel are mainly suffixes and clitics (see § 5.136

and footnote 6 above).
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(48)

Words containing a syllable with a full vowel (st.) and one with schwa
(w.) can have the pattern [st.-w.] or [w.-st.]. One would expect

sonantisation to give rise to forms of both the pattern [st.-superw.] and
[superw.-st.]. Here, however, another asymmetry between syllables

headed by schwa and those headed by an SC turns up: whereas both
[st.-w.] and [st.-superw.] are common, only [w.-st.] is well-formed,
[superw.-st.] being ill-formed. So, word-initially a syllable of the form
consonant + c + sonorant consonant cannot undergo sonantisation.37

Now, it could just be that the result of sonantisation is perceptibly
clearer when the original schwa-syllable follows a strong syllable than

when it precedes one. Fortunately, there is phonological evidence that
sonantisation really does not take place in this context. First, /n/ is not
adapted to the preceding obstruent: goendei [lcndaj] (< /lundai/) 'good
day' and kantoar [kcnto.cr] (< /kantocr/) 'office', for instance, cannot be

ó ó ó ópronounced as *(lôý ) (daj)  and *(kôý ) (to.cr) . This is indicative of
sonantisation not having occurred (see § 6.8 below). It does seem to us,

though, that schwa is realised as a very short vowel here.  Second, in a38

word like mankoar [mcõko.cr] (< /maõkocr/) 'each other', /n/ of the part

man- assimilates in place to following /k/. This again points to a lack of
sonantisation (see § 6.4.4.2 above). Third, there is nasalisation in forms
like goenjûn [lcÞ jun] (< /luniun/) 'good evening; good night' and

 Interjections like ferdomme /fcrdomc/ [fr1domc] '(god)damn!' and fergeemje /fcr-37

le:mic/ [fr1le:mjc] 'darned!' are an exception to this.

 According to Tiersma (1985:47, note), the indefinite article in /cn/ 'a(n)' "is often38

pronounced as a syllabic nasal [n1 ], which can assimilate to the following consonant: in kat
[ôý  k]t] ['a cat']; in beam [m1  bI.cm] ['a tree']". Because an SC cannot undergo (regressive)
assimilation of place (see § 6.4.4.2 above), assimilation, contrary to what Tiersma seems
to argue for, must have preceded sonantisation here, for which ordering there is no
independent evidence. Moreover, the syllable headed by the SC has no onset here, which
is at odds with a general property of such syllables (see § 6.6.1 above). For us, the above
realisations are impossible.
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pinsjoen [pcÞ sju.cn] (< /pInsiucn/) 'pension, retirement (pay)'.  If39

nasalisation occurs, there cannot have been sonantisation (see § 6.4.4.3
above).

A superweak syllable, thus, cannot be word-initial, whereas a schwa-
syllable can. For an explanation of this difference, we have to take a

look at the foot structure of words with an initial schwa-syllable. As to
Dutch, which also has a trochaic stress pattern, it is argued in Booij

(1996:229-233) that proclitics and prefixes with schwa as their only
vowel are (Chomsky-)adjoined to the following phonological word. Al-

though his arguments are partly language-specific, we see enough reason
to adopt this analysis for Frisian (see also § 5.1.4):

(49)

In (49), the STRICT LAYER HYPOTHESIS (see § 2.3.4.4) is violated,
because the schwa-syllable is directly adjoined to the phonological word,

skipping the foot level. The latter, however, is called for on independent
grounds: since Frisian has left-headed feet, a schwa-syllable preceding a

foot cannot be incorporated into it. The proclitics and prefixes cannot
constitute a phonological word on their own either, since the latter must
minimally contain one strong syllable. Nevertheless, the schwa-syllable
must be prosodically licensed; this can only be achieved through

adjunction to the phonological word, which at the same time entails a
violation of a subpart of the STRICT LAYER HYPOTHESIS. We would

like to maintain the latter in its strongest form, only allowing for
violations if there is no other way to meet the demand of PROSODIC

LICENSING.
Let us have a closer look at the words goendei, kantoar, mankoar,

goenjûn and pensjoen above. The words kantoar and pinsjoen are loans;
goendei and goenjûn are lexicalised phrases (< goeden dei/jûn 'good

 The word pinsjoen is also pronounced as [pcsju.cn], without a nasalised39

schwa; in that case, the underlying form is likely to no longer contain /n/.
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(inflected) day/evening'); mankoar originally is a morphologically com-

plex word. Except for the latter, they can all be pronounced with a full
vowel in their first syllable. We, therefore, assume them to have a full

vowel underlyingly, which is able to head a monosyllabic foot.  After40

the full unstressed vowel has reduced to schwa, the syllable is defooted

and adjoined to the phonological word, resulting in the prosodic
structure depicted in (49). If it could be made plausible that vowel re-

duction takes place at a stage in the derivation where schwa-deletion is
no longer operative, we would have an explanation for the impossibility

of sonantisation in these words. But we have no evidence for this rule
ordering.

However, another account is feasible. Let us assume the following
statement:

(50)

In (50), it is stated that a syllable headed by a consonant must occur in
the weak position of a trochaic foot. The implication of (50) is that such
a syllable may not occur word-initially.

Statement (50) does not seem too far-fetched. It is in the weak

position of a foot that a superweak syllable gets maximal support from a
strong syllable or, put differently, it is there that the former enters into a

close metrical relationship with the latter.
Additional support for (50) can be gained from how sonantisation

proceeds in words with the syllable pattern [st.-w.-w.(-w.)], which arise
through suffixal derivation and inflection, e.g. hannelet /h]ncl+c+t/
'trades; acts', hanneleste /h]ncl+c+stc/ 'trade; act (second person
singular present tense)', dimmenens /dImcn+cns/ 'humility; modesty',

 An advantage of this analysis is that the words in question, containing more than40

one full vowel, are straightforwardly recognisable as loans or complex words.
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dimmenere /dImcn+cr+c/ 'humbler; more modest (inflected)'. These

constitute rhythmically disfavourite constellations. An amelioration in
this respect can be attained by deleting one of the schwas, and, by the

same token, a whole syllable, as long as this does not yield prohibited
consonant clusters.

ó ó ó ó ó ó óIn hannelet  (h]) (nc) (lct)   and  hanneleste (h]) (nc) (lcs) (tc) , in-

ó óflectional schwa is often deleted: hannelt (h]) (nclt)  and hannelste

ó ó ó ó(h]) (ncl) (stc) . This can be done without any inconvenience: 1) (nclt)

ó óand (ncl) (stc)  have a good sonority profile; 2) the ending of the third

(-t) and second (-st) person singular is still clearly visible; 3) since verbs
with a stem ending in -/cl/ belong to the second weak inflectional class

(see § 2.5.3.3), these words cannot give rise to misunderstanding in this
respect either. Sonantisation of /l/ in hannelt and hannelste yields

ó ó ó ó ó(h]) (n1lt)  and (h]) (n1l) (stc) . This results in the pattern [st.-superw.]
for hannelt, which is all right. The pattern of hannelste is
[st.-superw.-w.]; the latter, thus, displays a rhythmic alternation (a rhyth-
mic hammock) - however minimal the difference between [superw.] and
[w.] may turn out to be - which constitutes a better state of affairs than
when a [st.] syllable is followed by two of one kind of weakness. We

will return to this below.

ó ó óSchwa-deletion is less likely to occur in dimmenens (dI) (mc) (ncÞ s)

ó ó ó óand dimmenere (dI) (mc) (nc) (rc) , since every single affix there re-
presents a considerable amount of (morpho-syntactic) information. The

most suitable candidate for deletion in these forms, therefore, is the
schwa of the part -/cn/- of dimmen. Deletion of this schwa yields

ó ó ó ó ódimnens (dIm) (ncÞ s)  and dimnere (dIm) (nc) (rc) . Though these are
not impossible words, they contain a bad syllable contact.

ó ó óThe final sonorant, /r/, of a word like dimmener (dI) (mc) (ncr)  must
in principle be able to undergo sonantisation. The latter leads to the
pattern [st.-w.-superw.]. Rhythmically, this is undesirable: a [superw.]
syllable cannot receive direct support from a [st.] syllable, since a [w.]

syllable interferes. Instead of a rhythmic alternation, as in hannelste

ó ó ó(h]) (n1l) (stc)  above, there is an ongoing decline in strength here:

ó ó ó(dI) (mc) (nr1) .
Yet, sonantisation in the final syllable of dimmener is not impossible.

ó ó óThe form (dI) (mc) (nr1) , however, is not in accordance with (50), since
the syllable headed by the consonant is not in the weak position of a
trochaic foot. Let us, therefore, have a look at the prosodic licensing of a
schwa-syllable following a trochaic foot. On the basis of Dutch

cliticisation facts, Booij (1996:230) argues that an enclitic schwa-
syllable is incorporated into the preceding foot. This results in a marked

ternary foot, which is a drawback, but it does "relate the empirically
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established greater degree of prosodic cohesion of enclitics compared to

proclitics to the fact that Dutch feet are left-headed". Incorporating a
schwa-syllable into the following foot comes into conflict with this

left-headedness. Since enclitics behave identically to schwa-suffixes in
this respect, we adopt this analysis for Frisian. This means that the form

ó ó ódimmener (dI) (mc) (ncr)  is assigned the following prosodic structure:

(51)

Sonantisation turns (51) into (52):

(52)

In (52), the syllable headed by the consonant is in the weak position of
the foot, albeit of a ternary and not of a binary foot. So, though (52) is
not fully in accordance with (50), it certainly is in the spirit of the latter.
This may explain why the occurrence of a superweak syllable as the

final syllable of a ternary foot, though acceptable, is much less common
than when such a syllable occurs as the second syllable of a binary (or

ternary) foot. A close metrical relationship between the third syllable
and the head of the foot cannot be established, since a schwa-syllable

interferes. Statement (50), therefore, remains valid as it stands.
From a rhythmic point of view, the pattern [st.-w.-w.] is better than

[st.-w.-superw.]. One wonders whether [st.-superw.-superw.] is better
than [st.-w.-superw.] as well. The pattern [st.-superw.-superw.], how-

ever, is rather infrequent. As a rule, due to (re)syllabification, it is only
the final schwa-syllable of a long complex word which has both an onset

and a coda, hence which can be headed by a consonant, as in handelen
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ó ó ó/h]ndcl+cn/ (h]n) (dc) (lcn)  'traded; acted (all plural persons

ó ó ópreterite)', dimmener /dImcn+cr/ (dI) (mc) (ncr)  'humbler; more

ó ó ómodest (uninflected)', hoedener /hucdcn+cr/ (hu.c) (dc) (ncr)  'more

ó ó ócareful   (uninflected)',    and   handeler   /h]ndcl+cr/   (h]n) (dc) (lcr)
'trader'.

Between a stem ending in -/{n/l}/ and the suffix -er (-/cr/) (agent
noun and comparative), [d] can be inserted (see § 2.6).  The result is a41

change in syllabification, which in, for instance, hoedender and

ó ó ó ó ó óhandelder becomes (hu.c) (dcn) (dcr)  and (h]n) (dcl) (dcr) . These

forms contain two successive syllables which can accommodate an SC,
the more so because the syllable contact is excellent. Several realisations

are possible:

(53) a. without sonantisation;
b. with sonantisation in both syllables:

ó ó ó ó ó ó(hu.c) (dn1 ) (dr1)  and (h]n) (d1l) (dr1) ;
c. with sonantisation in the first schwa-syllable:

ó ó ó ó ó ó(hu.c) (dn1 ) (dcr)  and (h]n) (d1l) (dcr) ;
d. with sonantisation in the second schwa-syllable:

ó ó ó ó ó ó(hu.c) (dcn) (dr1)  and (h]n) (dcl) (dr1) .

Rhythmically, realisations (53)a and (53)b yield equal patterns:
[st.-(super)w.-(super)w.], (53)c yields [st.-superw.-w.], and (53)d yields

[st.-w.-superw.]. The third pattern, (53)c, strikes us as the most common
one. The one exemplified by (53)d is worst by far. The following order,

thus, represents a decreasing acceptability:

(54) a. [st.-superw.-w.]
b. [st.-(super)w.-(super)w.]
c. [st.-w.-superw.]

That (54)c is so bad can also be inferred from deadjectival nominali-
sations with the suffix -ens -/cns/. When the adjective is monosyllabic,

as in goedens /lucd+cns/ 'goodness' and dommens /dom+cns/ 'stupidity',
both sonantisation and nasalisation can in principle apply in the final

schwa-syllable, though we believe that sonantisation is more common.
But when -ens is attached to a bisyllabic adjective with a final
schwa-syllable, as in dimmenens /dImcn+cns/ 'humility; modesty',

 In a form like heukerder (< /hö:kcr+cr/) 'poor soul, wretch' sonantisation in the41

second syllable implies retention of /r/ ([hö:kr1dr1]); without sonantisation in the second
syllable /r/ is deleted ([hö:kcdr1]).
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rimpenens /rImpcn+cns/ 'hastiness', nommelens /nomcl+cns/ 'noble-

mindedness', and dipperens /dIpcr+cns/ 'diligence', it is only nasalisation
that applies in the final syllable.

Pattern (54)a is very common in verbs of the second weak inflectional
class with a stem ending in schwa + sonorant consonant, like biddel(je)

/bIdcl/ 'to beg (for)', azem(je) /a:zcm/ 'to breathe (out)', teken(je) /te:kcn/
'to draw; to sign', and klepper(je) /klepcr/ 'to clatter, to rattle'. When

these are inflected with the suffix -je (infinitive, all plural persons
present tense), the syllabification is such that schwa and the sonorant

ó ó ó ó ó óconsonant are tautosyllabic: (bI) (dcl) (jc) , (a:) (zcm) (jc) ,

ó ó ó ó ó ó(te:) (kcn) (jc) , and (kle) (pcr) (jc) . Sonantisation results in

ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó(bI) (d1l) (jc) ,   (a:) (zm1 ) (jc) ,   (te:) (kôý ) (jc) ,    and    (kle) (pr1) (jc) ,
respectively. When the verb stem ends in -/cn/, as in tekenje

ó ó ó(te:) (kcn) (jc) , both sonantisation and nasalisation can apply in the

ó ó ómiddle-most schwa-syllable, resulting in either (te:) (kôý ) (jc)  or

ó ó ó(te:) (kcÞ ) (jc) , both of which are possible realisations.
Pattern (54)a is also quite frequent in present participles, be they

ó ó óidiomatic or not, like frettende /fret+c+n+dc/ (fre) (tn1 ) (dc)  'biting,

ó ó ócorrosive', glûpende /glup+c+n+dc/ (glu) (pm1 ) (dc)  'mean, vile; aw-

ó ó ófully, terribly', rinnende /rIn+c+n+dc/ (rI) (nn1 ) (dc)  'walking, running;
current'. De Haan & Hoekstra (1993:20) state that Frisian has an
aversion to the, mostly plural, designation of persons which ends in
-ende(n) (-/cndc(n)/), as in Dutch inzittende(n) 'occupant(s)' and German

Aussenstehende(n) 'outsider(s)'. They explain this by appealing to the
following filter, which at first sight, they admit, is a little weird:

(55) cndcn(C)??

The ratio behind (55) would reside, among other things, in the strong
sonantisation in Frisian. We think that an appeal to sonantisation misses
the point. For the ungrammatical Frisian word *ynsittenden,

ó ó ó ó(«) (sI) (tn1 ) (dcn)  is a perfect pronunciation. That [d] between two [n1 ]s
is prone to deletion, as De Haan & Hoekstra assert, seems highly

unlikely to us, because an SC must have an onset (see § 6.6.1 above).
The explanation for the weirdness of this kind of formation is not to be

sought in phonology, but elsewhere.42

 On page 20, De Haan & Hoekstra present as independent evidence for (55) that42

an adjective like ûnwittend /un+vIt+c+n+d/ 'ignorant; unaware' is better nominalised with
the suffix -heid (-/hid/) than with -ens: ûnwittendens vs. ûnwittendheid. On page 26,??

however, they state that in case both -ens and -heid are possible, -ens gives preference to
a non-derived base. This, we think, explains the two question marks in front of
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Riemersma (1979:37,38) mentions the words hoedene /hucdcn+c/

ó ó ó(hu.c) (dc) (nc)  'careful (inflected)' and stiennene /stiIn+cn+c/

ó ó ó(stjI) (nc) (nc)  'stone (inflected)', which can be pronounced as

ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó(hu.c) (dn1 ) (c)  and (stjI) (nn1 ) (c) , cf. libbene /lIbcn+c/ (lI) (bc) (nc)

ó ó ó(lI) (bm1 ) (c)  'living; lively (inflected)' and stikkene /stIkcn+c/

ó ó ó ó ó ó(stI) (kc) (nc)  (stI) (kôý ) (c)  'to pieces; out of order (inflected)'. These
words can, thus, be realised with syllabic (and assimilated) /n/. The

question is how this pronunciation is to be derived.
A possibility that comes to mind is a cyclic derivation: sonantisation

takes place before the inflectional suffix -e (-/c/) is attached. Dyk (1987:
119, note 3), however, points out, in a different connection, that a cyclic

application of the sonantisation rule yields incorrect results. Moreover,
we already made plausible that sonantisation takes place at the post-

lexical level, at which, according to standard assumptions, the internal
morphological structure of a complex word is no longer available.

If we want to derive the above pronunciations in a regular way, the

ó ó ófollowing syllabification is called for: hoedene (hu.c) (dcn) (c) ,

ó ó ó ó ó ó óstiennene (stjI) (ncn) (c) , libbene (lI) (bcn) (c) , and stikkene (stI)

ó ó(kcn) (c) . This syllabification, however, is not generated by the SSA,

ó ó ó ósince an application of the latter yields (hu.c) (dc) (nc) , (stjI)

ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó(nc) (nc) , (lI) (bc) (nc) , and (stI) (kc) (nc) , respectively.
As far as we can see, there are two possible ways to arrive at a

syllabic constellation in which sonantisation can take place. In the first

place, this can be achieved by the resyllabification of /n/ from the onset
of the right-hand to the coda of the left-hand schwa-syllable. Two

objections can be raised to this. First, resyllabification normally proceeds
from coda to onset in Frisian. Second, a (word-internal) onset- less

schwa-syllable is derived, whereas such a syllable must have an onset.43

Ambisyllabification of /n/ is no alternative to resyllabification here
(cf. also § 6.4.4.4). If /n/ becomes ambisyllabic between two schwas,
hoedene and stikkene are assigned the following syllable structure:

ó ó ó ó ó ó(hu.c) (dcn) (nc)  and (stI) (kcn) (nc) . The application of SCHWA-
DELETION (20) to the left-hand schwa-syllable does not render /n/

unsyllabified, it also being associated to the onset of the right-hand

ó ó ó óûnwittendens,  not some phonological factor;  (é) (vI) (tn1 ) (dcÞ s) , again, is a perfect pro-
nunciation.

 Word-internal onset-less schwa-syllables cannot be downright excluded, as ap-43

pears from the cliticisation cases in (33) and (34) above. The point is that the clitics
involved, viz. em /cm/ and ent /cnt/, are schwa-initial at the underlying level, whereas they
cannot acquire an onset through resyllabification. In the cases under consideration,
however, a (word-internal) onset-less schwa-syllable would be explicitly derived.
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schwa-syllable. This, in its turn, implies that EXTENDED N-PRO-

JECTION (24) cannot project /n/ into a syllable, since this rule only
operates upon unsyllabified X-slots.

In the second place, we may postulate an optional rule which inserts
an X-slot between the left-hand schwa and /n/. The phonetic material of

the latter is copied under the new X, which is incorporated into the
preceding syllable by the CODA-RULE. This proceeds as follows:

(56) a.

b.

c.
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d.

SCHWA-DELETION (20) and EXTENDED N-PROJECTION (24) can
now apply in the left-hand syllable. This approach meets with some

problems as well. The procedure is ad hoc, only set up in order to derive
the desired outcome, but unmotivated beyond this. The outcome is also
incorrect as it stands, for the right-hand /n/ in (56)d does not show up in
the actual pronunciation. Words like hoedene, stiennene, libbene,

ó ó ó ó ó óstikkene can be pronounced as (hu.c) (dn1 ) (c) , (stjI) (nn1 ) (c) ,

ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó(lI) (bm1 ) (c) , and (stI) (kôý ) (c) , but not as (hu.c) (dn1 ) (nc) ,

ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó ó(stjI) (nn1 ) (nc) , (lI) (bm1 ) (nc) , and (stI) (kôý ) (nc) , respectively. This
is particularly clear in libbene and stikkene where /n/ has assimilated in
place to the preceding obstruent.  The second /n/ cannot have under-44

gone degemination, since the latter only affects the left-hand member of

a cluster of two identical adjacent segments.
Though the approach mentioned first, i.e. resyllabification, is not

without problems, it is preferable to the other. We, thus, postulate a rule
that, in a sequence of two adjacent schwa-syllables, optionally resyllabi-

fies a sonorant consonant from the onset of the right-hand to the coda of
the left-hand syllable:

 It was observed in Riemersma (1979:51-52) that the word inoar 'each other, one44

another; lit.: an other (one)' behaves as if it contains two /n/'s, witness the following
examples:

ó ó ó(i) op inoar (o) (pm1 ) (nwar)  'on top of each other'

ó ó óút inoar (y) (tn1 ) (nwar)  'out of each other'

ó ó ópak inoar (pa) (kôý ) (nwar)  'catch each other!'

Riemersma hypothesised that the lexicalised phrase inoar has the underlying form /cn#uar/,
which is turned into /cn#nuar/ through an adjustment rule prior to the application of
phonological rules. This adjustment resembles the procedure depicted in (56).
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(57)

We must ask ourselves why this strange and laborious course of

events is sometimes chosen, the more so because sonantisation is non-
obligatory. We can think of just one reason. We end up with the rhyth-
mic pattern [st.-superw.-w.], which, as we saw in (54) above, is preferred
to [st.-w.-w.], the pattern we attain when there is no sonantisation. We,
therefore, consider the general tendency towards rhythmicity to be the
motivation behind this uncommon resyllabification.

In this section, we have dealt with tendencies and not with exceptionless
constraints: the common realisation is such and such, but a different one
is by no means impossible. We have tried to indicate how these tenden-

cies may be understood by making reference to general notions like the
preference for a certain kind of syllable contact and for a specific rhyth-

mic make-up of the phonological word in Frisian. Since rhythmicity has
hardly at all been investigated for Frisian, an analysis invoking it is

admittedly somewhat ad hoc. No doubt, further research will enable us
to provide a more accurate characterisation of the tendencies mentioned
here.

6.7. Sonantisation of obstruents

In the literature on sonantisation in Frisian, one only finds rules for

deriving syllabic consonants from sonorant consonants. This is under-
standable, since it is with sonorant consonants that sonantisation is most
common, whereas the context is easily described.
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This is not to say that syllabic obstruents do not occur in Frisian,

witness the following examples (in which a syllabic obstruent is indi-
cated with a capital):45

(58) harssens /hascns/ [hasS] 'nut, conk'

jou dy tas ris /t]s cs/ [t]zS] [t]sS] [t]zZ]

'give (me) that bag'

is ommers /Is omcs/ [Zomcz] ek sa
'that reminds me, of course'

is oars /Is ocz/ [Zo.cs] 'is different'

is uzes /Is y:zcs/ [Zy:zcs] 'is ours'
of sa /]f sa/ [Fsa] 'or so'
of net /]f net/ [Vnet] 'or not'
och nee /]x ne:/ [Gne:] 'oh, no'46

moast ris /mat+st cs/ [masS] sjen 'look at this!'
jasses /jascs/ [jasS] 'ugh!'

fansels /f]nsels/ [Fsels] 'of course!'

Riemersma (1979:90, note 13) mentions the following cases:

(59) ferdomme /fcrdomc/ [Fdomc] 'damn(ed)'
sekreet /sikre:t/ [Skre:t] '(dirty) swine'

There are two things which catch the eye. In the first place, the only

syllabic obstruents are fricatives, notably /s/.  This can be explained on47

the grounds that a plosive is a [-cont] segment, whereas a fricative is
[+cont]. The latter feature can be prolonged in pronunciation, the former

 Thanks are due to Jarich Hoekstra, who pointed out some of these examples to45

us.

 [G] denotes the syllabic counterpart of the voiced dorsal fricative /ã/.46

 Bell (1978:182-183) formulates the following implicational universals concerning47

syllabic obstruents:

(i) If a language contains syllabic stops or affricates, it contains syllabic fricatives.
(ii) If a language possesses syllabic obstruents, it possesses syllabic s or š, given that

it has nonsyllabic s or š.

From (i) and (ii), it emerges that the unmarked syllabic obstruent is the fricative /s/.
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cannot. An SC has a longer duration than a non-syllabic one (see § 6.4.5

above), which only fits in with [+cont].48

In the second place, syllabic obstruents can violate well-established

constraints on obstruents. First, in cases like is ommers /Is omcs/
[Zomcz] ek sa and of net /]f net/ [Vnet], a phonological word begins

with a voiced fricative. Second, in a case like jou dy tas ris /t]s cs/
[t]zS] [t]sS] [t]zZ], a word can either end in a voiced obstruent ([t]zZ])

or it can contain a sequence of obstruents with opposing specifications
for the feature [voice] ([t]zS]). All this is downright impossible

otherwise, so syllabic obstruents seem to fall outside the scope of
phonology proper in this respect (see also below).

Riemersma suggests that syllabic obstruents show up in words with a
strong emotional value, when used in casual speech.  This only pertains49

to ferdomme, jasses, harssens and sekreet, the first two of which are
interjections and the last two of which are terms of abuse. Riemersma's
(implicit) generalisation, thus, is only part of the story.

Another relevant point is that syllabic obstruents result from phonetic
implementation (see also above). There are several reasons why the
occurrence of syllabic obstruents and syllabic sonorants must be ana-

lysed in different ways.
In the first place, a sonorant consonant only becomes syllabic upon

deletion of a preceding schwa, be it underlying or epenthetic. A full
vowel preceding an obstruent consonant, on the other hand, can seem-

ingly reduce to schwa and delete, after which the obstruent becomes
syllabic, witness examples like is oars /Is ocz/ [Zo.cs] and of sa /]f sa/

[Fsa].
In the second place, a syllable headed by an SC must have an onset

(see § 6.6.1 above). A syllabic obstruent, however, can occur at the very

 The example kapot /kap]t/ [Kp]t] 'broken (down)', mentioned by Riemersma,48

strikes us as very odd. The word jittek /jItck/ 'vinegar', however, may be pronounced as
[jItK]. Brown (1977:66-72) notes several instances of syllabic /s/ in English, for instance:

(i) it's considered [tSkn1 sIdcd]
extremely [kStrimlI]
mister [mStc]

The word dictating can be pronounced as [tKteItIõ], where "the syllabic diacritic beneath
[k] [in Brown's transcription, w.v.] indicates a comparatively long period of closure".
Though the release of initial [t] is followed by some aspiration, the latter is not considered
sufficient to justify a transcription with a voiceless vowel (Brown (1977:69)).

 Brown (1977) deals with syllabic obstruents in a section on elision, which he calls49

"another very common process in informal speech" (Brown (1977:60)).
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beginning of a phonological word, see the example och nee /]x ne:/

[Gne:].
In the third place, it is only in the wake of deletion of a preceding

schwa that a sonorant consonant can become syllabic, whereas schwa
can both precede and follow the obstruent consonant, as becomes clear

from the examples jasses /jascs/ [jasS] and fansels /fcsels/ (< /f]nsels/)
[Fsels].

In the fourth place, sonantisation of sonorant consonants precedes the
phonological process of regressive place assimilation (see § 6.3 and §

6.4.4.2 above). From examples like is ommers /Is omcs/ [Zomcz] ek sa
and of net /]f net/ [Vnet], it can be inferred that sonantisation of

obstruents follows the phonological process of regressive voice assim-
ilation.

In the fifth place, there seems to be an intimate connection between
sonantisation of obstruents and fast and/or casual speech. Sonantisation
of sonorant consonants, on the other hand, is not impossible in slower
and more careful speech (though it is less common there).

It appears that the two sonantisation processes must be distinguished
according to both their form and their place in the grammar. Sonan-

tisation of sonorant consonants is a side-effect of the post-lexical
deletion of a syllable headed by schwa and the subsequent projection of
a remaining unsyllabified sonorant consonant into a syllable. Sonan-
tisation of obstruent consonants is to be understood as an effect of

phonetic implementation. McCarthy (1986:249-253) - following Liber-
man & Pierrehumbert (1984) in this respect - mentions the following

properties of such rules, which sharply distinguish them from phono-
logical rules: "their gradient effect, their variability, their dependence on

speech rate, and their lack of interaction with the phonology" (McCarthy
(1986:250)). These properties all pertain to the sonantisation of
obstruents.

Phonology and phonetic implementation belong to different com-

ponents of the grammar and have different formal properties. It is the
task of phonetic implementation to phonetically interpret the structures

yielded by the phonological component, but it does not manipulate these
structures, which phonology does.

The absence of schwa, which seems to be requisite for this kind of
sonantisation as well, cannot, therefore, be viewed as the result of de-
letion by rule (20). It results from the failure to interpret the phono-
logical structure of a vowel, i.e. schwa, in a phonetically appropriate

way, that is to say, so that the air can freely escape the oral cavity. When
this failure occurs, it is perceived as the sonantisation of the obstruent

preceding or following schwa. Structurally, however, nothing has
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changed. It, therefore, need not surprise us that the context for the

sonantisation of obstruent consonants is much more disparate than that
for sonorant consonants. When articulating quickly and/or carelessly, the

phonological structure of every vowel can remain without a proper
phonetic interpretation. This implies that it is not necessary to assume

that, in order for this kind of sonantisation to take place, a full vowel
must reduce to schwa, as we did above; it may well be sufficient for the

full vowel in question to be unstressed.
When assuming a distinction between phonology and phonetic im-

plementation, and a division of labour ensuing from it, it is tempting to
consider every phonological rule the nature of which one does not (yet)

understand as a case for phonetic implementation. In doing so, the
distinction will become empty. Nevertheless, on the basis of the

arguments given above, we see every reason to distinguish two kinds of
sonantisation along these lines.

6.8. Assimilation of the syllabic coronal nasal consonant

Roughly speaking, [n1 ] is always homorganic with a consonant to its left.
The aim of this subsection is to give an account of this type of pro-
gressive assimilation. The results of the previous examination of sonan-
tisation and syllable structure will be referred to throughout.

This subsection is organised as follows. In § 6.8.1 the basic facts are
presented. The relation between this type of assimilation and the

assimilatory behaviour of the nasal consonant /n/ in general is examined
in § 6.8.2. The assimilation of [n1 ] is formalised in § 6.8.3. Finally, closer

restraints on [n1 ]-ASSIMILATION are dealt with in § 6.8.4.

6.8.1. The basic facts

[n1 ] becomes homorganic to a consonant to its left, as illustrated by the

following examples (in which the left-hand consonant is [-cont]):

(60) koppen /kop+cn/ [kopm1 ] 'cups'
libben /lIbcn/ [lIbm1 ] 'life; living; lively'
gatten /l]t+cn/ [l]tn1 ] 'holes'
midden /mIdcn/ [midn1 ] 'middle'

sokken /s]k+cn/ [s]kôý ] 'socks'
beammen /biem+cn/ [bjemm1 ] 'trees'

nimmen /nImcn/ [nImm1 ] 'nobody'
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toarnen /tuan+cn/ [twann1 ] 'thorns'

linnen /lIncn/ [linn1 ] 'linen'
dingen /dIõ+cn/ [dIõôý ] 'things'

longen /loõ+cn/ [loõôý ] 'lungs'50

For his northeastern dialect, Riemersma (1979:48) formulates a terribly
complex rule for the assimilation of [n1 ], the Structural Description of

which is full of enumerations. He thus states in words what is going on:

"Syllabic [n1 ] is assimilated by a plosive and a [non-syllabic]
nasal to its left, but only if there is a word boundary or a

[+cons,+cont] segment to the right of [n1 ], that is to say: no /t/
and no /j/. If there is a glide, /j/, [m1 ], [n1 ] or [ôý ] to the left, then

syllabic [n1 ] is assimilated by a plosive or nasal to its right".
[translated from Frisian]

The latter type of assimilation resembles the common process of regres-
sive place assimilation, which operates upon /n/ when followed by a
[-cont] segment (plosive or nasal). According to Riemersma (1979:70),

assimilation of [n1 ] is conditioned by the preceding segment at first, and
only after that by the following segment.51

Regressive place assimilation of [n1 ] contradicts our finding that an SC
is inalterable (see § 6.4.4.2 above). Riemersma (1979:74-75) mentions

cases in which more than one sonorant consonant is eligible for
sonantisation, as in the phrase se azemen /a:zcm+cn/ krêftich 'they

breathed out strongly'. In order to derive the correct outcome, he is
forced to the following rule ordering:

(61) a. regressive assimilation (and nasalisation);
b. sonantisation;
c. progressive assimilation of [n1 ]

 In gatten, midden, toarnen, and linnen, assimilation has no audible effect.50

 Compare the following remarks by Hof (1948:130):51

"One who is used to saying, for instance, skip'm [skippen /skIp+cn/ [skIpm1 ] 'ships'] and
tingk'ng [tinken /tIõk+cn/ [tIõkôý ] 'thinking (gerund)'] will, when in the sentence such words
are followed by one beginning with a vowel, often return to the pronunciation with 'n [[n1 ]]
(...) And there are consonants which can provide for the preservation of 'n [[n1 ]] when they
follow it in the sentence. Thus, for instance, in: oan boppen ta ['as far as upstairs']; from one
and the same mouth, one can hear it [i.e. boppen /bopcn/] one time with 'm [[m1 ]], another
time with 'n [[n1 ]]". [translated from Frisian]
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The above ordering implies that regressive place assimilation of [n1 ] is

dispensed with, which is a favourable result. The derivation of the above
phrase now runs as follows (irrelevant rules omitted):

(62) underlying form  sc a:zcmcn kre:ftcã

regressive assimilation õ
sonantisation of [õ] ôý

sonantisation of [m]     m1
outcome   [sc a:zm1 ôý  kre:ftcx]

It is, however, impossible to apply the ordered rule set in (61) to cases

with only one sonorant consonant, as becomes clear from how sonanti-
sation proceeds in the phrase hy hat drippen /drIp+cn/ krigen fan dokter

'he has got drops from the doctor' (Riemersma (1979:43)):

(63) a. underlying form drIpcn kriãcn
regressive assimilation  õ
sonantisation of [õ]  ôý
outcome *[drIpôý kriãcn]

b. underlying form drIpcn kriãcn
sonantisation of [n]  n1
progressive assimilation  m1

outcome  [drIpm1 kriãcn]

In (63), it is only by applying sonantisation before assimilation that a
well-formed outcome is arrived at.

In our northwestern variant of Klaaifrysk, [n1 ] is never involved in
regressive assimilation (see also (14)b above). The same goes for the
eastern variant of Súdwesthoeksk described in Dyk (1987). In these
variants, sonantisation appears to be a phenomenon which is confined to

the phonological word.  This means that sonantisation is automatically52

ordered before regressive assimilation of place, which only takes place

between separate phonological words. However, since for independent
reasons [n1 ] is immune to regressive assimilation, sonantisation and re-

gressive assimilation are mutually exclusive.
Yet, [n1 ] is always homorganic with a consonant to its left (see the

examples in (60) above). So, it does not seem to be inalterable word-

 Hof (1948:129) remarks: "The (partial) assimilation that I mean [as in skippen52

/skIp+cn/ [skipm1 ] 'ships'] takes place within the word, thereby getting a fixed (or I should
rather say, as we shall see: a more or less fixed) character". [translated from Frisian]
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internally. We, therefore, have to consider the assimilatory behaviour of

/n/ in general, which is the topic of the next subsection.

6.8.2. /n/ and place assimilation

In Tiersma (1979:173-176), it was observed that /n/ is always 'in

harmony' with an adjacent plosive. He proposed a non-directional rule of
Nasal Assimilation. From his accompanying remarks, though, one can

gather that it is particularly the harmony between /n/ and a following
plosive that he has in mind. Nevertheless, Nasal Assimilation is also

supposed to account for cases like happen /hap+cn/ [hapm1 ] 'horses
(child language)'.

At the level of initial syllabification, this demand of homorganicity
not only holds for /n/, but for the class of nasal consonants as a whole:
the syllable coda may contain no heterorganic clusters of nasal + plosive,
as expressed by the NASAL-OBSTRUENT FILTER from § 2.5.3.2.53

Nasal consonants, however, display an asymmetric behaviour with
respect to post-cyclic, non-structure preserving assimilation. The labial

nasal /m/ and the velar nasal /õ/ always remain themselves. The coronal
nasal /n/, on the other hand, always accommodates itself to its con-
sonantal surroundings. This is most striking when it is followed by a
plosive, in which case it undergoes regressive place assimilation.54

This difference between /n/ on the one hand and /m/ and /õ/ on the
other also comes to light when we consider the assimilatory behaviour of

the syllabic nasal consonants (from now on we restrict ourselves to the
different behaviour of [n1 ] and [m1 ]). [n1 ] ends up as homorganic to the

preceding obstruent (for the moment, we confine ourselves to plosives),
but [m1 ] does not. One, thus, obtains minimal pairs like the following:

 In the onset, an obstruent preceding a nasal counts as extrasyllabic for reasons of53

sonority contrast (see § 2.3.2.2). This means that heterorganic onset clusters like /kn/-, /ln/-,
and /sm/- need not bother us, since extrasyllabic segments have no bearing on phonotactic
restrictions.

 Cliticisation of the reduced personal pronoun k /k/ (< ik /Ik/ 'I') onto a verbal host54

word to its left can give rise to heterorganic clusters. We observe the same differences in
the behaviour of /n/ and /m/ here: -nk is turned into -[õk], as in kin k /kIn k/ [kIõk] 'can I',
whereas -mk either surfaces as such or undergoes Intrusive Stop Formation, as in kom k
/kom k/ [komk] [kompk] 'come I'.
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(64) a. lekken /lekcn/ [lekôý ] *[lekn1 ] 'sheet' vs. Lekkum /lekcm/

[lekm1 ] *[lekôý ] 'place name'
b. pakken /pak+cn/ [pakôý ] *[pakn1 ] 'packs; suits' vs.

ik pak em /pak cm/ [pakm1 ] *[pakôý ] 'I catch him'
c. sa ha k in  /he k cn/ [hekôý ] *[hekn1 ] moai nustke 'so have I a

nice heap' vs.
doe ha k em /he k cm/ [hekm1 ] *[hekôý ] de wacht oansein

'then have I told him what's what'55

The difference in question no doubt has to do with the fact that
coronal /n/ is the unmarked nasal, whereas labial /m/ and velar /õ/ are the

marked ones. The latter must hold on to their place specification, if they
are to function as nasal consonants of such and such quality. On the

other hand, /n/ can adopt the specification for place of articulation from
the consonantal surroundings (assimilation) or show up as the nasality of
the preceding vowel (nasalisation), two processses which are in a
complementary distribution. The coronal nasal is, thus, extremely
flexible; as long as its nasality remains, it is clear we are dealing with
/n/, the other aspects of its realisation being determined by the context in

which it occurs. Only when there is nothing to enforce a particular
contextual realisation does /n/ show up as [n].

 Consider, however, the following near-minimal pairs:55

ó ó(i) a. kimen /kim+cn/ (ki) (mm1 )  'horizon'

ó ób. ik fyn in /fin cn/ (fi) (nn1 )  soad
'I find a (lot)'

ó ó ó ó ó óc. ik fyn em /fin cm/ (fi) (ncm)  *(fi) (mm1 )  *(fi) (nm1 )  aardich 'I like him'

There appears to be a difference in behaviour between the /n/ of the suffix -en (-/cn/) and
of the indefinite article in /cn/ 'a(n)' on the one hand and stem-final /n/ on the other. The
cases in (i) all constitute one phonological word, which is the domain of (re)syllabification.
The syllabification of the above forms is such that /n/ and /m/ are tautosyllabic.
Sonantisation in (ic) above yields an ill-formed outcome, since tautosyllabic /n/ and /m/ in

ó ó ó ó*(fi) (nm1 )  are heterorganic. But *(fi) (mm1 ) , where /n/ has assimilated to /m/, is ill-formed

ó ó óas well. This cannot be due to (mm1 )  per se, witness (ki) (mm1 )  in (ia). The right
generalisation seems to be that /n/ cannot assimilate to an adjacent [-cont] consonant, if it
occupies the syllable onset. There appears to be an onset-rhyme asymmetry here for which
we have no explanation to offer, though one is inclined to think in terms of consonantal
strength (onset) and weakness (rhyme).
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6.8.3. Formalisation of the assimilation of [n1 ]

We now want to formalise the assimilation of [n1 ]. We assume the theory

of feature geometry, because we think it will be a useful tool in attaining
an insightful formalisation. There are many competing proposals as

regards the exact division and classification of the features and the class
nodes. As yet, a consensus has not been reached. In (65) below, we

adopt the essence of a proposal by McCarthy (1988:105), because it
seems to serve our purpose well, and also because it represents a syn-

thesis and, at the same time, an evaluation of earlier proposals. In one
important respect, however, we differ from McCarthy. We follow

Padgett (1994), who is particularly concerned with nasal place assimi-
lation facts, as we are in this subsection, in assuming the manner feature

[±cont] to be located under the articulator nodes (Padgett (1994:468)),
whereas the place features form a class on their own, under a Site node,
located under the articulator nodes as well (Padgett (1994:506)). The
following abbreviations are used: cg=constricted glottis; sg=spread
glottis; stf=stiff vocal cords; slk=slack vocal cords; LAB=labial; COR=
coronal; DOR=dorsal; dist=distributed; ant=anterior; lat=lateral.  Since56

we are not concerned with vowels, the aperture node is omitted (see §
2.2.4):

 The finer distinctions of the dorsal node give rise to many complications and are56

as yet unsettled (McCarthy (1988:102-103)). That is why the dorsal node is left without
individual articulator features here.
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(65)

We are now in a position to formulate the following rule of (progressive)
[n1 ]-ASSIMILATION:
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(66) [n1 ]-ASSIMILATION57

The assimilation in koppen /kop+cn/ [kopm1 ] 'cups' and kommen
/kom+cn/ [komm1 ] 'coming (gerund)', for instance, now proceeds as

follows (syllable structure omitted):

 Both segments must be specified as [-voc]: at the level where sonantisation takes57

place, [-voc]segments may occupy the onset, whereas there may also be nasal(ised) vowels,
both of which must be excluded from the rule at hand.
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(67)

When in the final outcome the syllabification is indicated as well, we
arrive at (68):

(68)

In (68), the articulator LAB is shared by both segments. Epenthesis is,
thus, predicted to yield an ill-formed outcome, which is borne out by the

facts.
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6.8.4. Closer constraints on ASSIMILATION

As it stands, rule (66) is insufficiently constrained. It is the aim of this

section to examine which adjustments are necessary in order to arrive at
a rule which can cope with the facts.

6.8.4.1. [n1 ]-ASSIMILATION after the velar nasal

There is a problem concerning the velar nasal /õ/. Take a word like
ringen /rIõcn/ 'shortly, soon' or /rIõ+cn/ 'rings'. Since schwa is unable to

participate in initial syllabification (see § 4.1), ringen enters the

ó ùpost-cyclic lexical component as ((rIõ) cn) . After schwa has projected

ó ó ùinto a syllable, the resulting syllabification is ((rIõ) (cn) ) . Since a
word-internal syllable must have an onset (see filter (27) above), this
form is in need of repair. Two possibilities come to mind: either /õ/ is
resyllabified into the onset of the final syllable or it becomes ambi-
syllabic intervocalically.  Resyllabification entails that /õ/ is detached58

from the syllable coda completely, which renders it an unlikely option

(cf. the DORSAL NASAL STATEMENT from § 1.3.2.3). This means
that the ambisyllabicity approach is left. We postulate a rule which
associates the velar nasal in the coda of the left-hand full vowel syllable
to the onset of the right-hand schwa-syllable:59

(69)

After it has been operated upon by (69), ringen has the following
syllable structure:

 Cf. a proposal by Hall (1989:821) as regards the German velar nasal.58

 Since a phonological word cannot have schwa as its first segment, the domain of59

application of rule (69) is automatically confined to the phonological word.
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(70)

The velar nasal in (70) is associated to the syllable onset, which is for-

bidden. It should be noted, though, that it is not exclusively associated to
the onset. It is suggested in Booij (1995:36, footnote) that the velar nasal

in Dutch, which displays the same behaviour as in Frisian, is
'parasitically licensed' in the onset of the right-hand syllable through its
link with the coda of the left-hand syllable. We take this to be the reason
that (70) is well-formed.

The question is how the operation of sonantisation and the subsequent
application of [n1 ]-ASSIMILATION (66) to (70) can yield the

well-formed outcome [rIõôý ]. SCHWA-DELETION (20) and EX-
TENDED N-PROJECTION (24) result in the following constellation:

(71)

Constellation (71) contains a syllable headed by an SC without onset,
which is forbidden (see § 6.6.1). We, therefore, will have to reformulate

rule (69) such that it applies to the velar nasal preceding both schwa and
an SC. This can be achieved by restricting its application to the foot:
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(72)

Since Frisian has trochaic feet, the right-hand syllable in (72) is headed
by schwa (see (48) above) or by an SC (see (50) above). Sonantisation in
(70), thus, results in the following structure (irrelevant feature geometry
omitted):

(73)
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6.8.4.2. [n1 ]-ASSIMILATION after fricatives

Padgett (1994:478) formulates the following marking condition:

(74) NASAL/CONTINUANT MARKING CONDITION

If [+nas,-voc], then [-cont]

Marking condition (74) implies, on the strength of the location of
[±cont] in representation (65), that assimilation of a nasal to a fricative

must either fail to apply or lead to hardening of the fricative. This has
far-reaching consequences, since the condition is "unusually robust"

(Padgett (1994:493)).
In Frisian, however, [n1 ]-ASSIMILATION after fricatives without

hardening of the latter does not always lead to an ill-formed result. In
what follows, we will first examine a variant of Frisian in which [n1 ]-
ASSIMILATION is freely allowed after fricatives and subsequently a
variant in which it is not.

Dyk (1987:124-126) reports for eastern Súdwesthoeksk sonantisation

and assimilation of /n/ after /v/ and /f/, and he informed us that the same
is possible after /x/, /s/, and /z/, as in the following examples:

(75) druven /dry:v+cn/ [dry:vm1 ] 'grapes'

moffen /mof+cn/ [mofm1 ] 'gloves'60

rachen /rax+cn/ [raxôý ] 'ranting and raving (gerund)'61

tassen /t]s+cn/ [t]sn1 ] 'bags'
slûzen /slu:z+cn/ [slu:zn1 ] 'locks; sluices'

This leaves the voiced velar fricative /ã/. Dyk (1987:125, footnote 8)
observes, with reference to the form eagen /Icã+cn/ 'eyes': "In my
idiolect the fricative ã becomes the plosive l here" [translated from

Frisian]. On page 126 he mentions three more examples:

 The syllabic nasal in druven and moffen is likely to be labiodental rather than la-60

bial.

 Hof (1948:130-131) also mentions the form 'rach'ng' [rachen]. He considers this61

kind of assimilation as characteristic of Wâldfrysk and as relatively young.
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(76) wegen /ve:ã+cn/ [ve:lôý ] 'roads; ways'

njoggen /nioãcn/ [njolôý ] 'nine'
dagen /da:ã+cn/ [da:lôý ] 'days'62

Padgett (1994:494-499) devotes some space to cases of nasals assimi-

lating to a fricative in which the fricative is hardened. By the latter is
meant, though it is the minimal interpretation, the insertion of the feature

[-cont], giving rise to an affricate. In the case at hand, the fricative /ã/ is
not turned into an affricate. Now, we may consider the change from

fricative to plosive as a special case of hardening. However, the fact
remains that hardening only applies to the velar voiced fricative but not

to the other fricatives, so it is not a general rule.
There is another way out here. The change from [ã] to [l] is not re-

stricted to the context of sonantisation, but appears in other contexts as
well, for instance in the adjective drege /dre:ã+c/ [dre:lc] 'rich, heavy;
difficult, laborious (inflected)' and the verb form drage /dra:ã+c/
[dra:lc] 'carry; wear; bear (all plural persons present tense; infinitive)'.
The same holds when [ã] precedes a full vowel: toga /to:ãa/ 'gown' and
lego /le:ão:/ 'Lego', for instance, are pronounced as [to:la] and [le:lo:],

respectively. We should not assume this [l] for the underlying level.
First, this would render the distribution of the dorsal obstruents much
harder to state (see § 1.3.2.5). Second, it leads to arguably wrong
predictions, for instance ik draach *[dra:k] 'I carry; wear; bear', it is

dreech *[dre:k] 'it is rich, heavy; difficult, laborious', and geseach
*[lcsI.ck] 'sawing', derived from /dra:l/, /dre:l/, and /lcsIcl/, respec-

tively, by means of SYLLABLE-FINAL OBSTRUENT DEVOICING.
The actual surface forms are [dra:x], [dre:x], and [lcsI.cx], with final [x]

being derived from /ã/ .63

It seems as if in eastern Súdwesthoeksk the sequence ãV is prohibited
at the surface. To handle this situation, we postulate the following con-

 wegen  and  dagen are the irregular plural forms of  wei /vai/ and dei /dai/,  re-62

spectively.

 A simplex word like the proper noun Oege is pronounced as [u:lc].  Since  the63

preceding vowel is long, we prefer to postulate an underlying voiced fricative /ã/ for
distributional reasons. An objection might be that, as a consequence, we are forced to allow
for absolute neutralisation, since /ã/ never reaches the surface. The same is at issue for a
word like ûns [é:s] 'hectogramme', for which we postulate the underlying form /u:nz/,
containing an /n/ which, due to nasalisation, never reaches the surface. The underlying form
/u:lc/ for Oege shows a repetition of the surface pattern: /l/ occurs in the context where
it can be derived from /ã/ by an independently motivated rule (cf. drege /dre:ã+c/ [dre:lc]
in the text). A slightly more abstract underlying form is, therefore, to be preferred. The
same holds regarding the forms with a full vowel like toga.
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straint and repair rule (both formulated linearly):

(77) a.

b. [ã]-REPAIR

[+cont] --> [-cont]

Rule (77)b is an 'anywhere rule', applying as soon as it can, hence before
sonantisation.64

Note that all this provides us with independent evidence for the
assumption that an SC derives from the sequence schwa + sonorant
consonant: in eagen [I.clôý ], for instance, underlying /ã/ must precede a
vowel, viz schwa, for it to convert into [l].

We conclude that in eastern Súdwesthoeksk the rule of [n1 ]-ASSIM-
ILATION (66) can apply after any consonant. For independent reasons,
as expressed by filter (77)a, schwa in the sequence ãcn cannot be input
to the rule of SCHWA-DELETION (20) and, as a consequence, /n/ in

the sequence ãn cannot to the rule of EXTENDED N-PROJECTION
(24). This means that neither of these rules need be complicated by

imposing certain conditions concerning /ã/ on them. Only the rule of [n1 ]-
ASSIMILATION (66) requires a slight modification for this dialect, in

that [-cont] must be removed from the left- hand segment:

 It also applies in verbs of the second weak class with a stem ending in -/ã/. These64

Ncan be inflected with the suffix -je (-/(ic) /) for all plural persons present tense and the
infinitive. When this occurs, as in seagje /sIcã+ic/ '(to) saw', stem-final /ã/ is pronounced
as [l]: [sI.cljc]. The fact that rule (77)b applies in this context constitutes independent
evidence for the assumption that a glide, segmentally speaking, is a (high) vocoid.
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(78) [n1 ]-ASSIMILATION (eastern Súdwesthoeksk)

The above rule is, thus, more general than rule (66).
Though rule (78) is descriptively adequate, one problem remains.

Consider the structure of the final consonant sequence in moffen

/mof+cn/ [mofm1 ] 'gloves':
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(79)

Structure (79) contradicts the NASAL/CONTINUANT MARKING
CONDITION (74), in that a [-voc,+nas] segment is [+cont].  On the one65

hand, we want to follow Padgett as much as possible, since (74) ex-
presses a universal claim; on the other hand, we cannot deny the facts of

the eastern variant of Súdwesthoeksk.
The least interesting way out is to assume that in this variant the

manner feature [±cont] is not located under the articulator nodes, but
that, instead, it is associated to the root node. In that case, the syllabic
(and assimilated) nasal would be specified as [-cont], in accordance with
(74). To allow for this would considerably weaken the universal claim, a

reason for rejecting this option.
Padgett (1994:492-493) asserts that condition (74) cannot be absolute,

since some languages allow for the derivation of nasalised fricatives.
This means that in some languages (74) can turn off at a later stage in the

derivation, though this is expected "to be uncommon for the same reason
that nasalized fricatives in general are uncommon" (Padgett (1994:494)).
This seems to us the only view to accommodate the assimilation facts
under consideration.

 Cf. the remarks in Padgett (1994:503-504) concerning the stop-fricative65

asymmetry under progressive nasal place assimilation in German.
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In our northwestern variant of Klaaifrysk, sonantisation after fricatives is

also possible, to wit the following examples:

(80) begjinsel /bclie:n+scl/ [bcljª:s1l] 'principle'
wynsel /vi:n+scl/ [v«:s1l] 'bandage, swathe'

halsem /h]lscm/ [h]lsm1 ] 'collar; neck'
iensum /ie:n+scm/ [jª:sm1 ] 'solitary, lonely'

kiezer /kicz+cr/ [ki.czr1] 'voter'
passer /p]s+cr/ [p]sr1] 'pair of compasses'

We should add that sonantisation following a plosive is more perceptible

and more common as well.
We did not give examples of forms containing the sequence fricative

+ c + /n/. This is not without reason. In this constellation, sonantisation
is only possible if fricative and /n/ have the same place of articulation,
hence if the fricative is coronal. Thus, in the examples in (81)a sonan-
tisation leads to a well-formed outcome, but in those in (81)b it does not:

(81) a. tassen /t]s+cn/ [t]sn1 ] 'bags'

huzen /hyz+cn/ [hyzn1 ] 'houses'
b. even /e:vcn/ [e:vcn] *[e:vm1 ] 'even; just a while'

te huffen /höf+c+n/ [höfcn] *[höfm1 ] 'striking, beating
(gerund)'

(te) dragen /dra:ã+c+n/ [dra:ãcn] *[dra:ãôý ] 'carrying;
wearing; bearing (gerund)'

(te) rachen /rax+c+n/ [raxcn] *[raxôý ] 'ranting and raving
(gerund)'

Northwestern Klaaifrysk, thus, is more in line with the NASAL/
CONTINUANT MARKING CONDITION (74) than is eastern Súdwest-
hoeksk described above.66

In order to accommodate these facts, we might formulate the follow-
ing condition on SCHWA-DELETION (20):

 In our variant, words like learzens /lIcz+cn+s/ 'boots' (a doubly pluralised form)66

and wissens /vIs+cns/ 'certainty, security' can only undergo nasalisation: [lI.czcÞ s] and
[vIscÞ s]. In words like tekkens /tekcn+s/ 'blankets' and goedens /lucd+cns/ 'goodness', on
the other hand, both nasalisation and sonantisation are possible: [tekôý ks]/[tekcÞ s] and
[lu.cdn1 s]/[lu.cdcÞ s].
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(82) if /n/ is in the coda and a [+cont] segment is in the onset,

SCHWA-DELETION must not operate, unless the onset
segment is coronal (northwestern Klaaifrysk)

It is, however, preferable to have one general rule of SCHWA-

DELETION.
Alternatively, we might modify the rule of [n1 ]-ASSIMILATION (66):

(83) [n1 ]-ASSIMILATION (northwestern Klaaifrysk)

Rule (83) is less general than rule (78), i.e. it is more in line with

condition (74).
The question that remains to be answered is why sonantisation and

[n1 ]-ASSIMILATION in northwestern Klaaifrysk only yield a well-
formed outcome after coronal continuants, but not after non-coronal
ones. Recall from § 6.8.2 above that the coronal nasal must be
homorganic with its consonantal surroundings. Now, although /s/ and /z/

are [+cont], they have the coronal place of articulation, so that the
consonant clusters in (81)a are homorganic from the outset, as opposed

to those in (81)b. This means that words like tassen /t]s+cn/ [t]sn1 ] 'bags'
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and huzen /hyz+cn/ [hyzn1 ] 'houses' satisfy the homorganicity

requirement on consonant clusters with /n/. They violate condition (74),
which, however, as we have seen above, is not absolute. In any case, it

appears to be less absolute than the homorganicity requirement on /n/.

6.9. Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we have tried to account for the phenomenon of

sonantisation of sonorant consonants within the theoretical framework
chosen, viz. that of non-linear phonology, elaborating on earlier findings

by Frisian linguists. We think that it is fair to say that our analysis has
proven fruitful. Our insight into the phenomenon has considerably

increased. We have gained a much better understanding of what,
phonologically speaking, an SC is and what this carries with it as regards
its phonological behaviour. Moreover, in the course of the investigation,
many facts, constraints, and tendencies as to sonantisation have come to
light which had hitherto gone unnoticed.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands

Dit proefschrift is gewijd aan syllabe en syllabificatie in het Fries. Het wil een bijdrage zijn aan
de bestudering van de fonologie van het Fries, waarvoor een tamelijk descriptieve,
data-georiënteerde invalshoek onontkoombaar is. Er is derhalve in de allereerste plaats gestreefd
naar observationele en beschrijvende adequaatheid. Dit houdt niet in dat het belang van de rol
van de taalkundige theorie voor de taalkundige beschrijving ontkend wordt (<'theorie zonder
descriptie is leeg, maar descriptie zonder theorie is blind"). Door zoveel mogelijk een beroep te
doen op universele principes en universele tendensen is er tevens gestreefd een verklarend
adequate analyse te bereiken. Aan de gevallen waarin de Friese feiten als universeel bedoelde
fonologische claims tegen lijken te spreken is dan ook steeds speciale aandacht besteed.

Het eerste, inleidende hoofdstuk begint met het geven van de nodige achtergrondinformatie over
het Fries en zijn dialecten. Daarna wordt het theoretische kader geïntroduceerd waarbinnen het
Fries geanalyseerd zal worden. Dat bestaat enerzijds uit de Lexicale Fonologie als algemeen
grammaticamodel en anderzijds uit de niet-lineaire (prosodische) fonologie als variant van de
algemene generatieve fonologie. Tevens wordt, waar deze niet eenduidig zijn, aangegeven welke
specifieke keuzen er gemaakt zijn. Het grootste gedeelte van dit hoofdstuk is gewijd aan een
beschrijving van het Friese klanksysteem. Niet alleen worden de vocalen en consonanten in
natuurlijke (fonologische) klassen verdeeld, er wordt ook aandacht besteed aan de juiste
fonologische karakterisering van individuele klanken en klankgroepen. Het aldus geconstrueerde
foneemsysteem vormt het uitgangspunt voor de volgende hoofdstukken.

In hoofdstuk twee wordt een expliciete procedure voor de syllabificatie van de inheemse,
ongelede, monosyllabische Friese woorden opgesteld. In de eerste subparagraaf staat de rol van
de syllabe in de fonologische theorie centraal, met name hoe verschillen tussen talen m.b.t. de
toegestane syllabetypen verantwoord kunnen worden door een beperkt aantal syllabeparameters
verschillend te fixeren. In de tweede subparagraaf wordt eerst ingegaan op de vraag of syllaben al
op het onderliggende niveau aanwezig moeten zijn. Nadat deze vraag ontkennend beantwoord is,
worden de twee alternatieve manieren van syllabificatie besproken, t.w. de segmenten aan een
reeds gegeven templaat associëren of er door regels steeds een syllabe boven laten bouwen. Er
wordt gekozen voor een aanpak van syllabificatie d.m.v. syllabebouwende regels, meer in het
bijzonder voor de aanpak van Levin (1985), die de syllabebouwende regels in een
syllabestructuuralgoritme (SSA) samenbrengt. Als laatste wordt in deze subparagraaf de rol van
sonoriteit t.a.v. syllabificatie behandeld. Hierna worden vorming van en condities op de aanzet
van de syllabe besproken, waarbij tevens het verschijnsel extrasyllabiciteit, d.w.z. het niet
gesyllabificeerd kunnen worden van segmenten, aan bod komt. Gedrag en vorming van de uit /s/
+ stemloze plosief bestaande complexe aanzetsegmenten worden in een afzonderlijke
subparagraaf behandeld. Daarna volgt een behandeling van het rijm, bestaande uit de nucleus en
de coda. Aangetoond wordt dat de nucleus maximaal twee, het rijm als geheel maximaal drie
structurele posities mag bezetten. Het voorkomen van extrasyllabische en complexe segmenten
in de coda leidt tot het opstellen van algemene regels voor het incorporeren van het eerste en het
vormen van het tweede type segment. Een afzonderlijke subparagraaf is gewijd aan de vraag of er
in de Friese fonologie zogenaamde pansyllabische beperkingen bestaan, d.w.z. beperkingen op de
syllabe als geheel, i.p.v. op aanzet, nucleus of coda afzonderlijk. De meeste gevallen die als



zodanig gekarakteriseerd lijken te kunnen worden, blijken bij nadere beschouwing
panmorfemisch te zijn. In de laatste subparagraaf wordt eerst een definitief SSA voor het Fries
opgesteld. Om het te krachtige SSA te beteugelen - het kan rijmen van vier structurele posities
afleiden - wordt vervolgens een rijmfilter voorgesteld, dat het rijm tot ten hoogste drie posities
beperkt. In het Fries kunnen korte vocalen in syllabe- en woordfinale positie voorkomen, terwijl
voorts wordt aangetoond dat er in het Fries de reguliere mogelijkheid van woordfinale rijmen van
drie posities bestaat.

Het Fries kent een grote verscheidenheid aan diftongen: dalende, centraliserende en stijgende. In
hoofdstuk drie wordt nagegaan hoe deze worden gevormd. De dalende en centraliserende
diftongen laten zich niet uit een reeds gesyllabificeerde lange monoftong afleiden. Daarom wordt
voorgesteld ze uit een sequentie van twee adjacente, ongesyllabificeerde, korte monoftongen te
vormen. Dit geschiedt d.m.v. de in hoofdstuk twee gemotiveerde syllabificatieprocedure, i.c. de
regel van N(ucleus)-projectie. Het Fries heeft onmiskenbaar linkshoofdige (dalende en
centraliserende) diftongen. In de fonologische literatuur is geclaimd dat een taal universeel alleen
òf links- of rechtshoofdige diftongen kan hebben. De rechtshoofdige (stijgende) diftongen die in
het Fries voor lijken te komen, zouden daarom geanalyseerd dienen te worden als bestaande uit
een glide in de aanzet gevolgd door een vocaal in de nucleus. Daarvoor lijkt er enige evidentie te
zijn; de evidentie om stijgende diftongen zo te analyseren dat ze volledig tot de nucleus behoren
blijkt echter veel sterker. Stijgende diftongen worden d.m.v. een reparatieregel afgeleid uit de
syllabische structuur van een dalende diftong, die echter t.a.v. het sonoriteitsverloop een niet
passende segmentele vulling heeft. De syllabificatie van woorden met onderliggende sequenties
van drie of vier vocalen wordt in een afzonderlijke subparagraaf behandeld. Er wordt betoogd dat
'triftongen' niet in structurele termen bestaan, d.w.z. een nucleus bezet nooit meer dan twee
structurele posities. Omdat syllaben noch glides voor het onderliggende niveau aangenomen
worden, wordt er speciale aandacht besteed aan beperkingen op de onderliggende
vocaalsequenties van morfemen. De belangrijkste beperking is die welke een sequentie van twee
adjacente niet-hoge vocalen uitsluit. Hiermee kunnen vrijwel alle mogelijke en onmogelijke
vocaalsequenties van morfemen verantwoord worden, al blijven enkele aanvullende beperkingen
noodzakelijk.

Hoofdstuk vier is gewijd aan het gedrag van de vocaal schwa in initiële syllabificatie en
epenthese. In hoofdstuk één wordt de aanname verdedigd dat de schwa niet meer dan een
wortelknoop is, met name dat deze vocaal geen eigen plaatskenmerken bezit. Dit laatste houdt in
dat hij op het niveau van initiële syllabificatie niet een syllabe kan projecteren, wat op zijn beurt
weer tot gevolg heeft, dat zoveel mogelijk segmenten ervoor tot de voorafgaande syllabe
gerekend worden, dat m.a.w. de schwa zich bij de initiële syllabificatie als een woordgrens
gedraagt. Dit wordt aangetoond aan de hand van een groot aantal fonotactische restricties.
Wanneer deze het rijm van de syllabe als domein hebben, blijken ze ook te gelden wanneer de
woordfinale schwa of de woord-finale sequentie schwa plus consonant niet meegerekend wordt.
Omdat de schwa op het postcyclische niveau wel tot een syllabe kan projecteren, ontstaat er een
verschil tussen de initiële en de oppervlakte-syllabificatie. Daarom wordt er in een afzonderlijke
subparagraaf aandacht aan resyllabificatie geschonken. Het aannemen van een
resyllabificatieregel blijkt niet nodig te zijn. Resyllabificatie is te beschouwen als een effect van
een structuurveranderende toepassing van de CV-regel in een afgeleide omgeving, afgedwongen



door de eis dat een woordinterne syllabe een aanzet moet hebben. De minimale fonologische
specificatie van de schwa is ook de reden dat deze vocaal in epenthese figureert. Nadat duidelijk
is gemaakt, dat epenthese in het Fries de functie heeft de realisering van een tautosyllabisch,
heterorgaan consonantcluster te vergemakkelijken, worden enkele kenmerken van de
epenthetische vocaal besproken. Epenthese kan zowel in de aanzet als in de coda voorkomen.
Het proces blijkt beperkt te worden door twee algemene welgevormdheidseisen, het verbod op
elkaar kruisende associatielijnen m.b.t. het prosodische, en de adjacentieconditie op linking
m.b.t. het featuregeometrische niveau. Omdat alleen de schwa de epenthetische vocaal kan zijn,
kan de epentheseregel heel algemeen geformuleerd worden. Epenthese toont tevens aan dat, net
als de CV-regel, de regel van N(ucleus)-projectie structuurveranderend kan opereren, door
bestaande associatielijnen te doorbreken (en uit te wissen).

Terwijl in hoofdstuk twee de syllabificatie van ongelede woorden centraal staat, wordt in
hoofdstuk vijf die van gelede (afgeleide) woorden behandeld. Het in hoofdstuk twee opgestelde
SSA kan niet alle segmenten van alle gelede woorden syllabificeren, terwijl deze wel
geprosodificeerd moeten zijn. De vraag wordt dan of het SSA zodanig aangepast dient te worden
dat het zowel ongelede als gelede woorden aan kan. Om dit laatste te bereiken, hoeven slechts
twee regels van het SSA een lichte herformulering te ondergaan, reden waarom deze optie
gekozen wordt boven het opstellen van een afzonderlijke aanvullende syllabificatieprocedure
voor gelede woorden. De uiteindelijke syllabificatie van een woord blijkt alleen aan universele
welgevormdheidseisen te moeten voldoen. In dit hoofdstuk wordt tevens een indeling van de
Friese affixen op basis van hun fonologische eigenschappen gegeven.

Hoofdstuk zes, ten slotte, is gewijd aan een analyse van ontstaan en gedrag van syllabische
sonorante consonanten, waarbij op de in de voorafgaande hoofdstukken verkregen inzichten
voortgebouwd wordt. In eerdere, lineaire analyses werd een syllabische consonant
gekarakteriseerd door het inherente (vocalische) kenmerk [syllabisch]. Omdat het gekozen,
niet-lineaire, fonologiemodel een structurele interpretatie van dit kenmerk vereist, wordt men
gedwongen syllabische consonanten anders te beschouwen, t.w. in termen van syllabestructuur.
Dit maakt het mogelijk dieper inzicht te verwerven in wat, fonologisch gezien, een syllabische
consonant is en wat dit betekent voor het fonologische gedrag van dit type consonant. Dit
hoofdstuk begint met een korte inleiding over syllabische segmenten in het algemeen. In de
Friese fonologie is altijd aangenomen, dat een syllabische consonant een variant van de sequentie
schwa + niet-syllabische consonant is. Deze opvatting wordt eerst met expliciete distributionele
en fonotactische evidentie ondersteund. Daarna wordt een niet-lineaire analyse van syllabisering
voorgesteld. Deze bestaat uit twee stappen. Eerst wordt de schwa gedeleerd, gevolgd door het
ineenstorten van de gehele syllabe waarvan deze vocaal het hoofd was. De overblijvende, nu
ongesyllabificeerde, consonanten kunnen wegens hun inherente sonoriteit niet alle in de
overgebleven syllabe(n) worden geïncorporeerd. Daarom wordt er een minder restrictieve,
postlexicale variant van de regel van N(ucleus)-projectie voorgesteld. Deze projecteert een
ongesyllabificeerde sonorante consonant tot een syllabe, waarna de CV-regel een consonant in de
aanzet opneemt. Er wordt dus geen afzonderlijke syllabiseringsregel aangenomen. Syllabisering
is het effect van minder restrictieve postlexicale syllabificatie. Als evidentie voor deze analyse
worden onveranderlijkheidseffecten aangedragen. Nadere syllabische, segmentele en ritmische
condities op het voorkomen van syllabische consonanten worden in een afzonderlijke



subparagraaf besproken. Het Fries kent ook syllabische obstruenten. Aangetoond wordt dat
syllabische sonoranten en obstruenten erg van elkaar verschillen: de eersten worden fonologisch
afgeleid, de laatsten zijn het resultaat van fonetische implementering. De laatste subparagraaf is
gewijd aan het assimilatorische gedrag van de syllabische coronale nasaal. Deze kan in enkele
dialecten van het Fries niet alleen aan plosieven en nasalen, maar ook aan fricatieven assimileren,
wat universeel gezien erg gemarkeerd is. Door de gedetailleerde beschrijving en analyse komen
er veel feiten, beperkingen en tendensen aangaande syllabische consonanten in het Fries aan het
licht die tot nu toe onopgemerkt waren gebleven.



The Syllable in Frisian

This thesis aims at providing insight into the syllable and syllabification in Frisian by giving a
detailed treatment. As such, it is intended to be a contribution to the study of the phonology of
Frisian. At the same time, it aims at placing a great many (new) data at the disposal of the
international phonological community.
The analysis is carried out within the general grammatical model of Lexical Phonology and
within the framework of non-linear generative phonology in particular. These have been
chosen deliberately, because they have had the opportunity to prove their usefulness as
descriptive tools over the years. Besides, the results thus obtained easily allow for restatement
in a different framework.
The analyses proposed are meant to be observationally and descriptively adequate to start off
with. However, by invoking universal phonological principles and by referring to universal
phonological tendencies as much as possible, a certain degree of explanatory adequacy is
hoped to have been attained as well. Where appropriate, it is pointed out how and why these
principles and tendencies are contradicted by the Frisian facts.

Chapter 1 offers a general overview of Frisian, its place as a minority language in the bilingual
Dutch province of Fryslân, and of its dialects. It also sets out the theoretical framework within
which the analyses are couched. By far the greatest part of this chapter is devoted to a
description of the structure of the Frisian sound system. The phonemic system thus arrived at
is the point of departure for the rest of the thesis.

Chapter 2 deals with the syllabification of native, simplex, monosyllabic words in Frisian.
This has never been the subject of a separate study, which implies that a lot of background
information must be given. The null hypothesis is that the initial syllabification, which is
executed at the deepest lexical level, has simplex words as its domain. In the first two
introductory subsections, a choice is made out of the various views on the syllable and
syllabification in phonological theory. After that, the syllable onset and rhyme (nucleus and
coda) are examined, with special attention being paid to extrasyllabicity. Separate subsections
are devoted to complex segments and pansyllabic constraints. Finally, a Syllable Structure
Algorithm (SSA) for Frisian is given.

Since Frisian has falling, centralising, and rising diphthongs, the formation of these complex
nuclei is discussed in chapter 3. It is shown that falling and centralising diphthongs do not
derive from long monophthongs through a diphthongisation rule, but that they, instead, result
from syllabification (notably N-Projection) of an underlying sequence of two adjacent short
vocoids. Rising diphthongs are derived, by means of a repair operation, from constellations
which initially are assigned the syllabic structure of a falling/centralising diphthong, but which
lack the appropriate segmental filling. In this way, a relatively simple procedure for diphthong
formation is arrived at, which makes maximal use of universal phonological principles and the
independently motivated SSA. Since neither glides nor syllable structure are present
underlyingly, some space is devoted to constraints on underlying vocoid sequences, which,
expressing generalisations over the melodic make-up of Frisian simplex words, are needed
anyway. It is shown in chapter 2 that a nucleus can contain two structural positions at most;
with this in mind, a new analysis of what have been called 'triphthongs' is put forward.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the behaviour of the vocoid schwa in relation to syllabification. It is
shown that word-final schwa (or schwa plus consonant) acts as a word boundary in initial



syllabification. On the one hand, schwa appears to be unable to participate in initial
syllabification (notably N-Projection), a property which derives from its minimal phonological
specification. Since, on the other hand, schwa's help is often called for to split a heterorganic
tautosyllabic consonant cluster, schwa-epenthesis is also investigated. The fact that it is only
schwa that can act as the epenthetic vowel is also attributed to its minimal specification. The
ill-formedness of epenthesis in partial geminates is explained by invoking two constraints, the
No-Crossing Constraint and an adjacency condition on linking, pertaining to suprafeatural and
feature-geometrical structure, respectively. Epenthesis also appears to shed light on the
non-structure preserving application of the rule of N-Projection.

Since initial syllabification only pertains to simplex words, chapter 5 examines how complex
words are syllabified. It is shown that the ultimate syllabification of these words cannot be
wholly executed by a regular application of the SSA for Frisian, so that a slight reformulation
of some syllable-building rules is called for. The constraints on initial syllabification need not
hold at the lexical level, so the ultimate syllabification must only be in accordance with
universal phonological principles. This chapter also contains an overview of the different
kinds of affixes in Frisian, with a view to the syllabification of the complex words they are
part of.

Chapter 6 offers an in-depth analysis of sonantisation, i.e. the formation of syllabic sonorant
consonants. Since it forces us to do away with the inherent feature [syllabic], the framework
of non-linear phonology enables us to gain a deeper insight into what, phonologically
speaking, a syllabic consonant is and what this means for its phonological behaviour. Several
arguments are adduced that a syllabic sonorant consonant derives from the sequence schwa +
non-syllabic sonorant consonant. Deriving a syllabic consonant is argued not to result from
phonetic implementation, but to interact with other phonological phenomena. It is claimed to
be a side-effect of the operation of a less restrictive variant of N-Projection at the post-lexical
level. A separate subsection is devoted to evidence for the derivation in question and its
proper formulation. Further topics are the stage in the derivation at which sonantisation takes
place, further constraints on it, the rise of syllabic obstruents, and, finally, the assimilatory
behaviour of the syllabic coronal nasal. The detailed description unravels many facts,
constraints, and tendencies as to syllabic sonorant consonants in Frisian which have not been
noticed before.



Gearfetting yn it Frysk

It giet yn dit proefskrift oer syllabe en syllabifikaasje yn it Frysk. It proefskrift is bedoeld as
bydrage oan 'e bestudearring fan 'e fonology fan it Frysk. Dêrtroch kin it net oars as frij
beskriuwend fan aard wêze. Der is dêrom alderearst stribbe nei observasjonele en
beskriuwende adekwatens. Dat haldt út soarte net yn dat it belang fan 'e taalkundige teory foar
de taalkundige beskriuwing ûntkend wurdt ("teory sûnder deskripsje is leech, mar deskripsje
sûnder teory is blyn"). Troch safolle mooglik in berop te dwaan op universele prinsipes en
universele tendinzen is tagelyk in ferklearjend adekwate analyze bestribbe. De gefallen dat de
Fryske feiten en universele fonologyske prinsipe/easken sa't it liket net mei-inoar yn 't lyk
binne, wurdt dan ek hieltyd apart omtinken oan jûn.

It earste, ynliedende haadstik begjint mei in algemien oersjoch fan it Frysk en de Fryske
dialekten; fierders is der ek omtinken foar it plak fan it Frysk yn it twatalige Fryslân. Dêrnei
wurdt it teoretyske ramt út 'e doeken dien dêr't it Frysk binnen analysearre wurde sil. Oan 'e
iene kant bestiet dat út 'e Leksikale Fonology as algemien grammatikamodel, oan ‘e oare kant
út 'e net-lineêre (prosoadyske) fonology as fariant fan 'e algemiene generative fonology. Dêr't
dy twa net ûndûbelsinnich binne, wurdt oanjûn hokker spesifike opfetting oft foar keazen is.
Fierwei it grutste part fan dit haadstik jout in beskriuwing fan it Fryske lûdsysteem. De
fokalen en konsonanten wurde net allinnich yn natuerlike (fonologyske) klassen ferdield, de
krekte fonologyske karakterisearring fan beskate lûden en lûdgroepen krijt ek moai wat
omtinken. It foneemsysteem dat dwaandewei opset wurdt, is it útgongspunt foar de oare
haadstikken.

Yn haadstik twa wurdt besocht om ta in eksplisite proseduere foar it syllabifisearjen fan eigen,
net-gearstalde, monosyllabyske Fryske wurden te slagjen. Yn 'e earste subparagraaf giet it oer
de rolle fan 'e syllabe yn 'e fonologyske teory, benammen oer hoe't ferskillen tusken talen op it
stik fan 'e tastiene syllabetypen ferantwurde wurde kinne troch oan in lyts tal
syllabeparameters ûngelikense wearden te jaan. Yn 'e twadde subparagraaf wurdt earst op 'e
fraach yngongen oft syllaben al op it ûnderlizzende nivo oannommen wurde moatte, dat sa net
blykt te wêzen. Dan wurde de twa ferskillende wizen fan syllabifikaasje bepraat, t.w. de
segmintrige oan in syllabetemplaat ferbine of boppe de segmintrige troch regels in syllabe
bouwe litte. Der wurdt keazen foar de oanpak fan Levin (1985), dy't wurket mei
syllabebouwende regels en dyselden yn in syllabestruktueralgoritme (SSA) ûnderbringt. As
lêste wurdt yn dizze subparagraaf de rolle fan sonoriteit besjoen. Dan komt der in behanneling
fan 'e foarming fan en de kondysjes op it oansetstik fan 'e syllabe. It ferskynsel fan
ekstrasyllabisiteit, d.w.s. it net syllabifisearre wurde kinnen fan segminten, komt dêrby ek op
it aljemint. Der binne oanwizingen dat de konsonantkloften fan /s/ + stimleaze ploffer ien
kompleks oansetsegmint útmeitsje. It fonologyske hâlden en dragen en de foarming dêrfan
wurde yn in aparte subparagraaf behannele. Dêrnei is it rymstik fan 'e syllabe oan bar, dat
bestiet út de nukleus (de syllabekearn) en de koada. Der wurdt sjen litten, dat de nukleus op
'en measten twa, it rym as gehiel op 'en measten trije strukturele posysjes besette mei. Meidat
ekstrasyllabyske en komplekse segminten ek yn 'e koada foarkomme, wurde der algemiene
regels opsteld foar it ynliivjen fan it earste en it foarmjen fan it twadde slach segmint. Yn in
aparte subparagraaf giet it oer de fraach oft der yn 'e Fryske fonology ek saneamde
pansyllabyske beheiningen besteane, d.w.s. beheiningen op 'e hiele syllabe ynstee fan op
oanset, nukleus of koada apart, De measte gefallen dy't op it bestean dêrfan lykje te wizen,
moatte lykswols as panmorfemyske beheiningen begrepen wurde. Yn 'e lêste subparagraaf
wurdt earst in definityf SSA foar it Frysk jûn. Omdat dat wat te krêftich is - it kin



syllaberimen fan fjouwer strukturele posysjes ôfliede - wurdt der in rymfilter foarslein, dat
mar allinnich foar rimen fan trije posysjes goedseit. It einichste plak fan in syllabe of wurd kin
yn it Frysk troch in koarte fokaal beset wurde, wylst tagelyk sjen litten wurdt, dat in rym fan
trije posysjes oan 'e wurdein yn it Frysk in gewoane mooglikheid is.

It Frysk hat in grut ferskaat fan twilûden: delgeande, sintralisearjende en opgeande. Yn
haadstik trije wurdt neigongen hoe't dy foarme wurde. De delgeande en sintralisearjende
twilûden litte har net út in al syllabifisearre lang ienlûd ôfliede. Dêrom wurdt der útsteld om
se út in sekwinsje fan twa oanbuorjende, net syllabifisearre, koarte ienlûden te foarmjen. Soks
kin bewurkmastere wurde mei de syllabifikaasjeproseduere dy't yn haadstik twa oannommen
en oannimlik makke is. It giet dan om ‘e regel fan N(ukleus)-projeksje. It Frysk hat
kleardernôch loftshadige (delgeande en sintraliseadende) twilûden. Yn 'e fonologyske
literatuer is as in universeel prinsipe nei foaren brocht dat in taal mar allinnich òf lofts- òf
rjochtshadige twilûden hawwe kin. De rjochtshadige (opgeande) twilûden dy't yn it Frysk foar
lykje te kommen, soenen dêrom analysearre wurde moatte as in heallûd yn 'e oanset folge fan
in lûd yn 'e nukleus. No binne der wol in pear oanwizingen dy't sa'n analyze lykje te stypjen,
mar de oanwizingen dat beide parten fan in opgeand twilûd ta de nukleus hearre, binne folle
sterker. De opgeande twilûden wurde mei in byhelpregel ôflaat fan ‘e syllabyske struktuer fan
in delgeand twilûd mei in op it stik fan it sonoriteitsferrin ferkearde segmintele ynfolling. De
syllabifikaasje fan wurden mei ûnderlizzende sekwinsjes fan trije of fjouwer fokalen wurdt yn
in aparte subparagraaf behannele. Der wurdt útholden, dat der struktureel besjoen gjin
trijelûden besteane, d.w.s. de nukleus beset nea mear as twa strukturele posysjes. Meidat
syllaben en heallûden net foar it ûnderlizzende nivo oannommen wurde, wurdt der apart
omtinken oan beheiningen op 'e ûnderlizzende fokaalsekwinsjes fan morfemen jûn. De
wichtichste beheining is deselde dy't in sekwinsje fan twa oanbuorjende net-hege fokalen
útslút. Dêr kinne suver alle mooglike en ûnmooglike fokaalsekwinsjes fan morfemen mei
ferantwurde wurde, al kin it net sûnder in pear oanfoljende beheiningen

Haadstik fjouwer giet oer it hâlden en dragen fan 'e fokaal sjwa yn inisjele syllabifikaasje en
epenteze. Yn haadstik ien wurdt oannommen dat de sjwa net mear is as in woartelknoop, dat
benammen ynhâldt dat dizze fokaal gjin eigen plakskaaimerken hat. Dat lêste is fan dy
gefolgen, dat er op it nivo fan 'e inisjele syllabifikaasje net in syllabe projektearje kin. Op syn
bar hâldt dat wer yn, dat safolle mooglik segminten foar de sjwa ta de syllabe derfoar rekkene
wurde, m.o.w. dat de sjwa him by de inisjele syllabifikaasje as in wurdgrins hâldt en draacht.
Dat wurdt sjen litten oan 'e hân fan gâns fonotaktyske beheiningen. Wannear't dy it rym fan 'e
syllabe as domein hawwe, docht it bliken, dat se ek jilde at by wurden op sjwa (of sjwa +
konsonant) dy lêsten net rekkene wurde. Meidat sjwa op it postsyklyske nivo al ta in syllabe
projektearje kin, ûntstiet der in ferskil tusken de inisjele en de oerflaktesyllabifikaasje. Dêrom
krijt it proses fan resyllabifikaasje apart omtinken. It docht bliken, dat der net in aparte
resyllabifikaasjeregel oannommen wurde hoecht. Resyllabifikaasje kin beskôge wurde as in
effekt fan in struktuerferoarjende tapassing fan 'e CV-regel yn in ôflate omkrite, in tapassing
dy't ôftwongen wurdt troch de eask dat in syllabe yn it wurd in oanset hawwe moat. De
minimale fonologyske spesifikaasje fan 'e sjwa is ek de reden dat dizze lokaal by epenteze oan
‘t ljocht komt. Epenteze hat yn it Frysk de funksje om it realisearjen fan in tautosyllabyske,
heterorgane bylûdkloft makliker te meitsjen. It hâlden en dragen fan 'e epentetyske fokaal kin
foar in part streekrjocht út 'e eigenskippen fan 'e fokaal sjwa ferklearre wurde. Epenteze kin yn
'e oanset likegoed as yn 'e koada syn beslach krije. It wurdt beheind troch twa algemiene
betingsten foar fonologyske represintaasjes, it ferbod op inoar krusende assosjaasjelinen foar
it prosoadyske nivo, en de eask fan oanbuorjendheid foar mei-inoar ferbûne segminten foar it



nivo fan 'e fonologyske skaaimerken. Omdat mar allinnich sjwa de epentetyske fokaal wêze
kin, kin de epentezeregel hiel algemien formulearre wurde. Epenteze lit ek sjen dat, krekt
lykas de CV-regel, de regel fan N(ukleus)-projeksje struktuerferoarjend tapast wurde kin; hy
kin troch besteande assosjaasjelinen hinne brekke en dy weimeitsje.

Giet it yn haadstik twa om 'e syllabifikaasje fan net-gearstalde wurden, yn haadstik fiif wurdt
dy fan gearstalde ôflate wurden ûndersocht. Mei it yn haadstik twa opstelde SSA kinne net
alle segminten fan alle gearstalde wurden syllabifisearre wurde, wylst se al prosodifisearre
wêze moatte. De fraach wurdt dan, oft it SSA sa oanpast wurde moat, dat it foar de
syllabifikaasje fan net-gearstalde likegoed as fan gearstalde wurden riede kin. Om it safier te
krijen, hoege mar twa regels fan it SSA justjes oars formulearre te wurden. Dêrom wurdt dat
foar kar nommen boppe it opsetten fan in aparte oanfoljende syllabifikaasjeproseduere foar
gearstalde wurden. De finale syllabifikaasje fan in wurd, sa docht bliken, hoecht allinnich oan
universele betingsten foar fonologyske represintaasjes te foldwaan. Yn dit haadstik wurdt ek
in yndieling fan 'e Fryske affiksen op grûn fan har fonologyske eigenskippen jûn.

Yn haadstik seis, as lêste, giet it om in analyze fan ûntstean en hâlden en dragen fan
syllabyske sonorante konsonanten. De kennis fan 'e Fryske syllabe dy't yn 'e eardere
haadstikken opdien is, wurdt dêrby hieltyd te pas brocht. Yn eardere, lineêre analyzes waard
oan in syllabyske konsonant it ynherinte (fokalyske) skaaimerk [syllabysk] tatocht. It
net-lineêre fonologymodel dêr't wy fan útgeane, makket in strukturele ynterpretaasje fan dat
skaaimerk nedich. Dêrom moatte wy syllabyske konsonanten oars opfetsje, t.w. yn termen fan
syllabestruktuer. Dêrtroch kinne wy better ynsjoch krije yn wat, fonologysk besjoen, in
syllabyske konsonant is en wat dat betsjut foar it hâlden en dragen fan dit slach konsonant. It
haadstik begjint mei in koarte ynlieding oer syllabyske segminten oer 't generaal. Yn 'e Fryske
fonology is altyd oannommen, dat in syllabyske konsonant in fariant fan 'e sekwinsje sjwa +
net-syllabyske konsonant is. Dy oannimming wurdt earst eksplisite distribúsjonele en
fonotaktyske evidinsje foar bybrocht. Dêrnei wurdt der in net-lineêre analyze fan
syllabisearring útsteld, dy’t út twa stappen bestiet. Earst wurdt de sjwa delearre, dat fan dy
gefolgen is, dat de syllabe dêr't dy fokaal it haad fan wie, yninoar klapt. De konsonanten dy't
dan oerbliuwe, binne net mear oan in syllabe ferbûn. Omreden fan har ynherinte sonoriteit
kinne se net (allegearre) yn 'e oanbuorjende syllabe(n) ynlive wurde. Der wurdt dêrom in
minder restriktive, postleksikale fariant fan 'e regel fan N(ukleus)-projeksje foarslein. Dy
projektearret in net-syllabifisearre sonorante konsonant ta in syllabe en dêrnei nimt de
CV-regel in konsonant yn 'e oanset dêrfan op. Der wurdt dus net in aparte
syllabisearringsregel oannommen. Syllabisearring is it effekt fan minder restriktive,
postleksikale syllabifikaasje. As evidinsje foar dizze analyze wurde saneamde
ûnferoarlikheidseffekten nei foaren brocht. Yn in aparte subparagraaf wurde neiere syllabyske,
segmintele en ritmyske betingsten foar it foarkominen fan syllabyske konsonanten behannele.
Syllabyske obstruinten wurdt apart omtinken oan jûn. Der wurdt sjen litten, dat syllabyske
sonoranten en obstruinten tige útinoar rinne: de earsten wurde fonologysk ôflaat, de 1êsten
binne it resultaat fan fonetyske ymplemintearring. As útsetter wurdt de assimilaasje fan 'e
syllabyske koronale nasaal ûndersocht. Dy kin yn guon dialekten fan it Frysk net inkel oan
ploffers en nasalen, mar ek oan rûzers assimilearje, hoewol't dat universeel sjoen tige
markearre is. De detaillearre beskriuwing en analyze bringe gâns feiten, beheiningen en
tendinzen oangeande syllabyske konsonanten yn it Frysk oan it ljocht dy’t oant no ta net
opmurken wienen.
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